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Welcome to Kirkus’ first-ever Fun Issue! We’ve done issues devoted 
to summer reading before but nothing as extensive as this issue, which 
features far more interviews than we normally publish in the magazine 
(all of them with writers who will keep you entertained through August); 
lists in the fiction, nonfiction, children’s, and young adult sections of 
books that are great summer reads; our editors’ thoughts about this 
summer’s offerings; and this list below of the writers, some of them well-
known and some of them to discover, who I think are publishing the 
best summer books. Here’s to a wonderful summer of reading! 

Calypso by David Sedaris (May 29): “Mortality is weighing on Sedaris, much of it his own, 
professional narcissist that he is….But bad news has sharpened the author’s humor, and this 
book is defined by a persistent, engaging bafflement over how seriously or unseriously to 
take life when it’s increasingly filled with Trump and funerals. Sedaris at his darkest—and 
his best.”

City of Devils: The Two Men Who Ruled the Underworld of Old 
Shangai by Paul French (July 3): “Fast-paced, plot-twisty true-
crime tale of the kingpins of Shanghai’s Old City, land of miscre-
ant opportunity. The old ‘Terry & the Pirates’ comic strip had it 
right: The mysterious East was just the place for an enterprising 
lawbreaker to homestead…. A Casablanca without heroes and just 
the thing for those who like their crime stories the darkest shade 
of noir.”

Give Me Your Hand by Megan Abbott (July 17): “A rising star in a 
famous laboratory can track her success back to the one person 
in her life she’d like to forget. As a teenager, Kit Owens is fine 
with doing just enough to set herself up for a comfortable life. She never had a compelling 
reason to push herself until Diane Fleming quietly stepped into her life. The new girl with 
a troubled past, Diane seems to care only about achieving perfection, and she doesn’t 
understand why Kit wouldn’t want the same….In Abbott’s deft hands, friendship is fused 
to rivalry, and ambition to fear, with an unsettling level of believability. It will take more 
than a cold shower to still the blood thumping in your ears when you finish this.”

The Summer Wives by Beatriz Williams (July 10): “Twenty years after a murder at her fam-
ily’s tony Long Island Sound summer enclave, an expatriate actress returns to right a ter-
rible injustice and heal her broken heart….With just the right touch of bitters, Williams 
mixes a satisfyingly tempestuous—and eminently beachworthy—follow-up to her beloved 
Schuyler Sisters series.”
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My Plain Jane by Cynthia Hand & Brodi Ashton & Jodi Meadows (June 26): “Mysteries abound on the moors—and 
not all of them are of this world. When Charlotte Brontë’s best friend, Jane Eyre, is offered a job with the Society 
for the Relocation of Wayward Spirits, Charlotte is dismayed that Jane takes a position as a governess at Thornfield 
Hall instead. So Charlotte decides that she’s the right person for the job, even if she can’t see ghosts like Jane can…. 
A fun, supernatural mashup of different literary novels that shines on its own merit.” (Fantasy. 13-adult)

Okay Fine Whatever: The Year I Went from Being Afraid of Everything to Only Being Afraid of Most Things by 
Courtenay Hameister (July 31): “A former Live Wire! host’s account of the year she spent facing the ‘sometimes crip-
pling anxiety’ that ruled her life. Hameister had always been a ‘toe-dipper. A cringe-r. A wait-and-see-er.’ Yet few 
people knew, just as they did not know that she struggled with generalized anxiety disorder and obsessive-compul-
sive disorder. After suffering an especially massive anxiety attack in the spring of 2013, the author not only stepped 
down from her position at Live Wire!; she also decided to ‘do things that scared me and then write about them.’…
The author not only chronicles how she faced her inner demons and won; she also offers a reminder that doing even 
the smallest thing to conquer fear ‘is enough to change a lot.’ A fresh, intelligent memoir.”

Tell the Machine Goodnight by Katie Williams (June 19): “In her first book for adults, 
Williams imagines a not-too-distant future in which people find happiness with the 
help of machines. It’s 2035, and for the last nine years Pearl has worked as a technician 
for the Apricity Corporation, a San Francisco company that’s devised a machine that, 
using skin cells collected from the inside of a subject’s cheek, provides ‘contentment 
plans’ for those seeking happiness….With its clever, compelling vision of the future, 
deeply human characters, and delightfully unpredictable story, this novel is itself a rec-
ipe for contentment.”

Confessions of the Fox by Jordy Rosenberg (June 26): “In this inventive debut, Rosen-
berg transforms the legend of Jack Sheppard, infamous 18th-century London thief, 
into an epic queer love story. When Dr. R. Voth, ‘a guy by design, not birth,’ discovers 
a ‘mashed and mildewed pile of papers’ at a university library book sale, he becomes 
obsessed with transcribing and documenting its contents. The manuscript appears to 
be a retelling of the Jack Sheppard legend, but it contains a marked difference: Jack was not born Jack, but P—, a 
young girl with a knack for making and fixing things….A singular, daring, and thrilling novel: political, sexy, and 
cunning as a fox.”

Tell Me Lies by Carola Lovering (June 12): “Passion, friendship, heartbreak, and forgiveness ring true in Lovering’s 
debut, the tale of a young woman’s obsession with a man who’s ‘good at being charming.’ Long Island native Lucy 
Albright starts her freshman year at Baird College in Southern California intending to study English and journalism 
and become a travel writer. Stephen DeMarco, an upperclassman, is a political science major who plans to become 
a lawyer. Soon after they meet, Lucy tells Stephen an intensely personal story about the Unforgivable Thing, a 
betrayal that turned Lucy against her mother….The ending is perfect, as Lucy figures out the dark secret Stephen 
has kept hidden and learns the difference between lustful addiction and mature love. There are unforgettable beau-
ties in this very sexy story.”

The Drama Teacher by Koren Zailckas (Aug. 7): “A habitual liar fakes her teaching credentials and takes on ghosts 
from her past to safeguard her children’s future in Zailckas’ latest. Gracie Mueller is a con artist who learned from 
the best—first her father and then her first husband. When her second husband begins having more and more 
money problems—and takes a girlfriend on the side—Gracie realizes she’s going to have to find her own way out of 
the mess. She picks an easy mark, a lonely, wealthy woman who hires her to design an addition to her house. Tragedy 
ensues, and Gracie fakes her own death and the deaths of her children to escape the consequences….An unusual 
female perspective defies expectations and, ultimately, entertains.”

from the editor’s desk: cont.
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THE WASHINGTON DECREE
Adler-Olsen, Jussi
Trans. by Schein, Steve
Dutton (592 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-5247-4252-2  

The creator of Denmark’s Depart-
ment Q, that unforgettable squad of mis-
fit detectives (The Scarred Woman, 2017, 
etc.), jumps the pond in this ambitious, 
paranoid fantasy of how quickly things 

can go wrong in the hands of an American president who’s 
determined to take a strong stand against threats of violence.

Sixteen years after Virginia governor Bruce Jansen’s first 
wife, Caroll, was stabbed to death during a very public moment 
on a visit to China, his successful run for the presidency comes 
to the worst possible climax when his second wife, Mimi Todd 
Jansen, is gunned down, perhaps in his stead, on election night. 
Deeply shaken by the first death, Jansen is so traumatized by 
the second that observers wonder whether he’ll take the oath 
of office or resign in favor of Vice President-elect Michael K. 
Lerner. As it turns out, Jansen not only assumes, but transforms 
the office, using agencies and executive orders already in place 
to step up surveillance on his fellow citizens, unplug the inter-
net, defang or shutter critical journalistic outlets, and ban first 
ammunition, then guns from private ownership. Members of 
paramilitary militias like Moonie Quale predictably go ballis-
tic, but members of Jansen’s cabinet, many of them touched 
by personal violence against their loved ones, overwhelmingly 
support him. So far the scenario recalls that of It Can’t Happen 
Here, Sinclair Lewis’ classic 1935 novel of homegrown American 
fascism. Adler-Olsen’s complication is his decision to focus not 
on a single American oppressed and powerfully radicalized by 
the new regime but by an oddly assorted group—journalist John 
Bugatti, presidential press secretary Wesley Barefoot, Sheriff T. 
Perkins, and staff attorney Dorothy “Doggie” Rogers, whose 
father is convicted of arranging Mimi Todd Jansen’s murder—
who were all present on that fateful day in Beijing.

Despite a disturbing and all-too-plausible concept duly 
supported by an appendix listing real-life executive orders 
ripe for tyrannical misuse, this nightmare gradually turns 
into a standard-issue lots-of-good-guys-versus-even-more-
bad-guys scenario populated by characters you’ll hardly 
miss when they’re killed, as so many of them are.

fiction
THREE THINGS ABOUT ELSIE by Joanna Cannon .............................8
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

THE SHAKESPEARE 
REQUIREMENT
Schumacher, Julie
Doubleday (320 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Aug. 14, 2018 
978-0-385-54234-0
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BAD MAN
Auerbach, Dathan 
Blumhouse Books (320 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-385-54292-0  

After a young man loses his little 
brother, he searches for him desper-
ately while working as a stocker at a 
grocery store.

This nasty little slice of Southern 
gothic is Auerbach’s (Penpal, 2012) sec-

ond novel, following his popular Reddit-fueled, self-published 
debut. This time, he lands at Doubleday’s horror-heavy Blum-
house Books imprint. A prologue finds Ben and his 3-year-old 
brother, Eric, in a grocery store in a desolate stretch of North 
Florida—and just as surely as he was there, Eric disappears. 
Five years later, Ben is a wreck, a heavy, slow adolescent who’s 
partially lame from a childhood accident. His father is largely 
absent, and his stepmother is crippled by grief. Out of des-
peration, Ben gets a job as a stocker at the very store where his 
brother vanished. What follows is a heady, puzzling, and oddly 
gripping exercise in depicting a small town as a macabre place 
filled with everyday horrors ranging from a child’s stuffed ani-
mal to a gruesome industrial accident. Ben is under the thumb 
of the shop’s cruel manager, Bill Palmer. He also has co-work-
ers, a strange cast that includes his buddies Marty and Frank, 
the bakery’s misanthrope, Miss Beverly, and a cashier named 
Chelsea. Also keeping one eye on Ben is local policeman James 
Duchaine, whose motivations are hard to discern. Through it 
all, Ben remains buoyed by hope, about which Auerbach writes: 

“It doesn’t fix anything. It just numbs and reassures, until it can 
consume the desperate for the sake of its own brilliant incan-
descence. And as hope comforts us, it becomes easier and easier 
to forget that it too was in the jar that Pandora carried. It’s the 
one horror of the world that wasn’t loosed when she opened the 
lid. It’s the one horror that lives in us.”

An unreliable protagonist and a nebulous finale may 
put some off, but credit Auerbach for keeping readers on 
the edges of their seats for the whole ride.

THE OTHER BROTHER
Baratz-Logsted, Lauren
Diversion Books (292 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-63576-042-2  

A woman spends the summer vaca-
tioning with her husband, her children, 
and her brother-in-law, the lead singer 
of an enormously famous band.

When Mona met Jack Springer, she 
had no idea that his older brother was 

Denny Springer, lead singer for one of the world’s greatest rock 
bands. In fact, she didn’t find out who Jack’s brother was until 
their wedding day, when Denny failed to show up. Mona and Jack 

Recently, on Twitter, a writer 
named Tim Schaffert asked his fol-
lowers to describe their favorite read-
ing experience. “Not your favorite 
book, necessarily,” he said, “but one 
of your favorite moments/periods 
of engagement with a book.” Many 
people responded with tales of read-
ing books while traveling to the plac-
es they were set. For me, many of my 

most memorable reading experiences have taken place 
on one of the first warm days of summer: flying through 
Judy Blume’s Smart Women on the lawn after finishing my 
last exams during my sophomore year at college, propped 
up by one of those backrest pillows; 
spending Memorial Day in a ham-
mock reading Eleanor Lipman’s The 
Inn at Lake Devine. 

In recent years, I’ve discovered 
a taste for books set near the beach, 
read as summer begins: Maine by 
J. Courtney Sullivan; Bittersweet by 
Miranda Beverly-Whittemore; The 
Rocks by Peter Nichols. I try not to 
judge a book by its cover, but the 
beautiful water on the fronts of all these books surely 
helped them find readers hoping to get swept up by a 
summery story.

This year, the book I’m going to be recommending 
to all my friends is The High Season by Judy Blundell, set 
on the North Fork of Long Island. The first line drew me 
right in: “Every summer Ruthie gave away her house by 
the sea.” (See our interview with Blundell on page 14.) 
One I’m going to be reading myself is Elin Hilderbrand’s 
The Perfect Couple; I’m not sure how I’ve missed Hilder-

brand’s Nantucket-set books all 
these years. Beatriz Williams’ The 
Summer Wives is set on an island in 
Long Island Sound and picks up 20 
years after a murder in the tightknit 
enclave. If you’re a cycling fan, try 
Joe Mungo Reed’s We Begin Our As-
cent, set at the Tour de France. I’m 
saving it to read if I ever get to the 
Tour—that would be a memorable 
reading experience! —L.M.

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor. 

my summer 
reads
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have been married for years and have two sons by the time Denny 
finally comes home for Easter dinner. Mona, Jack, and their sons 
are planning to spend their summer at a rental house in Connecti-
cut, and Mona invites Denny to join them. Jack is also a musician, 
although his albums are much less successful than those of Denny’s 
band. It might, she thinks, be an opportunity for the brothers to 
bond over their shared love of music. But when Denny shows 
up, his presence is more bothersome to Mona that she thought it 
would be. He brings bodyguards, a driver, and a sense of entitle-
ment that she can’t stand. As their summer goes on, Mona starts 
to wonder how well she knows Jack and Denny in the first place. 
Baratz-Logsted’s (I Love You, Michael Collins, 2017, etc.) writing 
sparkles, and Mona’s voice feels pleasantly conversational. Readers 
will feel like they’re hearing a story from a best friend, although 
they might wish for slightly more drama. A twist near the end 
doesn’t carry the emotional heft that it should, since the stakes—
in Mona’s relationship with Jack, Jack’s relationship with Denny, 
and Mona’s relationship with Denny—are never quite high enough.

A fun summer read about the secrets families keep 
from one another.

READ ME
Benedictus, Leo
Twelve (256 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $24.98 audiobook  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-5387-1147-7
978-1-4789-8993-6 audiobook  

A stalker insinuates himself into the 
life of his target, with horrific results.

When he first appears, the narrator 
of this novel seems polite and even self-
deprecating. “I have only tried to live 

by simple principles with doggedness and honesty, and with an 
open mind,” he says; it’s a simple code, and one that seems inno-
cent enough. Quickly, however, his actions demonstrate that 
he has a much more sinister agenda in mind: watching a young 
woman as she sleeps, his movements quiet so as not to wake 
her. Over the course of the following pages, the narrator reveals 
that, due to an inheritance, he’s become independently wealthy 
and that he has a penchant for stalking women. It’s Frances 
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who draws him in the most—and, gradually, Benedictus (The 
Afterparty, 2011) shows both how the narrator monitors her and 
how his efforts to disrupt her life turn a successful career into 
something that disrupts her psychological well-being. The con-
trast between the narrator’s tone and the unsettling nature of 
his actions creates a host of tension, and in its best moments 
this novel suggests a reimagining of John Fowles’ The Collector 
for an age of social media, constant surveillance, and toxic mas-
culinity. Unfortunately, in the novel’s second half, its narrator 
engages in a series of even more horrific acts, turning a work 
of psychological suspense into something more visceral. And 
while the narrator’s self-deluded solemnity makes for a number 
of creepy jolts throughout, having the book written from his 
perspective has the effect of marginalizing Frances—making 
the conclusion feel flat rather than chilling.

When Benedictus’ thriller clicks, it does so vividly—
but it never entirely explores the full weight of its resonant 
themes.

THREE THINGS 
ABOUT ELSIE 
Cannon, Joanna
Scribner (304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-5011-8738-4  

Two friends work at solving a mys-
tery that spiderwebs back in time, not 
unlike the young girls in Cannon’s debut, 
The Trouble with Goats and Sheep (2016), 
but this book is set much later in life at 

an assisted living facility.
As long as she can remember, Florence’s best friend has been 

Elsie. They both think of Florence’s memory as spotty, though, 
and Elsie often challenges her to practice calling up facts from 
their shared past. Strangely—and it is one of many peculiari-
ties permeating the book—the chapters that Florence narrates 
exude authority, a good eye for detail, and a crotchety inde-
pendence that unfortunately puts her on probation with the 
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assistant director at her housing complex. This makes it very 
bad timing for Ronnie Butler to appear, masquerading as a new 
resident, because Ronnie Butler was supposed to have drowned 
in 1953 and, before that, was a violent man who infested and 
harmed Elsie’s family. Florence is terrified; she believes he has 
come back for her but can’t explain why. Maddeningly, she com-
municates less efficiently with authorities than with the reader, 
and they aren’t inclined to believe her anyway. But what begins 
as a tale evocative of The Yellow Wallpaper turns into an amateur 
detective story when Florence confides in the kind and clever 
General Jack, another resident, and they go hunting down clues 
to Ronnie’s motives and the identity he’s stolen. The tone then 
shifts once more (at the seaside, appropriately) to something 
bittersweet and pensive, concerned with the significance of any 
one life as well as the texture of devotion. The novel breathes 
with suspense, providing along the way piercing, poetic descrip-
tions, countless tiny mysteries, and breathtaking little reveals. 
Some outcomes seem obvious, but enough is left unsaid to keep 
readers unsure of anything until the last chapter. Perhaps not 
quite then, either.

A rich portrait of old age and friendship stretched over 
a fascinating frame.

THE MASTERPIECE
Davis, Fiona
Dutton (368 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-5247-4295-9  

New York’s Grand Central Terminal 
is more than just an architectural master-
piece or historic landmark for aspiring 
artist Clara Darden and newly divorced 
mother Virginia Clay. It’s a platform for 
new beginnings at a time when each 

woman needs one most.
Davis (The Address, 2017, etc.) has carved out a literary niche 

by giving readers a peek into the private lives of those who live 
and work in New York’s most intriguing buildings, such as the 
Barbizon Hotel and the Dakota. In her third novel, she lets us 
into the world of two women employed at Grand Central dur-
ing different eras. Twenty-five-year-old Clara arrives in New 
York in 1927 with great talent and even more ambition. Though 
she enjoys teaching at the art school tucked away in the train 
station, her true desire is to illustrate covers for Vogue. As she 
chases her dream, Clara juggles the attention of two suitors 
vying for her affection. The love that blossoms most, though, 
is her passion for art. Soon her life is derailed by tragedy. The 
circumstances around Clara’s disappearance remain a mystery 
until 1974, when Virginia, the now-dilapidated Grand Central 
Terminal’s newest information-desk clerk, starts exploring the 
long-boarded-up art school. Like the train station, Virginia 
has seen better days. Her own story as a breast cancer survivor 
who’s been dumped by her rich husband closely parallels that of 
Grand Central Terminal, which is in danger of being shuttered 
in the name of progress. Virginia’s Mata Hari spy work and her 

college-age daughter’s photography skills play a key role in sav-
ing the station—and themselves.

At times, the art-history lesson towers over the story, 
resulting in less tension and lower stakes than in Davis’ 
earlier novels. Still, with richly drawn characters living in 
two storied eras, there is much to be enchanted by.

PRETTY THINGS
Despentes, Virginie
Trans. by Ramadan, Emma 
Feminist Press (224 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-936932-27-6  

As relevant now as when it was first 
published in French in 1998, this novel 
shreds the feminine ideal to pieces.

When Claudine and Pauline were 
children, their father openly preferred 
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Pauline, who was “cunning, mischievous, and so sharp.” Clau-
dine, on the other hand, “was not very clever, frankly, not very 
smart.” All grown up, the twins can’t stand each other. Claudine 
lives a promiscuous life in Paris; Pauline lives outside the city, 
wears shapeless, baggy clothes, and waits for her boyfriend, 
Sébastien, to be released from prison (for crimes unknown). 
One day, Claudine calls with a request: She wants to be a pop 
star, and she’s got the clothes, the body, and the attitude; all she 
needs is for Pauline to come and sing for her. Pauline does, but, 
what’s more surprising is, that same night, Claudine hops out 
a window, dies, and Pauline decides to step into her place, per-
manently. She’ll wear Claudine’s clothes, her makeup, and heels, 
and she’ll go through with the plan: record an album, make a 
ton of money. This is where Despentes’ (Vernon Subutex 1, 2017, 
etc.) novel really gets going. Despentes is a French writer, critic, 
and noted feminist, and this novel shows her at her best: It is a 
mean little book, wickedly funny, totally lascivious, often por-
nographic. Despite the bits about their childhood, Despentes 
isn’t really interested in Claudine’s and Pauline’s psychology. 
She’s interested in the way that Pauline steps into Claudine’s 

role the way that a drag queen steps into a costume. Unfortu-
nately, the book suffers from the kind of flatness that afflicts 
all ideological fiction, no matter how expertly constructed. It 
works best when Despentes isn’t trying to make a point.

A sharp, screwy, messy take on modern femininity.

SINS OF THE FATHERS
Fraser, Anthea
Severn House (192 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-0-7278-8790-0  

A chance meeting and a hasty deci-
sion plunge a young man into another 
family’s problems as well as his own.

Mark Richmond is the adoring 
father of Florence and the puzzled hus-
band of Sophie, the spoiled daughter of 

Peter Kingsley, the best friend of Mark’s father. Sophie’s been 
distant of late, but her father’s sudden suicide quickly broadens 
the cracks in their marriage when she uses the bereavement as 
an excuse for her refusal to come home to London with Flor-
ence. Needing a break, Mark leaves on a walking holiday but 
is scooped up at King’s Cross by a young woman who mistakes 
him for a man she hired to play the part of her fiance at a fam-
ily gathering in Drumlee, Scotland. Helena Crawford suspects 
that her younger sister will be announcing her engagement at 
a party for their parents’ ruby wedding anniversary and wants 
to get in first. Out of curiosity, Mark, now to be known as 
Adam Ryder, agrees to go along with the deception, a role made 
trickier by the hidden secrets and unexplained crosscurrents 
within Helena’s family. Helena’s sister has befriended a for-
lorn young woman whose claim that Drumlee was the favorite 
spot of her recently deceased mother adds another layer to the 
puzzle. When Mark finally gets a chance to check his cellphone, 
it’s full of desperate messages from family and friends. As the 
story switches between Scotland and England, past and present, 
Mark slowly learns the secrets behind both the tragedies and 
comedies he’s become involved with, secrets whose resolutions 
will heal many lives.

Instead of a run-of-the-mill mystery, Fraser (Retribution, 
2018, etc.) provides a series of puzzles and stories of love 
gone wrong that make her tale of tangled family relation-
ships consistently absorbing.
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SWEET LITTLE LIES 
Frear, Caz
Harper/HarperCollins (352 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-06-282319-9  

When a young London detective 
delves into the life of a murder victim, 
she finds out that the woman may have 
deep connections to her own family’s 
past in Frear’s debut.

Cat Kinsella remembers the summer 
she spent as a child in Mulderrin, Ireland, because it was then 
that glamorous Maryanne Doyle went missing. Cat has always 
suspected that her father, a charming ne’er-do-well who owns a 
pub and has connections to organized crime, may have played a 
sinister role in Maryanne’s disappearance, but she’s never been 
able to prove anything. The tension has poisoned her relation-
ships with both her father and her sister, and as Christmas 
approaches, and she pulls a new murder case, she looks for ways 

to avoid confronting her past. She’s already in department-
mandated therapy, mostly for “over-empathizing” with murder 
victims, and while she gets on well with her partner, Luigi Par-
nell, and the rest of the squad, her personal life seems a mess. 
As Cat and Parnell investigate Alice Lapaine’s death, however, 
they quickly discover that she is not who they thought she 
was, and as they unearth level after level of deception and lies, 
Cat begins to fear that her own secrets may be exposed as well. 
Though the book begins in medias res in terms of Cat’s life and 
her memories, it’s a bit slow to start. Cat is somewhat prickly, 
which makes her hard to get to know, but as the investigation 
and the story wind on, she earns our sympathy and our trust 
because we can see that, while flawed, she acts for the victims, 
and she struggles with the conflict she feels for her own family. 
The solution to the mystery is a legitimate surprise, and Cat’s 
evolution from one-dimensional sad sack to complex, honest 
adult is both believable and welcome, putting her on par with 
Susie Steiner’s and Tana French’s female detectives.

A truly satisfying—and gritty—mystery.
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MYSTERIUM
Froderberg, Susan
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-374-21768-6  

Froderberg (Old Border Road, 2010) 
lays on the spiritual symbolism in this 
novel set on a fictional mountain in India 
named for an actual Hindu goddess of 
knowledge, learning, art, and music.

Sarasvati Troy’s namesake moun-
tain was first scaled the day of her birth in 1956. As Sara’s 25th 
birthday approaches in 1980, she and her father, a mountain-
climbing philosophy professor, set out to scale Sarasvati 
with a hand-picked company of climbers: Professor Troy’s 
friend Dr. Arun Reddy and his son, Devin; Virgil Adams, who 
reached the summit during the 1956 expedition, and his wife, 
Hillary (a name with its own climbing associations); driven 
climber Wilder Carson and his wife, Vida, who teaches yoga. 

Also along, at least in spirit, is Sara’s mother, who died in a 
climbing accident when Sara was 7 but has remained a guid-
ing presence in her daughter’s life. Scaling Sarasvati demands 
grueling, sometimes literally impossible expenditures of spiri-
tual and physical resources. Readers are drawn into the pain, 
danger, and mental exhaustion the characters face, but despite 
(or perhaps due to a surfeit of) lyrical prose, readers may also 
share the boredom—as similar scenarios are repeated, even 
the danger of avalanches becomes less compelling. So does 
Sara’s unearthly goodness despite her predictable romance 
with sensitive Devin. Fortunately, the other climbers are 
less perfect and therefore more interesting. When Hillary 
is injured and goes home before reaching base camp, Adams’ 
longing for her and their domestic comfort overwhelms his 
drive to climb. Long-time philanderer Reddy had a brief affair 
with Vida before his wife’s death, and sparks still fly between 
them despite Vida’s hope that Sarasvati will reignite her mar-
riage with her seemingly oblivious husband. Coming across as 
a macho jerk, Wilder is secretly tortured by grief and guilt over 
the climbing accident that killed his twin brother.
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“The poetry was in the climbing,” Froderberg writes, 
but the drama here is in the muddle humans make of their 
lives.

ALL WE EVER WANTED
Giffin, Emily
Ballantine (352 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jun. 26, 2018
978-0-399-17892-4  

The day after Nina Browning’s 
son, Finch, is accepted to Princeton, he 
makes a terrible decision, and Nina’s per-
fect life comes crashing down.

Raised in the small town of Bris-
tol, on the border of Tennessee and 

Virginia, Nina married well. Her husband, Kirk, and she have 
raised Finch among Nashville’s privileged, well-manicured 
mansions, sending him to the prestigious Windsor Academy. 
Yet an alcohol-soaked party ends with Finch snapping compro-
mising pictures of an unconscious young woman, Lyla Volpe, a 
sophomore on scholarship to Windsor. The photos spread like 
wildfire through the town, leaving Lyla devastated. Her father, 
Tom, a carpenter struggling to raise Lyla alone after her mother 
deserted them, is determined to exact justice from the school’s 
Honor Council. Nina is dismayed to find Finch and Kirk blithely 
unconcerned about Lyla’s feelings or Finch’s crime. They are far 
more interested in using the Browning family wealth to con-
vince the school and Tom to turn a blind eye—not to mention 
using Finch’s sexual magnetism to manipulate Lyla’s emotions. 
Distraught, Nina forges friendships with Tom and Lyla, which 
will expose the fault lines in her own family. Giffin (First Comes 
Love, 2016, etc.) shifts perspectives from chapter to chapter, 
giving voice to Lyla’s teenage fears of social repercussions and 
Tom’s efforts to balance his fierce protective streak with his 
desire to give his daughter her freedom. Yet it is Nina’s chapters 
that ring most powerfully, as Giffin captures the complexity of 
Nina’s emotions: Her maternal instincts to protect her son war 
against her feminist alliance with the wronged Lyla; her wistful 
memories of her beloved little boy wrestle with her outrage at 
his racist, sexist, and increasingly devious young adult behavior; 
and her carefully constructed sense of family fractures against 
her realization that Kirk may not be the husband, father, or 
man she thought he was.

A compelling portrait of a woman facing the difficult 
limits of love.

CONNECT
Gough, Julian
Talese/Doubleday (480 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-385-54133-6  

A teenager rewires his brain to ramp 
up his cognitive skills in this near-future 
techno-thriller. Improving his emotional 
intelligence is a bigger challenge.

Colt, the central figure in this pro-
pulsive but baggy yarn by Gough (Juno 

& Juliet, 2001, etc.), is the product of a broken home. He lives 
in Las Vegas with his mom, Naomi, a brilliant biologist whose 
findings on a process for regenerating human tissue are confis-
cated by the government security agency where her ex, Ryan, 
works. Colt spends most of his time under the carapace of a 
virtual reality helmet, busily programming a virtual place to 
escape “crapworld” (which becomes slightly less crappy when 
he meets a female fellow programmer). Putting mom’s research 
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In the middle of a thriving career writing adventure 
stories and historical novels for children, Judy Blundell 
found herself captivated by a story for adults she had 
begun sketching out on the side. It was about a separat-
ed middle-aged couple trying to maintain their friend-
ship by “papering over the fault lines in their marriage” 
and the introduction of a girlfriend who could solve all 
the financial and practical problems the couple were 
facing, as Blundell explains over the phone. When 
Blundell landed on the right setting—Orient, a town 
on the end of the North Fork of Long Island known 
as the “un-Hamptons,” whose population neverthe-
less increases substantially over the summer—her first 
published novel for adults, The High Season (May 22), 
started to take shape. 

For years, though, Blundell relegated the project 
to “the margins” of her professional life, until one day 
she paused before signing a contract to write her next 
children’s book. She called up a writer friend for ad-
vice. When her friend said to her that her job as a writ-
er was to be in love with her material, Blundell knew 
she had to take a leap. “I thought, ‘I really have to 
write this adult book. I just have to finish it—the story 
hasn’t let me go.’ ” Blundell took a year off her job to 
follow her intuition and finish the novel. Unlike with 
her children’s books, which she outlines meticulously, 
Blundell wrote The High Season loosely, “following the 
story through” for the first draft and revising the work 
many times. 

While writing the novel, Blundell kept lessons she 
had learned as a children’s book and young adult au-
thor in mind. “I absolutely wanted to marry that idea 
of the attention I gave to cliffhangers and page-turn-
ers in my children’s books, a sense of the really propul-
sive plot, where something twists or turns every four 
or five pages, to the idea of a literary novel,” Blundell 
explains. “I’m used to winning over reluctant readers. 
There’s no more reluctant reader than a 14-year-old.”

As summer readers, we are often reluctant to stick 
with a book too. But The High Season entices us with 
more than a lively plot: The novel’s action is ground-
ed in complex characters. “I decided that it would be 
more interesting to do three women from different 
generations and the impact and seduction of the sum-
mer people and wealth on each of them,” Blundell ex-
plains of her ultimate decision to structure her book 
around three main characters: Ruthie, the separated 
middle-aged protagonist Blundell had started with, 
her teenage daughter, Jem, and Doe, a self-made soci-
ety blogger in her 20s. Jem’s story of summer jobs and 
heartbreak is playfully told through text messages and 

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Judy Blundell

THE CHILDREN’S WRITER’S FIRST ADULT NOVEL IS LUSCIOUS BUT NOT 
TOO SWEET, ASTUTE BUT NOT TOO SERIOUS
By Alexia Nader

Photo courtesy John Keon
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emails, giving it a casual feel, while multiple flashbacks 
imbue Doe’s rise to the top of the summer scene with 
mystery. Ruthie’s sections often have a melancholy feel, 
creating what our reviewer calls an “interesting curmud-
geonly undercurrent” to the novel. Their problems piv-
ot around a Gatsby-sized question (to refer to a work 
that strongly influenced Blundell when writing The 
High Season): “In the world today or in our country it can 
increasingly feel as though the careless and the unscru-
pulous are winning, so if that’s true, what rules do we 
play by? How do we stay good?” Blundell says. “Ruthie is 
faced with that choice, and of course it’s a novel, so she 
makes the absolutely wrong choice, or else we wouldn’t 
have a story.” 

Alexia Nader is a writer living in San Francisco. The High 
Season received a starred review in the March 15, 2018, issue. 

to work, Colt attempts to apply the tissue-growth process to 
his own brain, an act that nearly kills him but gives him super-
human computing powers. That makes him of interest to the 
military, but his new algorithm doesn’t address everyday foi-
bles. (“You have to take into account human stupidity,” Gough 
writes. “Because it’s a constant.”) Gough uses this setup to braid 
two thematic threads: One involves Colt’s developing capac-
ity to express emotion; the other involves the way technology 
becomes self-consuming and malevolent without that capacity. 
Plotwise, that pits mom and son against dad, and in the clos-
ing pages, standard-issue gunplay and explosions give way to 
a woolier conflagration between Colt’s “gameworld” and the 
military’s “immune system.” Undergirding all this is Gough’s 
repeatedly evoking the command of the book’s title, recalling 
E.M. Forster’s command to “only connect” (though Gough’s 
taste in literary quotations favors science-fiction writers like 
Philip K. Dick). His plea is hard to dispute, and though he deliv-
ers it with speed—punchy, one-sentence paragraphs abound—
set pieces that endanger and then rescue Colt get repetitive, 
and the central romance, ironically, gets short shrift.

A thought-provoking if attenuated mix of head and 
heart.

THEY COME IN ALL COLORS
Hansen, Malcolm
Atria (336 pp.) 
$26.00  |  May 29, 2018
978-1-5011-7232-8  

A gripping, scorching, and at times 
vexing debut novel tracks the physical 
and psychological jolts that come with 
growing up mixed race above and below 
the Mason-Dixon line at opposite ends 
of the 1960s.

When we first meet Huey Fairchild, it’s 1969 and he’s in very 
big trouble. The only student of color at an all-boys prep school 
in Manhattan, the 15-year-old Huey has knocked a white stu-
dent unconscious in the dining hall. Their dispute is over a girl, 
though school authorities immediately misperceive the cause. 
But then, misperception is the story of Huey’s life, and author 
Hansen offers the flashbacks to prove it. The story makes fre-
quent and sustained shifts back in time to Akersburg, Georgia, 
seven years earlier, when 8-year-old Huey, though precocious 
and keenly observant in so many ways, cannot understand why 
his summer is being ruined at every turn. First, the local swim-
ming pool is shut down shortly after he’s about to use it. Then 
black protestors show up outside a downtown luncheonette to 
demonstrate, and in the ensuing uproar, Huey is struck by a car 
and breaks his arm. Then a black farmhand who’d worked with 
Huey’s white peanut-farmer father before joining the demonstra-
tions falls to his death from a ladder, arousing grief and suspicion 
from the local black community. Huey’s reactions throughout 
that summer of 1962 are curious. His attitudes toward the local 
African-American population are as oblivious and, sometimes, 
dismissive as those of his father. At one point, he recalls thinking 
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of his light-skinned black mother as “the darkest white person I 
know.” And there’s no letup when the summer ends. His first day 
back at school, the younger Huey responds to a barrage of racial 
epithets directed toward him by saying to his teacher, “my daddy 
is white, so I’m white. You know that, right?” Such credulity mys-
tifies and, at times, exasperates the reader until one understands 
that Huey’s painful passage toward understanding himself is a 
proper analogy for the struggle America has, to the present day, 
to understand its own complex fate.

It’s possible to imagine literary recluses J.D. Salinger 
and Harper Lee coming out of hiding to forge this shaggy, 
rakish, yet haunting account of a smart aleck’s coming-of-
age in harsh times.

THE SEA QUEEN
Hartsuyker, Linnea
Harper/HarperCollins (464 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-06-256373-6  

Now fighting opposite her brother, 
Svanhild must decide how to navigate an 
ever more treacherous Norway in Hart-
suyker’s follow-up to The Half-Drowned 
King (2017).

Things aren’t going exactly as 
planned for Ragnvald, who has fought in King Harald’s quest 
to unite Norway for six bloody years. As a warrior, Ragnvald is 
used to raids and war, but he is often startled by Harald’s pen-
chant for revenge. Even after all the warring is said and done, 
Vikings have strict codes of honor, and Harald pushes Ragnvald 
into ever more gruesome confrontations that trouble his con-
science. In a surprising move, Ragnvald’s sister, Svanhild, has 
married his enemy, Solvi, a skilled sailor and warrior rousing an 



army to resist Harald’s conquests and burdensome taxes. This 
puts the two siblings at odds, even after Svanhild leaves Solvi 
and returns to Ragnvald’s camp a grieving mother. As the fac-
tions continue to war, Svanhild is caught in the middle. Will she 
stand by her brother’s side or lie to protect the man she still 
loves? New characters, like Ragnvald’s stepbrother, Sigurd, give 
us insight into the labyrinthine political machinations, back-
stabbings, and betrayals at work in the Viking age, taking us 
straight into the camp of one of Harald’s betrayers. Like many 
second books in a trilogy, this one can get bogged down try-
ing to put all of the players in the right places at the right time, 
and the novel relies heavily on exposition. But Hartsuyker is a 
skilled storyteller, and the moral battles her characters wrestle 
with on and off the battlefield add compelling psychological 
depth to an old and epic tale. She also restores women’s work 
and political maneuverings to Ragnvald’s story, and Svanhild 
emerges as a complicated, talented, and shrewd warrior in her 
own right. “Should I give you a ship and a crew so you can fight 
my sea battles for me?” King Harald asks Svanhild after she 
proves herself a worthier sailor than many of his men. Svanhild, 
of course, doesn’t miss a beat. “Yes...I think you should.” It’s a 
good thing Harald listens.

A seafaring epic with bloodcurdling raids and political 
intrigue to spare.

GOOD LUCK WITH THAT
Higgins, Kristan
Berkley (480 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-451-48939-5  

Two friends who have fought weight 
issues their whole lives must decide how 
to move forward when another friend 
dies after reminding them of a list of 

“someday” tasks they created as teens to 
help them appreciate their lives.

Georgia, Marley, and Emerson met as girls at Camp Copper-
brook—a summer camp where they were sent to lose weight—
and have remained friends since. When Emerson summons 
Marley and Georgia, they are stunned to learn she is morbidly 
obese and dying of a variety of ailments, including a blood clot in 
her lungs. “Why hadn’t she told us? I knew the answer: shame.” 
With her last breaths, Emerson hands them an envelope which 
contains a list of “Things We’ll Do When We’re Skinny” that 
they created at camp years ago. The two friends agree to fol-
low the list. Obviously, Emerson’s goal for Marley and Georgia 
is to build lives that make them happy, since their unhealthy 
obsession with being physically smaller has diminished them 
emotionally. Georgia, who’s left a law practice to become a nurs-
ery school teacher, must re-evaluate difficult family relation-
ships and try to keep her beloved and emotionally vulnerable 
nephew safe while revisiting the end of her marriage. Marley’s 
unresolved issues include a twin who died very young and the 
man she’s been involved with for five years, who treats her like 
a booty call. Higgins explores a very complicated emotional 

landscape through the lens of three friends who’ve endured 
society’s hateful attitude toward heavy people. Emerson, the 
largest and most besieged, tells her point of view through diary 
entries leading up to her death. The ending is uplifting, but 
the book may be a difficult read for women who routinely live 
through such judgment and hostility.

Higgins’ astute, perceptive eye to the best and worst of 
human nature enhances the poignancy of a sensitive topic, 
which she navigates with humor and grace.
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HER SISTER’S LIE
Howells, Debbie
Kensington (320 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 31, 2018
978-1-4967-0693-5  

In this edgy novel of shifting per-
spectives, a family learns that keeping 
secrets can be even more damaging than 
surviving generations of drugs and abuse.

When we first meet Hannah, she’s 
alone in her cottage in the British coun-

tryside, consoling herself with a glass of wine after breaking up 
with boyfriend Matt, when she gets a phone call. It’s a London 
police officer telling her that her sister, Nina, whom she hasn’t 
seen in a decade, has been found dead. Worse, Nina was found 
by her 15-year-old son, Abe, who has no one to take him in. Han-
nah drives to London in a daze and returns to her cottage with a 
sullen, silent Abe. A tense situation is made worse when strange 
things start to happen, such as pictures being moved in Han-
nah’s cottage and strange people appearing in her isolated vil-
lage, calling her by name. As Hannah’s narrative progresses, she 
becomes more uncertain of everything. So does the reader, but 
that is certainly Howells’ intent. When the London police delve 
further into Nina’s death, it’s not only Hannah’s drinking that 
causes them, and other people, to question everything about 
Hannah’s life. Her troubled past and her relationship with Nina 
are revealed not only by Hannah’s narration, but by other char-
acters via letters, a technique used here with mixed success.

While this novel relies on plot turns that may not sur-
prise seasoned readers of suspense, its kaleidoscopelike 
turns provide enough interest for a satisfying read.

A RIVER OF STARS
Hua, Vanessa
Ballantine (304 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Apr. 14, 2018
978-0-399-17878-8  

A pregnant Chinese woman goes on 
the run in America to escape her control-
ling ex.

Scarlett never imagined she would 
find herself somewhere like Perfume 
Bay, a posh private accommodation for 

expectant Chinese mothers in Los Angeles. But when she gets 
pregnant with her boss’s baby, and that baby turns out to be a boy, 
everything in her life changes in an instant. Boss Yeung will take 
no risks with the son he’s always dreamed of...even if that son 
is illegitimate. Scarlett, who is used to working in factories and 
fending for herself, is not prepared for life among the pampered 
women at Perfume Bay who have come to America to secure citi-
zenship for their children. When she finds out that Boss Yeung 
wants to pay her to give her baby up to his legitimate family, she 
finally decides to take her life back into her own hands and escape 
the claustrophobic Perfume Bay. But she doesn’t anticipate 

being accompanied by Daisy, a spunky and occasionally obnox-
ious teenager whose parents sent her away when she got preg-
nant with her beloved boyfriend’s baby. The two women escape 
north to San Francisco’s Chinatown neighborhood, where they 
scrounge together food and money for themselves and their new-
borns—all while Boss Yeung gets closer and closer to tracking 
Scarlett down. This debut novel from Hua, who has previously 
published a collection of short stories (Deceit and Other Possi-
bilities, 2016), paints a vivid picture of Scarlett and Daisy’s unro-
mantic and occasionally squalid, but nevertheless vibrant, life 
in Chinatown. Scarlett’s fear of being discovered by Boss Yeung 
never fully dissipates, but it is ultimately overtaken by her fear of 
being discovered by American authorities who could deport her, 
and her constant paranoia is palpable. Unfortunately, the novel 
never fully capitalizes on its strengths. Boss Yeung’s narrative is 
tedious, and Scarlett’s lacks momentum. And the novel’s saccha-
rine ending undercuts its atmospheric successes.

A 21st-century immigrant story that, while intermit-
tently intriguing, falls short of its potential.

THE DEVOTED
Hurley, Blair
Norton (320 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-393-65159-1  

A young woman’s life is controlled by 
her Zen Buddhist master in this debut 
novel about spirituality and sexual power.

Nicole is having an affair with her 
Zen master. He spies her, a damaged spir-
itual seeker, in his Boston Zendo, “pretty 

in a half formed way,” and he begins to groom her to abandon 
her sense of self while he takes advantage of her naiveté. She has 
a troubled past, and she goes to the Zendo in search of a connec-
tion that he is happy to abuse during their backroom private ses-
sions. Nicole is haunted by guilt from her Catholic upbringing 
and a harsh secret involving her past as a teenage runaway; her 
master uses this to wrap her around his finger. “You are mine,” 
he tells her. “No other teacher will want you, once you have 
been shaped by my instruction.” Though her master makes a 
point of distancing himself from the patriarchal structure and 
rules of Catholicism, Nicole—who once wanted to be a nun and 
who rebelled against a strictly religious mother—is drawn to his 
firm commands. Even when she wants most fervently to escape 
him, her body responds to his voice “like church bells, like 
the smell of incense.” Their sexual relationship lasts a decade. 

“They were teacher and student, very old, accustomed friends; 
[yet] each time he let his hand travel up her skirt, the shock was 
fresh.” When Nicole realizes the relationship is too controlling 
and tries to take some liberty by moving away, making a new 
friend, and finding a new Zendo, her master creeps his way into 
her new life. He finds her and forces her hand: Abandon life as 
she knows it to be rid of him, or submit and be his.

Not quite a spiritual thriller but a thoughtful explora-
tion of faith, surrender, and ecstasy.



IF YOU LEAVE ME
Kim, Crystal Hana
Morrow/HarperCollins (432 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-06-264517-3  

In this debut novel, a love triangle is 
complicated by temperament, circum-
stance, and history: Korea, 1951-1967.

We meet Haemi Lee at 16, in a refugee 
camp. The war between North and South 
has forced what is left of her family—her 

mother and her invalid younger brother—from their village. In 
her boredom, she’s begun going out at night with a boy named 
Kyunghwan—they ride a bicycle into town and find ways to drink 
makgeolli and have some fun. The problem is that by day, she’s 
being courted by this boy’s wealthier, orphaned cousin, Jisoo. 
Jisoo wants to marry Haemi before he enlists, mainly so that he 
can have the sense that there’s a family waiting for him at home 
when he returns. Haemi’s decision plays out over the next 16 years, 
a time of great upheaval in the lives of all Koreans. The perspec-
tive on the action is split among five first-person narrators—the 
three already mentioned, Haemi’s younger brother, and one of 
her daughters—and leaps over years at a time. This both expands 
the scope of the story and muffles its emotional power. Most 
interesting is the character of Haemi, who knows something is 
wrong with her, something that manifests as irritability, dissatis-
faction, impulsivity, and an inability to connect deeply with those 
closest to her. In a world without diagnoses, therapists, or antide-
pressants, she will face a challenge even greater than the romantic 
one—becoming a mother. The character of Haemi is fascinating, 
her predicament a kind of Korean Virginia Woolf situation.

Though this bulky saga is not as compelling as it could 
be, Kim’s portrayal of the effects of mental illness on a fam-
ily at a psychologically naïve time is perceptive and moving.

ALL THESE BEAUTIFUL 
STRANGERS
Klehfoth, Elizabeth
Morrow/HarperCollins (448 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-0-06-279670-7  

A young girl strives to learn from the 
dead and find the truth about her fam-
ily’s darkest secrets.

This compelling mystery switches 
among three perspectives—those of Char-

lie Calloway, a young woman who attends an elite New England 
boarding school; Charlie’s mother, Grace, who disappeared from 
their lake house when Charlie was 7; and Charlie’s father, Alistair, 
a billionaire real estate mogul who many people believe killed 
Grace—and two time periods, 1996-’97 and 2017. Charlie has 
never known what happened to her mother, but she is determined 
to find out. When, at age 17, she’s selected for the most exclusive 
secret club on her school’s campus—the A’s—and, as an initiate, 

must perform a series of challenging and dangerous tasks, Charlie 
realizes that the club has something to do with her mother’s disap-
pearance. As the layers are unpeeled, revealing the truth, so, too, 
are the protective layers Charlie had erected as a defense against 
love. Through most of the story, the thrill is true; but the ending 
swings from hackneyed—“Had he jumped of his own volition, or 
was he forced to his watery grave below?”—to unnecessarily melo-
dramatic. The book is saved, however, by the candid and genuine 
relationships among the young characters. Charlie, an appealing 
protagonist, has a smart and gamine spirit; her exchanges with her 
cousin and fellow student, Leo, and with her friend and detective 
partner, Greyson, are especially jocular and sweet.

The story of a long-game revenge played out between 
generations.

CERTAIN AMERICAN STATES
Lacey, Catherine
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (208 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-374-26589-2  

In Lacey’s (The Answers, 2017) col-
lection of 12 wryly devastating stories, 
everyone is searching for something, and 
the cruel truth is that no one ever finds it.

Everyone in Lacey’s stories is losing 
something or has lost something, and 

they are brittle with the ordinary pain of grief. In “Please Take,” 
a recent widow dumps her dead husband’s clothes out onto the 
sidewalk. “The memory had to go and the shirt had to go, just 
as days and people had also gone, just as so many tangible and 
intangible things enter and exit a life,” she thinks. Later, sitting 
on a bench in the park—a habit, because “habits were helpful, 
someone told me”—she sees the clothes reanimated, the shirt 
that had to go now on a stranger. In “Learning,” an artist with a 
difficult marriage and a job teaching angry law students water-
color reconnects by chance with a guy from college. Then, he’d 
had what he called a “lying problem”; now, he’s a Christian dad/
blogger with a “highly trafficked” website called The Grate-
ful Dad. In “Touching People,” an older widow takes a pair of 
newlyweds to visit her ex-husband’s grave; “Certain American 
States” follows a woman to the deathbed of the man who reluc-
tantly raised her and from whom she’s been estranged. In “Fam-
ily Physics,” the penultimate story in the collection, a woman 
whose life appears to her family to be unraveling—“in the last 
three months, I’d gotten married, filed for divorce, moved sev-
eral times, quit my job, and driven to Montana, where I began 
working in a grocery store, stocking beans,” she explains—
receives a visit from her younger sister, who is now engaged to 
a much-older man. There is a bleak and relentless sameness to 
the stories; the tone is so consistent, it is occasionally disorient-
ing, and to read the collection all at once is like driving through 
an emotional Great Plains. But on a sentence level, the stories 
are exquisite: Every line is dry and spare and bracing, without a 
single syllable out of place.

A fully realized vision.
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A young girl strives to learn from the dead and find
the truth about her family’s darkest secrets.

all these beautiful strangers



OPEN ME
Locascio, Lisa
Grove (288 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-8021-2807-2  

A young woman traveling abroad gets 
far more than she bargained for.

Imbued with sex and politics, Locas-
cio’s debut novel casts the traditional 
bildungsroman into a darker, more femi-
nine light. In the wake of her parents’ 

divorce, 18-year-old Roxana can’t wait for her pre-college study-
abroad trip to Paris. Shortly before her departure, the travel 
agency informs her that while she can no longer go to Paris, she 
has been offered a spot in their Copenhagen program. With 
an eye on adventure and a need to escape, Roxana accepts the 
offer. Shortly after arriving, she falls into a passionate relation-
ship with Søren, her older, mysterious tour guide. When Søren 
invites her to spend the summer in rural Denmark, she says yes. 
In the empty, white apartment, Roxana begins to explore the 
pleasures of her body with and without Søren. While Søren 
becomes more unpleasant and less recognizable, Roxana’s 
desires—for companionship, touch, and adulthood—threaten 
to consume them both. As Søren pulls away, Roxana is drawn 
to a Bosnian refugee named Zlatan, whom locals call Geden, 
meaning “the Goat.” From their politics to their treatment 
of Roxana, the two men could not be more different. As she’s 
pushed to the shadowy periphery of Søren’s life, the novel—like 
Roxana—begins to turn inward. There are fewer flashbacks and 
longer, claustrophobic stretches detailing Roxana’s body, her 
longings, and the space she inhabits. The novel’s sometimes-
deliberate sparseness gives way to sensual and frank descrip-
tions of genitalia, bodily functions, and domesticity: “The way 
formless hours could fall wide as splayed knees” and “the space 
between my legs became the center of everything, opened like 
a peeled grapefruit.” Above all else, Locascio centers the female 
body exquisitely.

A debut exploring how we open up to others—and, 
more importantly, ourselves.

SEVERANCE 
Ma, Ling
Farrar, Straus and Giroux 
(304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-374-26159-7  

A post-apocalyptic—and pre-apoca- 
lyptic—debut.

It’s 2011, if not quite the 2011 you 
remember. Candace Chen is a millennial 
living in Manhattan. She doesn’t love her 

job as a production assistant—she helps publishers make spe-
cialty Bibles—but it’s a steady paycheck. Her boyfriend wants 
to leave the city and his own mindless job. She doesn’t go with 

him, so she’s in the city when Shen Fever strikes. Victims don’t 
die immediately. Instead, they slide into a mechanical existence 
in which they repeat the same mundane actions over and over. 
These zombies aren’t out hunting humans; instead, they per-
form a single habit from life until their bodies fall apart. Retail 
workers fold and refold T-shirts. Women set the table for dinner 
over and over again. A handful of people seem to be immune, 
though, and Candace joins a group of survivors. The connec-
tion between existence before the End and during the time that 
comes after is not hard to see. The fevered aren’t all that differ-
ent from the factory workers who produce Bibles for Candace’s 
company. Indeed, one of the projects she works on almost falls 
apart because it proves hard to source cheap semiprecious 
stones; Candace is only able to complete the contract because 
she finds a Chinese company that doesn’t mind too much if 
its workers die from lung disease. This a biting indictment of 
late-stage capitalism and a chilling vision of what comes after, 
but that doesn’t mean it’s a Marxist screed or a dry Hobbesian 
thought experiment. This is Ma’s first novel, but her fiction has 
appeared in distinguished journals, and she won a prize for a 
chapter of this book. She knows her craft, and it shows. Can-
dace is great, a wonderful mix of vulnerability, wry humor, and 
steely strength. She’s sufficiently self-aware to see the paral-
lels between her life before the End and the pathology of Shen 
Fever. Ma also offers lovely meditations on memory and the 
immigrant experience.

Smart, funny, humane, and superbly well-written.

CONSCIENCE
Mattison, Alice
Pegasus (368 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-68177-789-4  

While exploring the deeply flawed 
yet enduring marriage of two Vietnam 
War–era activists now leading com-
fortable bourgeois lives in New Haven, 
Connecticut, Mattison (Nothing is Quite 
Forgotten in Brooklyn, 2008, etc.) also 

tackles broader issues, including the value of risk versus caution 
in the name of idealism.

After falling in love as zealous student anti-war protes-
tors, editor and literary biographer Olive—who’s white and an 

“intermittently and selectively observant” Jew—married Afri-
can-American school principal Griff, a nonpracticing Christian. 
Their long marriage was interrupted by several years of sepa-
ration, and while their relationship has more or less recovered, 
Olive chafes at Griff ’s irritating presence while resenting his 
frequent absence. Now a new marital crisis arises when Olive 
is assigned to write an essay concerning a novel written years 
earlier by her sort-of friend Val, a bestseller Val openly based on 
a romanticized version of the life of Olive’s close friend Helen, 
whose radicalism led to violent tragedy. Meanwhile, Griff is 
elected president of the board of a local community service 
center and finds himself in conflict with Jean, who runs the 
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center. Risk-averse Griff considers Jean too “casual about trou-
ble” while she considers him “controlling” and overcautious—
and both are right. Then Jean, with whom Olive has forged a 
friendship, reads Val’s novel, which Griff has long avoided fin-
ishing, and notices Griff ’s resemblance to a late-appearing char-
acter who influences the Helen character’s decisions. Ironically, 
Olive considers Griff ’s self-blame for the real harm he may or 
may not have caused an overweening intrusion into her grief 
over Helen. Olive and Griff ’s struggles as youthful activists bal-
ancing the limits of liberalism against the excesses of radicalism 
as a cure for social ills interlace with Olive’s and Jean’s current 
efforts to define themselves emotionally within an ethical con-
text (Griff having done so long ago). Not to mention the ques-
tion they raise about whether fiction must be accurate.

Not easy but rewarding and certainly timely; Matti-
son’s complex prose matches the multidimensional moral 
arguments raging inside her prickly, multidimensional 
characters.

QUICK ON THE DRAW 
Moody, Susan
Severn House (208 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Jul. 1, 2018
978-0-7278-87313  

A former detective must unravel the 
secrets of Venetian high society when a 
friend asks her to investigate a series of 
thefts from his aristocratic uncle.

Alexandra “Alex” Quick left the 
London police force after a painful 

divorce and an even more devastating miscarriage. She’s cre-
ated a new career for herself writing about art and compiling art 
books around various themes, from babies to travel. One day, 
20-something Sandro, a family friend, asks Alex if she can dis-
cover who stole several valuable objects from the Venetian pala-
zzo of his aristocratic uncle during the course of a party Sandro 
hosted there. It couldn’t be one of his rich and well-behaved 
friends, could it? Since Alex is going to Venice to write about 
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With numerous accolades to his name, including 
the prestigious Los Angeles Times Book Prize, bestsell-
ing writer Michael Koryta is a master of his craft. The 
author of 12 suspense and crime novels, his success 
comes from both an understanding of his audience’s 
appetite and a demonstrated ability to feed that liter-
ary hunger. But with How It Happened (May 15), Koryta 
set out to do something more—he wanted to finally 
put to rest a thought that had been banging around in 
his head for half his life. 

When Koryta was 17, there was a murder case that 
captivated his hometown of Bloomington, Indiana. A 
young woman had been abducted while riding her bi-
cycle, and a confession obtained by local police in con-
junction with the FBI was believed with such convic-

tion that, even after divers failed to find the body, a 
dam was built to drain the creek that was believed to 
be her final resting place. But the body wasn’t there. It 
wouldn’t be found for years, and then only in a com-
pletely different location. 

“As a community,” Koryta explains, “we’d been fol-
lowing this for so long, and everything seemed to be 
pointing in one direction and toward a certain narra-
tive. And then all of a sudden, it all spun around. That 
disorienting sensation of thinking that we knew the 
truth of a crime and then having the ground pulled out 
from under our feet—I wanted to capture that.” 

It was important, however, that he not offer a fic-
tionalized account of the case from his youth; more 
than the murder itself, it was the way in which the 
aftermath played out that caused it to stick with Ko-
ryta through the years. After spending time in coastal 
Maine, where his wife grew up, he realized that the 
setting was ideal to finally tell the story he’d wanted 
to tell for so long. Not only were there certain sim-
ilarities with his hometown, such as the town-and-
gown/seasonal visitors versus year-round residents 
dynamic, but it also offered a way to simultaneous-
ly explore issues that had come to dominate national 
discourse in America. 

“There’s been so much talk since the last election 
cycle about what is real, what is truth,” Koryta says. 
Who should we believe? Do we always need tangible 
evidence in order to believe something? In delving 
into the practice of obtaining confessions and verify-
ing their veracity, Koryta found a way to touch upon 
these questions about the nature of truth without writ-
ing too overtly or clumsily about it. “I’ve always been 
really interested in how you determine when to believe 
someone, in how you identify a lie and the price of get-
ting it wrong.”

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Michael Koryta

CRIME FICTION DOESN’T GET MORE ENJOYABLE THAN HIS LATEST, 
HOW IT HAPPENED
By James McDonald

Photo courtesy Jonathan M
ehring



the art scene, she agrees to do some unofficial sleuthing. But 
soon theft is followed by kidnapping, then murder, and Alex 
herself is in danger. Initially Alex seems a relatable character, 
acknowledging her cynical shell and offering bitterly humorous 
comments on strangers she sees. But as the plot bounces from 
one of the (too) many characters to another, the reader doesn’t 
feel any stronger connection with Alex. Baffling plotlines are 
irritating (at one point, while being held captive, Alex vomits; 
sentences later, she says she has a gag in her mouth), and there 
is little sustained suspense.

The best character in the novel is the beguiling city of 
Venice, but it’s doubtful you would want Moody’s detective 
as your companion on your trip.

THE PRE-WAR HOUSE 
AND OTHER STORIES 
Moore, Alison
Biblioasis (288 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-77196-215-5  

An understated series of stories by 
Moore—whose first novel, The Light-
house, was shortlisted for the 2012 Man 
Booker Prize—captures facets of loss and 
obligation.

Set in empty homes, isolated fortresses, and seaside cot-
tages, these stories use physical spaces as echo chambers of 
memory—of what once was or what might have been. In and 
out of them, women and girls (plus two male protagonists) skirt 
life’s darkest forces, particularly the weight of birth, death, 
and infidelity. In “Seclusion,” Maureen, once a desired young 
woman, contends with onslaughts of forgetfulness and fear-
ful isolation—until she attempts to seize control by stealing a 
reminder of her past in her daughter’s old bedroom. “Late” finds 
a middle-aged woman queasily rushing to work after a cocktail-
fueled evening with her deadbeat husband, taking stock of her 
marriage before returning that evening to a house that has 
been irrevocably changed. “Humming and Pinging” poignantly 
explores the sadness of infidelity from a child’s perspective, 
while the meditative title story, which features a woman pack-
ing up her family home, shows that beneath the well-manicured 
lawns and tar soap–scented judgments of her childhood, more 
complicated secrets lurk. There’s a sense of unmet expecta-
tions inherent in these stories—a version of the imagined past 
or present that juts up against reality, creating a quiet sense of 
sadness that dogs these characters. As they navigate their lives, 
Moore slowly unearths their essential fears, regrets, and unmet 
desires, producing a subdued and beautiful feeling of yearning 
that leaves the reader ruminating long after the final page.

A masterful collection.
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Set against a deeply sympathetic and humanizing 
portrayal of the opioid epidemic that has so devastated 
Maine’s fishing communities, How It Happens prompts 
readers to question their preconceptions. How much 
can you trust the word of a known drug addict? What 
does it say about a person’s character or integrity that 
they have an addiction?

“I wanted to show the reality of this crisis,” Koryta 
says. “I didn’t want to just portray this as, ‘and here we 
have our stereotypical addict,’ because the scope and 
sweep is what makes this epidemic so terrifying. It’s 
touching everyone. You can’t pretend it’s an abstract 
thing. I wanted to show the way it ripples through so 
many different segments of society, because that’s really 
what it’s doing.” 

James McDonald is a British-trained historian and a New 
York–based writer. How It Happened received a starred 
review in the March 15, 2018, issue. 
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THE BEATLES 
YELLOW SUBMARINE
Morrison, Bill 
Illus. by the author
Titan Comics (112 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-78586-394-3  

To celebrate the 50th anniversary 
of the animated film of the same name, 
comics and animation veteran Morrison 
(DC Meets Looney Tunes, 2018, etc.) pres-

ents a graphic novel adaptation of the Beatles’ psychedelic jour-
ney to a utopia under siege by belligerent “Blue Meanies.”

Pepperland is a paradise of lovely, positive people, Tech-
nicolor foliage, and musical appreciation. That appreciation 
isn’t shared by the Blue Meanies, a collection of maniacal, six-
fingered humanoids with bodies like storm clouds and boots 
made for stomping. The Meanies, along with an assortment 
of nightmarish henchmen, launch an assault on Pepperland, 

silencing the music and rendering the citizenry frozen statues. 
One man escapes into the titular yellow submarine (Pepperland 
is at the bottom of the ocean, though the physics of that never 
come into play) and recruits musicians John, Paul, George, and 
Ringo to help! As they descend the depths, the group encoun-
ters a boxing tyrannosaur, meets a squirrely genius “nowhere 
man” and wrestles with time itself. But plot is secondary in this 
mind-bending adventure, where striking imagery and unbridled 
imagination deliver a treat on each page. The book faithfully 
follows the original film, from the iconic designs by Heinz 
Edelmann to plot points and cheeky wordplay (though some 
beats don’t land as well removed from the animation, feeling 
a bit rushed and working more as homages than standing on 
their own). If anything, the graphic novel has a more robust 
look than the film, thanks in large part to colorist Nathan Kane. 
Here, functional narration replaces the film’s musical num-
bers, though the lyrical quality of the proceedings is beautifully 
retained by Morrison’s inspired paneling, where right angles are 
rare, favoring instead swooshes and circles and pages broken up 
by large, dazzling characters and ornate frames.

A gorgeous tribute to a classic work of pop art.

ELEANOR, OR, THE 
REJECTION OF THE 
PROGRESS OF LOVE 
Moschovakis, Anna
Coffee House (224 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-56689-508-8  

A sprawling, fragmented novel that 
studies the paradoxical alienation and 
immediacy of the digital age as it follows 
its twinned narrators: the author and her 

character, Eleanor.
Moschovakis (They and We Will Get into Trouble for This, 2016, 

etc.) opens her fourth book with a quintessential 21st-century 
scene: a woman, alone, skimming a report of a senseless act 
of public violence. This is Eleanor—approaching 40, adrift in 
her ambition and ambivalent in her love, grappling daily with 

“the thing that had happened—that she had made happen, or 
at least not prevented from happening”; literally a character in 
someone else’s tale. Eleanor is at a crossroads in her life, but 
instead of being faced with a binary decision (left or right?), 
she is confronted by the thoroughly modern dilemma of mul-
tiplicity. A reader, a thinker, a woman aging out of youth but 
still as unsettled and provisional as she was in her 20s, Elea-
nor can imagine herself as almost anyone, but her only stable 
companion is her own unsatisfactory reflection. In simultane-
ous, spliced sections, the reader is also introduced to Eleanor’s 
unnamed author—a similarly aged, similarly situated woman 
who is exiting a relationship with her lover, Kat, and entering 
into a thorny intellectual friendship with a famous male critic 
who has expressed interest in her manuscript. As the author 
and the critic’s friendship builds, the author’s struggle to main-
tain control over her revision against the heedless authority of 

This book asks the big questions—What am I? What was I? 
What will I be?—in a style that evokes Lispector and Camus.

eleanor, or, the rejection of the progress of love 
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male confidence leads the reader through a nuanced and pro-
vocative discourse on the power of identity as a tool of both 
creation and erasure. Meanwhile, compelled by the catalyst of 
a stolen laptop and the data it contained, Eleanor leaves New 
York on the trail of the enigmatic Danny Kamau—petty thief or 
good Samaritan—in a peripatetic quest that takes her from an 
Albany hostel to a “cutting-edge eco-squat,” from Addis Ababa 
to the Rimbaud museum in Harar. As the novel progresses, the 
author’s and Eleanor’s stories intertwine like strands of a dou-
ble helix—touching only through the laddered bonds of their 
shared time and place but inextricably connected by the com-
mon access of their thought.

Philosophically exhaustive yet profoundly human, this 
book sets itself the task of asking the big questions—What 
am I? What was I? What will I be?—in a style that evokes 
Lispector and Camus but with the self-referential and 
weary globalism of the current milieu. A consummately 
accomplished novel. A worthy treatise on the now.

BECOMING BELLE
O’Connor, Nuala
Putnam (384 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-7352-1440-8  

A late-19th-century music hall artiste 
dares to assail class boundaries in a novel 
based on a sensational court case.

Isabel “Belle” Bilton, daughter of a 
military officer and a frustrated actress, 
leaves the barracks town where she was 

raised to seek her fortune on the London stage. Theater buffs, 
hoping for an insider look at the antecedents of today’s musi-
cals, be advised: There is very little backstage drama and even 
less about Belle’s day-to-day challenges as a singer, dancer, and 
actor. Billed as the Sisters Bilton, Belle and her sister Flo are an 
instantaneous hit—although O’Connor tells rather than shows 
readers that the sisters’ talent is not just skin-deep. Flo quickly 
settles for a safe but dull marriage, but Belle frequents bohe-
mian nightspots like the Corinthian Club, where she succumbs 
to the blandishments of Alden Weston, a self-proclaimed baron, 
who is later convicted of fraud and imprisoned. Pregnant by 
Weston, Belle is helped by her only true friend, wealthy antiques 
merchant Isidore Wertheimer, who, as a gay Jewish man, inhab-
its a demimonde of another sort. After farming her infant out to 
a wet nurse, Belle soldiers on with her career. Her romantic zeal 
is reignited by William, an Irish viscount who takes up with her 
in defiance of his father, the Earl of Clancarty, who threatens to 
disinherit him. They marry in secret, but the Earl sends his son 
to Australia almost immediately thereafter. Isidore again shel-
ters Belle as she anxiously awaits William’s return—only to hear 
that, despite the occasional fervid love letter, William has peti-
tioned for divorce. The ensuing jury trial is the most compel-
ling portion of the book, which has thus far languished without 
much of a plot. Belle’s characterization is anemic: Is she naïve? 
An opportunist? A gold digger? A slave to love and/or lust? Her 

emotions, traits, and intentions are duly cataloged, but Belle’s 
essence remains decorative and unknowable.

Despite the novel’s faults, the period setting comes 
alive thanks to O’Connor’s lively prose and dialogue.

WITH YOU ALWAYS
Olsen, Rena
Putnam (352 pp.) 
$15.00 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018  
978-1-101-98239-6

In Olsen’s (The Girl Before, 2016) sec-
ond novel, a woman learns that her hand-
some new husband isn’t quite what he 
seems, and then some.

When career-minded Julia Haw-
thorne meets lawyer Bryce Covington by 

chance while on a work break one day, she’s immediately struck 
by how handsome he is and how gentlemanly he seems to be. To 
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her delight, he asks her out, and after a few blissful dates, Julia is 
smitten, and evidently, so is Bryce. Everything would be perfect 
if it weren’t for the fact that Julia’s sister, Kate, with whom she’s 
very close, is suspicious of Bryce. Kate claims that Bryce seems 
contrived and too perfect and points out that he never talks 
about himself. Julia chalks it up to the fact that her ex (and only 
other serious boyfriend), Jake, was charming too at first, and that 
ended in disaster. Julia is thrilled when Bryce invites her to meet 
his parents, the enigmatic Reverend and his wife, Nancy. They 
mostly raised him, but they aren’t his biological parents, and they 
run the Church of the Life. When Bryce invites her to attend, 
she’s open to the experience, though she’s not overly religious, 
and the experience is a revelation. The congregation makes her 
feel welcome, and she instantly feels like part of the family. In 
a creepy turn, she’s later invited to participate in the Gathering, 
where the congregants eat strange-tasting wafers, drink bitter 
wine, and then, in euphoria, speak in tongues and attempt to 
achieve Oneness with God. As she becomes entwined with the 
church, she quits her job and becomes isolated from her friends 
and family, especially after she and Bryce get married. As Bryce 
becomes more controlling, Julia blames herself for nearly all of 
his bad behavior. Even when he starts hitting her. When Julia 
begins to dig into Bryce’s past, all hell breaks loose. Readers will 
cringe as they turn the pages in hopes that Julia gets out before 
it’s too late to reclaim herself and her life.

A somewhat predictable yet compulsively readable 
story of a woman in way over her head.

WHERE THE CRAWDADS SING
Owens, Delia
Putnam (384 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-7352-1909-0  

A wild child’s isolated, dirt-poor 
upbringing in a Southern coastal wilder-
ness fails to shield her from heartbreak 
or an accusation of murder.

“The Marsh Girl,” “swamp trash”—
Catherine “Kya” Clark is a figure of 

mystery and prejudice in the remote North Carolina coastal 
community of Barkley Cove in the 1950s and ’60s. Abandoned 
by a mother no longer able to endure her drunken husband’s 
beatings and then by her four siblings, Kya grows up in the 
careless, sometimes-savage company of her father, who even-
tually disappears, too. Alone, virtually or actually, from age 
6, Kya learns both to be self-sufficient and to find solace and 
company in her fertile natural surroundings. Owens (Secrets of 
the Savanna, 2006, etc.), the accomplished co-author of sev-
eral nonfiction books on wildlife, is at her best reflecting Kya’s 
fascination with the birds, insects, dappled light, and shifting 
tides of the marshes. The girl’s collections of shells and feath-
ers, her communion with the gulls, her exploration of the wet-
lands are evoked in lyrical phrasing which only occasionally tips 
into excess. But as the child turns teenager and is befriended by 
local boy Tate Walker, who teaches her to read, the novel settles 

into a less magical, more predictable pattern. Interspersed with 
Kya’s coming-of-age is the 1969 murder investigation arising 
from the discovery of a man’s body in the marsh. The victim is 
Chase Andrews, “star quarterback and town hot shot,” who was 
once Kya’s lover. In the eyes of a pair of semicomic local police 
officers, Kya will eventually become the chief suspect and must 
stand trial. By now the novel’s weaknesses have become appar-
ent: the monochromatic characterization (good boy Tate, bad 
boy Chase) and implausibilities (Kya evolves into a polymath—
a published writer, artist, and poet), yet the closing twist is per-
haps its most memorable oddity.

Despite some distractions, there’s an irresistible charm 
to Owens’ first foray into nature-infused romantic fiction.

THE SHORTEST WAY HOME
Parker, Miriam
Dutton (320 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 31, 2018
978-1-5247-4186-0  

After graduating from business 
school at UC Berkeley, a bright young 
woman on her way to a job in Manhattan 
finance takes a major detour at a Sonoma 
winery.

“I would never have predicted that a 
winery could change my life. But when I walked into the empty 
tasting room at Bellosguardo on the first weekend in May of my 
thirtieth year, a feeling came over me. The kind you get when 
you taste a new food for the first time and you know it will 
be your favorite, or when you see a guy across the bookstore 
and you know he’ll be your new boyfriend.” Some readers will 
feel immediate concern upon reading the first three sentences 
of publishing exec Parker’s debut, regardless of whether they 
are familiar with the kind of serendipitous premonition narra-
tor Hannah Greene has just described. The problem is, that’s 
an awful lot of plot to give away in the first few sentences of 
a novel. The only hope at this point is that ensuing events are 
going to prove Hannah totally mistaken. Because if we already 
know that she’s about to change the whole course of her life 
and that it’s all going to work out brilliantly...that’s a problem. 
Unfortunately, nothing that threatens to put any kind of serious 
crimp in her unfolding success and happiness will be allowed to 
interfere. The predictability of the storyline might have been 
offset if the Sonoma setting provided a showcase for serious 
wine and food writing. But this book has more to teach about 
the uses of social media for marketing than it does anything else. 
There’s also quite a lot of focus on details of not-very-interest-
ing clothes and makeup. When she bursts in on her boss getting 
dressed for a party, Hannah finds her in a slip and kitten heels. 

“ ‘You look great so far,’ I said. She did. The slip was slimming 
and she’d already put on makeup. It looked like she knew how 
to contour.” There is never the slightest danger of everything 
not working out perfectly, and these people are nowhere near 
interesting enough to have a whole book written about them.

Sweet and safe.

A wild child’s isolated, dirt-poor upbringing fails to shield 
her from heartbreak or an accusation of murder.

where the crawdads sing
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LET ME BE LIKE WATER
Perry, S.K.
Melville House  (224 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-61219-726-5  

A young woman moves to the Brigh-
ton seaside to cope with her boyfriend’s 
death in Perry’s debut novel.

Holly is a 20-something musician 
reeling from the sudden death of her 
longtime boyfriend, Sam. Unable to stay 

in London, surrounded by the remnants of happy memories, she 
abruptly packs up and moves to Brighton, where she proceeds to 
spend a lot of time staring at the sea. While doing so she meets 
Frank, a retired magician with a habit of collecting broken people 
and who has dealt with a loss himself. Joining Frank at his next 
book club meeting, Holly is introduced to a new social circle 
filled with people who either understand her pain or empathize 
with it as they deal with their own issues, from loss of a child to 
eating disorders. As she grows closer to her new group of friends, 
she finds the space to begin to deal with her feelings about los-
ing Sam and explore the possibilities of her new life in Brighton. 
Perry’s last book was a poetry collection (Curious Hands: 24 Hours 
in Soho, 2015), which comes as no surprise, as the novel is told in 
a lyrical first-person that wrenches deep within Holly to connect 
with the reader. Short vignettes jump around from the present to 
memories of times past as Holly gets herself through, one day at 
a time. Though there is some discussion of the other characters’ 
difficulties (racism, body image issues, homophobia), ultimately 
this is Holly’s story, told from Holly’s point of view, so they are 
only briefly touched upon. At only a little more than 200 pages, 
this is a quick read but by no means a light one, each sentence 
carefully crafted and full of emotion.

A beautiful and gut-wrenching exploration of a woman 
defining herself after a monumental loss.

VISIBLE EMPIRE
Pittard, Hannah
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (288 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jun. 5, 2018
978-0-544-74806-4  

The real-life crash of a charter plane 
full of Atlanta’s white elite is the inspira-
tion for a fictional examination of race, 
class, love, and betrayal.

In the summer of 1962, more than 100 
Atlanta art lovers were about to return 

from their junket to the great museums of Italy and France when 
their jet crashed during takeoff at Orly. The only member of the 
tour group who didn’t perish was Raif Bentley, who took a slightly 
later plane because he and his wife, parents of three, had a policy 
of never flying together. In Pittard’s (Listen to Me, 2016, etc.) re-
imagination of the aftermath of this disaster, Raif returns home 
to an emotionally ravaged world. His good friends Robert and 

Lily Tucker, a couple expecting their first child, have lost both of 
Lily’s parents, and Robert, an editor at the Atlanta Journal, has 
lost his young mistress, a writer from the paper whom he sent 
to cover the trip. So devastated is he that he walks out on preg-
nant Lucy that very day and goes into a messy, booze-soaked free 
fall. The Tuckers’ separate perspectives on what happens after 
that are two of several angles among which the narration rotates. 
People who have no connection to the crash—Piedmont Dobbs, 
a 19-year-old African-American who’s just left home, and Anas-
tasia Rivers, an opportunistic white beauty who does exhibition 
diving at a hotel—enter the story as it becomes a study of the 
effect of privilege on relationships in Atlanta, circa 1962. Some of 
the angles are more gripping and believable than others; in par-
ticular, the engrossing and moving plotline involving Piedmont 
carries the book and makes some of the rest of it seem rather thin. 
By the time the novel climaxes at a Fourth of July party held in 
an over-the-top mansion built on the site of a lynching, one can’t 
help but notice that the plane crash is actually pretty tangential 
to its main concerns.

Within this book is an excellent novel that would have 
been stronger with a less complicated treatment. y
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THE PHARAOH KEY 
Preston, Douglas & Child, Lincoln
Grand Central Publishing 
(320 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jun. 12, 2018
978-1-4555-2582-9  

Doomed by a fatal illness, Gideon 
Crew embarks on one wild, series-end-
ing adventure (Beyond the Ice Limit, 2016, 
etc.).

Crew has AVM, a brain malforma-
tion that will kill him in about two months, although he’ll feel 
fine until his sudden death. He and his engineer colleague Man-
uel Garza lose their jobs with no warning when their employer, 
Effective Engineering Solutions, suddenly stops paying them 
and shuts down without a word of explanation. While they’re 
cleaning out their desks, they discover that a computer in the 
office has just finished a calculation that it’s been working on 
for 43,000 hours—almost five years. Garza sticks a USB drive 
in the computer and downloads the information, which is about 
a secret project to decipher the ancient Phaistos Disk. Garza 
proposes that they find whatever treasure it may lead to and sell 
it “for the most dough we possibly can,” no matter what it turns 
out to be, even if it’s a “fucking centerfold of the Mona Lisa.” So 
they trek to the desolate Hala’ib Triangle in southeastern Egypt, 
a journey involving one blasted thing after another. They ride an 
ancient ferry that sinks on the Red Sea, drowning hundreds. A 
woman outbids Crew and Garza when they try to rent camels, 
their guide cheats them, and they nearly die of thirst in the des-
ert, where they try to survive a haboob—“the worst kind of dust 
storm”—and find a “mist oasis.” The pace never slackens as they 
get closer to the GPS coordinates they’re looking for, and they 
have an encounter that changes everything. Crew’s legerdemain 
and Garza’s nifty engineering skills get them out of serious jams 
but may not save them from the one-eyed leopard or the fear-
some warrior who is determined to fight Garza to the death. 
Through all of this, Crew faces the ultimate clock, the one tick-
ing inside his brain. This is a cleverly plotted yarn with some 
laugh-out-loud twists, the best ones involving Garza’s bravery 
and ingenuity. There are numerous references to earlier books 
in the series, and fans might like to read Beyond the Ice Limit first. 
Still, this book stands alone just fine.

When the end of a book with a dying hero makes the 
reader laugh, that’s a neat trick. This is a great cap on the 
series.

THE DISTANCE HOME
Saunders, Paula
Random House (304 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-525-50874-8  

The slow, punitive grind of family 
dynamics, even when leavened by love, 
contorts a Midwestern family.

Where does all the hurt and anger 
go, wonders René, the lively, confident 
middle child, about her sad, victimized 

brother, Leon. Saunders’ debut makes no bones about the 
answer to that question, illustrating in detail the sedimentary 
process of psychological damage inflicted on children by their 
parents, in this case Al and Eve. Married young in Fort Pierre, 
South Dakota, the couple settles, at first, in Al’s parents’ base-
ment, Eve working two jobs, Al—a cattle trader—often away on 
the road. Soon they have two children, Leon and René, later a 
third, Jayne, and money is tight. Set in the 1960s, the novel’s 
world is remote and traditional, at least as represented by Al, 
whose pitiless response to his son’s sensitivities—a stutter; a 
startling gift for ballet dancing—is knee-jerk harshness. Leon 
reacts by pulling out his hair and eyelashes and withdrawing 
from the family group, while Eve’s attempts to defend him only 
result in arguments with her husband. Saunders avoids Leon’s 
perspective, opting for René’s instead. She too is warped by the 
constant tensions at home, becoming an overachiever whose 
will to excel leads to resentment and social rejection. Mean-
while, there’s no respite for poor Leon, beaten by his father, 
assaulted by a stranger, and later sent to an abusive Catholic 
boarding school. Flashes forward confirm the inexorable out-
come: Leon’s future will be alcoholism, drugs, mental disease, 
and PTSD. René manages to escape, and Saunders suggests 
some healing balm in years to come, but not enough to displace 
the early, indelible harm.

A grim, haunting parable of split child-rearing in which 
the dark blots out much of the light.

THE SHAKESPEARE 
REQUIREMENT 
Schumacher, Julie
Doubleday (320 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-385-54234-0  

Beleaguered English professor Jason 
Fitger, the unlucky protagonist of the 
Thurber Prize–winning novel Dear Com-
mittee Members (2014), returns to Payne 
University to fight another day.

Schumacher (English/The Univ. of Minnesota; An Expla-
nation for Chaos, 1997, etc.) abandons the epistolary style of 
her previous novel for a straight narrative but retains all of its 
acid satire in a sequel that is far more substantive and just as 
funny. Our malcontent professor Fitger has been promoted to 

When the end of a book with a dying hero makes 
the reader laugh, that’s a neat trick. 

the pharaoh key
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chair of his deeply dysfunctional English department. But his 
dwindling domain is in the crosshairs of villainous economics 
chair Roland Gladwell, who is trying to push English out of 
the basement of his precious Willard Hall and—if a troubling 
new quality assurance program comes to fruition—out of the 
curriculum entirely. Fitger’s only allies in his turf war are his 
ex-wife, Janet Matthias, who is now sleeping with the school’s 
dowdy dean, Philip Hinckler, and Fran Ignatieff, his gladiatorial 
administrative assistant, who generally hates him. From here, 
Schumacher throws her accident-prone lead into an unceasing 
comedy of errors. Fitger’s arc includes defending his Literature 
of the Apocalypse class from accusations that it’s “psychologi-
cally hostile,” an absurd series of quests to convince (read: bribe) 
his colleagues to sign off on a required “Statement of Vision,” 
and a simmering alliance with Marie Eland, chair of the Consol-
idated Languages department, who best understands his plight. 

“It is about staying alive for the length of your term,” she says. 
“Because this is a game for them—for the deans and the provost 
and the vice provosts: to cut us back and back and back and 
suppose what we will do. What do you name this? A blood sport.” 
Subplots involving students, among them a naïve freshman, a 
duplicitous teaching assistant, and an ambitious department 
intern, are slightly less acerbic, but the Shakespearean drama 
between departments and colleagues is popcornworthy.

A witty but kindhearted academic satire that oscillates 
between genuine compassion and scathing mockery with 
admirable dexterity.

BEFORE SHE SLEEPS
Shah, Bina
Delphinium (256 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-88328576-0  

Characters attempt rebellion from 
a dystopian society that replenishes its 
female population with forced polygamy 
and childbearing.

Deep underneath Green City, a 
group of women live in secret in the 

Panah, a structure that allows them to evade their fate as wives 
and mothers strictly controlled by the government. After a 
virus wiped out a large number of women and wars decimated 
the region—which roughly encompasses what is current-day 
Pakistan and Iran—they rebuilt by requiring women to marry 
multiple men, undergo fertility treatments, and be educated as 

“domestic scientists.” But the women of the Panah have resisted 
and make their livings as consorts to the male leaders of Green 
City. Rather than sex, these women offer nocturnal companion-
ship, usually simply by sleeping next to their clients and holding 
them. Lin, the leader of the Panah, believes they are safe from 
discovery after years of her careful planning and personal risks. 
But when Sabine, one of the Panah girls, turns up in a hospital, 
nearly dead from an ectopic pregnancy she has no memory of 
conceiving, all the secrets of both the Green City elite and the 
rebels are imperiled. Pakistan native Shah (A Season for Martyrs, 

2014, etc.) has written a novel that is in explicit conversation 
with The Handmaid’s Tale, and though Shah’s society is emphati-
cally secular, situating her narrative in a predominantly Muslim 
area of the world is an overdue enlargement of the cultural con-
versation that Atwood’s novel continues to provoke. But Shah’s 
novel, which blends the spy genre and soap opera with specula-
tive fiction, isn’t really the feminist dystopia one might expect. 
None of the female characters are allowed emotional indepen-
dence: Each one’s love for a man drives her decision-making.

One can’t help wishing the novel had roamed a bit more 
wildly within this inventive premise.
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PIECES OF HER
Slaughter, Karin
Morrow/HarperCollins (480 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-06-243027-4  

A plain-Jane daughter’s 31st birthday 
celebration explodes into a nightmare 
within a nightmare in Slaughter’s latest 
stand-alone.

Andrea Oliver’s always felt inferior to 
her parents. Her father, Gordon Oliver, 

is a trusts and estates attorney; her mother, Dr. Laura Oliver, is 
a speech therapist. Andy herself has never aspired to any career 
goal higher than serving as an assistant to someone important. 
Even when she left Belle Isle, Georgia, for the Big Apple, she 
got nowhere, and she was only too eager to return home when 
her mother announced three years ago that she’d been diag-
nosed with breast cancer. As the two women mark Andy’s birth-
day by sharing lunch in a mall cafe, a crazed shooter opens fire 
on a mother-and-daughter pair who’ve stopped to greet Laura, 
and Andy’s life changes in an instant. Or rather two instants, 
the first when the shots ring out and the second when Laura, 
after inviting the killer to shoot her next, coolly and dispassion-
ately dispatches him. It takes the dazed Andy hours to realize 
that her mother’s not at all who she seems to be, and by the 
time she’s ready to accept the fact that Laura Oliver is a woman 
with a past, that past is already racing to catch up with both 
mother and daughter. Cutting back and forth between Andy’s 
harrowing flight to nowhere after Laura pushes her out of her 
home and a backstory 30 years earlier involving the Army of 
the Changing World, a cell of amateur terrorists determined to 
strike a mortal blow against greedy capitalists and, it eventually 
turns out, each other as well, Slaughter (The Good Daughter, 2017, 
etc.) never abates her trademark intensity, and fans will feel that 
the story is pumping adrenalin directly into their bloodstreams. 
Long before the end, though, the impostures, secret identities, 
hidden motives, and double-crosses will have piled up past the 
point of no return, leaving the tale to run on adrenalin alone.

Reading anything by Slaughter is like riding a particu-
larly scary amusement park ride. Reading this one is like 
booking a season ticket on a ride that never lets you off.

JANE DOE 
Stone, Victoria Helen
Lake Union Publishing (268 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-5039-0089-9  

When her best friend commits sui-
cide after being dumped by a worthless 
man, Jane, a self-described sociopath, 
decides revenge will be slow and sweet.

In this suspenseful, just-creepy-
enough thriller, Jane travels to Minne-

apolis after her friend Meg commits suicide. Jane isn’t sure she 

herself has ever felt love, or any emotion other than hatred for 
her abusive family. But college roommate Meg gave Jane her 
best chance at seeing how normal people lived. When Meg 
became involved with Steven, though, she turned from a funny, 
bold woman into a submissive girl who accepted Steven’s cruel 
comments and control, until in her despair she killed herself. 
Now Jane has insinuated herself at Steven’s company. Coldly 
analytical, she fashions herself to be just the sort of woman 
Steve wants—meek, mousy, and needy. It’s fascinating to hear 
Jane, who narrates the novel, comment on her plans and obser-
vations of others. Stone does a masterful job of creating in Jane 
a complex character, making her both scary and more than a lit-
tle appealing. As the novel progresses, our view of Jane gradually 
shifts. Is Jane really a sociopath or the rare woman who doesn’t 
care what others think? And which of us wouldn’t at least dream 
of sweet revenge against those who cause such pain? Stone even 
provides the perfect ending, which can’t be commented on 
without ruining its perfection.

This beautifully balanced thriller will keep readers 
tense, surprised, pleased, and surprised again as a master 
manipulator unfolds her plan of revenge.

FLIGHTS
Tokarczuk, Olga
Trans. by Croft, Jennifer
Riverhead (416 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-525-53419-8  

Thoughts on travel as an existential 
adventure from one of Poland’s most 
lauded and popular authors.

Already a huge commercial and criti-
cal success in her native country, Tokar-

czuk (House of Day, House of Night, 2003) captured the attention 
of Anglophone readers when this book was shortlisted for the 
Man Booker International Prize in 2018. In addition to being a 
fiction writer, Tokarczuk is also an essayist and a psychologist 
and an activist known—and sometimes reviled—for her cos-
mopolitan, anti-nationalist views. Her wide-ranging interests 
are evident in this volume. It’s not a novel exactly. It’s not even 
a collection of intertwined short stories, although there are 
longer sections featuring recurring characters and well-devel-
oped narratives. Overall, though, this is a series of fragments 
tenuously linked by the idea of travel—through space and also 
through time—and a thoughtful, ironic voice. Movement from 
one place to another, from one thought to another, defines both 
the preoccupations of this discursive text and its style. One 
of the extended stories follows a man named Kunicki whose 
wife and child disappear on vacation—and suddenly reappear. 
A first-person narrator offers a sort of memoir through move-
ment, recalling her own peregrinations bit by bit. There are 
pilgrims and holidaymakers. Tokarczuk also explores the con-
nection between travel and colonialism with side trips into 

“exotic” practices and cabinets of curiosity. There are philosoph-
ical digressions, like a meditation on the flight from Irkutsk to 

When her best friend commits suicide after being dumped, Jane, a 
self-described sociopath, decides revenge will be slow and sweet.

jane doe
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Moscow that lands at the same time it takes off. None of this is 
to say that this book is dry or didactic. Tokarczuk has a sly sense 
of humor. It’s impossible not to laugh at the opening line, “I’m 
reminded of something that Borges was once reminded of....” 
Of course someone interested in maps and territories, of the 
emotional landscape of travel and the difference between mem-
ory and reality would feel an affinity for the Argentine fabulist.

A welcome introduction to a major author and a plea-
sure for fans of contemporary European literature.

KISMET
Tredget, Luke
Little, Brown (400 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-316-41829-4  

In this age of data insecurity, the 
premise of Tredget’s first novel is highly 
topical.

A dating app called Kismet identifies 
ideal matches, on a scale of one to 100, 
based on the internet profiles people 

build up through online activity. Since users can’t easily manipu-
late their profiles, Kismet scores can’t be inflated. So when Anna, 
already cohabiting with Pete—ranked 70 for her—has a chance 
meeting with her highest score to date, Geoff, an 81, what’s an 
almost-engaged, on-the-cusp-of-turning-30, beleaguered maga-
zine writer to do? Once this intriguing hook is cast, the novel’s 
execution slackens. The main driver of suspense is the question 
of whom Anna ends up with. On the way to a conclusion that, 
to the author’s credit, is far from foregone, there are many seg-
ments whose sole functions seem to be expanding material that 
could have been dispatched in a novella to 400 pages. Anna’s 
extended birthday celebration is a case in point: At a pub ses-
sion followed by a dinner party, Anna and her friends relate ram-
bling and none-too-scintillating anecdotes almost in real time. 
Her character is assembled like a recipe: Mix two parts creative 
inventiveness with one part recently diagnosed depression and 
a dash of recent bereavement, then bake in a convection oven 
swirling with premature midlife dread. Still, Anna’s crises are 
refreshingly non–gender specific. She intends to control her 
own destiny irrespective of whom she’s paired with and takes 
the blame for her own bad decisions. In one scene that read-
ers burned out with angst-ridden heroines like the one in the 
New Yorker story “Cat Person” will appreciate, she gets herself 
into a potentially compromising position with a date and then 
decides not to sleep with him because “she just doesn’t want to.” 
Tredget is obviously in tune with the travesties wrought, and 
ethical quandaries posed, by corporate-controlled media: His 
protagonist’s work debacles amply illustrate the increasingly 
blurred lines between journalism and advertising.

Despite some missteps, a thought-provoking debut.

TERRARIUM
New and Selected Stories
Trueblood, Valerie
Counterpoint (400 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-64009-073-6  

A new collection from one of our fin-
est short story writers, preceded by con-
densed versions of her last three books.

The assumption must be that, despite 
the prize nominations, critical picks, and 

good reviews, most readers have missed Trueblood’s last three 
books and that her latest is insufficient to win them on its own. 
Because why else would her new collection be published as the 
fourth element in an omnibus of selected stories from each of 
its predecessors, all of which were relatively recent (Criminals, 
2016; Search Party, 2013; Marry or Burn, 2010)? The problem is 
that since “Terrarium”—this is the name of the section of new 
stories within the book—contains a fair amount of flash fic-
tion and stories that require a lot of attention and mulling from 
the reader, the publisher is not doing it any favors by sticking 
it at the tail end of a collection of the strongest (and, among 
them, the longest) stories Trueblood has ever written. There 
are indeed some great stories here, praised for their unsettling 
combination of empathy and ruthlessness, for their elegant, 
uncommonly quick development, for their diverse, unexpected 
subject matter. Stories like “Invisible River” and “Sleepover” 
doubtless deserve the widest possible audience. As for the grab 
bag of pieces in “Terrarium,” it’s hard to know how they would 
seem if they were not read at the tail end of the line. Trueblood’s 
interest in calamity persists—kidnapped babies, battered wives, 
terminal diseases. And she is still a cleareyed and compassion-
ate reporter of the complexities and contradictions of human 
nature. Maybe if the collection had been allowed to become a 
book on its own the short pieces would seem less like fragments. 
Trueblood has had an unusual career, having first published at 
age 60. Nonetheless, what seems intended to be a “rediscovery” 
feels a little rushed.

Sometimes more is less.

THE THIRD HOTEL
van den Berg, Laura
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (224 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-374-16835-3  

Grappling with the sudden death of 
her husband, a new widow floats through 
the streets of Havana—where she seems 
to see him everywhere.

Clare arrives in Havana for the 
annual Festival of New Latin American 

Cinema alone; her husband, Richard, a scholar of horror films, 
was supposed to attend—he had been particularly interested 
in a film called Revolución Zombi—but he can’t, because he’s 
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Hannah Orenstein is a writer who loves love. “I 
think I love the universality of it,” she tells me by 
phone from her office at Elite Daily, where she is the 
dating editor. “Everybody has a story; everybody 
has fears and anxieties and hopes and dreams.” She 
loves the timelessness of love. “My parents were still 
dealing with the same concerns and questions when 
they were dating in the ’80s as I am now,” she says. 
They had singles mixers and she has apps, but deep 
down, it’s all variations on the same. She loves that 
about love.

Orenstein fell in love with loving love as a kid in 
Boston, as a very young devotee of the “Dinner with 
Cupid” column in the Boston Globe Sunday magazine. 
Every week, it chronicled both sides of a blind date 

between two single Bostonians. (“With so much in 
common,” read a recent subhead, “will this nurse 
and salesman be a match?”) “I would read this ev-
ery Sunday growing up with my dad, when I was in 
middle school, when I was in high school, and when 
I moved to New York for college, my dad would take 
a picture of the magazine and send it to me every 
weekend. That was the thing that we bonded over,” 
she says. 

She loved the idea of matchmaking so much that 
as a journalism student at NYU, she started running 
her own version, “Now Kiss,” for one of the school’s 
blogs. She liked it so much, in fact, that, as a college 
intern at Elle, she pitched herself to the magazine’s 
advice columnist E. Jean Carroll, who she knew also 
ran a matchmaking service. Within minutes she had 
an email back: “Will you please come work for me?” 
Which is how, barely old enough to drink, she began 
her seven-month stint as a professional matchmaker.

The experience was obvious fodder for Playing 
with Matches (June 26), her debut novel. “I always 
had wanted to write a book, and once I started 
working as a matchmaker, I was suddenly plunged 
into this world that was really unique,” she says. “I 
was meeting all of these really fascinating characters, 
and I thought it was such an interesting cross-sec-
tion of New York.”

On the surface, at least, Sasha Goldberg, the pro-
tagonist of Playing with Matches, bears some obvious 
resemblances to her author. She is a newly-minted 
NYU journalism grad with a gig at Bliss, an upscale 
matchmaking service, helping clients twice her age 
find love while trying to navigate adulthood herself. 

“I think your very early 20s, when you’ve just grad-
uated from college, is such a specific time where 
you’re feeling really lost, a lot is changing all at once, 

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Hannah Orenstein

HER FUN, FAST READ ABOUT DATING IN THE CITY KEEPS READERS 
FLYING THROUGH ITS PAGES
By Rachel Sugar
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dead. Five weeks earlier, he was killed in a hit-and-run in New 
Scotland, outside of Albany, New York, his book unfinished. 

“As a married couple, they’d had perfect years and they’d had 
shit years,” van den Berg (Find Me, 2015, etc.) writes, “but she 
had never in her life experienced a year that so thoroughly 
dismantled her with confusion.” They’d become unknowable 
to each other in the months before Richard’s death. “ ‘Who 
are you?’ they seemed to always be whispering to each other, 
in this peculiar middle passage of their lives. ‘What are you 
becoming?’ ” The night before he died, he’d said they needed 
to talk, but then he died, so they never did. And then, out-
side the Museum of the Revolution in Havana, she sees him: 
Richard, in a suit she’s never seen, staring up at the sky. She 
follows him through the city: buying mangoes from a fruit 
cart, reading the paper at a cafe. In this surreal dreamscape, 
Clare’s past blends with her present as she reflects backward, 
recounting her childhood in Florida, where her parents man-
aged a hotel; her career as an elevator technologies Midwest 
sales rep; her father’s death; her relationship with her husband, 
which is still unfolding in the present; and her own role in his 
strange and sudden death. Laced through with sharp insights—
not just on marriage and grief, but also on the pull of travel 
and the dynamics of horror movies—the layers of the novel fit 
together so seamlessly they’re almost Escher-esque. The line 
between the real and the imagined is forever blurry, and the 
result of all that ambiguity is both moving and unsettling.

Gorgeously haunting and wholly original; a novel that 
rewards patience.

CHERRY 
Walker, Nico
Knopf (320 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-525-52013-9  

In this unsettling debut, a young man 
raised in the middle-class comforts of 
America encounters war, love, and drug 
addiction.

After the narrator awakens on the 
first page, he is “looking for a shirt with 

no blood on it” and then for his rigs—the apparatus of heroin 
addiction—to get him and his partner, Emily, in shape for the 
day. She has to be at school by 10 a.m. to teach college students 
remedial writing. The two met at 18 and now they are 25, liv-
ing in a Cleveland suburb. Walker opens and closes the story in 
the couples’ present at age 25, while the bulk looks back at how 
the unnamed narrator found Emily and lost her and went off to 
war in Iraq in 2005. The writing is raw, coarse, and sometimes 
forced: “Your new friends would eat the eyes out of your head for 
a spoon.” Yet it often has a brute power, tapping the unadorned, 
pointedly repetitive language of addiction or battle. The IED 

“took off both Jimenez’s legs and severed one of his arms almost 
completely. But he was still awake and he knew what was hap-
pening. He was screaming.” So many patrols deal with bombs 
or breaking into suspect houses: “Just IEDs. Just kicking doors. 
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it’s very overwhelming,” says Orenstein, who, at 25, is 
just barely removed from this particular overwhelm 
herself. 

Despite their obvious similarities, though, Oren-
stein insists that while the novel may be loosely in-
spired by her own experiences, it is definitely not a 
thinly veiled memoir. “I really didn’t want to write 
about myself because it just seems boring to me,” she 
says. For one thing, Orenstein points out, Sasha de-
liberately comes from a very different background: 
She is the daughter of a Russian mail-order bride. “I 
think that would really change the way you look at 
love,” she says, a current that ripples through the 
book. “The places where my life seems too boring, I 
tried to make her more interesting.”

Rachel Sugar is a writer living in New York. Playing with 
Matches was reviewed in the April 15, 2018, issue. 
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More IEDs. More doors.” Soldiers look for distraction. Two of 
them make snuff films with mice. Some do drugs because the 
Army stops checking urine. On his release from the Army, the 
narrator reconnects with Emily and copes with PTSD. “In these 
years I didn’t sleep and when I slept I dreamt of violence.” Her-
oin takes over, with its own awful monotony. They are “spend-
ing over a thousand dollars on dope, every week.” She keeps 
teaching. He robs banks.

A bleak tale told bluntly with an abundance of profanity 
but also of insight into two kinds of living hell.

THE LAST HOURS 
Walters, Minette
Harlequin MIRA (544 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-7783-6931-8  

With her first full-length novel in 10 
years, an award-winning British crime 
writer launches a series about the Black 
Death.

In the summer of 1348, Sir Richard of 
Develish journeys to Bradmayne on busi-

ness. While he’s away, news reaches Develish of a deadly pes-
tilence. His wife, Lady Anne, brings her serfs within the moat 
of her manor house and then wisely refuses her husband’s re-
entry, fearing he will bring the disease with him. She’s a woman 
ahead of her time, dismissing as superstition the idea of “a 
plague sent by God.” Years before, she’d had sewage pits dug 
well downwind of Develish; other villages didn’t dig any at all. 
Anne’s compassion for her serfs contrasts sharply with the atti-
tude of her 14-year-old daughter, Eleanor, who hates everyone 
but her father and likes having serfs whipped. The living con-
ditions in Bradmayne are vile; one might think “Men urinated 
where they stood” would say it all about a village, but the author 
spares no detail in showing what grossness causes stench and 
attracts vermin. People seem not to connect these godawful 
conditions with the “killing sickness in the village” that carries 

“a deadly pestilence with putrid boils” and requires the digging 
of mass graves. Before he succumbs, Sir Richard observes that 

“In twelve days, the world had changed beyond all recognition.” 
Yet no one knows how extensive that changed world is. Lady 
Anne has the serf Thaddeus Thurkell lead a small band of brave 
serfs to learn how other villages have fared. She is the central 
figure in this compelling saga in which people are either all vir-
tuous and wise or all the opposite. While the serf Gyles Startout 
is a man of “courage and generosity,” Lady Eleanor opines how 
sweet it would be if he dies. As the plague continues at book’s 
end, Lady Anne still faces a dangerous enemy in her daughter.

Deeply researched and engrossing, this masterful 
series opener leaves readers hanging—Rats!—so they’ll 
eagerly await the sequel.

WHEN LIFE GIVES 
YOU LULULEMONS 
Weisberger, Lauren
Simon & Schuster (352 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jun. 5, 2018
978-1-4767-7844-0  

Weisberger (The Singles Game, 2016, 
etc.) gives rich-lit fans a second spinoff 
of her best-known novel, The Devil Wears 
Prada, shifting her lens from long-suf-
fering Andrea Sachs to Emily Charlton, 

the snippy fashionista who worked as top assistant to Runway 
magazine’s hellish editor, Miranda Priestly.

A decade after leaving Runway, Emily has successfully 
reinvented herself as a celebrity stylist and image consul-
tant specializing in crisis management. But it’s her own 
career that’s in jeopardy when a hotshot rival starts luring 
away Emily’s Hollywood clients with millennial social media 
superpowers. Emily needs a big win or she may as well pack 
it up and head back to Runway. Thankfully, her childhood 
friend Miriam Kagan has just the gig for her. Miriam recently 
moved to tony Greenwich, Connecticut, where former 
supermodel and current senator’s wife Karolina Hartwell 
is hiding out after a brush with the law. Something about 
Karolina’s DUI arrest just doesn’t add up, though. Miriam 
dusts off her Harvard law degree and Emily kicks into high 
gear, discovering their friend Karolina has been set up by her 
husband, an ambitious politician with his eye on the White 
House. Now the three friends must take him down. Having 
a kick-ass girl posse is not only great fun, but essential for 
survival in this town filled with moms obsessed with Soul-
Cycle, trophy kids, and plastic surgery—including having 
their vaginas “custom fit” for their husbands. In one scene, a 
designer-clad mom hosts a sex-toy party where the constant 
drumbeat is fear that husbands will abandon wives who aren’t 
smokin’ hot and sexually available at all times. (Every sex toy 
is discussed in terms of how much pleasure it will bring the 
men.) Emily, Miriam, and Karolina pose a refreshing contrast 
to the Greenwich moms who all seem to be swimming in the 
extremely shallow end of the pool.

With rich people behaving scandalously on every page, 
this lemon is juicy and delicious.

THEIR HOUSES
Willis, Meredith Sue
Vandalia Press (252 pp.) 
$19.99 paper  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-946684-34-9  

An ailing anti-government radical 
plots to reunite with two sisters he loved 
in childhood.

As girls in Cooper County, West Vir-
ginia, Dinah and Grace were left largely 
to raise themselves as their mentally ill 

With rich people behaving scandalously on every page, 
this lemon is juicy and delicious.

when life gives you lululemons
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mother was institutionalized and their alcoholic father took 
up with a wealthy widow. When the sisters come to the aid of 
Richie, the widow’s bullied son, he becomes infatuated with 
them, especially the elder sister, Dinah. Written in nonlinear 
chapters that alternate among Dinah’s, Grace’s, and Richie’s 
perspectives, the book recounts the trio’s adolescence, when 
Richie becomes an Ayn Rand devotee, a calculating entrepre-
neur (he sells drugs at school), and, most chillingly, a sexual 
opportunist, assaulting Dinah when she is unconscious one 
afternoon. Now, in middle age, Dinah is married to one of 
Richie’s old associates, Ray, and has moved away. Though Dinah 
and Ray are newly committed to Jesus and raising five children, 
Richie makes Ray one last offer of work to lure Dinah close. 
Grace, who still lives in West Virginia and is struggling with 
depression, anxiously anticipates Dinah’s homecoming. Willis 
(A Space Apart, 2017, etc.) has written a timely story, especially 
given that Appalachia was thrust into the spotlight after the 
2016 presidential elections by books like Hillbilly Elegy. Willis’ 
Appalachia is a mixture of well-intentioned but ineffectual lib-
erals, born-again Christians, and would-be domestic terrorists—
all the ingredients for a potentially fast-paced drama. But even 
readers with a high tolerance for time and perspective shifts 
will struggle to put the narrative pieces together here. And the 
novel’s biggest ask may be that the reader have sympathy for—
and buy into the possible redemption of—a fascistic narcissist 
like Richie.

The book’s heart seems like it’s in the right place, but 
the muddle of plot and character makes it hard to get 
behind.

BABY, YOU’RE GONNA 
BE MINE 
Wilson, Kevin
Ecco/HarperCollins (288 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-06-245052-4  

Ten familial short fictions from the 
fertile mind of Wilson (Perfect Little 
World, 2017, etc.).

Wilson triumphantly returns to 
short stories, the medium of his first 

book, Tunneling to the Center of the Earth (2009), ruminating 
once more on grief, adolescence, and what it means to be a 
family. The opener, “Scrolling Through the Weapons,” finds 
a guy and his girlfriend looking after some nearly feral nieces 
and nephews. The tricky bond between father and son is 
revisited in the stark “Housewarming.” A wife and mother 
who returns to her childhood home after her 82-year-old 
mother is assaulted makes a plethora of bad decisions in “A 
Visit.” Grief and regret run hand in hand in “Sanders for a 
Night,” in which a boy wants to cosplay as his dead brother, 
and the title story, in which a failing rock star takes advan-
tage of his mother’s generous nature. There’s a rare misfire 
in the collection-ending “The Lost Baby,” which plays out as 
advertised, including a puzzling, ambiguous ending. But the 

book’s three portraits of young people are mesmerizing. In 
the collection’s best story, “Wildfire Johnny,” Wilson coun-
terintuitively explores the nature of male maturity, cloaked 
in a horror story about a mystical razor that allows the user 
to travel back in time—if they slash their own throat. In “No 
Joke, This Is Going to Be Painful,” a restless young woman 
stuck in her small town finds redemption in pain: “We called 
them ice fights. They made things weird for a little while.” 
Finally, Wilson captures the insanity of adolescence in “The 
Horror We Made,” in which a bunch of teenage girls jacked 
up on Adderall, weed, and diet pills make a horror movie 
during a sleepover. One true confession within: “Every time 
I think I might not be friends with you guys anymore...I 
remember that I love shit like this and no one else would do 
it with me.”

Evocative, compassionate, and exquisitely composed 
stories about the human condition.

MEET ME AT THE MUSEUM
Youngson, Anne
Flatiron Books (224 pp.) 
$23.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-250-29516-3  

A debut novel that tells the unlikely 
story of an English farm wife and a Dan-
ish museum curator through their spir-
ited correspondence.

Loneliness draws them together—
that and their keen interest in the pre-

historic Tollund Man, whose perfectly preserved head is on 
display in Denmark’s Silkeborg museum. Tina Hapgood has 
always wanted to visit there from her home in East Anglia; 
but having passed her 60th birthday, she doubts she ever will. 
Anders Larsen—intercepting a note she’s written to the (now 
deceased) archaeologist who discovered the Tollund Man in 
1950—encourages her to make the trip. And so it begins. Tina, 
we learn from her letters, married at 20 and had the first of 
her three children shortly thereafter. Her marriage is love-
less, and she has many regrets about roads not taken. Anders, 
a widower with two grown children, loved his wife deeply; 
but the marriage was fraught owing to her emotional fragil-
ity. Tina and Anders exchange confidences, and their connec-
tion—though limited to written exchanges—becomes more 
intimate. (In a nod to modern technology, the pair eventu-
ally shifts from letters to emails.) The book proceeds at a 
leisurely pace until close to the end, when a major plot turn 
seems to change everything. Or does it? The writing is, for 
the most part, poised and literate; and Tina’s descriptions 
of the natural world she knows so well can be quite lovely. 
Unfortunately, she sounds way too sophisticated given the 
cloistered life she is supposed to have led. There is also an 
overly earnest quality to some of what Tina and Anders write 
to one another: “We have been talking to each other about 
where life went, and if the way we spent it was the way we 
meant to have spent it....” (Tina) “Our letters have meant so 
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sunshine state: 
scintillating summer fiction 

GIVE ME YOUR HAND  
by Megan Abbott 
(July 17)

PRETEND I’M DEAD  
by Jen Beagin 
(May 15)

THE PISCES   
by Melissa Broder 
(May 1)

A PRINCESS IN THEORY   
by Alyssa Cole 
(Feb. 27)

SUNBURN  
by Laura Lippman 
(Feb. 20)

THE SUMMER WIVES  
by Beatriz Williams 
(July 10)

THE WORD IS MURDER  
by Anthony Horowitz 
(June 5)

THE AIR YOU BREATHE   
by Frances de Pontes Peebles 
(Aug. 21)

WE BEGIN OUR ASCENT  
by Joe Mungo Reed 
(June 19)

THE DEATH OF 
MRS. WESTAWAY   
by Ruth Ware 
(May 29)THE GLITCH  

by Elisabeth Cohen (May 22) 

THE GREY BASTARDS  
Jonathan French 
(June 19)
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much to us because we have...arrived at the same point in our 
lives. More behind us than ahead of us. Paths chosen that 
define us.” (Anders)

Though well-crafted, this genteel novel never quite 
achieves liftoff.

THE DRAMA TEACHER
Zailckas, Koren
Crown (400 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-553-44809-2  

A habitual liar fakes her teaching 
credentials and takes on ghosts from her 
past to safeguard her children’s future 
in Zailckas’ (Mother, Mother, 2013, etc.) 
latest.

Gracie Mueller is a con artist who 
learned from the best—first her father and then her first hus-
band. When her second husband begins having more and more 
money problems—and takes a girlfriend on the side—Gracie 
realizes she’s going to have to find her own way out of the mess. 
She picks an easy mark, a lonely, wealthy woman who hires her 
to design an addition to her house. Tragedy ensues, and Gracie 
fakes her own death and the deaths of her children to escape the 
consequences. Five years pass; they are all living under new iden-
tities when Gracie finds a new mark: a charming, lonely English 
teacher at Boulevard, one of the most prestigious prep schools 
in New York. She’s finagled the position of drama teacher when 
figures from her past, in addition to some memories, begin to 
resurface. Gracie will have to face her childhood trauma, and 
her own criminal actions, in order to find the freedom to live 
life as herself. Because the novel is narrated by Gracie, and she’s 
not a particularly trustworthy or likable figure in the beginning, 
it’s slow to start. But as she begins to reveal more complexity, 
and more human awareness, it becomes much more interest-
ing and even relatable. At the end of the day, Gracie is a skilled 
liar, but she’s also a woman trying to figure out how to do—and 
have—it all. Her methods are just more extreme than most 
people’s. Once she’s putting more work into extricating herself 
from trouble, rather than orchestrating it, she becomes much 
more sympathetic, and it feels safe to celebrate her brilliance.

An unusual female perspective defies expectations and, 
ultimately, entertains.

TOUCAN KEEP A SECRET
Andrews, Donna
Minotaur (304 pp.)
$25.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-250-11547-8  

A murder in the crypt—no, make 
that the columbarium—of Caerphilly, 
Virginia’s Trinity Episcopal kicks off Meg 
Langslow’s 23rd case.

Naturally, Meg discovers the body, 
and naturally, she’s not supposed to be 

there. But after she sees signs of an intruder while she’s working 
late at the church as pregnant Rev. Robyn Smith frets through 
the bed rest she’s been ordered, Meg investigates further dur-
ing her phone call to the Caerphilly police and discovers the 
body of Junius Hagley, one of the Mumbling Misogynsts who’ve 
done everything they can to undermine their female rector. Just 
as distressing as Hagley’s murder by crowbar is the sight of six 
desecrated memorial niches, some of whose urns have been 
knocked over and spilled out what are now irretrievably com-
mingled ashes. The urns contain the mortal remains of Hagley’s 
wife, Dolores, wealthy Beatrice Helen Falkenhausen van der 
Lynden, her handyman, J.A. Washington, former frat boy P. 
Jefferson Blair, Lacey Shiffley of Caerphilly’s endless Shiffley 
family, and a John Doe who’s never been identified. Why would 
Hagley or anyone else have taken the trouble to pry them open 
in the dead of night? A bejeweled ring found at the scene sug-
gests that it might be the site of a treasure hunt, but Meg’s more 
interested in what the six post-mortem victims have in com-
mon: All of them, even the John Doe, are linked to a burglary 
30 years ago at the van der Lynden mansion, now rechristened 
as Ragnarsheim, the home of semiretired heavy metal drummer 
Ragnar Ragnarsen. So she works to figure out exactly what went 
down during that ancient robbery and how it’s connected to the 
latest outrage in the town’s extensive criminal annals (How the 
Finch Stole Christmas!, 2017, etc.).

The setup is a lot stronger than the follow-up, which 
requires reams of backstory, an elaborate restaging of the 
original robbery, a culprit plucked from nowhere, and a lot 
fewer laughs than fans of this generally riotous franchise 
have a right to expect.
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LIVE AND LET CHAI
Baker, Bree
Sourcebooks Landmark (368 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-4926-6475-8  

Forever tied to Charm Island, a 
native daughter returns to fulfill a dream.

Everly Swan left the quiet barrier 
island she called home to follow her 
cowboy on the rodeo circuit. After he’s 
injured, he refuses to support her enroll-
ment in cooking school, so she drops out 

and returns alone to Charm, where she opens Sun, Sand, and 
Tea in a beachfront house she purchased because it was zoned 
for the shop that would pay her mortgage. Her major problem 
is Benedict Paine, a town councilman who’s opposed to any 
changes in Charm and who’s therefore harassed her from the 
get-go. When Everly finds him dead with a glass of her tea next 
to him, Detective Grady Hays, the new homicide investiga-
tor in town, suspects that she killed him. Paine was poisoned, 
and the rumor mill, abetted by a local blogger, paints Everly’s 
fledgling business as being in dire straits. Fortunately, the aunts 
who raised her stand behind her, together with some of her old 
friends, who pitch in to help her find the real killer—much to the 
dismay of Hays, a widower with a young child who’s attracted 
to Everly in spite of his professional objections to her interfer-
ence. Paine was a troublemaker who certainly wasn’t universally 
beloved, and Everly finds an especially promising suspect in a 
bullying builder who wants to turn some of Charm’s lovely old 
homes into B&Bs, a plan Paine would have fought to the death. 
When someone smashes up Everly’s shop just before a party 
she’s planned, the damage only makes her more determined to 
solve the crimes with a little help from her friends.

A charming cozy debut with characters as sweet as the 
titular tea, a mystery with numerous attractive byways, 
and a budding romance waiting to be explored.

WHEN THE FLOOD FALLS
Barnard, J.E.
Dundurn (424 pp.) 
$19.99 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4597-4121-8  

A former Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police corporal tackles a mystery that 
may help her gather together the rem-
nants of her shattered life.

Now that she’s quit her job and the 
husband she thinks tried to kill her, Lacey 
McCrae works as a gofer for another for-

mer Mountie who’s setting up security for a new museum near 
Bragg Creek, a small town close to Calgary. Nearly broke, she 
gets lucky when her former college roommate, realtor Dee Phil-
lips, president of the museum’s building committee, invites her 
to stay in her home nestled in the wooded foothills of the Rocky 

Mountains, a stone’s throw from mansions owned by wealthy 
hockey fans. Ever since Dee was nearly run down and one of her 
dogs killed by a hockey player driving carelessly, she’s been slow 
to recover and thinks she’s being stalked. Projecting her own 
problems onto her friend, Lacey wonders if the stalker is Dee’s 
ex-husband, Neil. Then Dee’s nearly run down again by three 
hockey players driving a car belonging to her neighbor, much-
married millionaire Jake Wyman, and Lacey’s almost crushed to 
death by a malfunctioning picture rack in the museum’s vault. 
Lacey gets off on the wrong foot with Dee’s closest neighbors, 
Terry and Jan, when she assumes that Jan is a drug addict only 
to learn that she has an unusual disease which often leaves her 
unable to function. When Dee is run down once more and this 
time badly hurt, Jan and Rob, the museum manager, offer Lacey 
help in the search for Dee’s stalker. Jarrad Fitch, who originally 
ran Dee into a ditch, is the protégé of former hockey great Mick 
Hardy, whose wife he’s been romantically linked with. He’s only 
one of the people who might have it in for Dee, but he moves to 
the top of the list when he vanishes.

Beneath the many mysteries of Barnard’s character-
driven debut are enduring questions about the complexi-
ties of life and the choices people make.

BLESSED BE THE WICKED
Bartley, D.A.
Crooked Lane (336 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-68331-720-3  

As the lone detective in her small 
Mormon community, Abish “Abbie” Tay-
lor must use her understanding of the 
faith she rejected when a religious leader 
is murdered.

Abbie has been living a life of luxury 
and privilege with her husband in New York City, but after his 
death, she returns home to Pleasant View, Utah. She takes a job 
as the small force’s detective, assuming it will be an easy one 
given the area’s predominantly Mormon, law-abiding makeup. 
But then a church leader is found dead, bearing wounds and 
wearing clothing that hint at a violent and bloody chapter of the 
church’s past. As she and the promising young Officer Clarke 
investigate, Abbie realizes that many of the church’s leaders are 
involved in actions that are less than legal, let alone moral. Even 
her own boss seems reluctant to fully investigate. Further com-
plicating matters is Abbie’s troubled past with her father, a man 
whose position as a respected church historian doesn’t match 
up with his treatment of his own wife. The reader is given many, 
many passages about Mormon history and practices, yet key 
facts of the plot, such as those about Abbie’s past career in law 
enforcement, are distributed sparingly. One wants to like Abbie, 
but Bartley’s sluggish, predictable prose makes it hard to engage.

Although the book’s setting and subject material give it 
potential, the lackluster style keeps this off the must-read 
list.
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IN THE PRESENCE OF EVIL
Bayard, Tania
Severn House (240 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-0-7278-8788-7  

A court scribe seeks to clear the 
name of a friend while working within 
the confines dictated by her station and 
sex in 1393 Paris.

Growing up friendly with the future 
King Charles, Christine de Pizan (in real 

life the author of The Book of the City of Ladies) never imagined 
being employed in service of the palace. But when her husband 
dies and leaves her with mouths to feed, she’s grateful for her 
work as a scribe. Because the king hasn’t seemed like himself 
lately, making capricious attacks on those around him, Chris-
tine’s mother, Francesca, urges her daughter to keep her head 
down. That’s not easy for Christine, who has a sharp tongue and 
a lot of opinions for a woman, qualities that draw her to the 
musical and similarly candid Alix de Clairy, the wife of one of 
the king’s closest confidants, Hughues de Precy. Despite Franc-
esca’s admonitions, Christine doesn’t confine her daily conver-
sations to the elite; she speaks to the prostitutes of Paris about 
the gossip of the day. This habit turns out to be helpful when 
unusual events happen on the palace grounds: a murder, a miss-
ing magical book, and the apparent possession and hunting of 
those close to the king. Even worse, Alix is accused of the mur-
der of her husband and is locked in the Chatelet as she awaits 
the inevitable guilty verdict. Through Marion, a sex worker in 
her neighborhood, Christine learns that Alix has been framed, 
but both Christine and Marion know that no one will take her 
word about what truly happened. Bent on justice, Christine 
does what investigating she can along with her monastic friend 
Michel. The two both work their palace connections and con-
tacts to follow the complex web of secrets, though it seems 
unlikely that the truth will be uncovered before Alix is burned 
for her alleged crimes.

Peppered with quaintly dated quotations about the 
roles of women in the 14th century and related facts, 
Bayard’s mystery debut is slow to get underway but ramps 
up to a satisfying ending.

FOUR FUNERALS AND MAYBE 
A WEDDING
Bowen, Rhys
Berkley (304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-425-28352-3  

Wedding preparations may be the 
death of a distant heir to the British 
throne in this 1930s period piece.

Lady Georgiana Rannoch (On Her 
Majesty’s Frightfully Secret Service, 2017, 

etc.) has relinquished her status as 35th in line to the throne to 

marry her love, Darcy O’Mara, an Irish Catholic with a hush-
hush government job that carries him off at a moment’s notice. 
Poor as a church mouse, Georgie is staying with a friend in 
London while another friend makes her wedding gown. Her 
much-married actress mother will provide her trousseau, and 
the king and queen will attend the wedding. Georgie and Darcy 
can afford only a tiny flat in a sketchy area. Rescue comes in the 
form of a letter from Sir Hubert Anstruther, one of her mother’s 
exes and Georgie’s godfather, offering her the use of Eynsleigh, 
his beautiful home not far from London. Anstruther travels a 
good deal, and the house is so huge that he’ll need only a suite of 
rooms when he returns. Upon her arrival, Georgie finds that all 
the servants she remembers have been replaced and the house 
and grounds sadly neglected. Plunkett, the new butler, is obvi-
ously dismayed to see her, the so-called cook offers her tinned 
soup for dinner, the housemaid is rude, and the gardeners are 
selling most of the produce and pocketing the money. The first 
night Georgie spends at Eynsleigh, the gas tap is left on in her 
room, and only her habit of sleeping with the windows open 
saves her life. She discovers that Sir Hubert’s elderly and slightly 
mad mother is living in a closed-off wing of the house, all the 
valuable items have vanished, and the police are seeking a man 
who vanished after calling at the house. Delighted with the 
arrival of her mother, grandfather, and former maid, Queenie, 
who can actually cook, Georgie takes it upon herself to investi-
gate, a decision that may put paid to her wedding plans.

Another stiff-upper-lip novel full of charm, romance, 
and a smidgen of mystery that’s altogether delightful.

ONE ON ONE 
Brandman, Michael
Poisoned Pen (256 pp.) 
$26.95  |  $15.95 paper
Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4642-1027-3
978-1-4642-1029-7 paper

Now that Buddy Steel, late of the 
LAPD, has come back to his hometown 
(Missing Persons, 2017), his second case 
takes him back to school.

Officially, Buddy is the deputy sheriff of San Remo County. 
But everyone knows the real reason he’s returned to Freedom, 
California, is to take care of his father, Sheriff Burton Steel Sr., 
who’s been stricken with ALS, and to help the old man kill him-
self when life gets to be too tough to bear—a bargain Buddy’s 
loath to keep. Fortunately, another fatality provides a welcome 
distraction: Hank Carson, assistant principal of Freedom High 
School, gets stabbed to death in his office. Who would have 
taken a steak knife to such a wonderful guy, an educator who 
principal Julia Peterson assures Buddy was doing a great job 
since arriving last year, a mentor who’d done his best to get close 
to every student in the school? Once Hank’s widow, Kimber, 
hops on a plane to her parents’ house in New Jersey before any-
one from the sheriff ’s department can even sit down with her, 
she looks like the obvious suspect. But Buddy, who retrieves her 

Another stiff-upper-lip novel full of charm, 
romance, and a smidgen of mystery.

four funerals and maybe a wedding
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and spirits her back to Freedom before you can say “red her-
ring,” can’t believe she would have killed her husband or any-
body else and reacts to her repeated come-ons with all the savvy 
of a blushing high school kid. Since Buddy’s also faced with the 
case of a particularly self-promotional graffiti artist, it looks like 
Hank’s murder will remain a mystery—unless of course he turns 
out to have been guarding a secret worth killing for, a secret so 
sordid that it makes three different suspects admit that they 
wish they’d been the ones who’d stuck in the knife.

A modest, guileless, by-the-numbers whodunit with no 
more mysteries, twists, or surprises than the typical home-
coming parade.

PROBABLE CLAWS
Brown, Rita Mae & Brown, Sneaky Pie 
Bantam (352 pp.) 
$27.00  |  May 29, 2018
978-0-425-28715-6  

A friend of Virginia postmistress 
Mary Minor “Harry” Haristeen, who 
anchors this long-running series (A Hiss 
Before Dying, 2017, etc.), is gunned down 
by a motorcyclist. Could the reason be 
tied to 18th-century tales of corruption?

In concert with her friend Gary Gardner, an architect, 
Harry’s working on a new shed, a gift from her husband, Fair. 
Though Harry tries to be abstemious in her design choices, 
Gary’s just the person to talk her into some sensible upgrades 
that will at least make her companion animals more comfort-
able. While Mrs. Murphy, Harry’s wise tiger cat, and her corgi, 
Tee Tucker, aren’t high maintenance enough to have their own 
requirements, plump diva cat Pewter won’t settle for anything 
less than the best. Before Gary can complete his plans, though, 
he’s shockingly gunned down by a mystery rider on a Ducati. 
Harry’s not sure whether Gary’s death is connected to a local 
construction project, and she can’t help but wonder whether 
Lisa Roudabush, the head of Charlottesville’s Nature First 
office, knows anything that could help her solve the mystery. 
Interspersed with Harry’s investigation (and Pewter’s investiga-
tion of the spider in Gary’s office) is the 18th-century story of 
John Schuyler and Catherine and Rachel, his young adult daugh-
ters, who are trying to find their ways in the world. As Harry’s 
search heats up enough to put herself and others in danger, her 
pet family prepares to protect her and maybe solve the mystery. 
The animal crew, joined by a surprising new addition, is in rare 
form, though a lack of a strong thread linking past and present 
makes the interwoven stories read like two separate books.

Beautiful illustrations bring the pet personalities to 
life.

DEATH ON THE MENU
Burdette, Lucy
Crooked Lane (304 pp.) 
$26.99  |  May 2, 2018
978-1-68331-746-3  

A Florida caterer’s plans to build her 
reputation are complicated by murder.

Hayley Snow (Killer Takeout, 2016, 
etc.) is the food critic for Key Zest, a 
magazine that covers all things having 
to do with the exotic island—includ-

ing the Cuban-American conference at the Harry S. Truman 
Little White House for which her mother has just landed a 
three-day catering job. The food is Cuban-themed and deli-
cious, but disaster strikes when Gabriel, one of the kitchen 
helpers, is stabbed to death just after the surprise appearance 
of Barack Obama and Jimmy Buffett. Gabriel had been sus-
pected of stealing Ernest Hemingway’s gold Nobel Prize medal, 
which has never left Cuba since Papa brought it there. Already 
Mayor Diaz of Havana and Turner Markham, one of the Key 
West commissioners, have been at each other’s throats over the 
United States’ “wet foot, dry foot” policy concerning Cuban ref-
ugees. The loss of the medal throws more fuel on the fire. Hay-
ley’s overprotective boyfriend, Key West cop Nathan Bransford, 
wants her to butt out of the whole mess, but she’s already agreed 
to help Gabriel’s sister Maria, who has no confidence that the 
police will properly investigate the death of a Cuban immigrant. 
Stretched thin among her own job, hunting for clues in the 
death and theft, and helping her mother continue catering the 
conference, Hayley is totally stressed. But she’s still determined 
to find Gabriel’s killer.

Burdette’s loving descriptions of food and the appended 
recipes are an added fillip for readers who enjoy some his-
tory and romance with their mysteries.

FOGLAND POINT
Burgess, Doug
Poisoned Pen (296 pp.) 
$26.95  |  $15.95 paper  |   $23.95 lg. prt.
Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4642-1022-8
978-1-4642-1024-2 paper
978-1-4642-1023-5 lg. prt.  

When his Rhode Island Catholic col-
lege realizes he’s transgender, a history 
professor gets fired from his job just in 

time to respond to the grandmother who cried wolf once too 
often.

Maggie Hazard’s phoned her grandson so many times to 
report imagined emergencies that he lets her latest call go to 
voicemail. This time the message turns out to be about her dis-
covery of a bloody corpse in the kitchen. After he finally listens 
to it, David Hazard, who’s just been let go because a required 
medical form revealed his birth name as Rosalie, packs his 

`
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overnight kit and heads for Little Compton, the end-of-the-
line spit of New England shoreline where his widowed grand-
mother lives with encroaching dementia. She shows no more 
signs of wear and tear than usual, but Emma Godfrey, the next-
door neighbor who lavished her with care, has been killed by 
a collision with a frying pan. It looks like an accident caused 
by the collapse of a shelf full of cookware in Emma’s kitchen, 
but it’s actually murder, announces Sheriff Billy Dyer. David’s 
complicated relationship with Billy, who dated and proposed to 
him before he transitioned, guarantees some initial awkward-
ness, but soon the two are working together to figure out who 
killed Emma—and what happened to local celebrity Marcus 
Rhinegold, who disappeared aboard his yacht shortly after 
propositioning David and inadvertently revealing that he and 
his wife, Alicia, nee Crystal Gronkowski, were hiding from the 
murderous Molinari gang. Even though you’d think that noth-
ing ever happens in Little Compton, David observes tellingly 
that “The secret to village life is concealment,” and pretty much 
every single member of the cast turns out to be hiding some 
remarkably dirty laundry.

Readers who can accept the wildly improbable expla-
nation behind the carnival of crime in Little Compton will 
find Burgess’ debut strongly evocative of a distinctive place, 
presented in a compelling first-person voice that manages 
to be beyond illusions but never cynical.

BEYOND THE GRAVE 
Clemens, Judy
Poisoned Pen (280 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |   $23.95 lg. prt.
Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4642-0988-8
978-1-4642-0987-1 lg. prt.  

A traveler accompanied by the wise-
cracking figure of Death struggles to put 
her past behind her as she investigates 
new friends in a little Idaho town.

Ever since the sudden demises of her husband and young 
son some years ago, Casey Maldonado has been literally 
haunted by Death. Though she’s tried to put her life back 
together, even trying to commit to Eric VanDiepenbos, her new 
boyfriend, she’s not ready to start living and wonders whether 
a road trip might help her find inner peace. While journeying 
through rural Idaho, she’s roughed up by some young men who 
don’t reckon with her knowledge of Hapkido. Acknowledging 
that she can’t continue on until she’s healed, Casey winds up 
getting a job and leasing an apartment from Armstrong general 
store owner Vern Daily. Vern was born and raised in the small 
town; his wife, Dottie Hass, came from outside—a fact none of 
the townspeople have ever let them forget, especially not Ethel 
Bernard, the woman everyone thought Vern would marry. It 
feels to Casey as if Vern and Dottie pay a daily penance, dealing 
with harassment and vandalism from town residents who blame 
Dottie for the death of her infant daughter years ago. Though 
Casey feels protective of the Dailys, she shies away from Dottie, 

who’s obviously in her final illness. In hopes of stopping some of 
the bullying, Casey digs into the history of the animosity, learn-
ing that something may have happened on a Halloween night 
many years ago, though she can’t get a straight answer about just 
what happened or who’s to blame. The figure of Death, which 
has changed personalities throughout this series (Dying Echo, 
2012, etc.), seems divided this time between assisting Casey and 
trying on movie personalities for one-liners, as if Clemens still 
hasn’t settled on a role that fits the unearthly creature.

The mystery, which involves transitional characters in 
the series, heats up only at the very end, making it hard to 
get more invested in the heroine’s life than she seems to be.

THE BUTTERFLY CONSPIRACY
Conroy, Vivian 
Crooked Lane (304 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-68331-765-4  

A resourceful young Victorian lady 
more interested in butterflies than beaus 
teams up with an odd cast of characters 
when she and her beloved uncle are 
charged with murder.

Merula Merriweather has always 
felt like an outsider. She was left as a baby with her relatives, 
but although they have provided a loving home, she knows her 
marriage prospects are slim. Her doting Uncle Rupert built a 
conservatory where Merula studies butterflies. When she and 
Rupert take an exotic example to the Royal Zoological Society 
meeting, however, the butterfly escapes its case and lands on 
the arm of one Lady Sophia, who dies on the spot. The crowd 
hysterically assumes the creature is poisonous, and Rupert is 
arrested for murder. Merula is dashed to safety by the disrepu-
table Lord Raven Royston, and the two of them, with a group of 
quirky, class-spanning characters, work to find the true killer. As 
their search spreads from London to the countryside, Merula 
has occasion to witness and comment on the unfair differences 
among the classes. Meanwhile, Lord Raven, despite a name that 
sets him up for every cliché, neatly avoids such labeling. Indeed, 
given a plot that could have been formulaic, Conroy moves the 
story along at a surprisingly vigorous, enjoyable pace. Although 
she is given to occasional trite phrases (“It made the blood boil 
with fury”), she also incorporates interesting bits of Victorian-
era history.

Conroy elevates the common Victorian damsel-in-
distress setup to a higher level, with intelligent characters, 
vivid bits of history, and a plot that, while predictable, is 
light and pleasurable.
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Conroy elevates the common Victorian 
damsel-in-distres setup to a higher level.

the butterfly conspiracy
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THE CORONER
Dornbush, Jennifer Graeser
Crooked Lane (336 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-68331-623-7  

When Dr. Emily Hartford learns 
of her father’s heart attack, she leaves 
her promising Chicago surgical career 
and new fiance, Brandon, to return 
home only to be pulled into a murder 
investigation led by her old high school 

sweetheart.
Emily had abruptly left Freeport, Michigan, as a teenager 

after her mother’s death. She felt that her father, Freeport’s 
medical examiner, either couldn’t or wouldn’t tell her the truth 
behind the death. And although she had left a note for her 
boyfriend, Nick, who is now the sheriff in Freeport, he never 
found it. Now, shortly after arriving to take care of her father, 
Emily gets pulled into the case of Julie Dobson, a state sena-
tor’s daughter. Julie was a brilliant horsewoman with a prom-
ising career until she was found thrown from her horse, dead 
from a head wound. Standing in for her father, Emily does Julie’s 
autopsy, and when signs point to murder, both Nick and Emily 
struggle to find the truth. Meanwhile, Emily weighs her feelings 
for the almost too-perfect Brandon against her rekindled feel-
ings for Nick, a quandary whose outcome the reader will never 
doubt. Although we are repeatedly told of Emily’s many strug-
gles, the reader is held at an emotional distance by prose that 
is adequate but not polished. Too, the use of “gonna,” “wanna,” 
and “gotta” may be phonetic depictions of how people speak, 
but its constant use in print is annoying.

If Dornbush will trust her own ability to convey insights 
via actions instead of explanations, readers might want to 
find out what happens next in the obviously planned sequel.

STAGED 4 MURDER 
Eaton, J.C.
Kensington (320 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Jun. 26, 2018
978-1-4967-0859-5  

The play’s the thing that gets a book-
keeper involved in murder.

Phee Kimball may be only a book-
keeper for a private detective in Ari-
zona, but she has proven skills when it 
comes to solving murders. Now she gets 
a chance to show them off to the new-

est member of the agency, Marshall Gregory, another refugee 
from frigid Minnesota, whom Phee had a crush on when she 
worked for the police department back home. Phee’s mother 
and her fellow book club members in nearby Sun City West 
have all tried out for a staging of The Mousetrap. Her mother 
snags a part, and her friends volunteer for other jobs in the pro-
duction. Given the checkered past of the zany group (Ditched 

4 Murder, 2017, etc.) and all the backbiting among the cast and 
crew, Phee’s not overly surprised when Miranda Lee, the diva 
everyone loves to hate, is found dead on the catwalk and the 
police suspect murder. The production had already been in dis-
array since its director was sent to the hospital with possible 
salmonella poisoning, though she managed to get a friend with 
some experience to take over her job. The book club ladies have 
been receiving threatening messages, and some now claim to 
see Miranda’s ghost. The ladies hire the detective agency to find 
out what the police won’t tell them and draft Phee to dig up gos-
sip and clues. So many people hated Miranda that it’ll be tough 
to find a killer whose motive may be buried in the past.

A more challenging mystery and a touch of romance for 
the heroine add to the hijinks of the usual cast of loonies to 
make this the best in Eaton’s series.

A LONG TIME COMING
Elkins, Aaron
Thomas & Mercer (288 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-5039-0238-1  

The latest stand-alone—or is it a 
series kickoff?—from the chronicler of 
forensic archaeologist Gideon Oliver 
(Switcheroo, 2016, etc.) presents an art 
curator whose business trip to Milan is 
complicated by the momentous favor he 

agrees to do for an old friend.
Newly divorced, kept from his promised promotion from 

associate curator to curator at New York’s Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, and turning 40 to boot, Valentino Caruso is 
in no mood to be nice to anyone. But when Esther Lindauer, 
director of the Institute for the Recovery of Stolen Art, asks 
him to beg a favor on behalf of concentration camp survivor 
Solomon Bezzecca, whose legal bid to recover two early Renoir 
paintings taken from his family during the war has just been 
rejected, Val finds the old man so genuine that he can’t resist. 
And even though the court has just ruled in his favor, Val’s old 
mentor, Ulisse Agnello, the Milanese art supplier who bought 
the paintings for a pittance at a Hungarian flea market, is per-
fectly willing to loan the less valuable one to Sol, who’s more 
attached to that one anyway. Ulisse tells Val, however, that his 
hands are tied unless Benvenuto Castelnuovo, the wealthy cou-
turier who financed his courtroom proceedings for a hefty share 
of the proceeds, and Giulietta Barone, Ulisse’s maybe-lover 
who’s scheduled to put the paintings on the block next month, 
both agree to the loan. The situation gets even dicier when Val 
learns that Ulisse has engaged activist restorer Dante Zampa, 
who has a notorious reputation for improving the canvases he 
works on, to uncover the Renoirs that X-ray analyses indicate 
lie hidden beneath the flea-market paintings Ulisse bought just 
for their frames. What could possibly go wrong—unless one of 
the principals in the deal gets murdered, and Val is on the scene 
when the paintings get stolen on two separate occasions?

Great Milanese backgrounds, literate dialogue among 
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characters whose appearances are described to the last jot 
and tittle, pleasingly shifting alliances, and an epilogue 
that seems to go on forever.

HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT
Ellis, Mary
Severn House (224 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-0-7278-8789-4  

A woman with secrets struggles to 
lead a normal life.

Kate Weller’s brother, Liam, is in 
prison for bank robbery, and his associ-
ates have threatened Kate in an attempt 
to keep him quiet. She’s trying to outrun 
her brother’s checkered past by becom-

ing an itinerant private eye. Though her boss, Nate Price, has 
given her the opportunity to move from Savannah to other cit-
ies to work on new cases, her past keeps catching up to her. On 
her way to a party given by a fellow detective’s client, Kate is run 
off the road and her car’s pushed into a creek. So she’s happy to 
move on to a new job in Charleston as Jill Wyatt, who’s charged 
with tracking down a woman named Emma, whose biological 
sister, Charlotte Sugarman, will die without a liver transplant 
and whose last hope is to track down the sister she’s never met; 
both women were adopted at birth by different families. Kate, 
or Jill, rents an apartment over the Italian restaurant owned by 
the gregarious Manfredi family and finds herself attracted to 
Eric Manfredi, a hunk who can cook like an angel. She draws 
closer to them when someone trashes their dumpster, Eric’s 
father is robbed, and the restaurant is damaged by a mysterious 
fire. When Eric’s father is arrested for the murder of his archri-
val, Salvatore Borelli, she vows to help. Despite her preoccupa-
tion with the Manfredis’ problems, she manages to find Emma. 
But she’s ambivalent about her involvement when she learns 
that Emma is a Christian Scientist whose faith forbids medical 
intervention. As she confronts her problems, she works both 
cases and finds herself in unexpected danger.

Ellis (Midnight On The Mississippi, 2015, etc.) introduces a 
new series with a pleasant, unexciting kickoff that’s more 
romance than mystery.

THE NIGHT FERRY 
Hammer, Lotte & Hammer, Søren
Trans. by Barslund, Charlotte
Bloomsbury (352 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-63557-162-2  

A particularly horrific crime kicks off 
the fifth case for Detective Chief Super-
intendent Konrad Simonsen and the 
Homicide Department of the Copenha-
gen PD.

A shadowy man jumps from a canal bridge to a tour boat 
passing below, conceals himself until the time is right, then 
emerges from his hiding place, armed with a combat knife, and 
quickly kills the captain, the tour guide, and two passengers 
before the only other adult aboard leaps into the water even 
though she can’t swim. Left alone on the boat with the 16 Asian 
children on the tour, he strips to his bathing suit and swims 
away. Nor is the carnage over, for the unpiloted boat, crossing 
the path of another vessel unable to avoid hitting it, is cut in 
half, drowning most of the children. The crime would be mon-
strous under any circumstances, but when Simonsen’s wife and 
colleague, Nathalie von Rosen, aka the Countess, realizes that 
one of the dead is Sgt. Pauline Berg, it takes on a fiercely per-
sonal intensity. Was Pauline the killer’s primary target? Why did 
he choose to attack her in such a public way? What to make of 
the old cases to which the outrage is clearly linked when there’s 
every indication that telltale details of those cases were hedged, 
obscured, or concealed? In good time the homicide squad con-
nects the attack to Bosnian War veteran Bjørn Lauritzen and 
versatile judge advocate/intelligence officer Irene Gallagher. 
But the resulting courtroom proceedings backfire spectacularly, 
with disastrous results for Simonsen (The Lake, 2017, etc.) and 
especially Deputy Homicide Chief Arne Pedersen, his right-
hand man. A trip to Bosnia stirs up evidence of even more 
crimes; the corruption is so thick and pervasive, with so many 
heavy hitters arrayed against Homicide, that it’s something of a 
miracle when the case is finally closed.

Even the most ravenous appetites for more gruesome 
revelations about the Bosnian nightmare will be sated. 
Despite the weight of all this historical detail, the most 
powerful sequences are the very first and the very last, 
showing the slaughter on the canal and the final apprehen-
sion of the culprit.

THE MAN WHO 
COULDN’T MISS
Handler, David
Morrow/HarperCollins (272 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-06-241285-0  

Summer 1993 finds sometime novel-
ist Stewart “Hoagy” Hoag back at work 
on a new book, happily resident on his 
ex-wife Merilee Nash’s Connecticut 
farm, but unable to kick his fatal attrac-

tion toward inconvenient corpses in awkward places.
While Hoagy types furiously, Merilee’s taking time out 

from her Hollywood career to organize a fundraiser on behalf 
of the storied Sherbourne Playhouse. The weather forecast 
for the one-night-only benefit staging of Private Lives is dire, 
but that doesn’t deter Merilee or her co-stars—hunky Greg 
Farber, his wife, Dini Hawes, and womanizing Marty Miller—
from learning their lines and mastering Noel Coward’s comic 
rhythms. Another dark cloud appears on the horizon when 
R.J. Romero, a Yale drama classmate who shares a nasty secret 
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with Merilee, pops up like a jack-in-the-box to blackmail her. 
But the show must go on despite predictions of torrential rain, 
high winds, and umbrellas galore for both the audience and the 
stars, though the weather is far from the worst complication 
in store. The first act goes off without a hitch, but during the 
intermission, to the surprise of everyone but fans of the series 
(The Girl with Kaleidoscope Eyes, 2017, etc.), the cast loses one 
of its leading lights to a killer, and as if on cue, skeletons begin 
tumbling from closets, revealing the past histories of everyone 
involved to be even more checkered than the sexual adventures 
of Coward’s principals. Accompanied by Lulu, his faithful bas-
set hound, Hoagy sidles into sleuthing alongside Lt. Carmine 
Tedone of the Connecticut State Police. Although he acts on 
several hunches he coyly declines to share with the reader and 
drags the cast through an interminable restaging of the crime, 
he gets to share detecting honors with Lulu.

Familiar premise, busy plotting, stock characters. 
As usual, Hoagy’s narration is the bright spot in a tangle 
of intrigue wilder than Noel Coward ever could have 
imagined.

MIDNIGHT SNACKS 
ARE MURDER 
Klein, Libby
Kensington (304 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Jul. 31, 2018
978-1-4967-1305-6  

A widow’s return to Cape May, New 
Jersey, has been murder in more ways 
than one.

Poppy McAllister’s already been 
mistakenly arrested for murder upon her 
return for a high school reunion (Class 

Reunions Are Murder, 2018). Now her eccentric Aunt Ginny 
is in trouble. Poppy, who’d never planned to stay around, has 
invested time and money in a scheme to turn Ginny’s Queen 
Anne Victorian into a B&B using her considerable baking skills 
to help finance the project by selling her yummy gluten-free 
items at a local coffee shop. Her contractor, Itty Bitty Smitty, 
whose war cry is “I can fix that,” is behind schedule for their 
grand opening, and his running battle with Poppy’s controlling 
mother-in-law, Georgina, who’s invested just enough to have a 
say, frays everyone’s nerves. Then suddenly Aunt Ginny, who’s 
taking some new pills, starts sleepwalking and bringing home 
odd objects she’s pinched from neighbors’ homes while helping 
herself to desserts. So when Brody Brandt, one of the neigh-
bors, is found murdered, the police arrest Ginny, aka the “Snack 
Bandit.” Poppy, who’s certain that Ginny is innocent, sets out 
to find the guilty party while she juggles two boyfriends, her 
former high school sweetheart Tim, a chef, and handsome Gia, 
who owns the coffee shop where she plies her goods. Unhappy 
with her body image, she can’t convince herself that either really 
desires her. As she digs into Brandt’s background, she discovers 
a number of possible motives. Now if she can only keep Ginny 
out of trouble while she tracks down the real killer.

Lots of comical characters keep the chuckles coming as 
the determined Poppy solves a surprisingly difficult puzzle.

BEETHOVEN’S TENTH
Kluger, Richard
Rare Bird Books (400 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Aug. 12, 2018
978-1-945572-98-2  

Think it would be fun to dis-
cover a lost symphony by Ludwig van 
Beethoven? Think again.

Inside the cedar box New Jersey 
hardware salesman Jake Hassler brings 
to auction house Cubbage & Wakeham 

is a pair of ledgers overflowing with handwritten musical pas-
sages, some scratched out, some incomplete, some written over. 
One of the volumes is labeled “Wilhelm Tell: Eine Dramatische 
Symphonie.” Under the increasingly pointed questioning of 
partner Harrison Ellsworth Cubbage III and Mitchell Emery, 
the ex-prosecutor heading the firm’s Department of Authen-
tication and Appraisal, Jake tells how, after the death of his 
grandfather Otto Hassler in Zurich, he and Otto’s neighbor 
Ansel Erpf found the volumes in Otto’s attic and he spirited 
them out of the country before Ansel, Otto’s residuary legatee, 
could object. Everyone involved is afraid to believe that the 
find amounts to a version, however sketchy and incomplete, of 
Beethoven’s 10th Symphony, but that’s exactly what everyone 
wants it to be. Before Cubbage & Wakeham can move to offer 
the maybe-priceless item at auction, they have to explain its rad-
ical departures from the master’s other symphonies; they have 
to establish Jake Hassler’s clear title to it as part of the personal 
papers his grandfather left him; they have to determine what 
revisions might be required to make it performable; and they 
have to fight off the amusingly and increasingly determined 
attempts of Swiss and German attachés, an unnamed Asian 
millionaire, and several lesser private citizens to claim title or, 
failing that, to inveigh against its legitimacy. Novelist/historian 
Kluger (Indelible Ink: The Trials of John Peter Zenger and the Birth of 
America’s Free Press, 2016, etc.) knows both his Beethoven and his 
legal quiddities inside out, and over the course of an investiga-
tion headed mostly by Mitch Emery, he succeeds in casting seri-
ous doubt on the bona fides of American academics, German 
scholars, Swiss bankers, and virtually everyone else involved in 
this seven-course banquet of musical legend and coldhearted 
fraud.

There are so many layers beneath layers of deception, 
in fact, that even the most enthralled readers—and there 
will be many—are more likely to greet the climactic twist 
with exhausted relief than satisfaction.
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THE PRISONER IN THE CASTLE
MacNeal, Susan Elia
Bantam (336 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-399-59382-6  

Prisoners on a remote Scottish island 
play cat and mouse with a killer.

Maggie Hope has been everything 
from Churchill’s secretary to a spy who 
barely escaped Nazi-occupied Paris (The 
Paris Spy, 2017, etc.). Now, because the Spe-

cial Operations Executive deems what she knows too dangerous 
for her to be back in the field, she’s a prisoner on the Isle of Scarra. 
Maggie and the other agents exiled there live in a hideous fake 
Tudor mansion once owned by Sir Marcus Killoch, who report-
edly killed 10 of his guests and committed suicide. The prisoners 
pass the time by fishing, hunting, reading, drinking, and, in Mag-
gie’s case, swimming in the frigid surf and learning Gaelic from 
Mrs. McNaughton, the cook. Still another amusement is getting 
murdered. The first to die is Capt. Evans, the commander at Scarra, 
who’s apparently poisoned. Before Arisaig base can send a boat, 
another man is found dead, possibly by accident. Back in London, 
DCI James Durgin, desperate to have Maggie testify in a murder 
trial, is thwarted by the powers that be. As more of her fellow pris-
oners are dispatched, Maggie wonders whom to trust, for they’re 
all trained to kill. She’s not cheered to learn more about Sir Marcus’ 
despicable treatment of the local girls he forced into sadistic sexual 
games. To raise the stakes even higher, SOE has discovered that 
someone at Scarra is a German spy sending coded messages to a 
submarine lurking nearby. When a strong storm prevents anyone 
from reaching Scarra, it’s up to Maggie to act.

MacNeal uses Christie’s And Then There Were None as a 
framework for a character-driven mystery/thriller that 
successfully emulates the original.

KNOT MY SISTER’S KEEPER 
Marks, Mary
Kensington (288 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Jul. 31, 2018
978-1-4967-0184-8  

The results of a DNA test change a 
woman’s life.

Quilting expert Martha Rose (Knot 
What You Think, 2017, etc.) never knew 
her father. Her mother lived in a world 
of her own, so Martha was raised by 
her grandmother and Uncle Isaac, who 

moved the family from Iowa to California to escape the stigma 
of Martha’s illegitimate birth. All she knows of her father is that 
he was a redheaded artist whose first or last name was Quinn. A 
DNA test her daughter Quincy has sent her reveals that Martha 
is half Ashkenazi Jewish on her mother’s side, the father’s side 
mostly Irish and English. Martha soon learns that she has a half 
sister on her father’s side, Giselle Cole, who agrees to meet her. 

Although Giselle is wealthy, outspoken, snobbish, and younger 
and thinner than Martha, they hit it off, and Martha is soon 
inviting Giselle to Friday night dinners with Uncle Isaac and her 
fiance, ATF agent Yossi Levy. While Giselle is learning about 
Martha’s Jewish heritage, Martha finds out that their father, 
Jacob Quinn Maguire, was a famous artist who married Giselle’s 
mother, left one day for a gallery opening in New York, and was 
never seen again. As they explore their shared background, the 
sisters discover that Quinn was quite a womanizer who may 
have fathered other children. Using her police connections to 
get information, Martha finds that the investigation into their 
father’s disappearance was dropped quickly. She and Giselle 
suspect that his death was probably covered up, perhaps by 
Giselle’s wealthy and powerful grandfather. Traveling the coun-
try in Giselle’s family’s private jet, they dig up plenty of informa-
tion they hope will tell them whodunit and why.

A mystery combined with wry humor.

WEEKEND AT THRACKLEY
Melville, Alan
Poisoned Pen (248 pp.) 
$12.95 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4642-0971-0  

A World War I veteran with no job 
and no prospects is invited to a tony Sur-
rey housewarming by a man who claims 
to be the best friend of his late father. If 
this sounds too good to be true, it is, in 
spades.

Shortly after arriving at Thrackley together with Freddie 
Usher, his equally idle but much wealthier chum, Jim Hender-
son realizes he has an unusual distinction among the half-dozen 
weekend guests. Marilyn Brampton writes grim sex novels; 
her husband, Henry, is a painter of some note; Catherine Lady 
Stone is a pillar of useless philanthropic organizations; the one-
named Raoul is a featured dancer in the West End production 
Soft Sugar; and Freddie is the languid possessor of some first-
class diamonds. All the other guests invited by Edwin Carson, 
an accomplished gemologist who talks of nothing but his pas-
sion, are awash in precious stones; only Jim is stone broke. So 
why has Jim, who can’t remember ever seeing Carson before in 
his life, been invited to round out the party—unless Freddie is 
right and Carson’s goal is to find an unemployed husband for 
Mary, his attractive daughter? After pages and pages of upper-
class blather over breakfast and bridge, a tête-à-tête in which 
Carson casually mentions where he and Jim’s father first met 
strikes a false note Jim squelches but doesn’t have the wit to 
pick up on, and it’s not until he recognizes one of Carson’s ser-
vants as someone he’s seen before that the country-house trap-
pings fall away and Melville (Quick Curtain, 2017, etc.) switches 
abruptly to florid, and considerably less convincing, melodrama.

Even so, Melville’s debut, originally published in 1934, 
goes far to bear out the wisdom of the guest who complains, 

“I hate these harmless, potty people. They’re always up to 
something.”
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THE BIG CON
Phillips, Adam Walker
Prospect Park Books (264 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-945551-26-0  

Corporate coaching can be fatal.
The wheels of corporate culture turn 

slowly. So it takes nearly a decade for HR 
executive and sometime sleuth Chuck 
Restic to phase out his Los Angeles 
company’s involvement with the ques-

tionable consulting firm Power of One, a grandiose enterprise 
with a tenacious and charismatic leader but only two full-time 
employees. When Chuck visits the luxe home of Power’s head, 
Julie St. Jean, he’s surprised to find instead her business partner, 
Rebecca, who turns out, to his surprise, to be living with her. 
And that’s not the biggest surprise he gets. Inside Julie’s beau-
tifully appointed “Dojo,” he and Rebecca discover the corpse 
of Lois Hearns, a freelance Power contractor. Two LA police 
detectives question and release Chuck and Rebecca. When 
Chuck meets with Rebecca a few days later, however, the news 
that Julie’s gone missing leads him to team up, however uneasily, 
with Rebecca, who’s as anxious to find her partner as he is. Her 
abandoned Bentley has been found at Union Station. Chuck’s 
questions cause Rebecca to realize how little she knows about 
Julie. The discovery of another body, that of a man named Fitch 
whom both Chuck and Rebecca claim not to know, leads to 
more mutual distrust even as it hints at a more dangerous killer. 
The pieces of the puzzle begin to come together with the rev-
elation that Lois Hearns was a lawyer who brokered a prospec-
tive sale of Power of One. Even so, more victims will be claimed 
before Chuck can put it all together.

The subtly arch first-person narrative gives the third 
series installment from Phillips (The Perpetual Summer, 2018, 
etc.) a smooth noir vibe, and the additional wrinkle of an 
unreliable sidekick adds delicious tension to a plot that 
unfolds with a satisfying series of twists.

UNDER A DARK SKY
Rader-Day, Lori
Morrow/HarperCollins (416 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-06-256030-8  

A recent widow confronts her demons 
and a whole lot more during a trip to the 
Michigan wilderness.

Eden Wallace has always been afraid 
of the dark, but that didn’t stop her hus-
band, Army veteran Bix Wallace, from 

booking a cabin in Michigan’s Straits Point International Dark 
Sky Park to mark their 10th anniversary. Ironically, Bix misses 
the celebration when his drunken driving ends his life, along 
with those of four others, nine months before the big day; it’s 
not till after his death that Eden even learns of the reservation. 

Even worse, when she arrives at Dark Sky Park, she realizes 
that Bix, whether deliberately or not, didn’t book the whole 
cabin, only a suite in a building she’ll be sharing with five col-
lege chums and the new girlfriend of one of them. Dev, Paris, 
Sam, and Martha all make it clear that they’d love to see Eden 
leave. Only Malloy and Hillary, his new girlfriend, make any ges-
tures of friendship, and those are cut in half when Eden’s awak-
ened by a scream that pulls her to the kitchen, where Malloy is 
lying dead, a screwdriver in his neck. Since there’s no chance 
that his demise was accidental, his old buddies instantly fall to 
accusing each other as well as Hillary and Eden, the newcomers 
who’ve crashed their circle. The questions posed by Park Direc-
tor Warren Hoyt, Emmet County Sheriff Jeffrey Barrows, and 
Officer Bridget Cooley will all play a role in determining who-
dunit, but not before another participant in the reunion takes a 
header down the stairs, still another is poisoned, and Eden, still 
grieving the death of her husband, realizes that she has a previ-
ous connection to the group she’s been thrown into that’s both 
unwelcome and ugly.

Rader-Day (The Day I Died, 2017, etc.) juices her young-
widow setup with enough soul-searching, menace, and 
dirty linen to make you think of Mary Higgins Clark with 
teeth bared.

RESCUED
Rosenfelt, David
Minotaur (336 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-250-13306-9  

Paterson’s laziest lawyer is dragged 
back into the courtroom for a 17th time 
in his most reluctant role yet: as defender 
of his wife’s ex-boyfriend.

The police arrest Dave Kramer for 
the best of all possible reasons: He con-

fesses to killing Kenny Zimmer. Two years earlier, well after 
he’d broken up with Laurie Collins, Kramer, an ex-cop–turned– 
private eye, had beaten up Zimmer, who admitted to assault-
ing the 15-year-old daughter of Kramer’s client but had laughed 
off Kramer’s attempts to find evidence against him. The police 
declined to press charges; Kramer lost his license; and bad 
blood continued until the day Kramer says Zimmer asked him 
to meet at a rest stop to discuss their ongoing issues, invited 
him inside the truck he arrived in, and pulled a knife on him, 
provoking Kramer to shoot him in self-defense. Unfortunately 
for Kramer, the police can find no trace of either a knife or the 
third party Kramer insists must have removed it from the truck. 
Fortunately for Kramer, dog-loving attorney Andy Carpenter 
(Collared, 2017, etc.) has already spent several hours at the scene 
because he agreed to take in the 61 rescue dogs Zimmer was 
transporting north in the truck. Will Andy oblige Laurie by 
agreeing to defend the former boyfriend who dumped her? If 
you know the answer to that question, you won’t be very mys-
tified by the murder either, especially since Rosenfelt oblig-
ingly keeps cutting away to a series of dark vignettes showing 
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a quartet of rogue government operatives plotting something 
big and nefarious in New Jersey’s heartland that’s somehow con-
nected to the mass exodus of rescued dogs.

Rosenfelt, like Dick Francis, keeps coming up with 
inventive ways to ensnare his hero in cases involving ani-
mals. But this time, the mystery, fueled by his persistent 
fondness for implausible government intrigue, is thin, and 
the hero, presumably because he’s defending his beloved 
wife’s ex, is less funny than usual.

FEARED
Scottoline, Lisa
St. Martin’s (352 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-250-09959-4  

It had to happen sooner or later: 
Philadelphia’s premier, mostly female 
legal partnership, Rosato and DiNunzio, 
gets sued for sex discrimination.

Just because Bennie Rosato, Mary 
DiNunzio, and Judy Carrier have hired 

John Foxman as an associate doesn’t mean they can’t be sued by 
Stephen McManus, Michael Battle, and Graham Madden, who 
claim that they’re not willing to turn the firm any more male 
than it is. Nick Machiavelli, the lawyer representing the plain-
tiffs, has gotten evidence that John’s felt like an outsider while 
he’s on the job, and since Machiavelli is already holding a grudge 
against Mary, that’s good enough for him. Beginning with the 
accusatory press conference he convenes, things rapidly go 
from bad to worse. John quits the firm, leaving Judy to carry the 
ball alone in pressing their little-guy client London Technologies’ 
case against superrival Home Hacks. Then he gets himself mur-
dered, and Detective Jason Krakoff, of Philadelphia Homicide, 
quickly ascertains that Judy had been dating John until they 
broke up, within the hearing of witnesses, an hour or two before 
the murder. The London Technologies plaintiffs start wavering; 
the partners can’t turn on the television without seeing Machia-
velli crow; a predatory freelance reporter starts dogging the 
heroines; and Judy looks dead in the water—though Scottoline 
(Exposed, 2017, etc.) finds little time to develop those last two 
possibilities because she’s preoccupied with tracing the effects 
of all this stress on Mary’s late-term pregnancy. Not even a 
mother’s love could triumph over the dark doings laid out with 
such professional relish—or so you’d think if you didn’t know 
the formula, which dictates a sudden late-breaking turn from 
incredibly bad luck to incredibly good.

Synthetic as all get-out, from the scenes with Mary’s 
oh-so-Italian family to the unlikely events that bring about 
the amazingly happy ending. But Scottoline, who obvi-
ously knows her readers inside out, hits every mark, and 
the results are never less than pleasurable, down to the last 
satisfying twist.

HOPE NEVER DIES
Shaffer, Andrew
Quirk Books (304 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-68369-039-9  

Though they’ve both been put out 
to pasture, Barack Obama and Joe Biden 
team up once again to solve a murder 
practically in the former vice president’s 
backyard.

During all those years commuting 
between Delaware and Washington, Biden got to know every 
single Amtrak conductor. His favorite was Finn Donnelly, even 
before the stroke his wife, Darlene, suffered brought them even 
closer together. Now Finn is dead, inexplicably run over by a 
train as he lay unmoving on the tracks. When Grace Donnelly 
tells Biden that her father took out a $1 million insurance policy 
shortly before his death but the company, saying they suspect 
suicide, doesn’t want to pay out, Biden vows to get to the bot-
tom of Finn’s death. True, he has no experience as a detective 
and scarcely any more as a logical thinker. But he does enjoy 
an intermittent alliance with the still-powerful Obama. Even 
though “there was no love lost between Barack and me,” Obama 
keeps turning up at Biden’s home, sharing sensitive informa-
tion with him, and goading him to challenge Wilmington cops 
Detective Dan Capriotti, who’s unenthusiastic, and Lt. Selena 
Esposito, who’s downright hostile, by opening his own inves-
tigation. Together the salt-and-pepper duo, taking a leaf from 
the film My Fellow Americans, swap aphorisms, indulge in high-
speed car chases, and occasionally do some actual detection. 
Shaffer takes the edge off his last satire (The Day of the Donald, 
2016)—the nicest touch here is the failure of a single character 
to mention the name of Obama’s successor—and conservatives 
are as unlikely to be offended by the unlikely sleuths as liberals 
are to be soothed or cheered.

The mystery is wafer-thin and the solution unsatisfy-
ing, but the cool, cerebral ex-POTUS is a reasonable stand-
in for Sherlock Holmes, and his ex-VPOTUS, by turns 
appealingly modest and laughably self-satisfied, is in some 
ways a better Watson than the good doctor himself.

GRANDGHOST
Springer, Nancy
Severn House (224 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-0-7278-8792-4  

A children’s book illustrator copes 
with disappointment by investigating a 
murder.

Beverly Vernon is distressed by a 
call from her agent saying that her lat-
est book, The Six Swans, is too grisly to 
sell. Bev’s bought her new home in rural 

Florida with money her late husband left her, but she depends 
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on royalties, along with her Social Security check, to pay for 
upkeep. To distract herself from her woes, she begins to paint 
the portrait of a fictional child, imagining her as the grand-
daughter she never had. Then she makes a discovery in her yard: 
a small skeleton that the police confirm belongs to a child. Bev 
begins to doubt her own senses when her painting begins to 
change on its own. The lavender dress is suddenly a flowered 
frock. The child’s sweet smile is now a fierce scowl. Uncertain 
of the connection between the child on the canvas and the child 
in the garden, she talks to her two adult daughters, Maurie and 
Cassie, about her growing unease. The roof falls in when the 
police, instead of investigating the obvious crime, haul Bev in 
for an open-ended psychiatric evaluation based on a complaint 
from her nosy neighbor about Bev’s increasing willingness to 
entertain supernatural explanations of what she sees with her 
own eyes. How can Bev find justice for the young victim if she’s 
going to be locked in a psych ward until she renounces her 
quest?

Without much puzzle and with a narrative that’s a 
crazy quilt of first-person and third-person contributions 
from the heroine and both her daughters, Springer (The 
Oddling Prince, 2018, etc.) presents a crime novel more likely 
to tempt fantasy fans than mystery buffs.

BABY’S FIRST FELONY
Straley, John
Soho Crime (272 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-61695-878-7  

After 17 years, Straley checks back in 
with Cecil Younger and the citizens of 
Sitka, Alaska, and finds them as wacky 
as ever and even more murderous—a 
description that applies this time to 
Cecil as well.

When criminal defense investigators for the Public 
Defender Agency find themselves in courthouses, it’s not 
unusual for them to say, “If it please the Court,” as Cecil does in 
opening his narrative. But his following words—“Your Honors, 
I stand before you today to tell the story of what happened”—
broadly hint from the beginning that he’s in court in a some-
what different capacity than usual. There follows what must 
surely be the longest, strangest allocution in history or fiction 
or even in the annals of Straley’s cockeyed investigator (Cold 
Water Burning, 2001, etc.). Nine months after Melissa Bean, a 
fellow high school student of Cecil’s daughter, Blossom, goes 
missing, her body is found, and Sherri Gault is arrested for her 
murder. The arrest puts Cecil in an awkward situation for sev-
eral reasons. Sherri has been a repeat client of his; her longtime 
partner, a lowlife known as Sweeper who’s been an even more 
frequent client, is eager to sign on as an informant after the lat-
est of his countless arrests; domestic violence charges seem pos-
sible for both parties. Things get even worse when Sherri sends 
Cecil to visit a hotel room she’s stayed in to collect some impor-
tant evidence, which turns out to be a box stuffed with money. 

Clearly there’s more going on here than the usual revolving door 
of low-level felonies, and the current gets both muddier and 
more urgent when Blossom and her friend Thistle disappear as 
well, casting Cecil, who’s barely competent as an investigator, as 
a righteously violent avenger.

A waggish, hallucinatory, blood-soaked demonstra-
tion of the maxims collected in the titular Baby’s First Felony, 
a brief, fully illustrated do-it-yourself manual for stupid 
criminals that’s helpfully appended after the judges’ ver-
dict on the hero.

SECRETS, LIES, & 
CRAWFISH PIES
Vandiver, Abby L.
Henery Press (260 pp.) 
$31.95  |  $15.95 paper  |  Jun. 12, 2018
978-1-63511-349-5
978-1-63511-346-4 paper  

A small-town girl returning to her 
roots becomes a reluctant sleuth.

Romaine Wilder, who’s lost her job 
as a Chicago medical examiner and ended her affair with a 
married man, returns to East Texas to live with the aunt who 
raised her. Auntie Zanne is French Creole; the owner of a suc-
cessful funeral home, she’s a small-town busybody whose plans 
for Romie don’t include a return to Chicago. They return to 
her childhood home at the funeral parlor to find Zanne’s dear-
est friend, Josephine Gail Cox, extremely upset and almost 
nonresponsive, standing in the pouring rain as Romie’s cousin, 
Sheriff Pogue Folsom, arrives to investigate a possible murder. 
Josephine may be depressed, but she knows which dead bod-
ies belong in funeral homes and which ones don’t, and the one 
she found in the basement, cause of death unknown, ready to 
be cremated does not belong. With Pogue, who suspects Jose-
phine of the killing, set to leave for training and the local medi-
cal examiner sick, Romie and Zanne take over the investigation. 
While she tries to keep Zanne’s worst impulses in check, Romie 
gets reacquainted with old friends and meets some new ones. 
She’s pressed into helping Zanne with a local festival and mak-
ing crawfish pies for the band Zanne’s sponsoring. The identifi-
cation of the dead man by his fingerprints gives the odd couple 
a sharper focus in their quest for clues. Uncovering the secrets 
everyone wants to remain hidden is just what Romie and Zanne 
need to do to solve the crime.

Vandiver’s debut, which launches a character-driven 
series, has plenty of local color and interesting tidbits on 
Creole history though not much of a mystery.



s c i e n c e  f i c t i o n
a n d  f a n t a s y
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THE MONEY SHOT
Woods, Stuart & Hall, Parnell
Putnam (320 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-7352-1859-8  

Teddy Fay, the ex–CIA op and ex-
assassin now working as a producer and 
stuntman at Centurion Pictures (Smooth 
Operator, 2016), goes up against two dif-
ferent tribes bent on making trouble for 
the studio where he’s found a home.

Before she married future Centurion head Ben Bacchetti, 
Tessa Tweed was an undergraduate at Oxford whose boyfriend 
Nigel Hightower III made a sex tape of them without telling 
her. Now someone’s gotten a hold of the tape and is determined 
to bend her to their will. The blackmailers, Star Pictures head 
Mason Kimble, still smarting over the rejection of one of his 
B-movie projects by Centurion director Peter Barrington, and 
his one-time frat brother Gerard Cardigan, plan to take con-
trol of Centurion by forcing Tessa, who owns a crucial block of 
shares, to vote in favor of their hostile takeover. And they’re 
not the only bad hombres with mergers on their mind. Sammy 
Candelosi, who’s just purchased a Las Vegas casino next door to 
Pete Genaro’s New Desert Inn, is convinced Genaro’s opera-
tion would be more profitable under his own management, and 
his less-than-legal maneuverings eventually put Teddy, now 
calling himself Billy Barnett so that he won’t be troubled by 
people who once knew him as Billy Burnett, in his sights as 
well. The complication that renders all these nefarious plots 
utterly unthreatening is that neither the murderous blackmail-
ers nor the mobbed-up Vegas casino owner nor Slythe, his knife-
wielding bodyguard, has any idea what an adversary they’re up 
against in Teddy, whose loyalty to Centurion is matched only by 
his uncanny skill at self-preservation.

Reliable, pleasantly overplotted, low-impact thrills 
make this a perfect airplane read the next time you’re jet-
ting to La-La Land.

APOCALYPSE NYX
Hurley, Kameron
Tachyon (288 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-61696-294-4  

Hurley (The Stars Are Legion, 2017, 
etc.) collects five grim new adventures 
of Nyxnissa so Dasheem, disgraced ex–
government assassin and current bloody-
minded bounty hunter with an existing 
but deeply buried moral sense.

All stories take place before the main action of God’s War 
(2011), the first book of the Bel Dame trilogy, set on a barely y
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terraformed and metal-poor planet half laid waste from biologi-
cal warfare, with a technology based on genetically engineered 
bugs. The stories are somewhat repetitive: Nyx is hired to do 
some ethically shady job that isn’t what it first appears, and 
a bloody mess results. At least Nyx and her team usually get 
paid, albeit not enough to crawl out of their desperate life-
style. There’s enough explanation provided that readers who 
haven’t read the series should be able to get along. But those 
who have read the books, which are a powerful exercise in char-
acter development over time, will be aware of the fate of Nyx 
and each member of her team: com tech Taite, sniper Anneke, 
shape-shifter Khos, and the mediocre magician Rhys, the unac-
knowledged love of Nyx’s life. Knowing what the future holds 
for these people adds a certain weight of sadness to these sto-
ries. (Hurley even makes a grim, heavy-handed joke about the 
tragedy that will befall one character, but only a reader of her 
novel Infidel would even know the joke was being made.) Four 
of the five tales were previously published on Hurley’s Patreon, 
and there’s a definite sense that they were written simply as 
Nyx fan-pleasers. While two of the stories explain how Anneke 

and Khos join the team, the collection as a whole doesn’t really 
advance the general storyline of the series or add much to our 
understanding of these characters.

For established fans, a bittersweet reunion with old 
friends; for new readers, a reasonable enticement toward 
the superior novels of the series.

NOUMENON INFINITY 
Lostetter, Marina J.
Harper Voyager (496 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-06-249786-4  

The newly relaunched Convoy Seven 
and its crew of clones heads back to the 
distant star LQ Pyx and the mysterious 
alien structure surrounding it in this 
breathtaking sequel to Lostetter’s criti-
cally acclaimed Noumenon (2017).
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Generations and generations have passed since the Planet 
United Consortium sent Convoy Seven to investigate the 
strange strobing around the star LQ Pyx. We return to find 
the relaunched convoy heading back to the star to complete 
construction on “the Web,” which is presumed to be a massive 
structure capable of harvesting massive amounts of energy. But 
while much of the convoy is dedicated to this task, a smaller 
but equally passionate group wants to focus on studying the 
Nataré, the alien species believed to be the original builders of 
the Web. While the idea of splitting up is totally heretical to 
convoy members who value unity above everything, it’s possible 
that the consequences of abandoning the Nataré study would 
be much worse than they can foresee. Meanwhile, the narrative 
flips all the way back to the Planet United Consortium’s begin-
ning and follows the fate of a different convoy, this one meant 
to stay close and continue investigating methods of interstel-
lar travel. This convoy isn’t supposed to travel far from Earth, 
but an accident during an experiment sends them further from 
home than anyone had imagined possible. A novel that was 
anything less than stellar would be an especially disappointing 
follow-up to the brilliant Noumenon, but Lostetter has achieved 
that and much more. Part a study of the nature of love and cul-
tural evolution, the novel also delves into spirituality and the 
function of religion in a scientifically advanced culture. Some-
how these richly developed themes never get in the way of the 
enthralling deep space travel and wondrous alien discoveries 
fans of Noumenon will be expecting.

Sci-fi action and adventure held together by universally 
human themes; this is the genre at its very best.

r o m a n c e

LOST INNOCENCE
Gallant, Jannine
Lyrical Press (336 pp.) 
$4.99 paper  |  Jun. 26, 2018
978-1-5161-0376-8  

An artist and her neighbor, a wid-
owed father, face an unlikely assailant in 
a series of increasingly disturbing crimes 
in a small Oregon town.

When new people moved into the 
Victorian house across the street from 
hers in a quiet corner of Siren Cove, the 

last thing Nina Hutton expected was someone who looked like 
Teague O’Dell—“Gorgeous was the word that sprang to mind.” 
Having moved from Southern California with his daughter, 
Keely, Teague is starting afresh—and he and Keely immediately 
become attached to Nina. An artist, Nina spends a lot of her 
time at home painting or out running on the beach, where she 
picks up a piece of litter that triggers a series of events that will 

cause trouble on both sides of the street. Meanwhile, regard-
less of their fiery chemistry, Teague and Nina are determined 
not to pursue anything sexual, for Keely’s sake. That could all 
fall apart as they get to know each other better, especially as 
Nina comes to Teague again and again for help. With the sec-
ond book in the Siren Cove series, Gallant (Buried Truth, 2018, 
etc.) has provided a romantic suspense novel that reads like 
the romance was developed first and the suspense part added 
later, having little of the tension of a good thriller. It’s more 
of a single-father romance in need of a conflict. The novel’s 
best quality is the relationship between Nina and Teague; each 
believes in the importance of communication and honesty, and 
they acknowledge their mistakes, whether they’re overreacting 
to an event or projecting old fears where they don’t belong. But 
the romantic-suspense label is a misnomer, as the presence of 
a mentally unstable third narrator is not compelling enough to 
keep readers remotely curious about how the story will play out.

A pleasing romantic story with an underwhelming mys-
tery tacked on.
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IT’S ALL ABOUT THE DUKE
Grey, Amelia
St. Martin’s (336 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  May 29, 2018
978-1-250-10253-9  

After years of deriding the Duke of 
Rathburne with her scandal sheet, writ-
ten under a pseudonym, Marlena Fast is 
stunned when he announces he’s been 
named her guardian, then flummoxed 
when she realizes she’s falling in love 
with him.

Marlena, who was orphaned in childhood, has detested the 
Duke of Rathburne since he and his friends played a devastating 
prank on London debutantes and wound up ruining a friend’s 
life. Seeking to shame the men, Marlena starts a scandal sheet 
which becomes very popular, then continues the work because 
it’s supporting two of her friends financially. She’s recently pub-
lished a book to raise even more income: Miss Honora Truth’s 
Words of Wisdom and Warning About Rakes, Scoundrels, Rogues, and 
Libertines. When the Duke of Rathburne turns up on her door-
step, she’s at first convinced he’s discovered her secret, that “he 
was making it his purpose to take her straight to Newgate, the 
gallows, or worse—if there was worse.” Instead he’s delivering 
the surprising news that he’s her new guardian, taking over for 
his father’s closest friend, who’s ill. Rath opens aristocratic 
doors for Marlena and arranges for the sisters of his best friends 
to take her under their wings, preparing her for a long-delayed 
debut. Getting to know the people she’s been anonymously 
vilifying for years leads to conflicted feelings for Marlena when 
she realizes she likes them and is falling in love with the duke. 
But how to take care of her friends without the scandal sheet? 
Sacrificing her own happiness for the well-being of her friends 
becomes a pivot point, allowing her friends to come to her res-
cue, which in turn enables Rath to help them help themselves. 
Grey’s (To the Duke With Love, 2017, etc.) spirited heroine and 
layered plot keep the reader engaged, with writing that is gener-
ally lively but occasionally shifts into cliché.

A pleasantly entertaining read.

SECOND TIME AROUND
Herkness, Nancy
Montlake Romance (332 pp.) 
$12.95 paper  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-1-5039-0214-5  

A decade after they shared an unex-
plored attraction, bartender Kyra Dixon 
and billionaire Will Chase meet again 
in Manhattan, leading to a relationship 
hampered by a clash of cultures.

Kyra had a crush on Will in college, 
when they’d been friends-only with potential for more. Then 
she’d had to leave school due to her father’s declining health 
and was crippled financially when her mother racked up debts 

in her name. She’s slowly paying everything off thanks to a bar-
tending job at an exclusive Manhattan club and a position at a 
program for at-risk kids that offers an apartment as compen-
sation. Running into Will at her favorite quick-serve cafe and 
discovering that he owns the billion-dollar company stuns her. 

“He’d always been out of her league, but she didn’t expect him 
to be that successful.” Turns out Will had snubbed his parents’ 
plans for him to join the blue-blood family law firm and started 
a restaurant chain, to phenomenal success. Kyra and Will enter 
into a relationship that begins at his family’s enormous annual 
spring get-together, where she faces polite contempt from his 
mother, and they finally act on their mutual attraction. How-
ever, while the relationship moves quickly and Kyra and Will are 
soon spending nearly all their free time together, it also brings 
up deep-seated insecurities for both of them, especially when 
their social and professional obligations spill over. Herkness’ 
plot may sound very billionaire-meets-Cinderella familiar, but 
her layered storytelling, elegant writing, and deep sensitivity to 
a varied cast of characters raises this lovely book beyond genre 
and trope, aided by the star role the after-school program takes 
in everyone’s resolutions.

Compelling, warmly satisfying romantic fiction from a 
writer—and a series—you’ll want to revisit.



nonfiction
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PANDEMIC 1918
Eyewitness Accounts 
from the Greatest Medical 
Holocaust in Modern History
Arnold, Catharine
St. Martin’s (368 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-1-250-13943-6  

Arnold (Globe: Life in Shakespeare’s 
London, 2015, etc.) collects global eyewit-
ness accounts of Spanish flu, clearly illus-

trating why it caused more deaths than World War I.
The virus began in early 1918 and wreaked havoc around the 

world until summer 1919. It was considered a bacterial infec-
tion, and few questioned it since other diseases—e.g., cholera 
and plague—were bacterial. The modern concept of the virus 
was unknown in 1918, and the world war helped to create a 
perfect storm of factors that fed the virus. A massive military 
base in northern France housed a port, railway yards, stores, 
prisons, training areas, stables, and piggeries as well as areas 
to house ducks, geese, and chickens to feed the army. Ducks 
were a reservoir for bird flu viruses, and their feces would be 
absorbed by the other animals that were kept for food. Nearby 
was a general hospital, and 100 trains per day brought wounded 
from the front to be treated by up to 10,000 medical staff. This 
was where the first case appeared. The wounded were repatri-
ated or returned to the front, carrying the disease throughout 
Europe. In America, a case appeared on a Kansas farm, and then 
an overcrowded Army camp in Kansas witnessed outbreak. The 
first appearances were spotty; most patients recovered, and it 
vanished as quickly as it appeared. Not so the second wave in 
the summer, as the author amply shows, when it struck with 
a deadly virulence. Any large gathering was potentially deadly, 
including massive troop movements, bond drives, and victory 
parades not to mention troop ships, which became floating 
incubators. It was an unusual flu in that it arrived in summer 
rather than winter and struck the young and fit rather than the 
old and infirm. By the time it passed, it had killed one-third of 
the world’s population.

A wealth of stories of gruesome infection, lack of health 
care, and further transmission. A well-researched but ugly 
history that may fatigue readers by the end. (8-page b/w photo 
insert)
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

DAEMON VOICES
On Stories and
Storytelling
Pullman, Philip
Knopf (480 pp.)
$30.00  |  Sep. 18, 2018
978-0-525-52117-4
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ARTHUR ASHE
A Life
Arsenault, Raymond
Simon & Schuster (784 pp.) 
$40.00  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-1-4391-8904-7  

A well-informed doorstop biography 
of Arthur Ashe (1943-1993).

Arsenault (Southern History/Univ. of 
South Florida, St. Petersburg; The Sound 
of Freedom: Marian Anderson, the Lincoln 

Memorial, and the Concert that Awakened America, 2009, etc.) uses 
his vast knowledge of civil rights history to properly situate the 
pioneering black tennis star within American and world history. 
Just short of 50, Ashe died from complications related to AIDS, 

“a disease he acquired from a blood transfusion administered 
during recovery from heart surgery in 1983.” During his rela-
tively short life, Ashe not only integrated big-time men’s tennis; 
he also served as a scholar of black history, a civil rights activ-
ist, an ethicist, and a diplomat without a portfolio. In the early 
stages of the massively detailed chronology, the author’s sub-
ject can seemingly do no wrong, but as the narrative progresses, 
Ashe begins to demonstrate his flaws, making decisions that 
prove unpopular or even counterproductive. One of the thorni-
est issues involved whether tennis professionals—especially 
those considered nonwhite—should boycott matches in apart-
heid-ridden South Africa. Ashe believed that an eternal boycott 
bordered on a simplistic nonsolution to racism, so he repeat-
edly sought a visa from the apartheid government. Arsenault 
chronicles Ashe’s childhood rise from the segregated tennis 
courts of Richmond, Virginia, to less-discriminatory amateur 
play in other locales. Despite Ashe’s extremely slight build as a 
child, he regularly defeated older, stronger players. The author 
cracks the puzzle of why Ashe became obsessive about starring 
in a sport usually limited to white country-club players. In fact, 
rarely has a biographer unearthed so much detail about a sub-
ject’s life during childhood and adolescence. One of the most 
fascinating pieces of the Ashe saga becomes clear as Arsenault 
narrates the story of how journalist John McPhee focused on 
the battle between Ashe and a white tennis star for a book that 
became the classic Levels of the Game (1968).

Readers uninterested in tennis will find the detailed 
match coverage tedious, but Arsenault skillfully guides 
readers to match point in a book that will be a go-to 
resource.

True Deadheads, rejoice! June 
brings two books related to the leg-
endary Grateful Dead, albeit not in 
the most straightforward—or reve-
latory—manner. So let me get that 
caveat out of the way, since neither 
of these books is likely to appeal 
to readers with no interest in the 
Dead. However, for longtime fans 
like me, each book, while not ex-
ceptional in any way, offers enough 
to warrant the cover price.

Fare Thee Well by Joel Selvin (June 19): This one is for the 
fans, to be sure, because it covers events after the death 
of Jerry Garcia in 1995, which many consider the year 
when the Dead officially died—if not before, given Gar-
cia’s rapidly declining health during those last few years. 
However, Selvin unearths enough information about the 
surviving members and their many permutations in the 
two decades since. As our reviewer writes, “though Sel-
vin is ‘no Deadhead,’ he has seen his fair share of shows, 
and his job at the San Francisco Chronicle brought him into 
contact with the members numerous times across the 
decades. He has also done his homework, interviewing 
all of the major—and many minor—players involved in 
the band’s history….The book lacks the grace of a Greil 
Marcus, but the pages turn quickly enough to engage 
readers intrigued by the Dead’s mystique.”

Mother American Night by John 
Perry Barlow (June 5): Barlow’s 
memoir—which covers far more 
than just his role as a lyricist for 
the Dead’s Bob Weir or as a Tim-
othy Leary–taught LSD crusad-
er—is full of entertaining anec-
dotes about his eventful life in 
music, politics, and the early in-
ternet. “The storyline is a bit of a 
mess,” writes our reviewer, “but so 
was Barlow’s life…he writes with 
rough grace and considerable poetic power….A yarn to 
read, with pleasure, alongside Ringolevio and The Electric 
Kool-Aid Acid Test.” —E.L.

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor. 

the dead 
in june

Photo courtesy Leah O
verstreet



THE IMMEASURABLE WORLD
Journeys in Desert Places
Atkins, William
Doubleday (384 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-385-53988-3  

A wide-ranging travelogue, cover-
ing eight deserts, interspersed with his-
torical accounts of desert geography and 
travel.

Making up one-sixth of our planet’s 
land, deserts have fascinated writers since the dawn of Chris-
tianity, a group that includes Atkins (The Moor: A Journey into 
the English Wilderness, 2014), the former editorial director of 
Pan Macmillan UK. A lucid observer, the author chronicles 
his travels through the world’s most arid lands, ruminating on 
their history, natural history, ongoing conditions, and mostly 
discouraging future. Viewing the world through British eyes, 
he makes a beeline for the first of his eight deserts, the great 
Empty Quarter of Saudi Arabia and Oman, a destination of the 
author’s most flamboyant countrymen, from T.E. Lawrence to 
Harry St. John Philby, whose paths he has tried to follow. Next 
up is Australia’s Great Victorian Desert, still partly off-limits 
as a result of 1950s British nuclear tests and home to a large 
Indigenous population ejected from their lands to accommo-
date the tests. No one was ejected from the Kyzylkum Desert 
in central Asia, but the population was impoverished as Soviet 
irrigation emptied the Aral Sea. American readers will enjoy 
the absence of depressing news from Nevada’s Black Rock 
Desert, and they will also find an account of the nostalgic 
wackiness of the Burning Man festival. In the Great Sonoran 
Desert to the southwest, thousands of migrants have died 
trying to reach the United States. Atkins describes activists 
who set out water and provisions deep in the desert and the 
vigilantes and Border Patrol agents who destroy them. Each 
section begins with a detailed map to help situate readers in 
the region.

The book doesn’t contain an underlying theme, and 
Atkins learns most of his history and science from books, 
but he has an acute eye and delivers unrelated but satis-
fying journalistic accounts of the world’s hottest, driest 
regions.

THE LAST ENGLISHMEN 
Love, War, and the End 
of Empire
Baker, Deborah
Graywolf (352 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-1-55597-804-4  

A Pulitzer Prize and National Book 
Award finalist takes readers on a journey 
through the Indian subcontinent at the 
closing of the British Empire.

Baker (The Convert: A Tale of Exile and Extremism, 2011, etc.) 
narrates the stories of geologist John Auden (1903-1991) and 
surveyor Michael Spender (1906-1945), who both thoroughly 
explored this mysterious region of the world. They worked 
together on a survey expedition to map K2 and the surrounding 
Himalayas in a time before nylon tents, fleece bedrolls, and oxy-
gen tanks. Harboring a secret desire to conquer Mount Everest, 
Auden diligently studied and surveyed the mountains to learn 
how and why the range was formed. While he, as many, did not 
accept the theory of continental drift, he was the first to notice 
the Main Central Thrust, the fault that runs the 1,500-mile 
length of the Himalayas. His observations and classifications 
of the composition and arrangement of rocks fueled count-
less post–World War II projects as India modernized. Spender 
brought his craft of photogrammetry—making measurements 
from photos (aerial and otherwise)—to create topographic 
maps. During the war, he helped define the art of photographic 
interpretation. With a host of interpreters working for him, he 
identified Nazis amassing equipment for invasions. Refresh-
ingly, Baker doesn’t just focus on these two remarkable men. 
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Seemingly covering disparate topics, Baker beautifully 
connects them all with an incisive, clear writing style and 

sharp descriptions of the terrain.
the last englishmen
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She also engagingly discusses the men and women who explored 
world events with art, poetry, and prose, seeing different angles 
and using different tools. W.H. Auden (John’s brother), Stephen 
Spender (Michael’s brother), Nancy Sharp (Michael’s wife), and 
Chris Isherwood all helped to map the cultural landscape of 
that era. In India, there was Sudhin Datta, a Bengali intellectual 
who founded Parichay, a literary journal for men of letters, and 
was the host of a weekly discussion group in Calcutta.

Seemingly covering disparate topics, Baker beautifully 
connects them all with an incisive, clear writing style and 
sharp descriptions of the terrain. A book for any readers 
curious about India after 1900.

HOW TO KEEP YOUR 
MARRIAGE FROM SUCKING
Behrendt, Greg & Ruotola, Amiira
Diversion Books (250 pp.) 
$22.99  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-63576-387-4  

Behrendt and Ruotola (It’s Just a 
F***ing Date: Some Sort of Book About 
Dating, 2013, etc.) are back, this time 
with a playful and useful self-help guide 

to help readers through the newlywed stage of “wedded bliss.”
Candid, conversational, and occasionally profane, the 

book is packed with short, often hilarious nuggets culled from 
personal experience. “My marriage to Amiira has been beauti-
ful, but it has—at times—downright sucked ass,” writes Beh-
rendt early on. The brutal honesty builds from there, as the 
authors seek to warn new couples that “historical resentments 
and patterns that can demolish a marriage usually start out as 
something seemingly unimportant.” This includes financial dif-
ferences, plans for children, family traditions, sex, and even the 
marriage proposal. “The story of my proposal is so agonizing, 
writes Behrendt, “that it sits in my gut like a hibernating bear 
that awakens every time I’m asked” about it. Instead of using 
a ring, he proposed in a chintzy beach-house bedroom with a 
Christmas ornament of a male angel with “a comically big nose 
holding out a gold heart.” Ruotola: “Finally, I confessed to Greg 
that I was embarrassed to tell anyone that I was engaged because 
the first thing anyone wants to see is THE RING.” Fortunately, 
the couple recovered. Behrendt proposed again, but “alas,” he 
writes, “the bad proposal isn’t a thing I’ll ever get to take back.” 
While the advice is occasionally repetitive of obvious details—
yes, planning a wedding is stressful—the narrative’s cautionary-
tale format works thanks to the self-deprecating approach. 
Formatted in short chapters of real marriage examples, listicles, 
Q-and-As, and checklists, the overarching message is that, just 
like creating a meaningful proposal, a long and happy union is 
built on “an exceptional set up....We repeat what we don’t repair, 
so if you want to have a suck free marriage it requires working 
through the hiccups and hurt to rid yourself of their stain.”

Sandwiching hard truths between hilarious anecdotes 
makes for an entertaining alternative to couples therapy.

THE WORLD IN A GRAIN
The Story of Sand and How It 
Transformed Civilization
Beiser, Vince
Riverhead (304 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-399-57642-3  

A fresh history of “the most impor-
tant solid substance on Earth, the literal 
foundation of modern civilization.”

Books on a single, familiar topic (salt, 
cod, etc.) have an eager audience, and readers will find this an 
entirely satisfying addition to the genre. In his first book, jour-
nalist Beiser, whose work has appeared in Wired, Mother Jones, 
and elsewhere, has done his homework, and he delivers often 
surprising information about sand’s role from low tech to high 
(construction, glass, electronics) without neglecting the painful 
consequences of its skyrocketing production over the past cen-
tury, which has made it a source of serious environmental damage. 
Next to air and water, humans use more sand (largely silica, silicon 
dioxide) than any material, mostly to make concrete for build-
ings and roads. Desert sand isn’t suitable, writes the author, so 

“riverbeds and beaches around the world are being stripped bare 
of their precious grains. Farmlands and forests are being torn up. 
And people are being imprisoned, tortured, and murdered. All 
over sand.” Of course, it takes sand to make glass, which was not 
cheap until after 1900, when machines put an army of glassmak-
ers out of work, and bottles and picture windows became rou-
tine consumer products. Far less—but far more purified—sand 
becomes silicon chips and similar high-tech essentials. Beiser 
devotes the second half of the book to the process of moving 
sand from place to place. The iconic beaches we take for granted 
are often artificial creations, eroding steadily, supporting a mas-
sive, multibillion-dollar, government-subsidized industry to 
truck in sand. An area the size of Connecticut has been reclaimed 
from the sea for airports, homes, or luxury resorts by vacuuming 
sand from the sea bottom or importing it, often illegally, from the 
beaches and land of poor countries.

A successful if disturbing argument that there is more 
to sand than meets the eye.

RESISTANCE
Reclaiming an American 
Tradition
Biggers, Jeff
Counterpoint (224 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-64009-047-7  

A widely ranging history of intellec-
tual and moral resistance within Ameri-
can politics.

Biggers (The Trials of a Scold: The 
Incredible True Story of Writer Anne Royall, 2017, etc.) connects 
this tradition to the authoritarian tendencies of the Trump 

The author writes clearly and with a firm grasp of historical
comparison, intimately focused on compelling figures.

resistance



presidency, arguing, “the language of Trump’s America First nar-
rative...reflected [Thomas] Paine’s warning of ‘brutish’ leader-
ship.” This brief survey is structured in five essayistic chapters, 
each focused on a different era and aspect of resistance. He 
considers figures both widely known, such as Paine, or his own 
mentor the Rev. William Sloane Coffin, and more obscure—
e.g., the anti–World War I protester and activist Marie Equi. 
Biggers calls out beloved figures who fell on the wrong side of 
resistance movements, like George Washington, who obses-
sively pursued runaway house slaves. Slavery provides a fuller 
fulcrum for the author’s discussion; he examines both Frederick 
Douglass and those who argued against nonviolent resistance 
to this historical wrong. In “Enemy of the People,” Biggers 
contrasts Trump’s brazen attacks on the press with the conflict 
between free speech and John Adams’ Alien and Sedition Acts, 
which Thomas Jefferson noted “had been designed specifically 
to suppress oppositional media.” In “To Undo Mistakes,” the 
author looks at early American immigration policy debates, 
as well as the more recent internment of Japanese-Americans 
during World War II, tying them to the resistance sparked by 

Trump’s pursuit of a religion-based travel ban. Unlike previous 
immigration bans, “a coordinated effort by religious congre-
gations to resist Trump’s deportation forces emerged across 
the country.” In the final essay, “Cities of Resistance,” Biggers 
links early interest in environmental preservation (embodied 
by Thoreau’s writings, among others) with attempts to counter 
the Trump administration’s dismantling of key federal oversight. 
The author writes clearly and with a firm grasp of historical 
comparison, intimately focused on compelling figures; still, his 
work could use fuller focus on the actual resistance movements 
Trump has inspired.

An engaging jeremiad proposing that “the resistance is 
now in the hands of a new generation.”
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In 2001, Sex and the City aired its fourth season, and 
Jennifer Keishin Armstrong moved to New York City. 
And let’s be very clear: She didn’t actually abandon the 
suburbs of Chicago because of a TV show. Sex and the 
City was not exactly the reason that she broke off her 
engagement to her college boyfriend to start a whole 
new life. But the show was both a comfort and an in-
spiration, a window into possibilities that, up until 
then, she couldn’t even name. 

“It really helped ease the transition for me and made 
it less scary,” she says—when we speak, by phone, she 
is rewatching the series yet again for a magazine as-
signment (I have caught her in the middle of Season 2, 
Episode 11, only four and a half seasons to go). “It really 
became a guide to everything in New York City,” she 

recalls. It was a road map when she needed one, sug-
gesting not just where she could go, but how she could 
be. The show’s main characters convinced a 28-year-
old Armstrong, who was then working as an editorial 
assistant at Entertainment Weekly, that life as an inde-
pendent woman in New York City was not only desir-
able but possible. “It’s so much easier and less scary to 
pursue something when you see it in front of you first,” 
she says. “And that was what they were doing for me.”

She was hardly alone. “Sex and the City changed 
lives across the gender spectrum, across the sexual ori-
entation spectrum, and around the world,” she writes 
in the introduction to Sex and the City and Us (June 5), 
which documents both the creation of the show and 
its monumental impact that stretches to the present. 
There is a generation of people—generations, plu-
ral, of people—who know what a Manolo is because 
of Carrie Bradshaw. The show “reshaped the cultur-
al perception of single women, sex, dating, and mar-
riage,” Armstrong writes; it “foisted brunch upon an 
unsuspecting nation.” More than that, Sex and the City 
radically “demonstrated that life-changing love comes 
in forms besides heterosexual marriage and nuclear 
family; it showed single people that friends could be 
at least as supportive as family, at least as important as 
a spouse.” Also, it was funny. It was not a perfect show, 
especially around its treatment of race and class, but it 
was radical: “It was a show about women telling their 
stories,” Armstrong says. 

As a historian of television, Armstrong has writ-
ten about cultural phenomena before. Her first book, 
Mary and Lou and Rhoda and Ted, chronicled the making 
of the quiet revolution that was the Mary Tyler Moore 
Show. With Seinfeldia, she became the leading schol-
ar of the show about nothing. She writes about shows, 
she explains, that “affected people’s actual lives,” be-

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Jennifer Keishin Armstrong

THE TV HISTORIAN CHRONICLES A GROUNDBREAKING SHOW ABOUT 
“WHO TO BE AND HOW TO LIVE”
By Rachel Sugar

Photo courtesy A. Jesse Jiryu Davis
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cause “who cares, otherwise?” Lots of shows create a 
fake world; she wants to talk about the shows that bleed 
into the real one.

But while Mary Tyler Moore and Seinfeld were impor-
tant to her, Sex and the City was and is special. “I don’t 
know if I’ve ever had such a personal connection to 
a show,” says Armstrong. She’d had a real emotional 
connection with Mary Tyler Moore, but “I was 4 when 
I watched that originally.” She’d felt a deep affinity for 
Seinfeld but not a spiritual bond. Sex and the City, though, 
was different: It tracked her own experience. She too 
was an adult woman figuring out who she was and who 
she wanted to be in New York.

So for Armstrong the book “feels like a memoir, even 
though it isn’t.” After the introduction, in fact, she nev-
er returns to her own Sex and the City experience. Except 
for those few pages, the book is heavily-reported televi-
sion history. But “even the parts where I’m writing just 
about the show would often still feel emotional for me,” 
she says. Revisiting episodes meant revisiting, in great 
detail, what had been happening in her own life when 
she’d seen them first. 

The day after the finale, in which Carrie reunites 
with her serieslong on-again, off-again boyfriend Mr. 
Big, Armstrong remembers getting into a loaded argu-
ment about that ending. And here is the amazing thing 
about Sex and the City: Fourteen years later, people are 
still fighting about that ending. It was a show about who 
to be and how to live. We still haven’t decided.

Sex and the City and Us was reviewed in the Apr. 15, 2018, 
issue. 

TRAVELERS IN THE 
THIRD REICH
The Rise of Fascism: 
1919–1945
Boyd, Julia
Pegasus (464 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-68177-782-5  

Nazi Germany, tourist destination? 
Yes, by this account—and, by 1937, a 
destination of choice for a half-million 

Americans per year.
“You did not have to be pro-Nazi to marvel at the green 

countryside, the vineyard-flanked rivers or the orchards 
stretching as far as the eye could see.” So notes Boyd (The Excel-
lent Doctor Blackwell: The Life of the First Woman Physician, 2013, 
etc.) of the vast, lucrative trade marketing Germany under the 
Third Reich to non-German visitors, a trade that had begun 
in earnest immediately after World War I ended. It helped to 
hold those views or at least believe, as did British aristocrat 
Violet Bonham Carter, that “the reparations policy insisted on 
by France...was morally unjust and politically mad.” Carter was 
traveling to a grimy, still-staggering Germany in 1923, and dur-
ing that and the following decade, many Britons and Americans 
came to Germany to enjoy the bohemian liberties depicted by 
Christopher Isherwood in the stories that would underlie the 
stage play Cabaret. Some of those Britons took pains to avoid 
dreadful middle-class people, “however nice they are,” and to 
stay among “one’s own kind,” as another aristocrat wrote to 
the folks back home. Some of Boyd’s portraits involve men and 
women whose firsthand views of Germany would harden their 
opposition to Nazism—including, surprisingly, the poet and 
playwright Samuel Beckett, who endured “freezing weather, 
lack of money, rain and leaking shoes” to report on the place 
with much less enthusiasm than Graham Greene. Boyd also 
adds a dimension to a well-known tale by noting Hitler’s famed 
refusal to shake the hand of African-American athlete Jesse 
Owens—but adding that ordinary Germans in the Olympic 
crowd “took the great black athlete to their hearts, chanting 
‘Oh-vens! Oh-vens’ whenever he appeared.” Even so, Boyd notes 
the still greater popular enthusiasm for the regime, concluding 
that returning visitors would have had no illusions, if honest 
with themselves, about the Nazis’ true colors.

A well-conceived study of a little-known corner of his-
tory. (16 pages of color illustrations)
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NEW DARK AGE
Technology, Knowledge and 
the End of the Future
Bridle, James
Verso (288 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-78663-547-1  

A British visual artist, journalist, and 
“New Aesthetic” champion offers night-
marish prophecies on the descent into 
darkness.

“Our vision is increasingly universal,” writes Bridle, “but our 
agency is ever more reduced. We know more and more about 
the world, while being less and less able to do anything about it. 
The resulting sense of helplessness, rather than giving us pause to 
reconsider our assumptions, seems to be driving us deeper into 
paranoia and social disintegration.” Like an Orwell of the com-
puter age, he has been shaped by the very forces that now fill him 
with dread, convinced that there is a connection between climate 
change and information overload and between the network that 
nobody understands and the increased disparity between the 
haves and the have-nots. Though his prose can be dense, Bridle’s 
analytical leaps are both illuminating and terrifying, suggest-
ing that, on levels beyond surveillance and conspiracy, we have 
unleashed technology to establish systems of such complexity 
and control that it can be difficult for anyone to understand 
who’s in charge and what they want. The new paradigm requires 
new language, new perspective, and new understanding. Yet we 
are losing data and our connection with the past as the data over-
flow turns the prospects for a brighter future into the new dark 
age of the manifesto’s title. So should we abandon all hope? “Our 
understanding of those systems and their ramifications, and of 
the conscious choices we make in their design, in the here and 
now, remain entirely within our capabilities,” he concludes. “We 
are not powerless, not without agency and not limited by dark-
ness. We only have to think, and think again, and keep thinking. 
The network—us and our machines and the things we think and 
discover together—demands it.”

Sci-fi meets the aesthetic vanguard in cyberspace, 
where a new metalanguage addresses problems and solu-
tions alike.

THE TERRACOTTA WARRIORS
Exploring the Most Intriguing 
Puzzle in Chinese History
Burman, Edward
Pegasus (304 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-68177-796-2  

Revealing the enduring mysteries sur-
rounding thousands of terra-cotta warriors.

In 1974, after an ancient terra-
cotta army was unearthed in northwest 

China, archaeologists embarked on increasingly sophisticated 

excavations, uncovering a huge mausoleum built for Qin Shi-
huang (259-210 B.C.E.), known as China’s first emperor. Its 
existence, recognized since his death 2,200 years ago, has gen-
erated many “legends and rumors” still not resolved even by 
technologically advanced archaeological research. Offering an 
up-to-date overview of archaeological findings, Burman (China 
and Iran: Parallel History, Future Threat? 2009, etc.), the only for-
eign trustee of the Xi’an City Wall Heritage Foundation, relates 
the historical context for the construction of the mausoleum 
and investigates questions about the emperor’s personality, 
rule, and legacy; prevailing assumptions about the afterlife and 
efforts at attaining immortality (including burial in a shroud of 
jade, a material with purported magical powers); and the much-
debated role of the warriors. The sprawling mausoleum, writes 
the author, “was conceived on a scale more massive than any 
other monument at that stage of human history.” Although 
archaeologists have identified three main precincts—the pit 
containing the warriors, the burial chamber and other rooms 
inside the inner wall, and the surrounding area beyond the 
wall—much of the structure, lying beneath villages, factories, 
and roads, remains unknown. The burial site, Burman asserts, 

“was first and foremost to be conceived as a home,” which for the 
emperor meant a palace, including a temple and residences for 
imperial officials and concubines—where, in the afterlife, “the 
dead would need their favourite objects, as well as things of 
value, in the other world.” The warriors pose a puzzle: Besides 
speculating on their function in the mausoleum, scholars ques-
tion “where the knowledge and inspiration for these lifelike fig-
ures came from,” since only miniature statues had been found 
in earlier tombs and since kilns at the time were too small to fire 
sculpture of such stature. Based on evidence of Alexander the 
Great’s campaigns in Asia, some scholars suggest that cultural 
exchange existed between Greece and China.

A well-informed examination of ongoing efforts to 
understand the past. (24 pages of color photos)

MARILYN MONROE
The Private Life of a Public 
Icon
Casillo, Charles
St. Martin’s (368 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-250-09686-9  

A deep dive into the model and 
screen legend’s glamorous but troubled 
life.

In the decades since Marilyn Mon-
roe’s (1926-1962) death, our fascination with her remains strong. 
Her allure has sparked the imaginations of talents ranging from 
Andy Warhol to Joyce Carol Oates to the producers of the TV 
series Smash, and she has been the subject of countless biog-
raphies. In his latest book, Casillo (The Marilyn Diaries, 2014, 
etc.) rehashes much family material about Monroe, but he pays 
particularly sympathetic attention to her emotional journey. 
Delving into the well-known narrative points, he begins with 

Sci-fi meets the aesthetic vanguard in cyberspace, where a new 
metalanguage addresses problems and solutions alike.

new dark age
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Monroe’s unhappy and frequently abusive childhood. Depen-
dent on a single mother who was suffering from severe men-
tal health issues, she was frequently put into foster care and at 
one point abandoned in an orphanage. As Monroe blossomed 
into a stunningly attractive young woman, a modeling career 
quickly led to minor film roles and subsequent star turns in such 
1950s classics as Gentleman Prefer Blondes and The Seven Year Itch. 
While developing into one of the most famous movie stars of 
her time, she increasingly struggled with deep insecurities and 
dependency on pills and alcohol. Her acting talent continued to 
expand, but by the early 1960s, her personal life was plummet-
ing. Often feeling paralyzed by low self-esteem working in front 
of the camera, she often displayed erratic behavior that caused 
long delays on film sets. This accelerated during production of 
her last completed film, The Misfits, and influenced a fatal blow 
with her dismissal from the ill-fated Something’s Got to Give. 
Casillo focuses a good portion of the book on Monroe’s fragile 
emotional state in these remaining years. She had an obsessive 
fear of aging and losing her sexual appeal. While not offering 
much new information, the author thoughtfully re-examines 
the facts and myths surrounding the events leading to Monroe’s 
death, touching on her affairs with both John and Robert Ken-
nedy and her continued substance abuse problems.

A compelling exploration of a beguiling film icon’s 
life—a significant if not quite definitive addition to the 
ever expanding Monroe literature. (16-page b/w photo insert)

PLAYING CHANGES
Jazz for the New Century
Chinen, Nate
Pantheon (288 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-101-87034-1  

A music critic assesses the current 
state of jazz.

By the end of the 20th century, some 
observers of the jazz scene had con-

cluded that “jazz was enshrined in the popular imagination as 
a historical practice, a set of codes to be reenacted endlessly.” 
What possible surprises could be mined from an art form that 

“had already completed a full life cycle of creation, maturation, 
obsolescence, and revival”? A lot, it turns out, as Chinen (co-
author, with George Wein: Myself Among Others: A Life in Music, 
2003), the current NPR contributor and former jazz critic for 
the New York Times, demonstrates in this analysis of the state 
of jazz in the 21st century. No fan of “an overintellectualized, 
preciously ennobled, eat-your-vegetables idea of great Ameri-
can music,” the author focuses on artists who are pushing jazz 
in new directions. These include saxophonist Kamasi Wash-
ington, who, with “The Epic,” his 2015 debut album, “emerged 
as jazz’s most persuasive embodiment of new black pride at a 
moment when few forces in American culture felt more press-
ing”; pianist Brad Mehldau, whose solo in one particular track 
so impressed guitarist Pat Metheny when he heard it while driv-
ing “that he pulled the car over to give it his full concentration”; 

drummer Tyshawn Sorey, composer of the “unclassifiable suite” 
The Inner Spectrum of Variables; bassist Esperanza Spalding; and 
more. Chinen gets bogged down with repeated references to 
the awards many of the cited artists have won, but jazz fans will 
find much to enjoy. Anyone looking to start a jazz collection will 
be happy to know that each chapter concludes with five recom-
mended recordings. The author has a gift for memorable lines, 
as when he writes about D’Angelo’s 2000 album “Voodoo”: 

“There’s an odd sensation that you often encounter listening 
to the album, not unlike absentmindedly reaching the top of a 
staircase and being startled when there isn’t another step.”

As this illuminating book shows, jazz still has a lot to 
say about the world—and a lot of eloquent artists ready to 
say it.

THE POISONED CITY 
Flint’s Water and 
the American 
Urban Tragedy
Clark, Anna
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (320 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-250-12514-9  

The story of the Flint, Michigan, 
water crisis.

In 2014, the city of Flint—pop. 
99,000, majority black—turned off its drinking water in prep-
aration for joining a new regional water system. In the mean-
time, the city began using Flint River water. Officials said the 
interim source was safe. It wasn’t. In this complex, exquisitely 
detailed account, freelance journalist and Detroit Free Press con-
tributor Clark (Michigan Literary Luminaries, 2015, etc.) draws on 
interviews, emails, and other materials to describe the ensuing 
catastrophe, in which city, state, and federal officials engaged in 
delays and coverups for 18 months while residents complained 
of discolored drinking water that caused rashes, hair loss, and 
diseases. Citizen demands for government action went ignored, 

“even ridiculed,” until public pressure, media coverage, and 
independent studies revealed the cause of the contaminated 
water: lead and other toxins traveling through aging pipes that 
lacked mandated corrosion control. The shameful story has 
its heroes—e.g., persistent engineer Marc Edwards, journalist 
Curt Guyette, and NPR’s Michigan Radio—and its “buck-pass-
ing and turf-guarding” villains, including countless officials who 
dodged responsibilities while lead-laced water killed 12 people 
and left a lingering uncertainty over possible long-term health 
effects. “An Obscene Failure of Government,” said a Detroit Free 
Press story. Clark goes far beyond the immediate crisis—cap-
tured nationally in images of bottled water being distributed 
to Flint’s poor, the most severely affected—to explain “decades 
of negligence” that had mired the city in “debt, dysfunctional 
urban policy, disappearing investment, disintegrating infra-
structure, and a compromised democratic process.” She warns 
that other declining American cities are similarly threatened. 
A report of the Michigan Civil Rights Commission pointed to 

A potent cautionary tale of urban neglect and indifference.
the poisoned city



the long-standing “systemic racism” of segregated Flint, once a 
General Motors–led innovation hub that attracted many Afri-
can-American workers. The city faces continuing lawsuits and 
use of bottled water until lead pipes are replaced by 2020.

A potent cautionary tale of urban neglect and indiffer-
ence. Infuriated readers will be heartened by the deter-
mined efforts of protesters and investigative reporters.

BLOOD & IVY 
The 1849 Murder that 
Scandalized Harvard
Collins, Paul
Norton (320 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-0-393-24516-5  

A true-crime chronicle of dark 
doings among the upper crust of Har-
vard Medical School in the middle of the 
19th century.

On Nov. 23, 1849, the esteemed Dr. George Parkman went 
missing. The dour doctor, a well-known lecturer in the nascent 
science of medicine at Harvard, was last seen making his rounds. 
At the time, he was also collecting considerable cash receipts 
from his many real estate ventures. Naturally, foul play was sus-
pected, and substantial rewards for information were posted. 
Collins (Chair, English/Portland State Univ.; Edgar Allan Poe: 
The Fever Called Living, 2014, etc.) introduces a cast of diverse 
players. There was Littlefield, the school’s janitor, who found 
the grisly remains of Parkman dismembered and burned in the 
laboratory and adjacent privy used only by chemistry profes-
sor John White Webster. Then there was Cambridge marshal 
Francis Tukey, whose past was not unblemished. Also included 
in this drama were Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes and poet Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow. A nimble writer, the author skillfully 
sets the stage for this 19th-century murder mystery. Skeletons, 
death masks, pickled organs, and cadavers abounded in the 
medical school. There were demijohns, casks, and bubbling 
retorts in the labs, and outside the building were pools of fetid 
water, clattering hansom cabs, and an occasional riot. Mesmer-
ism was popular, and reporters did their agitated best to add 
colorful detail, true or imaginary, to their stories. It was a won-
derful world of daguerreotypes, roaring printing presses, and 
even a mechanical man, all advertised to be powered by steam. 
The murderer was discovered, and the subsequent trial featured 
some forensic and jurisprudential innovations. Dental evidence 
was seriously employed for the first time, and the judge’s charge 
to the jury became accepted law. Collins also reveals lively bits 
of information about police procedurals as practiced during 
that time.

A vivid true-crime tale from a fascinating bygone era.

KILLING IT
An Education
Davis, Camas
Penguin Press (352 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-1-101-98007-1  

Finding beauty and moral high 
ground in the abattoir.

In this debut memoir, Davis 
recounts the period when she was laid 
off from writing for a weekly paper in 

her native Portland, Oregon, and decided to become a pro-
fessional butcher and local farming activist instead. When the 
first few butchers she sought out dismissed her attempts to 
learn the trade, the author maxed out her last credit card to 
study for seven weeks on a cooperative farm and slaughter-
house in Gascony, France. Davis’ apprenticeship introduced 
her to a different kind of industry, a radically local form of 
vertical integration wherein they slaughtered, butchered, and 
sold every inch of the animals they raised to customers liv-
ing within driving distance. These conscientious slaughtering 
and curing methods inspired Davis to seek out other earnest, 
like-minded practitioners when she returned home. With few 
resources besides her partner, Joelle, a fellow female butcher, 
and her way with words, Davis helped start the Portland Meat 
Collective, one of the first organizations of its kind dedicated 
to educating American consumers about the provenance of 
their meat and to promoting the less familiar cuts and meth-
ods that whole-animal chefs around the world have been serv-
ing for generations. Though the meat-squeamish might skip 
over the visceral descriptions of killing animals, Davis writes 
for them in particular. The author and her ilk believe those 
who eat meat have a moral obligation to source it as consci-
entiously and locally as possible. The author writes almost 
as much about her love life and her search for authentic self-
redefinition as she does about carving carcasses. She relates 
her simultaneous relationships with a man and a woman, her 
pratfalls as a butcher’s apprentice, and the shambling state of 
her affairs in general, but the writing, like her life, clicks into 
place when she loses herself in the subject matter.

The making of a young female entrepreneur rendered 
in unvarnished detail.

THE HUSBAND HUNTERS
American Heiresses Who 
Married into the British 
Aristocracy
de Courcy, Anne
St. Martin’s (320 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-250-16459-9  

Downton Abbey fans will swoon over this 
trip through the privileged turn-of-the-cen-
tury world of cash, class, and coronets.
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Anyone seeking to fill the void left by the ending of the hit 
TV series need look no further than this comprehensive work 
penned by one of the period’s leading chroniclers. De Courcy 
(Margot at War: Love and Betrayal in Downing Street, 1912-1916, 
2014, etc.) brings the Victorian and Edwardian eras vibrantly 
to life with her meticulously well-researched book, conveyed 
in an approachable prose style. Though the narrative’s central 
focus is the 454 American women who married into the Brit-
ish aristocracy between 1870 and 1914, the scope is far broader 
than just the ladies themselves. To demonstrate the compli-
cated gender and class relations within the period, the author 
spends considerable time explaining the sociopolitical rami-
fications that led to these unusual marriages, some of which 
ended up being love matches. De Courcy explores everything 
from the differences in education for American girls versus 
their English counterparts to their value as progeny within 
their families, and she ably explains the particular fascination 
American women held for British nobles. In the 19th century, 
the right dress, jewels, upbringing, carriage, and conversation 
effectively demonstrated female power. Like Scheherazade, 
the author weaves tales of royalty, millionaires, dress makers, 
and social climbers who render the Edwardian era a tangled 
web of wealth and intrigue that continues to fascinate readers, 
filmmakers, and TV writers. Famous “dollar-princesses” Jennie 
Jerome and Consuelo Vanderbilt receive their own chapters, 
but the most entertaining sections center on lesser-known 
heiresses such as the Machiavellian Marietta Stevens and the 
irrepressible “marrying Wilsons.” The author’s occasional rep-
etition of details—e.g., the girls’ physical characteristics—is 
unnecessary, but the approachable narration and attention to 
detail make up for any deficiencies.

A highly readable social history that contains all of the 
juicy drama of a prime-time soap opera. (8-page b/w photo 
insert)

FOUNDING MARTYR
The Life and Death of 
Dr. Joseph Warren, the 
American Revolution’s 
Lost Hero
Di Spigna, Christian
Crown (336 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-553-41932-0  

A fresh biography of an underappre-
ciated figure in American history.

John Trumbull immortalized Dr. Joseph Warren (1741-
1775) in his painting The Death of General Warren at the Battle of 
Bunker’s Hill, which depicted the demise of the young physician 
and military officer. In his first book, Di Spigna, a speaker and 
volunteer at Colonial Williamsburg, reminds readers that War-
ren was more than a man who sacrificed his life for the cause 
of liberty. The son of a pious Massachusetts farmer, Warren 
attended Harvard, where the future revolutionary developed 
his oratorical skills when he was not committing pranks such 

as nailing his roommates’ shoes to the floor. His training as a 
physician coincided with the post–French and Indian War cri-
sis between Britain and her American Colonies, and Warren 
would hold several positions in the Massachusetts resistance: 
head of the Boston Committee of Correspondence and North 
End Caucus, president of the Massachusetts Provincial Con-
gress, and chairman of the Massachusetts Committee of Safety. 
He delivered two prominent orations on the Boston Massacre, 
wrote numerous articles and pamphlets, authored the Suffolk 
Resolves, sent Paul Revere on his famous ride, operated a spy 
ring, and participated in the battles of Lexington and Concord. 
In short, Di Spigna persuasively argues that Warren was “a rare 
combination of statesman and warrior” and that “his effective 
arsenal of voice, pen, and sword was unrivaled by any other 
patriot.” Yet the author does not neglect Warren’s medical 
career. He was one of the most prominent and respected physi-
cians in Massachusetts, inoculating hundreds of people against 
smallpox without a single death. Warren was also a prominent 
Mason and devoted family man.

In his first inaugural address, Ronald Reagan referred 
to Joseph Warren as “a man who might have been one of 
the greatest among the founding fathers.” Hopefully, Di 
Spigna’s insightful biography will rekindle public interest 
in Warren, a man who deserves to be remembered for more 
than his death at Bunker Hill. (8-page full-color photo insert)

VALLEY OF GENIUS 
The Uncensored 
History of Silicon Valley, 
as Told by the Hackers, 
Founders, and Freaks Who 
Made It Boom
Fisher, Adam
Twelve (512 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-4555-5902-2  

An oral history of Silicon Valley.
Wired contributor Fisher, who grew up in the valley, debuts 

with an exhaustive gathering of the voices of the nerds, hippies, 
engineers, hackers, scientists, weirdos, and tech billionaires 
who invented the American future—from personal computers 
and video games to Google and Facebook—over several gen-
erations in the northern San Francisco Bay area. Based on more 
than 200 interviews and bristling with facts, personalities, and 
gossip, his inside account brings to life the “future obsessed and 
forward thinking” culture that gave life to our current digitized 
world. “Ready or not, computers are coming to the people,” 
Stewart Brand told Rolling Stone in 1972. Already, Atari’s Nolan 
Bushnell was creating video games, and the blending of hacker- 
and counter-culture was fostering a new popular culture among 
bright 20-somethings. Providing just enough context, Fisher 
wisely allows interviewees to tell their stories: of the pioneer-
ing Xerox PARC and Apple’s Macintosh; of the virtual com-
munity the WELL and the short-lived General Magic (with 
its early iPhone); of Pixar Netscape and the eBay experiment. 

While focusing on the valley’s cultural influence, 
this colorful history also describes emblematic moments 

from the lives of ambitious movers and shakers.
valley of genius



In the mid-1990s, Google co-founders Larry Page and Ser-
gey Brin “looked like a bunch of kids...screwing around,” says 
Deadhead Charlie Ayers, their chef. Throughout the narrative, 
we meet shoeless programmers and watch water-gun fights; 
attend wild parties and hacker conferences; witness the incep-
tion of innumerable startups; and hear debates on everything 
from power to the people to IPOs as a stream of entrepreneurs, 
including Twitter’s “nose-ring-wearing, tattooed, neck-bearded, 
long-haired punk hippie misfits,” recall the beginnings of the 
cyberculture. There is much nostalgia: “We were younger then, 
and we thought it would go on forever,” says Buck’s Restaurant 
owner Jamis MacNiven, of the pre–dot-com crash days. While 
focusing on the valley’s cultural influence, this colorful history 
also describes emblematic moments from the lives of ambitious 
movers and shakers, including long walks with Apple’s Steve 
Jobs and young Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg’s famous 
party exclamation: “Domination!”

An immensely readable account of America’s wild caul-
dron of innovation.

WALLS
A History of Civilization in 
Blood and Brick
Frye, David
Scribner (320 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-1-5011-7270-0  

A sturdy historical tour of walls and 
their builders—and their discontents as 
well.

Build bridges, not walls. It’s a slogan, 
writes Frye (Ancient and Middle Eastern History/Eastern Con-
necticut State Univ.), “designed to give military historians fits.” 
Bridges, after all, have military purposes: to get across moats and 
earthworks and to ford rivers into enemy territory. Walls, on the 
other hand, make peace—history offers plenty of examples, he 
writes, to show that “the sense of security created by walls freed 
more and more males from the requirement of serving as war-
riors.” Indeed, by Frye’s account, walls are hallmarks of civiliza-
tion, if ones that are easily thwarted. One of his examples is the 
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When Jeopardy! champ Ken Jennings tweeted triv-
ia, he got crickets. When he started writing jokes, 
followers flocked.

“This book is mostly Twitter’s fault,” says Jen-
nings, author of Planet Funny: How Comedy Took Over 
Our Culture (May 29), a sidesplitting, brow-furrow-
ing cultural criticism of comedy’s ubiquity in Amer-
ica today. He likens the snappy social network to a 

“comedy gym” where you can hone your technique 
with real-time feedback from “club pros” (i.e., pro-
fessional comedians and comedy writers).

“You’ve got hundreds of them kind of helping 
you figure it out,” says Jennings, who has 285,000 
followers (and counting). “The sheer pace of it—
the fact that there were hundreds of jokes, every 
second—at first, that fascinated and delighted me. 

Then it started to scare me. And then I started to 
see it everywhere.”

From the whimsy of molecular gastronomy to 
sex-ed classes mimicking stand-up sets, comedy has 
infiltrated nearly every nook and cranny of modern 
American life, Jennings argues in Planet Funny. But 
we have yet to recognize and assess its effects. 

“Today’s jokes aren’t just ubiquitous,” he writes, 
“they’re also a new breed: faster, weirder, more com-
plex, more self-aware than ever before. How did we 
get here? How is the new sensibility changing our 
laughterhood? How is it changing us?”

Wake up and smell the covfefe: It’s a quantifi-
able phenomenon. Modern sitcoms have two to 
three times more jokes than they did back in your 
grandparents’ day (Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt, at 
6.38 jokes per minute, is a veritable fire hose of bons 
mots). North American ad campaigns have the high-
est percentage of “funny or light-hearted” content 
in the world—52 percent, circa 2013 (and climbing).

“Until somebody shows you those markers,” Jen-
nings says, “it’s easy to say, What do you mean we’re 
living in a funny time? Look at the news! We’re liv-
ing in a very unfunny time. But now that somebody’s 
pointed it out to me, every time I go to a store and see 
[Smile! You’re on camera], or anytime a bumper stick-
er for a serious cause is a silly slogan and not a sincere 
thought, I think, Wow! It really is everywhere.”

(Just look at what your neighbors named their 
Wi-Fi.)

It’s even in the White House, Jennings provoca-
tively confirms: “The secret to Donald Trump’s suc-
cess—and no one likes to say this about a blustering 
racist demagogue—is that he was so entertaining,” 
he writes, noting the “Faustian bargain of topical 
comedy” and its real-world potential for cataclys-
mic results.

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Ken Jennings

THE JEOPARDY! WHIZ GOES TO “COMEDY GYM” 
By Megan Labrise

Photo courtesy Faith Jennings
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Tres Long Mur, a defensive structure built more than 4,000 years 
ago, stretching across the Syrian desert and shielding some of the 
world’s oldest towns from marauders from the steppes beyond. 
There are mysteries associated with the ruins, just as there are 
with the Great Wall of China, another of Frye’s examples—and 
one that proves, readily, that where walls go up, people find ways 
to get around and over them. The author’s pointed case study of 
Hadrian’s Wall shows that it may not have been a defensive suc-
cess, but that does not mean it didn’t have a defensive purpose, as 
some scholars have recently argued. As he writes, wittily, “there is 
little to be gained from rationalizing an irrational past.” Another 
defensive failure is the Maginot Line, which became more sym-
bolic than practical in an age of modern tanks; on the reverse side 
are spectacular successes, such as the great walls of Constanti-
nople, which shielded the city from siege by as many as 200,000 
soldiers of the caliphate, “one of the greatest turning points in 
history.” Walls have many purposes, he concludes, and it is rather 
ironic that the matter of walls is often as divisive as a wall itself.

A provocative, well-written, and—with walls rising 
everywhere on the planet—timely study.

A HARD RAIN
America in the 1960s, Our 
Decade of Hope, Possibility, 
and Innocence Lost
Gaillard, Frye
NewSouth (704 pp.) 
$39.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-58838-344-0  

A smart, readable survey, at once per-
sonal and universal, of a decade that is 
still under debate today.

Southern historian and journalist Gaillard (Writer in Resi-
dence/Univ. of South Alabama; Journey to the Wilderness: War, 
Memory, and a Southern Family’s Civil War Letters, 2015, etc.) 
graduated from college “in the terrible year of 1968,” and he hit 
the ground running. He had been paying attention to the trends 
that were bringing change to the remotest corners of the South, 
wrought by politics as well as popular culture. Taking a broadly 
synoptic view, the author focuses on small moments that 
yielded huge effects, beginning with a Woolworth’s lunch coun-
ter in Greensboro, North Carolina, where Franklin McCain 
and other college students politely but firmly refused to leave 
when ordered to do so: “They reveled in their moment of deliv-
erance,” Gaillard writes, “but they knew already that this was 
something much bigger than themselves.” The battle against 
racial division quickly emerges as a major theme in Gaillard’s 
narrative, with mileposts such as Thurgood Marshall’s key role 
in Supreme Court decisions about how it wasn’t enough sim-
ply not to segregate; integration was required, too. Against this 
backdrop, and at some leisure in a long but not overlong book, 
the author examines the racial politics of leading political fig-
ures such as Barry Goldwater (“the philosophical abstraction of 
limited government held sway in his mind, and civil rights lead-
ers, quite understandably, regarded Goldwater as an enemy”) 
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“We haven’t yet seen the missile strike caused by 
Twitter jokes,” he says, “but we’re certainly closer 
than ever before.”

An entertaining, ultimately earnest inquest, Planet 
Funny ends with a prediction and a proposal: While 
we’re well on our way to “peak funny,” we have yet 
to reach the summit. Comedy will continue to creep 
into the soberer corners of life. So, Jennings suggests, 
we’d do well to mindfully maintain a place for serious-
ness and earnestness…somewhere. 

“Deep down, I just love comedy,” Jennings says, “so 
I don’t have the heart to be like, Hey! Let’s just not 
laugh about serious stuff, guys! I can’t bring myself to 
be a scold, yet I do kind of see the writing on the wall. 
It’s not making me a better person, it’s not making 
America a better place.”

Megan Labrise is a staff writer and co-hosts the Fully 
Booked podcast. Planet Funny received a starred review 
in the April 1, 2018, issue. 
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and Lyndon Johnson, whose use of race in political calculus was 
not always effective. Gaillard provides an appreciative portrait 
of another McCain, namely John, and he takes sidelong looks 
at the music and cinema of the time, including one turning-
point moment in which Dustin Hoffman, rather than Robert 
Redford, was given the lead in The Graduate: “the casting of the 
movie was a key to its successful blending of comedy, poignancy 
and social commentary.”

An illuminating, you-are-there view of events on the 
ground in the turbulent 1960s.

AMERICAN AUDACITY
In Defense of Literary Daring
Giraldi, William
Liveright/Norton (448 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-63149-390-4  

A midcareer retrospective of essay-
length literary reviews.

Giraldi (The Hero’s Body, 2017, etc.) 
identifies the thrust of his critical work 
to date, of which this volume offers an 

extensive sample, as preoccupied with articulating the bold-
ness and originality he finds peculiar to the American literary 
tradition, his own contributions included. Like many emerging 
writers with literary aspirations, the author seems compelled to 
join the fray over the Great American Novel and to scrutinize 
his writerly inheritance from the pedigreed lineage of the white, 
male, quasi-religious American canon. An unapologetic literary 
snob who lionizes critics as cultural arbiters, Giraldi enlists in a 
crusade against bad writing and celebrates the role of criticism as 
policing the borders of literary legitimacy. He sallies forth against 
the “commercial fiction” of bestsellers like Tom Clancy’s “loboto-
mized” “poli-sci porn” and the “eighth-grade gurglings” of Fifty 
Shades of Grey. The secret to such blockbuster success, Giraldi 
reckons, is to “never ask your reader to delve with you into the 
wombs of language, to rappel into the inky caves of connotation.” 
The author alternates reviews of giants like Melville and Poe with 
the handful of lesser-known 20th-century novelists—Barry Han-
nah, Allan Gurganus, Padgett Powell—he most esteems. Though 
the dense verbiage of his book reviews often recalls an academic’s 
tone, and he is fiction editor for a campus literary journal (AGNI 
at Boston University), Giraldi writes for an educated generalist 
audience and claims to detest academia. He rails in particular 
against the “unreadable prose” of academics written for other 
academics, counting himself lucky to have escaped the drudgery 
of the “tweeds” whose writing on writing he declares “incapable 
of giving pleasure.” Still, he assumes the academic mantle of 
metareviewer, critiquing critics like Stanley Fish, Lionel Trilling, 
Northrop Frye, and Harold Bloom with grad-student gusto.

A host of detailed, thoughtful, often rancorous reviews 
haunted by a love/hate relationship with American letters 
and replete with choice tidbits from the author’s com-
monplace book but offering few original or illuminating 
insights.

WINNERS TAKE ALL
The Elite Charade of 
Changing the World
Giridharadas, Anand
Knopf (304 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-0-451-49324-8  

Give a hungry man a fish, and you get 
to pat yourself on the back—and take a 
tax deduction.

It’s a matter of some irony, John 
Steinbeck once observed of the robber barons of the Gilded 
Age, that they spent the first two-thirds of their lives looting 
the public only to spend the last third giving the money away. 
Now, writes political analyst and journalist Giridharadas (The 
True American: Murder and Mercy in Texas, 2014, etc.), the global 
financial elite has reinterpreted Andrew Carnegie’s view that 
it’s good for society for capitalists to give something back to 
a new formula: It’s good for business to do so when the time 
is right, but not otherwise. Moreover, business has co-opted 
philanthropy, such that any “world-changing” efforts come with 
a proviso: “if you really want to change the world, you must 
rely on the techniques, resources, and personnel of capitalism.” 
Philanthropic initiatives to effect social change are no longer 
the province of public life but instead are private and voluntary, 
in keeping with free market individualism. Naturally, there’s a 
layer of consultants and in-house vice presidents to manage all 
this largess, which hinges on the premise that things aren’t so 
bad and just need to be nudged along. The author memorably 
calls this process “Pinkering,” after the ameliorist-minded psy-
chologist Steven Pinker. “It beamed out so many thoughts about 
why the world was getting better in recent years,” Giridharadas 
writes of one initiative, “that its antennae failed to detect all 
the incoming transmissions about all the people whose lives 
were not improving, who didn’t care to be Pinkered because 
they knew what they were seeing.” So what’s so bad about pri-
vate giving? Answers the author, when a society elects to help, it 
expresses democratic values with an eye to equality, while pri-
vate giving is inherently unequal, a power relation between “the 
giver and the taker, the helper and the helped, the donor and 
the recipient.”

A provocative critique of the kind of modern, feel-
good giving that addresses symptoms and not causes. (first 
printing of 50,000)

A provocative critique of the kind of modern, feel-good
giving that addresses symptoms and not causes.

winners take all
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NODDING OFF
The Science of Sleep from 
Cradle to Grave
Gregory, Alice
Bloomsbury Sigma (288 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-4729-4618-8  

A British sleep expert provides an 
overview of what we know about sleep, 
which turns out to be quite a lot and also 
not enough.

Gregory begins by pointing out that 
animals deprived of sleep will die. Humans who are kept awake 
become sleepy, confused, and delirious. Everyone agrees that 
sleep is essential to life, and many explanations exist, which 
means that no one knows why. “Although we sleep each night,” 
writes the author, “defining it is tricky. What exactly is it?” The 
popular (i.e., unproven) belief about why sleep is necessary 
is that the body must rest to eliminate toxins and regenerate 
energy. There is better evidence that the brain itself uses sleep to 
solidify and consolidate the day’s input: learning and memories. 
Proceeding chronologically, the author describes how we sleep 
during the various periods of life, with special attention to what 
happens when things go wrong. She does not neglect neurosci-
ence but emphasizes her specialty, focusing on psychological 
studies, surveys, educational research, and interviews. Gregory 
is a researcher, not a physician, but readers will have no doubt 
that her editors made it clear that the audience for a book on 
sleep science is minuscule compared with the apparently bot-
tomless market for medical advice. A first-time writer, she takes 
the hint enthusiastically but mostly pours out generalities—e.g., 

“big and stressful events in our lives can trigger insomnia.” As a 
good scientist, she warns that individual responses vary widely, 
and research backing many treatments and advice is thin or 
absent entirely.

Readers looking for help on sleep problems should con-
sult one of the books Gregory recommends. Those who are 
merely curious will learn fascinating details of what scien-
tists know about sleep, including its familiar and bizarre 
disorders, and how they are learning more.

LANDS OF 
LOST BORDERS 
A Journey on the 
Silk Road
Harris, Kate
Dey Street/HarperCollins (320 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-06-283934-3  

A debut travelogue chronicling a 
modern explorer’s bicycle ride along 
the ancient Silk Road, a journey that 

beautifully reveals much about the history and nature of 
exploration itself.

“Born centuries too late for the life I was meant to live,” Har-
ris cultivated an early love affair with wilderness, exploration, 
and the unknown. Due to a chance encounter with a children’s 
book, the author became particularly intrigued by Marco Polo, 
and she “decided to be just like him when I grew up.” Though 
she studied at such prestigious institutions as Oxford, where 
she was a Rhodes Scholar, and MIT, school was merely “a 
venue...for exploration.” While the narrative is peppered with 
brief, entertaining vignettes about some of the author’s early 
travels, the meat of her story is the nearly yearlong bike ride 
following the Silk Road with her pal Mel. With humor, deep 
sentiment, and often poetic prose, Harris takes the reader not 
only through “the stans” (Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, 
etc.) of Asia, but also through the history and current state of 
adventure travel. Along the way, the author provides insight-
ful discussions of national borderlines, for which she clearly 
has little use. “The more I learned about the South Caucasus, 
with its closed borders and warring enclaves,” she writes, “the 
more the place seemed like a playground game of capture-the-
flag, all in the dubious name of nationalism.” This is a tale of 
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beautiful contrasts: broken landscapes and incomparable 
mountain vistas, repugnant sights and smells and euphoric bak-
lava hangovers, geographic neighbors at war and the moving 
hospitality of total strangers. Harris explains the grueling and 
sublime nature of biking through descriptions of impoverished 
yet beautiful places as well as the fraught history and hopeful 
future of her kind. “Explorers might be extinct, in the historic 
sense of the vocation,” she writes, “but exploring still exists, will 
always exist: In the basic longing to learn what in the universe 
we are doing here.”

Exemplary travel writing: inspiring, moving, heartfelt, 
and often breathtaking.

TRAVELS WITH FOXFIRE
Stories of People, Passions, 
and Practices from Southern 
Appalachia
Hudgins, Phil & Phillips, Jessica
Anchor (336 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-525-43629-4  

A welcome rekindling of the Foxfire 
franchise of books on Southern folkways.

Journalist Hudgins and former Fox-
fire student Phillips continue the fine tradition of publish-
ing collections of oral history around Southern Appalachian 
cultural mores begun by teacher Eliot Wigginton in the early 
1970s. There are modern wrinkles: Whereas an old-timer in 
the first edition would have described a ginseng-gathering folk 
economy with few practitioners and consumers, today the 
old-timers—i.e., men and women mostly born in the 1950s—
recount an industry fueling a large Chinese market, so that, 
says Georgia master Tommy Hayes, “Some people go through 
the mountains like a vacuum cleaner,” adding, “but what are 
you going to do the next year?” In keeping with Foxfire tradi-
tion, there’s a little bit of everything in this collection: There 
are stories about outrunning the revenuers and the well-docu-
mented subsequent birth of stock car racing and thence NAS-
CAR, of a “quasi-hippie” Kentucky police officer who once 
pulled “Elvis duty” to guard Presley on a run to an ophthal-
mologist’s appointment: “He wanted to buy my revolver, but 
I didn’t sell it to him.” More to the point, that police officer 
has since become a man of parts befitting the Appalachians: 
He makes banjos, knives, rifles, and sculptures, talks philoso-
phy and archaeology, and generally enjoys the self-sufficient 
life for which the high country is known. Hudgins and Phil-
lips also profile a cook who won the James Beard Award for 
collecting recipes for smoked ham, buttermilk cornbread, and 
the like (with a few recipes included here for good measure); 
a native-daughter historian of the African-American presence 
in the Southern Appalachians; a game warden, a turkey hunter, 
a cave explorer, the list goes on. A bonus is a lightly learned 
but revealing history of the classic mountain song “Man of 
Constant Sorrow,” itself revived with the 2000 film O Brother, 
Where Art Thou?

A lively model of modern folklore and a must for fans of 
the original series.

THE GIRL ON THE BALCONY
Olivia Hussey Finds Life after 
Romeo and Juliet
Hussey, Olivia with Martin, Alexander
Kensington (320 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-4967-1707-8  

The girl from Shakespeare’s balcony 
opens up in a debut memoir.

In 1968, director Franco Zeffirelli 
came to London to cast fresh new faces 

for the roles of Romeo and Juliet in his forthcoming film adap-
tation. Born in Argentina, Hussey moved to the U.K. in the late 
1950s and eventually joined the Italia Conti Academy of Theatre 
Arts. “I had known I wanted to be an actress since the age of 
four,” writes the author, “though I didn’t start to take my career 
seriously until I was eight—when, over breakfast one morning, 
I announced, ‘I think it’s about time I started taking my career 
seriously.’ ” It was this determination that landed her the role 
of Juliet. Here, Hussey looks back at the many aspects of her 
experience working with Zeffirelli, from the annoying things 
he did to tease her during her audition to his powerlessness 
in the face of the rising ego of a growing diva. But the author 
doesn’t just focus on Romeo & Juliet. Hussey travels through 
most of her life, moving from one anecdote to the next—e.g., 
she once lived in the house where Sharon Tate was murdered—
and chronicling her relationships and acting roles. In the pro-
cess, the author provides insight into the approach she took in 
her professional life, her techniques, and her impressions about 
her practice. Though her life has been punctuated by bouts of 
agoraphobia, the devastating loss of her first husband and her 
separation from her second, and stage 4 breast cancer, Hussey 
maintains an engaging narrative voice that oozes strength and 
determination. As a result, this memoir will surely lure readers 
into binge-watching all of her films, either all over again or for 
the very first time.

A fun peek into the turbulent life of a 1960s sweetheart.

TEMP
How American Work, 
American Business, and 
the American Dream 
Became Temporary
Hyman, Louis
Viking (400 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-7352-2407-0  

A revealing study of the “gig econ-
omy,” which, though it seems new, has 

long antecedents.
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Speaking in the middle of a major recession, an entre-
preneur named Elmer Winter told an audience of business 
executives that the complacent world of lifetime employment 
and job security would soon come to a screeching halt, the 
victim of rising labor costs and the need to compete globally. 
Winter’s speech, Hyman (Economic History/Cornell Univ.; 
Borrow: The American Way of Debt, 2012, etc.) slyly notes, came 
not in 2018 but in 1958, at the beginning of an era in which 
corporations began to transform into cash conduits meant 
to funnel quarterly dividends into the hands of shareholders 
rather than building carefully with an eye to the long term. In 
that scenario, the old values of workforce stability and risk 
minimization gave way to a different way of doing business, 
one in which layers of temporary workers were as important 
in commerce as adjunct faculty would become in academia. 
A principal driver in the transformation was the electronics 
business, which, as it morphed into the high-tech world of 
Silicon Valley, needed to be able to hire on the spot, let people 
go when demand slacked, and otherwise be nimble enough to 
change product lines quickly. Hyman, who writes engagingly, 
observes that this is not necessarily good nor bad; it’s just as 
it is. However, he does foresee trends that may improve con-
ditions for consultants, freelancers, and temporary workers: 
Disintermediating technology will allow workers to position 
themselves in the marketplace. “Right now we are too fixated 
on upskilling coal miners into data miners,” writes the author. 

“We should instead be showing people how to get work via 
platforms like Upwork and Etsy with their existing skills.” 
Provided, one assumes, that Etsy is recruiting coal miners....

A quietly hopeful spin on an economic process that 
has proved tremendously dislocating for a generation and 
more of workers.

DE GAULLE 
Jackson, Julian
Belknap/Harvard Univ. (944 pp.) 
$39.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-0-674-98721-0  

Nearly 50 years after his death comes 
this exhaustive biography and reassess-
ment of Charles de Gaulle’s political career.

As Jackson (History/Queen Mary 
Univ.; The Fall of France: The Nazi Inva-
sion of 1940, 2003, etc.) notes, de Gaulle 

was not easy to peg politically. He emerged from a tradition of 
“social Catholicism” that “sought to overcome class struggle by 
finding a middle way between capitalism and socialism.” What 
de Gaulle was, pre-eminently, was French, fervently devoted 
to his nation. During World War I, he had been a junior offi-
cer under Marshal Pétain, whom he would oppose when France 
capitulated to the Germans at the beginning of World War II; 
Pétain’s role, de Gaulle thundered, put him “on the road to trea-
son.” De Gaulle evacuated to London and set up a Free French 
government in exile, and he was so much of a thorn in the side of 
the Allies in demanding an equal place at the table that Jackson 

writes Churchill said something along the lines of, “Each time 
I have to choose between you and Roosevelt, I will choose 
Roosevelt.” Yet, because of de Gaulle, France did have an equal 
part as an occupying power of Germany after the war. Jackson 
writes clearly, if sometimes with a touch too much lingering 
detail, of de Gaulle’s maneuvering to play both sides against the 
middle in such instances as the near civil war that broke out in 
France over the anti-colonial war in Algeria, which nearly led 
to a modern coup d’état, and of de Gaulle’s elaborate efforts to 
calve the European powers away from American influence and 
into the French sphere. Throughout, Jackson insists, de Gaulle, 
though often considered conservative, was a modernizer who 

“celebrated scientific progress, economic and social reforms and 
the modernization of the armed forces.”

A long but excellent, highly useful addition to the 
library of modern European history as well as the political 
history of World War II and the Cold War. (7 maps)

THE DEATH OF TRUTH
Notes on Falsehood in the 
Age of Trump
Kakutani, Michiko
Tim Duggan Books/Crown (224 pp.) 
$22.00  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-0-525-57482-8  

In our current political and cultural 
landscape, truth and fact have become 
the ignored and unloved siblings of belief 
and bias.

Pulitzer Prize–winning critic Kakutani (The Poet at the 
Piano: Portraits of Writers, Filmmakers, Playwrights and Other 
Artists at Work, 1988), who until recently was the chief book 
reviewer for the New York Times—already two black marks 
against her in the populist playbook: She reads, and she 
worked for the Times—offers a dark analysis of the rise of Don-
ald Trump and the fall of any concern for facts. Firmly asser-
tive and seriously argued (there is little humor here, but given 
the subject, few will blame the author), her text is also full of 
allusions to and quotations from writers and others, including 
George Orwell, Aldous Huxley, Richard Hofstadter, William 
Butler Yeats, David Foster Wallace, and Ayn Rand. One short 
paragraph includes references to The Great Gatsby, Fight Club, 
Michel Houellbecq’s “willfully repellent novels,” No Coun-
try for Old Men, and the HBO series True Detective. Through 
it all, Kakutani’s strong presence sometimes disappears in a 
tangled wood of allusion and quotation. Still, she sees—and 
ably describes—with a depressing clarity the dangers of our 
brave new world. The author charts the decline of reason, 
the culture wars, the appeals of Trump and his “dog-whistle 
racism” (she is relentless in her attacks on the president), the 
language of dictators, the skills of Russian internet trolls, the 
dangers of the digital age, the blather about “fake news,” and, 
ultimately, the dire threat all of this poses for the democracy 
we profess to cherish. Kakutani also reminds us—as if we need 
reminding—that the German Nazi and Soviet Communist 

A long but excellent, highly useful addition to the
library of modern European history as well as the political

history of World War II and the Cold War.
de gaulle
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governments were hideous. Her final note: “without truth, 
democracy is hobbled.”

A stark sermon to the choir that urges each member to 
sing—loudly and ceaselessly.

THE DISORDERED MIND
What Unusual Brains Tell Us 
About Ourselves
Kandel, Eric R.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-0-374-28786-3  

The eminent neuroscientist exam-
ines what the injured or diseased brain 
can tell us about a healthy one.

“Today, as never before, the study 
of brain disorders is giving us new insight into how our mind 
normally functions,” writes Nobel Prize winner Kandel (Neu-
roscience/Columbia Univ.; Reductionism in Art and Brain Science: 
Bridging the Two Cultures, 2016, etc.). That “normal function” is 
a complex process involving many parts of the brain, reflecting 
the emergent fact that consciousness is not a single function of 
the brain but instead a continuum of “different states of minds 
in different contexts.” Complex cognitive skills such as under-
standing speech require input from several widely separated 
areas of the brain, including the arcuate fasciculus and Broca’s 
area, while the generation and execution of emotion involve the 
hypothalamus, striatum, prefrontal cortex, and one tiny part of 
the brain whose functions are just being understood: “When we 
laugh or cry—when we experience any emotion—it is because 
these brain structures are responding to the amygdala, and act-
ing on its instructions.” But just so, writes Kandel, problems 
such as addiction also involve several brain regions and neural 
circuits, requiring multiple approaches to any neuroscientific 
regime of treatment. Autism is another such area, manifesting 
itself in failures in the complex problem of interpreting “biolog-
ical motion,” which in turn “enables us to recognize intention, 
which is critical to a theory of mind.” In the end, understand-
ing various states of brain function in varying degrees of health 
helps address not just the question of consciousness, modern 
theories of which Kandel addresses in closing, but also the 
much larger issue of human nature and what it entails. Through-
out, the author writes accessibly, though it may help readers to 
have some background in neuroscience and anatomy.

Synaptic pruning, folded proteins, adaptive habits: all 
fascinating stuff ably interpreted by a master. (77 full-color 
and b/w illustrations throughout)

CHOPIN’S PIANO
In Search of the Instrument 
that Transformed Music
Kildea, Paul
Norton (360 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-393-65222-2  

The destiny of one piano reveals 
changing attitudes about romantic music.

Composer, pianist, and music his-
torian Kildea (Benjamin Britten: A Life 

in the Twentieth Century, 2013, etc.), former artistic director of 
London’s Wigmore Hall, crafts an engrossing narrative focused 
on a singular piano on which, in 1838, Frédéric Chopin (1810-
1849) composed 24 astonishing preludes. Living in Majorca with 
his lover, George Sand, Chopin found a piano made from local 
woods by artisan Juan Bauza. “Bauza’s instrument was out of 
date before it was completed,” writes the author, technologically 
more primitive than pianos constructed by the respected com-
pany Pleyel, in Paris, Chopin’s subsequent instrument of choice. 
The Bauza piano, Kildea asserts, contributed significantly to 
the unconventional sound of the Preludes, which garnered little 
attention when they were published in 1839. Robert Schumann 
was among the few who noticed, writing a “perplexed though 
ultimately admiring” review, calling them “ruins, eagle wings, a 
wild motley of pieces,” poetic, passionate, yet also containing 

“the morbid, the feverish, the repellent.” Chopin performed 
selections at private gatherings, eliciting similarly puzzled 
responses. Kildea offers a close technical and formal analysis 
of the pieces, concluding that “Chopin really did invent a new 
genre,” constructing patchworks “from the most brilliant but 
unexpected juxtapositions.” Suffering from stage fright, Cho-
pin reluctantly gave public concerts; with the Bauza piano left 
behind in Majorca, he preferred “the soft attack, the hazy har-
monics, the fine gradations between dynamics,” and the varying 
tones in different registers of the Pleyel instruments. Kildea 
also examines the evolution of piano construction in the 1830s 
and ’40s, “a Wild West” of experimentation and innovation. By 
the late 19th century, powerful new pianos, such as those made 
by the American firm Steinway, proved irresistible to pianists 
aiming for drama rather than the “thoughtful, intimate commu-
nications between composer, performer, and listener initiated 
by Chopin.” As the author chronicles many pianists’ interpreta-
tions of Chopin, Wanda Landowska emerges as an important 
champion. Besides performing and writing about Chopin’s 
works, she acquired the Bauza piano, whose later provenance 
Kildea carefully traces.

A deeply researched, gracefully told music history. (30 
illustrations)
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EUROPA
How Europe Shaped the 
Modern World
MacLennan, Julio
Pegasus (480 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Jul. 4, 2018
978-1-68177-756-6  

How European culture has shaped 
the world for the past 500 years.

MacLennan (Spain and the Process of 
European Integration, 1957-85, 2001, etc.), 

the director of the Cervantes Institute in London, worries that 
the European Union is being unfairly attacked and European uni-
fication eroded by revivals of nationalism. To counter those forces, 
he offers a sweeping history from the 16th century to the present, 
making a compelling case for European influence throughout the 
world. Aimed at readers who may wonder, “what has Europe done 
for us?” the author surveys Europe’s achievements, synthesizing 
histories of different nations as well as overviews by historians 
such as Norman Davies, Niall Ferguson, and Felipe Fernandez-
Armesto. The Renaissance, writes MacLennan, introduced deci-
sive changes in what was “a relatively backward, inward-looking 
civilization.” “The market economy, the state, and the knowl-
edge-based society” propelled Europe “to take the lead over all 
other civilizations.” Exploration was spurred by improved sailing 
technology and daring adventurers. With Columbus’ discovery 
of America, Spain transformed itself into a global empire, with 
Portugal, France, and Britain following in overseas expansion, 
establishment of trade networks, and economic development 
between Europe and the rest of the world. The age of empire 
was also the age of economic, social, and political revolutions. 
The French Revolution, MacLennan asserts, proved transforma-
tive for the Western world by promoting equality rather than “a 
closed elite that monopolized power” and wealth. As European 
nations extended into Asia, the clash between East and West 
resulted in cohabitation in India, the Philippines, and Southeast 
Asia; Westernization of Japan; but resistance by the Chinese, 
who increasingly looked inward. MacLennan traces the influence 
of European culture through immigration, colonialism in Africa, 
and intellectual migration and exile after the world wars. He con-
trasts the American dream of individual accumulation of wealth 
with the European dream of a socially and economically harmo-
nious society, underscored by the idea of soft power, “the ability 
to shape the behavior of others through appeal and attraction.”

A well-supported, wide-ranging history of the Western 
world.

DOPESICK 
Dealers, Doctors, and 
the Drug Company that 
Addicted America
Macy, Beth
Little, Brown (384 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-316-55124-3  

Harrowing travels through the land 
of the hypermedicated, courtesy of 
hopelessness, poverty, and large pharma-

ceutical companies.
A huge number of Americans, many of them poor rural 

whites, have died in the last couple of decades of what one 
Princeton researcher has called “diseases of despair,” including 
alcoholism, suicide, and drug overdoses caused by the hopeless 
sense that there’s a lack of anything better to do. Roanoke-based 
investigative journalist Macy (Truevine: Two Brothers, a Kidnapping, 
and a Mother’s Quest: A True Story of the Jim Crow South, 2016, etc.) 
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An urgent, eye-opening look at a problem that promises to 
grow much worse in the face of inaction and indifference.

dopesick



After she finished the first round of revisions on her 
memoir, Tango Lessons (June 19), Meghan Flaherty felt 
great. “I was like, ‘Yeah, I did that. I was honest and ex-
cavating and I laid myself bare!’ ” she recalls from her 
home in Palo Alto, where she lives with her husband, 
6-month-old baby, and 100-pound dog. “And then I 
was like, ‘Oh fuck. People are gonna read this.’ So ever 
since then, I’ve been resigning myself to having aired 
my dirty laundry to the world.”

Flaherty did not intend to write a memoir. She’d 
started writing about her life-altering love of tango 
in a nonfiction research seminar as part of her MFA 
program at Columbia and had a vision for “this great 
social treatise on the sociology of the dance and the 
metaphysics of touch,” the kind of thing you’d see in 

Harper’s or Oxford American—serious, literary journal-
ism that would not require an in-depth exploration of 
either her childhood or her sex life. 

There was just one problem: The stuff she didn’t 
want to write about was the stuff that struck a chord. 

“But it seems like the best thing you have going for you 
here in this piece is that you have a personal connec-
tion to it,” she says numerous people told her. So she 
changed the plan—reluctantly. “I fought it really hard,” 
she laughs. “I actually think that writing the book is 
kind of like a metaphor for the content of the book.” 
In both dancing and in writing, “I set out to do this 
very cerebral, guarded, careful thing that I could keep 
at a distance,” Flaherty explains. The dance was an in-
tellectual and physical project; the book was going to 
be a journalistic enterprise. “And in both cases, I had to 
sort of just get real.” The reality was: She was writing 
a memoir. 

“I sometimes say I started dancing tango because 
I had forgotten what it was like to be touched,” she 
writes, early in Tango Lessons. “That’s true, except, if 
I am honest, I had never really let myself be touched, 
not in that unguarded, pleasure-seeking way.” It’s a 
variation on a line she’d been kicking around for years. 

“Well-researched, eloquent, and entertaining, Fla-
herty’s book is not only a witty, incisive reflection on 
a beloved dance and its history,” Kirkus’ critic writes. 

“It is also an intimate celebration of dance, life, and the 
art of taking chances.”

At 25, Flaherty was a once-aspiring actress with a 
boring office job and an apartment in Queens, where 
she lived in affable silence with her third platonic 
boyfriend in a row. It had become a punchline, she 
writes—“three men in a row who wouldn’t touch me!” 
Underneath, the truth was darker: She’d been sexually 
abused as a small child. Now, as an adult, she craved 

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Meghan Flaherty

THE ESSAYIST’S DEBUT MEMOIR, TANGO LESSONS, 
IS A VIBRANT PLEASURE
By Rachel Sugar

Photo courtesy Kent Corley
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desire but also feared it. “Deep down,” she writes, “I 
wasn’t sure I wanted to be touched at all.” 

The irony of the situation did not escape her—tan-
go, you might say, in fact relies on touch. But she’d 
danced a little as a teenager, studying abroad in Argen-
tina, and loved it, and who she’d been there, and need-
ed “to do something, however bold or blind.” Which 
is how she ended up in an unassuming dance studio on 
the second floor of a Midtown Manhattan office build-
ing on a Tuesday, hoping to transform into a different 
version of herself. 

It could be a simple story, but it isn’t. She’s learned 
to relish those complications. “I’m constantly trying to 
fact check my own emotions,” she tells me. “Anytime 
something comes up where you’ve rewritten history to 
make it a little easier or superficial or less self-incrimi-
natory, usually that’s the really meaty stuff.” 

Tango Lessons received a starred review in the April 15, 
2018, issue. 

locates one key killer—the opioid epidemic—in the heart of 
Appalachia and other out-of-the-way places dependent on out-
moded industries, bypassed economically and culturally, and 
without any political power to speak of, “hollows and towns 
and fishing villages where the nearest rehab facility was likely to 
be hours from home.” Prisons are much closer. Macy’s purview 
centers on the I-81 corridor that runs along the Appalachians 
from eastern Tennessee north, where opioid abuse first rose to 
epidemic levels. She establishes a bleak pattern of high school 
football stars and good students who are caught in a spiral: They 
suffer some pain, receive prescriptions for powerful medica-
tions thanks to a pharmaceutical industry with powerful lobby-
ing and sales arms (“If a doctor was already prescribing lots of 
Percocet and Vicodin, a rep was sent out to deliver a pitch about 
OxyContin’s potency and longer-lasting action”), and often 
wind up dead or in jail, broke and broken by a system that is 
easy to game. Interestingly, Macy adds, “almost to a person, the 
addicted twentysomethings I met had taken attention-deficit 
medication as children.” Following her survey of the devasta-
tion wrought in the coal and Rust belts, the author concludes 
with a call to arms for a “New Deal for the Drug Addicted,” a 
constituency that it’s all too easy to write off even as their num-
ber climbs.

An urgent, eye-opening look at a problem that promises 
to grow much worse in the face of inaction and indifference.

UNDERBUG
An Obsessive Tale of Termites 
and Technology
Margonelli, Lisa
Scientific American/Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux (320 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-374-28207-3  

Science writer Margonelli (Oil on 
the Brain: Adventures from the Pump to the 
Pipeline, 2007) explores the mysterious 

realms of an insect that has always gotten a bad rap.
The author’s obsession with understanding termites 

began as idle curiosity and morphed into magazine articles 
and then this book. At times, Margonelli’s musings about ter-
mites become deeply philosophical. Early in the book, she 
writes, “where I had thought of landscapes as the product 
of growth, on that afternoon they inverted to become the 
opposite....Termites have made the world by unmaking parts 
of it. They are the architects of negative space. The engi-
neers of not.” Becoming fascinated with not just the insects 
themselves, but the researchers who study them, the author 
traveled with them to Namibia, Australia, Nevada, and Ari-
zona to observe and collect termites in their environments. 
Her interest in oil as a crucial fossil fuel led her to wonder, 
along with research scientists, whether the wood that ter-
mites consumed (along with grass) could be converted to 
gasoline. Throughout the book, Margonelli asserts herself, as 
she helps the scientists collect termites for laboratory study 
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and enters the usually sealed-off labs to view the dissections 
firsthand. Occasionally, the author focuses the narrative on 
the destructiveness of termites when they come into contact 
with man-made structures. Elsewhere, she demonstrates 
pure interest in termite behaviors without consequences 
attached. She wonders why colonizing insects such as bees 
and ants are portrayed as mostly noble while termites are 
inevitably considered pests by most people. Climate change 
might alter the already negative perception of termites by 
forcing two different invasive types to intermingle, thus 
ratcheting up the destruction. Humans have been hoping 
to re-engineer the inherent traits of termites, but climate 
change is allowing termites to re-engineer themselves.

Margonelli does not always clearly convey the techni-
cal nature of termite research for general readers, but she 
succeeds in piquing interest in an unlikely subject. (8 b/w 
illustrations)

BETWEEN ETERNITIES
Marías, Javier
Trans. by Costa, Margaret Jull
Vintage (272 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Sep. 4, 2018
978-1-101-97211-3  

Portrait of the artist as a well-trav-
eled sophisticate, unsentimental littéra-
teur, and cranky film critic.

Very little gets past the narrators of 
Marías’ recent novels, The Infatuations 

(2013) and Thus Bad Begins (2016). They’re onlookers, life’s minor 
characters, bearing detailed witness to a much bigger story than 
their own. The author proves to be a similarly absorbed and intel-
ligent noticer in this collection of essays and newspaper columns 
from the past few decades, albeit one sometimes boxed in by 
a tight space. Although there are longer essays where he flour-
ishes, the pieces often feel a little claustrophobic, and many end 
when he’s just getting going. Early in the book, Marías keeps 
himself (and readers) amused writing about family history or 
Venice, a city whose residents live in a world unto themselves. 

“Their indifference and lack of curiosity about anything other 
than themselves and their ancestors,” he writes, “has no equiva-
lent in even the most inward-turning of villages in the north-
ern hemisphere.” The author is at his best writing about books 
and movies, despite a certain reactionary streak. He takes joy 
in deriding a profession divided between the self-destructive 
and self-absorbed. His own idea of an artist-hero is The Leopard 
author Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa, who spent his last days 
reading rejection slips for his only novel. Marías also lets us in 
on his own writing process: “I force myself to be ruled by what I 
have already written, and allow that to determine what happens 
next.” As a cineaste, he’s decidedly old-school; he worships the 
Western, adores Ann-Margret, venerates It’s a Wonderful Life and 
(his favorite) The Ghost and Mrs. Muir. He may be the only critic 
alive who believes the 1970s were “the worst decade in the his-
tory of cinema.”

A lively collection, on the whole, from a man of the 
world who is most comfortable on his own turf.

IN THE LAND OF GIANTS
Hunting Monsters in the 
Hindu Kush
Martínez, Gabi
Trans. by Hahn, Daniel
Scribe  (400 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-947534-10-0  

A story about a yeti-seeking adventurer 
in the Hindu Kush becomes much more.

In his first book to be translated into English, Martínez, a 
renowned Spanish journalist and author, brings readers the 
mysterious tale of adventurer Jordi Magraner (1967-2002). 
Spanish by blood but raised in France, Magraner had been in 
love with the wilderness since childhood, and he became par-
ticularly entranced by humanoid creatures. This led him to the 
Hindu Kush in the borderlands of Afghanistan and Pakistan to 
hunt for the legendary “barmanu,” the local term for the yeti. 
Magraner became enamored with the Kalash culture, a dying 
society of just a few thousand mostly impoverished people. 
Eventually, he ran into trouble, particularly after 9/11. The story 
of Magraner’s life—and his murder—is unquestionably intrigu-
ing, but the author’s choices in style and organization leave 
something to be desired. Intermittent, pagelong chapters focus 
on the history of hunting “monsters,” but these feel random and 
unrelated. There’s also a strange focus on Magraner’s sexuality, 
including an entire chapter devoted to speculations by various 
people in his circle. Furthermore, most of the photos included 
in the text lack captions or descriptions; readers may glean the 
subjects from context, but it’s a frustrating omission. However, 
in terms of pure storytelling, the author does an impressive job 
of turning Magraner into one of the “giants” of the title. As his 
subject’s behavior becomes increasingly enigmatic, the narra-
tive becomes far less about yeti hunting than about not only 
solving his murder, but also understanding his charismatic and 
manic personality. As one friend noted, “Jordi was manifold—
nobody truly knew him.” Martínez sets out to do just that, and 
he is clearly passionate about his subject, dangerously traveling 
in Magraner’s footsteps—but never arriving at the truth.

In this self-described “non-fiction novel,” Martínez 
weaves an interesting tale, but he takes too many creative 
risks to satisfy all but the most fervent fans of Middle East-
ern and/or Asian culture.



THE KINGDOM OF GOD HAS 
NO BORDERS
A Global History of American 
Evangelicals
McAlister, Melani
Oxford Univ.  (400 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-0-19-021342-8  

An account of half a century of 
American evangelicalism abroad.

“In the 1990s,” writes McAlister 
(American Studies and International Affairs/George Wash-
ington Univ.; Epic Encounters: Culture, Media, and U.S. Interests 
in the Middle East Since 1945, 2005), “the map of the ‘10/40 
Window’ was one of the most widely recognized images in 
the evangelical community. The map had various incarnations, 
but all of them illustrated the same basic concept: There was 
a region of the world that stretched from Africa to Asia, from 
10 degrees to 40 degrees north of the equator—a belt that 
included India, Pakistan, China, and the Middle East—that 
desperately needed Jesus.” This is a meticulously researched 
survey full of fascinating historical information—perhaps no 
piece more relevant to this era than the “10/40 Window”—
but its academic style will impede many readers. The author 
tends to begin chapters with compelling anecdotes and wrap 
them up with crisp summations (“young evangelicals wanted 
to go where God sent them, but they expected God to choose 
some place extraordinary”). Unfortunately, the bulk of what 
falls between is often bogged down in contextual details that, 
while thoroughly researched, hamper the flow of the narrative. 
One notable exception can be found in the chapter detailing 
a mission trip to Sudan undertaken by members of Elmbrook 
Church of Brookfield, Wisconsin. This chapter is reported 
and not merely researched, making for a much livelier feel. 
McAlister joined the mission, and she uses her firsthand 
experience to ground her scholarly work. Her impressions—
e.g., “I thought it unlikely that we would be painting a church 
or building a useless wall”—give readers not only a welcome 
sense of the author as a person, but also an account of how she 
develops her expertise.

A book for libraries; better to be consulted for research 
than read for general interest. (b/w photos throughout)

ALGIERS, THIRD WORLD 
CAPITAL
Black Panthers, Freedom 
Fighters, Revolutionaries
Mokhtefi, Elaine
Verso (256 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-78873-000-6  

Mokhtefi (Paris: An Illustrated History, 
2002) offers a memoir of international 
radical activism, from helping Algeria 

and Africa shake the yoke of colonialism to helping the Black 
Panthers establish a revolutionary outpost in exile.

The narrative sometimes reads like a memoir of high soci-
ety, though the glamorous names include Eldridge Cleaver (with 
whom the author had a close and complicated relationship), Timo-
thy Leary, Frantz Fanon, Jean-Luc Godard, and Simone de Beau-
voir. It was an era derided by Tom Wolfe as “radical chic,” when 
revolutionary militancy became a fashion statement and a New 
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diversions & excursions: 
itinerant summer nonfiction

TIP OF THE ICEBERG 
My 3,000-Mile Journey Around Wild Alaska, 
the Last Great American Frontier  
by Mark Adams 
(May 15)

POPS 
Fatherhood in Pieces  
by Michael Chabon 
(May 22)

NORTHLAND 
A 4,000-Mile Journey Along 
America’s Forgotten Border   
by Porter Fox 
(July 3)

THE ART OF THE WASTED DAY  
by Patricia Hampl 
(April 17)

WHAT TO READ AND WHY  
by Francine Prose 
(July 3) 

FEAST 
Food of the Islamic Word  
by Anissa Helou (May 29)

MAEVE IN AMERICA 
Essays by a Girl from Somewhere  
by Maeve Higgins 
(Aug. 7)

BARONS OF THE SEA 
And Their Race to Build the 
World’s Faster Clipper Ship  
by Steven Ujifusa 
(July 17)

WALKING THE AMERICAS 
1,800 Miles, Eight Countries, and One 
Incredible Journey from Mexico 
to Columbia  
by Levison Wood 
(March 6)

MANY LOVE: 
A Memoir of Polyamory and 
Finding Love(s) 
by Sophie Lucido Johnson 
(June 26)

CALYPSO 
by David Sedaris 
(May 29)

THE TRAVELING FEAST 
On the Road and at the 
Table with My Heroes  
by Rick Bass 
(June 5)

A LINE IN THE RIVER 
Khartoum, City of Memory   
by Jamal Mahjoub 
(May 15)
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York girl who presented herself as innocent as well as idealistic 
could find herself in the center of it all. “Life was exciting and 
eventful,” writes Mokhtefi. “I was the fly on the window, looking in, 
beating its wings.” As a translator and facilitator whose adventures 
took her from New York to Paris to Algeria to elsewhere in Africa, 
the author found herself getting relationship tips from Fanon, who 
had asked her what she wanted; she replied, “to put my head on 
someone’s shoulder.” Not revolutionary enough, he responded and 
counseled her to “stay upright on your own two feet and keep mov-
ing forward to goals of your own.” Thus she did, though one senses 
that the sexual tension with Cleaver might have amounted to 
something if he hadn’t declared her off-limits for everyone, includ-
ing himself (making her apparently the only female to whom he 
was attracted that he considered off-limits). Mokhtefi has mixed 
feelings about the man whose life he credited her with saving and 
whom she considered a great revolutionary leader early on. He 
beat his wife, he murdered a man for having a sexual relationship 
with his wife, and he “had a reputation for throwing fat on the fire,” 
taking dangerous situations and making them more dangerous. 
Still, “despite the things about him I despised—his killer instinct, 
his womanizing—I admired the man.”

A firsthand account of a time when so much seemed up 
for grabs.

THE DESERT AND 
THE SEA 
977 Days Captive on 
the Somali Pirate Coast
Moore, Michael Scott
Harper Wave/HarperCollins (464 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-06-244917-7  

A harrowing and affecting account 
of two and a half years of captivity at the 
hands of Somali pirates.

“It’s hard to write one adventurous book without thinking 
about another,” writes Moore early on, recounting his quest, 
recounted in Sweetness and Blood (2010), to document how the 
American fascination with surfing had spread into other parts 
of the world. Americans and the rest of the world were then 
fascinated with the pirates making news by marauding off the 
Horn of Africa, and so the author traveled to witness them first-
hand. “The rise of modern pirates buzzing off Somalia was an 
example of entropy in my lifetime,” he writes, “and it seemed 
important to know why there were pirates at all.” He quickly 
learned. Taken captive, Moore learned lessons in the sociology, 
economics, and psychology of piracy while at the same time 
enduring some terrible treatment—some of it for show, some 
of it quite in earnest—as his captors tried to convince his poor 
mother, and then whomever would listen, to come up with 
$20 million for his freedom. There’s plenty of gallows humor 
as Moore settles in for his long spell of unhappiness. When 
his young captors, “stoned on narcotic cud,” blast music from 
their cellphones, he asks a senior to get them to turn it down. 

“They’re soldiers,” he’s told by way of explanation, to which he 

replies, “ask them to be quiet soldiers.” Imprisoned among a 
score or so of other captives, mostly Chinese and Filipino, the 
author discerned that many Somalis turn to piracy for lack of 
other opportunities, but while “each pirate was here to steal my 
money,” few were eager to cause him personal harm. Moore’s 
humane consideration of his captors reflects some of the small 
kindnesses he was shown, but it also contrasts with the indiffer-
ence of Western officials who, it seems, would sooner have sent 
in the bombers than pay the ransom.

A deftly constructed and tautly told rejoinder to Rob-
ert Louis Stevenson’s Kidnapped, sympathetic but also 
sharp-edged.

THE PLOT TO 
DESTROY DEMOCRACY
How Putin’s Spies Are 
Winning Control of America 
and Dismantling the West
Nance, Malcolm
Hachette (336 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jun. 26, 2018
978-0-316-48481-7  

Did Donald Trump meet with the 
Russians before the election? By this 

account, almost certainly—and “virtually all of Trump’s senior 
staff and family had numerous contacts with Russia that were 
nothing short of suspicious.”

It’s a remarkable bit of spinning that has allowed right-lean-
ing media to portray Russia, the longtime rival and even enemy 
of the United States, as our friend. By intelligence officer and 
counterterrorism analyst Nance’s (Defeating ISIS: Who They Are, 
How They Fight, What They Believe, 2016, etc.) account, the vic-
tor in Trump’s electoral win was Vladimir Putin, who “won with 
the aid of Americans who had turned on their own values.” In 
this, everyone is implicated, from the putatively liberal media 
and its obsession with Clinton’s emails to pro-Trump voters who 
cast their ballots for him despite their candidate’s “slavish devo-
tion to Putin.” It’s a story that isn’t going away, despite what the 
president might wish. Certainly, Nance writes, the intelligence 
community is keeping its eye on the prize, and for those in the 
administration who urge that it’s all just misperception and acci-
dent, Nance counters, “coincidence takes a lot of planning.” The 
author argues that much of that planning originated inside the 
Kremlin, but much also came from the desk of Steve Bannon, a 
key actor in forging a vanguard for a new kind of pro-Moscow 
conservative movement in America. In a narrative dense with 

“active measures” and “Kompromat,” Nance traces the revival 
of Russian enmity to Putin’s second term as president, when he 
turned his KGB training to good use in weakening his American 
opponents by exploiting their divisions—exactly what those 
active measures are supposed to do. The author wraps up his case 
with a provocative declaration that will occasion divisions all on 
its own: “Trump has definitely convinced me that he transitioned 
from an unwitting asset of Vladimir Putin to a willing asset work-
ing in league with the Russian Federation.”
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A deftly constructed and tautly told rejoinder to Robert Louis 
Stevenson’s Kidnapped, sympathetic but also sharp-edged.
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A convincing and alarming—and perhaps alarmist—
cry that treason is afoot.

MORE TOGETHER 
THAN ALONE
Discovering the Power and 
Spirit of Community in Our 
Lives and in the World
Nepo, Mark
Atria (352 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-5011-6783-6  

A series of short, optimistic pep 
talks with a collective message: We can 

all get along.
Nepo (The Endless Practice: Becoming Who You Were Born 

to Be, 2013, etc.), a familiar figure on Oprah, has written more 
than 20 books and also offers audio recordings and even wall 
calendars. In his latest book, the author’s style emerges quickly: 
a lesson about cooperation and some support from historical 
and cross-cultural (and even cross-species) events. At the end 
of each major division of the text are suggestions for eager read-
ers who might want to get together to discuss the material in 
even more detail. Readers on the right will not like to discover 
that he thinks Barack Obama was a great president and that 
too many Americans have too many guns. However, Nepo does 
not condemn those who disagree with his positions; rather, he 
endeavors to inspire them to change their ways. Another fea-
ture of his text is a tendency to cherry-pick among the facts. 
He writes with admiration, for example, about the behavior of 
honeybees and other critters, neglecting to mention that they 
are hard-wired to behave as they do and are not cooperating out 
of empathy and conscience. Cliché also saturates the book: We 
need, he says, to “seed and prune the garden of our soul” and 
to keep “the heart soft and open.” This sort of sugar sweetens 
many of his sentences to tooth-decaying levels. Nepo also popu-
lates the narrative with historical, cultural, and religious figures, 
including Martin Luther King Jr. and Gandhi; on the darker 
side, he reminds us of Nagasaki, the Nazis, and other horrors 
of human history. He also scours cultural history for positive 
examples—e.g., ancient peoples, Native Americans, and resi-
dents of the Warsaw ghetto.

Readers feeling a need for an inspirational kick in the 
pants will enjoy this book; others should take a pass.

ASTOUNDING
John W. Campbell, Isaac 
Asimov, Robert A. Heinlein, 
L. Ron Hubbard, and the 
Golden Age of Science 
Fiction
Nevala-Lee, Alec
Dey Street/HarperCollins (320 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Oct. 23, 2018
978-0-06-257194-6  

A laser-sharp study of science fic-
tion’s golden age, the product of a small circle of writers and 
their guiding editor.

Many classic-era science-fiction biographies and memoirs, 
such as Isaac Asimov’s three-volume memoir and William H. Pat-
terson Jr.’s two-volume life of Robert Heinlein, make generous 
mention of the pioneering editor and publisher John W. Camp-
bell, whose Astounding Science Fiction was the flagship magazine 
of the genre for decades. Sci-fi practitioner Nevala-Lee (Eternal 
Empire, 2013, etc.) does a solid job of situating Campbell at the 
head of modern science fiction, a vanguard figure who, though 
himself a spinner of robots-and-aliens stories, “never became as 
famous as many of the writers he published.” However, Nevala-
Lee adds, “he influenced the dreamlife of millions.” Generous 
with dollars and advice—Asimov worriedly informed him that 
he’d paid too much for an early story, but Campbell had awarded 
him a bonus—Campbell also was an early champion of Hein-
lein, Frederik Pohl, and L. Ron Hubbard, becoming involved in 
Dianetics, the forerunner of Hubbard’s Scientology. Nevala-Lee 
shrewdly writes that after a long absence, Hubbard returned to 
sci-fi in the 1970s after the release of Star Wars, “even if it owed 
more to Joseph Campbell than to John.” The author’s history of 
science fiction as it developed under Campbell’s aegis is first-rate. 
Campbell himself is problematic, since he was a notorious racist 
who rejected Samuel Delany’s early work, with its African-Amer-
ican lead characters, and who said of Harlan Ellison, who was 
Jewish, “he’s one of the type that earned the appellation ‘kike.’ ” 
Those views, as Nevala-Lee observes, eventually “began to infect 
the magazine,” worrying even the far-right leaning of his authors, 
especially Heinlein. That politics caused a schism in the commu-
nity as profound as the magazine’s transition from Astounding to 
Analog, of which Asimov wrote, “I have never quite managed to 
forgive Campbell for the change.”

Nevala-Lee’s warts-and-all look is a welcome contribu-
tion to the study of popular literature.



FLY GIRLS
How Five Daring Women 
Defied All Odds and Made 
Aviation History
O’Brien, Keith
Eamon Dolan/Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt (368 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-328-87664-5  

In the decades between the world 
wars, women took to the skies as daring, 

record-breaking fliers.
Drawing on abundant sources, including letters, published 

and unpublished memoirs, newspaper reports, and archival 
material from more than a dozen museums and historical col-
lections, O’Brien (Outside Short: Big Dreams, Hard Times, and 
One County’s Quest for Basketball Greatness, 2013) has fashioned 
a brisk, spirited history of early aviation focused on 5 irre-
pressible women. Amelia Earhart was the most famous among 
them, but the others were no less passionate and courageous: 
Louise McPhetridge Thaden, tall, stately, and, even as a child, 

“a follower of boyish pursuits,” according to her mother; Ruth 
Nichols, who chafed at a future as the socialite daughter of 
wealthy parents; Ruth Elder, determined to be the first woman 
to fly across the Atlantic; and Florence Klingensmith, who 
trained as a mechanic so she could learn planes inside and out 
but whose first aviation job was as a stunt girl, standing on a 
wing in her bathing suit. In 1928, when women managed to get 
jobs in other male dominated fields, fewer than 12 had a pilot’s 
license, and those ambitious for prizes and recognition faced 
entrenched sexism from the men who ran air races, backed 
fliers, and financed the purchase of planes. They decided to 
organize: “For our own protection,” one of them said, “we must 
learn to think for ourselves, and do as much work as possible on 
our planes.” Although sometimes rivals in the air, they forged 
strong friendships and offered one another unabated encour-
agement. O’Brien vividly recounts the dangers of early flight: 
In shockingly rickety planes, pilots sat in open cockpits, often 
blinded by ice pellets or engine smoke; instruments were unre-
liable, if they worked at all; sudden changes in weather could 
be life threatening. Fliers regularly emerged from their planes 
covered in dust and grease. Crashes were common, with planes 
bursting into flames; but risking injury and even death failed to 
dampen the women’s passion to fly.

A vivid, suspenseful story of women determined to defy 
gravity—and men—to fulfill their lofty dreams.

REVOLUTION FRANÇAISE
Emmanuel Macron and the 
Quest to Reinvent a Nation
Pedder, Sophie
Bloomsbury Continuum (320 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-4729-4860-1  

An optimistic view of France’s future 
under Emmanuel Macron.

Journalist Pedder, the Paris bureau 
chief of the Economist and commenta-

tor on French politics for CNN and the BBC, makes her lit-
erary debut with an insightful examination of the rise, vision, 
and potential impact of France’s youngest president. Based on 
interviews with Macron, his staff, scores of politicians (includ-
ing Macron’s combative right-wing opponent, Marine Le Pen), 
as well as ordinary French citizens, the author offers an adroit, 
revealing overview of contemporary France and its dynamic 
leader. Macron, as Pedder portrays him, is nothing less than 
extraordinary, with “an ability to think ahead and see the big 
picture; a capacity to create and exploit opportunities, and take 
risks; and a determination, bordering on ruthlessness.” Calm, 
focused, and hardworking, he “knows what he wants, and what 
he needs to do to get it.” Early in his career, he had his eye on the 
presidency: He spent two years as adviser to François Hollande 
and then served another two years as his economy minister. 
Although positioned “at the heart of the French establishment,” 
when he mounted his own campaign, he ran as an outsider, a 
disrupter, whose new party attracted the liberal center. Pedder 
ascribes his success to his “transgressive personality, an insolent 
ambition, a calculating visionary mind—and a big splash of luck.” 
Scandals enveloping some opponents, as well as Le Pen’s disas-
trous performance in a TV debate, helped to bolster Macron’s 
image. The author underscores the difference between Macron 
and his predecessors, Jacques Chirac (“a professional schemer, 
old-school charmer and political chameleon”), flamboyant 
Nicolas Sarkozy, and tepid Hollande. She also offers a cleareyed 
view of Macron’s many challenges, notably the “fracture run-
ning through the country, between prosperous and confident 
metropolitan centres and the drive-past second-tier towns and 
deserted rural areas.” With only one year’s administration to 
examine, the author draws on Macron’s campaign promises to 
delineate his ambitions for addressing problems in education, 
unemployment, immigration, globalization, and relationships 
with the rest of Europe and America.

An authoritative analysis of power and politics in con-
temporary France. (8-page b/w insert)
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A vivid, suspenseful story of women determined to defy
gravity—and men—to fulfill their lofty dreams.
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A GIRL’S GUIDE 
TO MISSILES 
Growing Up in 
America’s Secret Desert
Piper, Karen
Viking (336 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-399-56454-3  

A smart, self-aware memoir of life in 
a Cold War outpost.

If you’re a government agency, there 
are three reasons to hide your activities from public view: 
because they really need to be kept secret, because the activities 
are fundamentally useless, or because “you want to rip the money 
bag open and get out a shovel, because there is no accountability 
whatsoever.” So an official told Piper (Literature and Geography/
Univ. of Missouri; The Price of Thirst: Global Water Inequality and 
the Coming Chaos, 2014, etc.) in what amounts to a mantra for all 
of China Lake, a test facility in the hottest, most forbidding part 
of the Mojave Desert. The author writes of a childhood spent in 
a household headed by two project workers at China Lake. It was 
a world of missiles and launches and secrets in a time when the 
world seemed to be falling to bits—there was Vietnam, for one 
thing, and then the Manson family zipping around in the nearby 
desert in their dune buggies (“The Mansons even shopped at 
our 7-Eleven in Ridgecrest, where Christine and I bought our 
candy”). By Piper’s account, it was a preternaturally strange 
place in a strange time punctuated by Amway rallies and enliv-
ened with unhealthy spats of interoffice politics. But interesting 
things happened there, too, including experiments to turn the 
weather into a weapon, to say nothing of the business of turning 
hardscrabble China Lake, a place of prewar brothels and hermits, 
into a place suitable for straight-arrow military personnel, civil-
ian contractors, and their families. Piper’s account moves among 
the personal and the universal, with fine small coming-of-age 
moments. The narrative threatens to unravel a little when, fol-
lowing her father’s death, Piper acts on clues he left behind to 
follow his footsteps in other arenas of the Cold War, but she pulls 
everything into an effective—and affecting—whole meant to 

“ensure that history was not erased.”
A little-known corner of the Atomic Age comes into 

focus through Piper’s skilled storytelling.

ELEGY LANDSCAPES
Constable and Turner and 
the Intimate Sublime
Plumly, Stanley
Norton (240 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-393-65150-8  

A finely curated exploration of the 
progressive landscape paintings of John 
Constable (1776-1837) and J.M.W. Turner 
(1775-1851).

In this rhapsodic investigation, Plumly (English/Univ. of 
Maryland; Against Sunset: Poems, 2016, etc.) positions these two 
master painters on a threshold in art history. Both Constable 
and Turner found that landscapes could mean more than sim-
ply their geography. Constable’s work was imbued with auto-
biography and English history, while Turner looked forward, 
toward what may come when the storms pass and the clouds 
clear. “Constable’s genius,” Plumly explains, “invites a vision of 
what was...and Turner’s genius demands a vision of what will 
be.” Each artist found a way to incorporate narrative into their 
pastoral scenes, transcending traditional Arcadian visions into 
something more compelling and personally resonant. “The sub-
text of narrative is time,” writes the author, “the subtext of time 
is emotion, the subtext of emotion, therefore, is mortality.” Cit-
ing critics from John Ruskin to John Berger, Plumly chronicles 
Constable’s and Turner’s output as well as reception, detailing 
exhibitions at the Royal Academy and reactions from collectors 
across Europe. As a poet, the author is a particularly effective 
art historian, capable of re-creating these sublime masterpieces 
with his inspired prose. Constable’s Stour Valley paintings are 

“indelible narratives of lost time,” while Turner’s circular brush-
work is “made alive” by a “unique combustion of colors, as if the 
color wheel is being turned and converted into the blended hues 
and shades of nature.” The author resists a traditional chronol-
ogy, opting instead for a Turner-like vortex around major works 
by each artist and a particular idea. Some chapters focus on the 
artists’ work with clouds and sky, some invoke Keats and Ten-
nyson, and others touch on the artists’ relations to groups like 
the pre-Raphaelites or the impressionists. This is a fresh way 
to curate these works for those familiar with Turner and Con-
stable, but newcomers will find themselves yearning for a more 
biographical approach.

A polyphonic, scholarly study of two of art history’s 
most important figures. (8 pages of color illustrations)

DAEMON VOICES 
On Stories and 
Storytelling
Pullman, Philip
Knopf (480 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Sep. 18, 2018
978-0-525-52117-4  

Reflections both practical and philo-
sophical on the craft and purview of tale 
telling, from the creator of the His Dark 
Materials trilogy.

Rather than dish out amusing quotes from fan letters or 
standard-issue author talk, Pullman (La Belle Sauvage, 2017, 
etc.) offers meaty but always lucidly argued ruminations on the 
nature of story. He explores folktales and why they endure and 
matter, parallels and differences between literary and visual 
arts, and, a central theme in HDM (which is not, he insists, fan-
tasy but “a work of stark realism,” daemons and armored bears 
notwithstanding), the profound conflicts between the reduc-
tive, authoritarian Christian “Kingdom” and the freer, more 
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ideologically spacious “Republic of Heaven.” Amid animated 
tributes to Art Spiegelman’s Maus and Robert Burton’s The 
Anatomy of Melancholy, Milton, Blake, the “vast original energy” 
of Dickens, and others, Pullman draws from the language of sub-
atomic physics to discourse on the “Fundamental Particles of 
Narrative,” each carrying a “metaphorical charge,” and how, for 
writers, each event in a new story creates a “phase space” within 
which all subsequent ones lurk. This is all saved from earnest or 
recondite lit-crit not only by the author’s evident intelligence 
and respect for his readers, but also a gift for dandy one-liners: 

“If you want to write something perfect, go for a haiku”; “No 
man is a hero to his novelist”; “What you think ‘Little Red Rid-
ing Hood’ is about when you’re six is not what you think it’s 
about when you’re forty”; “I strongly approve of original sin.” 
Published or presented between 1997 and 2014 and arranged 
in loose thematic order, these articles, talks, and introductory 
essays consistently demonstrate that Pullman—for all that his 
gaze is avowedly white and male—is as fine a thinker as he is a 
storyteller. It’s almost not fair.

A collection of pieces infused with abundant wisdom, 
provocative notions, and illuminating insights. (47 illustra-
tions in text; 8 pages of illustrations in full color)

THE TANGLED TREE 
A Radical New History 
of Life
Quammen, David
Simon & Schuster (496 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-4767-7662-0  

A masterful history of a new field of 
molecular biology that has wide-ranging 
implications regarding “human identity, 
human individuality, [and] human health.”

In their evolution from a common ancestor, multiplying 
species branch and branch again, forming a “tree of life”: a 
mainstay of biology teaching for two centuries that turns out 
to be wrong, writes bestselling National Geographic contribut-
ing writer Quammen (Yellowstone: A Journey Through America’s 
Wild Heart, 2016, etc.) in this impressive account of perhaps the 
most unheralded scientific revolution of the 20th century. It’s 
the result of a new area of study called molecular phylogenetics, 
which involves “reading the deep history of life and the patterns 
of relatedness from the sequence of constituent units in certain 
long molecules, as those molecules exist today within living 
creatures. The molecules mainly in question are DNA, RNA, 
and a few select proteins.” After admitting that this is a mouth-
ful, the author describes three surprising discoveries that paved 
the way. The first revealed that genes don’t always move from 
parent to offspring. Sometimes organisms pass them back and 
forth, which is called horizontal gene transfer. Then research-
ers, led by the book’s central figure, biophysicist Carl Woese 
(1928-2012), while comparing bacterial RNA, identified a group 
so different that they weren’t bacteria at all but an entirely new 
kingdom: the Archaea. Finally, studies kept showing that bits 

of hereditary material simply float independently inside cells 
and regularly move to neighbors, other species, or even other 
kingdoms. No exception, the human genome is speckled with 
bacterial and viral DNA. The tree of life looks more like a web. 
An indefatigable journalist covering a revolution whose par-
ticipants are mostly alive is an irresistible combination, and 
Quammen seems to have interviewed them all.

A consistently engaging collection of vivid portraits of 
brilliant, driven, quarrelsome scientists in the process of 
dramatically altering the fundamentals of evolution, illu-
minated by the author’s insightful commentary. (8 pages of 
photos)

THE STRANGE CASE OF 
DR. COUNEY
How a Mysterious European 
Showman Saved Thousands 
of American Babies
Raffel, Dawn
Blue Rider Press (304 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-0-399-17574-9  

A shocking and bizarre history of 
premature infant care in America.

Editor and journalist Raffel (The Secret Life of Objects, 2012, 
etc.) tells her story mostly as a biography of an implausible 
character, Martin Couney (1870-1950), whose claim to being a 
physician could not be verified. Premature infants are unable 
to maintain a normal temperature and may become too weak 
to eat. This was no secret, and by the end of the 19th century, 
inventive physicians, especially in France, had produced primi-
tive containers designed to keep them warm. At the time, hospi-
tals mostly served the poor, and doctors worked alone. Neither 
wanted these expensive new devices, so inventors promoted 
them in international exhibitions or as commercial entertain-
ment. “At the Infant Incubator Charity at No. 26, Boulevard 
Poissonière,” writes the author, “Parisians paid fifteen centimes 
to see babies described by a reporter as ‘just big enough to put 
in your pocket.’ That same reporter stated that ‘like the bearded 
lady in the circus,’ the show was worth the price.” Raffel intro-
duces her subject as a young promoter who secured London 
rights for Queen Victoria’s 1897 Diamond Jubilee. After a profit-
able run, he sailed to the United States, where he operated pree-
mie exhibits in fairgrounds and international exhibitions, with a 
permanent facility in Coney Island. In 1943, Couney’s final year 
of operation, Cornell Hospital opened New York’s first neona-
tal unit. Many readers will share Raffel’s admiration of Couney, 
who never charged patients and paid obsessive attention to diet 
and hygiene (unfortunately, rivals were not so attentive). Sur-
vivors loved him, and while some physicians denounced the 
commercialization of his project, others approved, and he is 
considered a founder of American neonatology.

The book’s title is no hype; this is a startling account of 
an improbable huckster who made his living promoting a 
lifesaving device.
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A masterful history of a new field of molecular biology 
that has wide-ranging implications.

the tangled tree
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ESSENTIAL ESSAYS 
Culture, Politics, and 
the Art of Poetry
Rich, Adrienne
Norton (352 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-393-65236-9  

An anthology of the acclaimed poet 
and essayist’s most searing prose.

This compendium demonstrates how 
Rich (Tonight No Poetry Will Serve: Poems 

2007-2010, 2010, etc.), who won numerous prestigious awards dur-
ing her life (1929-2012), also distinguished herself as a formidable 
public intellectual, literary critic, and cultural theorist. Arguing 
that the masculine world order has discounted the perspec-
tives of women, Rich devoted her life to fostering “a collective 
description of the world which will be truly ours.” Her essays 
leveraged her poems and journal entries as illustrations because 
she sought to dissolve the barriers between the personal, the 
political, and the aesthetic. In the section taken from her land-
mark book Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institu-
tion (1976), the author contrasts the supposed bliss of maternity 
with the “anxiety, physical weariness, anger, self-blame, bore-
dom, and division within myself ” that she felt as a mother of 
three young children. This collection features representative 
samples of Rich’s signature critical move, the “re-vision” of 
literary foremothers whose works had long been misappropri-
ated and misunderstood. She claims, for instance, that Emily 
Dickinson’s reclusive lifestyle was not a sentimental tragedy but 
rather a practical and liberating choice for an ambitious writer 
conscious of her unorthodox brilliance and that the carefully 
controlled style in A Room of One’s Own enabled Virginia Woolf 
to write for women while being overheard by men. Rich’s out-
spoken alliance with lesbian feminists has tended to discourage 
those readers who could most benefit from her work, yet her 
thoughts about gender and identity from the 1970s and ’80s 
sound all too current: “A change in the concept of sexual iden-
tity is essential if we are not going to see the old political order 
reassert itself in every new revolution.” Feminist poet and liter-
ary critic Gilbert skillfully selects examples that convey the con-
siderable breadth of Rich’s purview as an essayist and exhibit 
her characteristic strategy of rejecting surface explanations and 
turning experience around in the light of subjective truth.

Approachable, effective excerpts afford breathtaking 
encounters with genius.

THE DARK INTERVAL
Letters on Loss, Grief, and 
Transformation
Rilke, Rainer Maria
Trans. by Baer, Ulrich
Modern Library (108 pp.) 
$22.00  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-525-50984-4  

A collection of never-before-pub-
lished letters by the renowned poet.

“What can you say in the face of loss, 
when words seem too frail and ordinary to communicate our 
grief and soothe the pain?” asks translator and editor Baer 
(German and Comparative Literature/New York Univ.; We 
Are But a Moment, 2017, etc.). The letters included in this brief 
but dense collection grapple with this crucial question. Taken 
from correspondences that Rilke had with friends, relatives, 
and acquaintances in light of the deaths of various individu-
als, these letters provide a space for ruminations and a care-
ful study of our relationship to death. In each letter, Rilke 
addresses the death of the person in question, but he also 
uses it as a steppingstone to offer his own perspective on the 
ways in which humans are conditioned to die: “I think that 
the spirit cannot make itself so small that it concerns noth-
ing but our existence in the here and now: Where it rushes 
toward us, we are both the living and the death.” More inter-
estingly, the letters offer windows into daily life between 
1908 and 1925, pointing out the many mundane events that 
punctuated Rilke’s life—e.g., a spa treatment he received—
as well as the emotional toll his poetry was taking on his let-
ter-writing abilities. Though these letters are an important 
contribution to Rilke’s archive, they don’t offer enough con-
text for general readers to truly latch onto them. For those 
knowledgeable about Rilke’s work, these letters will serve 
as fresh reading material, new modes of understanding his 
practice, and demonstrations of his thinking about writing 
and existence (“we have been tasked with nothing as uncon-
ditionally as learning on a daily basis how to die”). But for 
those just now discovering his work, the letters might serve 
as a disservice to the colossal beauty of his poetry.

A slim, mildly intriguing glimpse into Rilke’s daily life.
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TROPIC OF FOOTBALL 
The Long and Perilous 
Journey of Samoans to 
the NFL
Ruck, Rob
New Press (320 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-1-62097-337-0  

A fascinating investigation into the 
role of football in American Samoan cul-
ture and the role of Samoans in Ameri-

can football.
Depending on the statistic, Americans of Samoan descent 

are between 20 and 40 times more likely than any other Ameri-
cans to play in the NFL. The Samoan diaspora has extended 
from the small Pacific island northeast to Hawaii, to the West 
Coast and inland to Utah, Arizona, Idaho, and elsewhere. 
Sports historian and documentarian Ruck (History/Univ. of 
Pittsburgh; Raceball: How the Major Leagues Colonized the Black 
and Latin Game, 2011, etc.) combines historical scholarship, eth-
nography, sociology, travelogue, and reportage to tell the story 
of the growth of football in Samoa and among Samoans. Reject-
ing biological determinism, the author attributes the success of 
Samoans in football and other sports to “fa‘a Samoa,” the way 
of Samoa, which stresses the importance of hard work, disci-
pline, competition, community, respect, pain tolerance, and a 
warrior ethos. Cultural explanations, too, can have their limita-
tions, but Ruck generally avoids reductionism in telling myriad 
stories of Samoans who flourished both in college football and 
the NFL and also others who returned to Samoa to teach or 
coach or who became leaders elsewhere. The author provides a 
solid history of American Samoa while showing how American 
sporting impulses took over after World War II, with football 
holding particular appeal among Samoan boys. At the same 
time, he shows how contemporary Samoa faces myriad health 
crises, including extreme rates of obesity and associated issues 
like diabetes, kidney failure, and the like, as well as challenges 
to fa‘a Samoa. Further, he reminds readers that football’s down-
sides can be all the worse in a place where concussion baseline 
tests are unheard of, where players wear helmets sent from the 
mainland that would not pass safety tests, and where, for all of 
the successes (Junior Seau, Troy Polamalu, and others), most 
players never get anywhere near a college or professional field.

A penetrating probe into one of the most intriguing and 
misunderstood sporting stories of our time.

THE ARAB OF THE FUTURE 3
The Circumcision Years: A 
Childhood in the Middle East, 
1985-1987
Sattouf, Riad
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Taylor, Sam
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (160 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-62779-353-7  

Further episodes in the author’s boy-
hood as illuminated through this highly praised, multivolume 
graphic memoir.

As the blond-haired son of a French mother and a Syrian 
Muslim father, Sattouf (The Arab of the Future, Volume 2, 2016, 
etc.) recounts his years of being shuttled between their home-
lands and finding ridicule as a foreigner in each. Here, the 
author is 7 and living in Syria, where the other children call 
him “Frenchy” and taunt him to speak that gibberish language. 
He also had occasion to reveal his uncircumcised penis, which 
was unlike those of the other boys and even his father, a self-
proclaimed “Modern Muslim.” Educated in France to be a uni-
versity professor, his father brought his family back to Syria in 
the face of discrimination against Arabs, trying to find benefac-
tors who would help him achieve a standard of living that would 
please his wife. But there was little that pleased her; she hated 
living in Syria and missed her homeland. “You French women, 
you always want everything right away,” Sattouf heard his father 
tell his mother amid their constant quarreling. “Syrian women 
don’t question their husbands. They do what they’re told and 
that’s it.” Unlike the devout surrounding them, their household 
didn’t have much faith in the god of any religion, a skepticism 
shared by the author, who continued to believe in a Santa Claus 
who delivered less consistently in Syria than he had in France. 
Eventually, he fell deeply under the spell of Conan the Barbarian, 
procured from the video store, and observed his first Ramadan. 
It appeared that nothing could rescue this family from cultural 
deadlock, but then everything clicked: Sattouf ’s father made a 
crucial connection, his mother became pregnant and returned 
with the author to France to await the birth, and, when they 
returned, the father told them of a new job and new adventures, 
which we will see in the fourth volume.

To be continued in a new country that promises even 
more culture shock for the family—and hopefully as much 
potency as the first volume.

A penetrating probe into one of the most intriguing and
misunderstood sporting stories of our time.

tropic of football
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30 BEFORE 30
How I Made a Mess of My 20S, 
and You Can Too.
Shifrin, Marina
Wednesday Books (304 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-1-250-12971-0  

A quirky list of accomplishments in 
memoir form.

“Being an immigrant is akin to surviv-
ing a near-death experience—minus the 

excitement,” writes debut author Shifrin. “You constantly feel 
like you were given a second shot at life, and you want that shot 
to amount to something spectacular.” Originally from Russia, the 
author was turning 30 when she set out to write this book. She 
explains how her life was full of excitement, especially her 20s, 
which she calls “sloppy, sexy, sometimes sweet.” In preparation 
for her birthday, Shifrin established a list of all the things she 
needed to do before she hit 30. The book gathers the items on 
the list, each one with an accompanying story. Among the goals 
she set: take a writing class, live in a different country, land a late-
night comedy set, fall in love (for real), buy real furniture, have a 
dramatic airport reunion, learn how to dress my body, etc. “I am 
living proof,” she writes, “that you can blossom from an awkward 
caterpillar into an awkward butterfly—a sharply dressed awkward 
butterfly who commands attention because she is comfortable in 
her clothing and looks like a consummate, trendy professional.” 
Shifrin continually tries to grasp why any said item on the list is 
integral to her development. When she moved to Taiwan for a 

“shitty job,” she quickly realized that even though she managed 
to leave America and live abroad, the abuse she endured at her 
work was not worth the limited opportunities her job offered her. 
The author also shuffled through a series of uncommitted rela-
tionships before she found the man with everything she looked 
for in a partner. Throughout, Shifrin gives readers a taste of what 
successful self-deprecation looks like; she constantly pokes fun at 
herself, analyzing the situations she put herself in and figuring out 
how they affected her journey.

An entertaining bucket-list tale. (22 b/w photos and 33 b/w 
illustrations)

CRIMINALS
My Family’s Life on Both 
Sides of the Law
Siegel, Robert Anthony
Counterpoint (256 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-64009-037-8  

The barbed tale of a writer’s begin-
nings, embarrassed yet fascinated by melo-
dramatic, bohemian attorney parents.

Novelist Siegel (All Will Be Revealed, 
2007, etc.) dramatizes a surreal upbringing fraught with decep-
tion. His mother pushed him toward art and culture, while his 

father sank into malfeasance. “We were the kind of family that 
ate out a lot, because home was too rancorous and depressing, 
and we tended to be a little nicer to each other in public,” he 
writes. The author’s obese, grandiose father was jailed for too-
close involvement with his clients, including counterculture rad-
icals, drug dealers, and the Hells Angels. “In this atmosphere,” 
he writes, “we could be the normal ones, the representatives of 
middle-class decency.” After prison, his father rebuilt his prac-
tice, but with reduced reputation and income. When one client 
gave him illicit cash with which to flee the country, he squan-
dered it on junk food and fancy clothes. “I’m not sure why he 
decided to stay; it’s very possible that he was simply too broken 
to leave,” writes Siegel. The family’s chaotic domestic life took 
strange turns, including the adoption of an abused boy to whom, 
against the author’s expectations, his parents were devoted: 

“We liked seeing ourselves as the family in charge of the orphan-
age, full of beautiful waifs.” Still, Siegel’s father continued to 
neglect his health and responsibilities, and he was diagnosed 
with Alzheimer’s long after his behavior became erratic. Break-
ing away, the author became consumed with Asian culture, liv-
ing in Japan while laboring over a novel about his father’s crimes, 
unable to find an authentic voice. Siegel displays his strengths in 
this memoir: lean, acute prose and sharply recalled environmen-
tal details of New York City in the 1970s and ’80s. He examines 
the familial ties that bind with love and exasperation, and his 
portrait of his family’s self-destructive contradictions is prob-
ing and memorable. The sections focused on his own intellec-
tual growth can seem comparatively meandering and repetitive.

Dramatic, keenly observed memoir of familial entropy 
set against the urban “bad old days.”

HEARTLAND 
A Daughter of the 
Working Class 
Reconciles an 
American Divide
Smarsh, Sarah
Scribner (304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Sep. 18, 2018
978-1-5011-3309-1  

Journalist Smarsh explores socio-
economic class and poverty through an 

account of her low-income, rural Kansas–based extended family.
In her first book, addressed to her imaginary daughter—

the author, born in 1980, is childless by choice—the author 
emphasizes how those with solid financial situations often lack 
understanding about families such as hers. Smarsh, a fellow at 
Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, lived a nomadic 
life until becoming a first-generation college student. Smarsh 
vowed to herself and her imaginary daughter to escape the traps 
that enslaved her mother, grandmothers, female cousins, and 
others in her family. “So much of childhood amounts to being 
awake in a grown-up’s nightmare,” she writes. “Ours happened 
to be about poverty, which comes with not just psychological 
dangers but mortal ones, too.” Because the author does not 
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proceed chronologically, the numerous strands of family his-
tory can be difficult to follow. However, Smarsh would almost 
surely contend that the specific family strands are less impor-
tant for readers to grasp than the powerful message of class 
bias illustrated by those strands. As the author notes, given her 
ambition, autodidactic nature, and extraordinary beauty, her 
biological mother could have made more of herself in a dif-
ferent socio-economic situation. But the reality of becoming 
a teenage mother created hurdles that Smarsh’s mother could 
never overcome; her lack of money, despite steady employment, 
complicated every potential move upward. The author’s father, 
a skilled carpenter and overall handyman, was not a good pro-
vider or a dependable husband, but her love for him is fierce, as 
is her love for grandparents beset by multiple challenges. While 
she admits that some of those challenges were self-created, oth-
ers were caused by significant systemic problems perpetuated 
by government at all levels. Later, when Smarsh finally reached 
college, she faced a new struggle: overcoming stereotypes about 
so-called “white trash.” Then, she writes, “I began to under-
stand the depth of the rift that is economic inequality.”

A potent social and economic message embedded 
within an affecting memoir.

THE VICTORIAN AND 
THE ROMANTIC
A Memoir, a Love Story, and a 
Friendship Across Time
Stevens, Nell
Doubleday (272 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-385-54350-7  

Two stories intersect 150 years apart 
in this unusual historical memoir.

Completing her doctorate in Victo-
rian literature, Stevens (Bleaker House, 2017, etc.) chose to focus 
on the work of Elizabeth Gaskell, a close friend of Charlotte 
Brontë who was tasked with writing her biography. Studying 
Gaskell with uninhibited obsession, she quickly noticed the 
parallels between her life and that of her subject. “I had never 
encountered a writer who could fill a page so entirely with 
herself....I was caught up in her life almost instantly,” writes 
Stevens. Just as Gaskell’s book, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, was 
due for publication, she escaped to Rome to avoid any criti-
cism of her work. Ultimately, Gaskell’s book “took two years to 
write and more pain and worry than you could possibly have 
anticipated. There were so many people to insult....There were 
so many people, you said, whom you wanted to libel.” In the 
process, Gaskell met the love of her life, the notorious critic 
Charles Eliot Norton. This escape was a trigger for Stevens, 
who, in 2013, began devouring her letters and imagining what 
her life must have been like. Meanwhile, Stevens was also deal-
ing with her one true love, Max, who was elusive and reluctant 
to own up to his feelings. Stevens weaves a text that oscillates 
between the late 1850s and the mid-2000s, systemically iden-
tifying parallels between her and Gaskell’s respective romantic 

lives and underlining the different roles women played in these 
two very different societies. Though the result is an interesting 
and beautifully written contrast, the intention behind the book 
remains unclear, and readers may feel adrift at certain points.

While the book occasionally lacks direction, readers 
will find comfort in the fact that Victorian stories are usu-
ally entertaining, and Stevens knows how to tell her own 
with literary punch.

GUARDIANSHIPS AND 
THE ELDERLY
The Perfect Crime
Sugar, Sam
SquareOne Publishers (240 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  Jul. 1, 2018
978-0-7570-0433-9  

A powerful voice in senior advocacy 
sounds the alarm on the guardianship 
industry’s gross abuses.

Veteran Florida-based physician Sugar 
staunchly believes that the court-appointed guardianship system 
is a corrupt “governmental scheme that destroys people and 
families.” This opinion is derived from his personal experiences 
and in-depth research on an industry originally meant to procure 
quality decision-makers for incapacitated individuals. Many of 
the cases he has examined involved families attempting to make 
decisions for their debilitated loved ones who then became 
enmeshed in a shady guardianship system that often trumps for-
merly planned processes, strips a ward and their family of basic 
rights, and forces them to yield to an appointed court’s decision. 
Sugar first explores the evolution of the guardianship process and 
its statutes, triggering scenarios, and mechanisms, offering clear, 
readable explanations of the legalities, appointed officials, and 
court probate structures involved. He also provides two differ-
ing perspectives to how the guardianship process was intended 
to work and how he believes it malfunctions today. Whether they 
are hampered by inexperienced, unlicensed caregivers, conflicts 
of interest, or unscrupulous attorneys, readers are urged to use 
caution when entering into such a permanent legal relation-
ship, one the author categorizes as pernicious and an ever pres-
ent threat to the well-being of families. His intent is to prevent 
others from suffering the financial and emotional struggle of a 
broken system and to empower readers to arm themselves with 
enough accessible knowledge and foresight to avoid the dizzy-
ingly complicated guardianship arrangement altogether. While 
Sugar strongly and convincingly argues against guardianships, he 
smartly offers practical tips and alternatives to avoid abusive situ-
ations and to honor final intentions in the most respectful ways 
possible. In 2012, Sugar founded the watchdog group Americans 
Against Abusive Probate Guardianship, which advocates for and 
assists families entangled in probate exploitation.

A potent, important call to action for those preparing 
to assume or actively involved in the estate caretaking of 
an incapacitated loved one.
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CHESAPEAKE REQUIEM
A Year With the Watermen of 
Vanishing Tangier Island
Swift, Earl
Dey Street/HarperCollins (480 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-06-266139-5  

Land and culture erode on an island 
in the Chesapeake Bay.

Journalist Swift (Auto Biography: A 
Classic Car, An Outlaw Motorhead, and 57 

Years of the American Dream, 2014, etc.) spent more than a year 
on Tangier Island, among crab fishermen and their families, in 
2000 and again in late fall 2015. In a graceful melding of history, 
nature writing, and perceptive cultural commentary, the author 
offers an affectionate portrait of the island and its “God-fearing, 
self-reliant,” close-knit residents—now numbering under 500. 
Although Tangier currently faces new social problems—drugs, 
alcohol (on an island defiantly dry), and loss of young people to 
the mainland—the island “is more Norman Rockwell than real 
American town, with morals intact, air fresh, and entertainments 
wholesome.” When Swift returned to the island in 2015 from his 
home in Virginia, he was particularly concerned with how Tangier 
was dealing with climate change that threatens to raise sea levels. 
Already, the island has shrunk from 2,163 acres, as documented 
in 1850, to 789. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers predicted that 
about a third of remaining acreage would vanish within the next 
50 years without major intervention. Residents, however, ascribe 
topographical changes “solely to wind-driven waves, not climate 
change,” refusing to believe that accelerating winds were “a symp-
tom of a global phenomenon.” Still, they feared for their future 
as crab fishermen. With hundreds of millions of crabs swimming 
by the island each year, Tangier supplies restaurants all along the 
east coast; New York, for example, pays handsomely for soft-
shell crabs. Swift’s profiles of individuals are sharply drawn and 
empathetic, and he captures their frustration with government 
bureaucracy as they hope for federal financing of a sea wall. It 
will take a miracle, writes the author, for the Army Corps of Engi-
neers and Congress to act “before a storm muscles up the bay and 
renders the whole thing moot.”

A well-rendered narrative about how one specific 
island’s fate stands as a warning for all coastal regions.

JOURNEYS
An American Story
Tisch, Andrew & Skafidas, Mary—Eds.
RosettaBooks (360 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-948122-01-6  

A collection of pieces by immigrants 
in America (and some by their descen-
dants), essays that coalesce to counter the 
narrative of fear offered by the loud anti-
immigrant voices throughout the country.

The editors (also contributors) are both executives with 
the Loews Corporation. Divided into 10 sections, the text 
comprises the recollections and ruminations of a wide array 
of people with diverse personal histories from all over the 
world. Some contributors are well-known—e.g., Cory Booker, 
Michael Bloomberg, Barbara Boxer, Dr. Mehmet Oz, Tony Ben-
nett, Marlo Thomas—while others are simply human beings 
whose stories feature events that are harrowing, inspiring, com-
forting, and sometimes depressing and shocking. Near the end 
are some contributions by representatives of a few institutions 
that help immigrants, including the American Ballet Theatre 
and the New-York Historical Society. There is even space for 
readers to write their own stories and a website to which to sub-
mit them. What emerges? Repeatedly the essayists write about 
the importance of education: For some, it was why they came 
here; for others, it became salvation once they arrived. Equally 
important is family. We read stories of families separated and 
reunited, of families who struggled here in poverty but worked 
hard and changed their lives. But the overwhelming message is 
clear: “Give us a chance.” These words, in various forms, come 
from Jews who escaped the Holocaust and the Soviet Union, 
from those fleeing poverty and hopelessness on just about every 
continent as well as religious and/or political persecution. Sev-
eral evoke the lines from the Statue of Liberty: “Give me your 
tired, your poor.” Not everyone here is a writer—there are few 
impressive verbal displays—the power here resides in the lives, 
not necessarily the words. Other notable contributors include 
Nancy Pelosi, Gabrielle Giffords, and Wes Moore.

More than 70 voices combine to create a powerful cho-
rus singing a hymn of hope and gratitude.

A LIFE OF MY OWN
Tomalin, Claire
Penguin Press (352 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-399-56291-4  

The acclaimed literary editor and 
biographer offers an extraordinarily can-
did autobiography.

Readers hoping for background on 
how Tomalin (Charles Dickens: A Life, 
2011, etc.) chose the subjects of her 

acclaimed biographies—Mary Wollstonecraft, Samuel Pepys, 
Thomas Hardy, among other major figures—may be somewhat 
disappointed, but this is an elegant, significant book nonethe-
less. The author does not mention launching biography writ-
ing as her vocation until more than halfway through the book. 
Readers seeking a detailed account of Tomalin’s influential 
life within British letters will certainly celebrate her honest 
perceptions of herself, her parents and in-laws, husbands, chil-
dren, other authors and editors, publishers, tycoons, and other 
important historical figures. After she married journalist Nick 
Tomalin, the author’s life felt adventurous almost every day. 
Nick was a talented writer, a handsome charmer, and a phi-
landerer whose romantic exploits Claire usually tolerated. She 

More than 70 voices combine to create a powerful 
chorus singing a hymn of hope and gratitude.

journeys
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undertook extramarital romances, as well, though far fewer 
than her husband. Still, she and Nick had four children before 
he died in 1973 during a battle in Israel, where he had been sent 
on assignment by a British publication. About the period, she 
writes, “suddenly I found myself living through the most banal 
of stories, as the neglected wife of a faithless husband....My role 
now was as the boring suburban wife with too many children 
who held him back.” As a widow, Tomalin found love with a 
much younger Martin Amis, among other suitors. She pro-
vided for her family with full-time editing jobs (New Statesman, 
Sunday Times, etc.), part-time freelancing as a literary critic, 
and her biographies. Her life has also seen tragedy: Her son 
(“an inspiration to me”) suffers from a lifelong severe physical 
birth defect as well as learning disabilities, and one of her three 
daughters committed suicide. At age 60, the author married 
again, this time to accomplished playwright Michael Frayn.

Gossipy at times, mostly serious about literary life, and 
always smoothly written.

CRASHED 
How a Decade of 
Financial Crises 
Changed the World
Tooze, Adam
Viking (704 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-670-02493-3  

What happens when the walls of 
Wall Street come crashing down? Don-
ald Trump, for one thing. A long but not 

oppressive study blending politics, economics, and history.
Tooze (History/Columbia Univ.; The Deluge: The Great War, 

America and the Remaking of the Global Order, 1916-1931, 2014, 
etc.), whose previous book won the Los Angeles Times Book 
Prize, examines the “first crisis of a global age” as it played 
out in an increasingly interlocked financial world. One driver 
was the deregulation of financial institutions, which was not 
confined to the United States. As the author notes, deregula-
tion was central to the British plan to convert London into 
ground zero for “many of the most fast-paced global transac-
tions” that were remaking the world. Tooze complicates the 
usual narratives. While many writers, especially on the right, 
have pegged the financial meltdown on the subprime mort-
gage crisis, agencies such as Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae in 
fact kept loans to high standards, and that aspect of the larger 
financial crisis proved more symptom than cause. Still, those 
mortgages worked to distort the market, and “when you 
distort the market, crises are inevitable.” One unintended 
effect of the rattling of capital was the strengthening of Rus-
sia, whose “new prosperity was associated not with indepen-
dence from the world economy but with entanglement in it,” 
and China, whose economy responded “in directions that the 
Beijing leadership had been struggling to counteract.” Some 
of the broader consequences were more profound, including 
a schism between globalists and protectionists in the U.S. and 

Europe—a schism that, by Tooze’s account, resulted a decade 
later in Brexit, the election of Trump (whose “objectionable 
personality and outlandish policy proposals now had to be 
weighed against the more basic political question of who 
could do what for whom”), and the rush to once again deregu-
late the very forces that had set off the crisis in the first place.

First-rate financial history and an admirable effort to 
wrestle a world-changing series of events between covers.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO 
REMAIN FAT
Tovar, Virgie
Feminist Press (136 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-936932-31-3  

A manifesto for fat rights and free-
dom from the tyranny of diet, exercise, 
and body-image conformity.

Though Tovar (editor: Hot & Heavy: 
Fierce Fat Girls on Life, Love & Fashion, 2012) spent two decades 
dieting to no avail, she has since devoted her energies to the 
emerging fields of fat scholarship and fat activism while cel-
ebrating her “Ultra Mega Badass Fat Babe Lifestyle,” which 
features “an anti-assimilationist framework that I [find] both 
familiar and wonderfully provocative.” In a short book filled 
with flurries of sharp jabs, the author emphasizes that dis-
crimination against the fat is as insidious and repressive as 
that based on race, ethnicity, or gender. “Fatphobia,” writes 
Tovar, “is a bigoted ideology that positions fat people as infe-
rior and as objects of hatred and derision. Fatphobia targets 
and scapegoats fat people, but it ends up harming all people....
Because of the way fat people are positioned in our culture, 
people learn to fear becoming fat.” If there can be a healthy 
balance between diet and exercise on one end and cultural tyr-
anny on the other, the author has no interest in finding it—or 
in recommending moderation in any form. Her more radical 
position is that emphasizing health and diet is just code for 
thin and that “diet culture is the marriage of the multi-billion-
dollar diet industry (including fitness apps, over-the-counter 
diet pills, prescription drugs to suppress appetite, bariatric 
surgery, gyms, and gym clothiers) and the social and cultural 
atmosphere that normalizes weight control and fatphobic 
bigotry.” Thus, campaigns against childhood obesity (a euphe-
mism for “fat”) isn’t a response to a health crisis but another 
attempt to perpetuate the body-image tyranny.

Whether or not Tovar convinces all readers that ignor-
ing diet and exercise is the path to freedom, she offers psy-
chological comfort to those who have been made to feel 
unworthy due to their body size and/or shape.
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READER, COME HOME
The Reading Brain in a 
Digital World
Wolf, Maryanne
Harper/HarperCollins (272 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-06-238878-0  

A cognitive neuroscientist considers 
the effect of digital media on the brain.

In this epistolary book, Wolf (Direc-
tor, Center for Reading and Language 

Research/Tufts Univ.; Tales of Literacy for the 21st Century, 2016, 
etc.) draws on neuroscience, psychology, education, philosophy, 
physics, physiology, and literature to examine the differences 
between reading physical books and reading digitally. Access 
to written language, she asserts, is able “to change the course 
of an individual life” by offering encounters with worlds out-
side of one’s experiences and generating “infinite possibilities” 
of thought. She is worried, however, that digital reading has 
altered “the quality of attention” from that required by focusing 
on the pages of a book. Researchers have found that “sequenc-
ing of information and memory for detail change for the worse 
when subjects read on a screen.” Reading digitally, individuals 
skim through a text looking for key words, “to grasp the context, 
dart to the conclusions at the end, and, only if warranted, return 
to the body of the text to cherry-pick supporting details.” This 
process, Wolf asserts, is unlike the deep reading of complex, 
dense prose that demands considerable effort but has aesthetic 
and cognitive rewards. Physicality, she writes, “proffers some-
thing both psychologically and tactilely tangible.” The author 
cites Calvino, Rilke, Emily Dickinson, and T.S. Eliot, among 
other writers, to support her assertion that deep reading fosters 
empathy, imagination, critical thinking, and self-reflection. The 
development of “critical analytical powers and independent 
judgment,” she argues convincingly, is vital for citizenship in a 
democracy, and she worries that digital reading is eroding these 
qualities. Borrowing a phrase from historian Robert Darnton, 
she calls the current challenge to reading a “hinge moment” in 
our culture, and she offers suggestions for raising children in 
a digital age: reading books, even to infants; limiting exposure 
to digital media for children younger than 5; and investing in 
teaching reading in school, including teacher training, to help 
children “develop habits of mind that can be used across various 
mediums and media.”

An accessible, well-researched analysis of the impact of 
literacy.

An accessible, well-researched analysis of the impact of literacy.
reader, come home
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children’s
ESTRANGED
Aldridge, Ethan M.
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.) 
$21.99  |  $12.99 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-06-265387-1
978-0-06-265386-4 paper  

In this stand-alone graphic novel, a 
human child must locate his changeling 
to save the fay world from a ruthless 
usurper.

Living with the fay king and queen, human Childe (who’s 
never been given a proper name) spends his days as a fawned-
over curiosity. However, when the belowground realm’s throne 
is seized by malevolent queen Hawthorne, it falls on Childe 
to venture up into the human world to find his changeling. 
Aboveground, Childe and the candle-golem Whick soon locate 
Edmund, who struggles both to appear human and to keep his 
fay magic at bay. Before long, Childe, Whick, Edmund, and 
Edmund’s human sister, Alexis, find themselves scurrying along 
labyrinthine subway tunnels into the Below and fighting danger-
ous dragons, savage statues, and a rancorous royal. Refreshingly 
free of even a whisper of romance, Aldridge’s pleasing adventure 
gives a nod to many well-loved fantasy tropes, including fairies, 
dragons, talking animals, and witches. As richly imagined in the 
full-color illustrations, the worldbuilding is both accessible and 
as familiar as those genre stalwarts. Some of the action scenes 
feel a bit rushed and may leave readers wanting more, but this 
quibble aside, this should easily resonate with preteen and teen 
fans of both Holly Black and Neil Gaiman. All of the human 
characters—including peripheral ones—are white.

Fantasy comfort food that hits all the genre notes. 
(Graphic fantasy. 9-14)

TREVOR 
Averbeck, Jim
Illus. by Hevron, Amy
Neal Porter/Roaring Brook (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-1-250-14828-5  

A lonely canary takes a chance on 
friendship and the payoff is immeasurable.

Bright yellow Trevor knows how to 
leave his cage (“a tiny peck and the door would pop open”), but 
he stays for the seeds, especially his favorite stripy ones, which 
he saves “for the loneliest days.” But then a potential companion 

TREVOR by Jim Averbeck; illus. by Amy Hevron ..............................91

POLKA DOT PARADE by Deborah Blumenthal; 
illus. by Masha D’yans .........................................................................93

SO DONE by Paula Chase ....................................................................93

ILLEGAL by Eoin Colfer & Andrew Donkin; 
illus. by Giovanni Rigano ....................................................................95

THE SEQUOIA LIVES ON by Joanna Cooke; 
illus. by Fiona Hsieh ............................................................................ 96

DEEP UNDERWATER by Irene Luxbacher ...................................... 104

PROUD by Ibtihaj Muhammad ........................................................105

WHERE THE WOODS END by Charlotte Salter .............................110

PASS GO AND COLLECT $200 by Tanya Lee Stone; 
illus. by Steven Salerno ...................................................................... 113

WE DON’T EAT OUR CLASSMATES by Ryan T. Higgins ...............124

SOMEONE NEW by Anne Sibley O’Brien ........................................ 125

ALL ARE WELCOME by Alexandra Penfold; 
illus. by Suzanne Kaufman ................................................................126
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PROUD
Living My American
Dream: Young Readers
Edition
Muhammad, Ibtihaj
Little, Brown (240 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-316-47700-0
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arrives outside his window. Averbeck’s gentle fable describes a 
small bird who’s both too unworldly to recognize that his bright 
yellow friend is a lemon and too sweet to interpret the lemon’s 
silence as anything other than friendship. Trevor flies out of his 
cage to meet the lemon, bringing along his hidden stripy seed to 
share. Though the seed falls to the ground, Trevor builds a nest, 
sharing the summer days with his quiet friend, performing duets 
in which “the lemon sang the silences.” Hevron’s depiction of 
Trevor’s earnest embrace of this friendship and his small world 
of cage, window, brown tree, pale blue sky, and yellow lemon is 
filled with sweetness and simplicity of line and color. A storm 
knocks the lemon from the tree, but Trevor realizes that his 
friend has left a gift: The lemon’s tumble shakes the grown sun-
flower below, and brightly colored birds—new friends—soon 
come by to ask if they might share the stripy seeds with Trevor, 
and something big and lovely comes to Trevor as a result of his 
odd but memorable friendship.

Both poignant and triumphant at once. (Picture book. 2-5)

100 FRIENDS
Bernstein, Ariel
Illus. by Malbrough, Mike
Viking (96 pp.) 
$14.99  |  $5.99 paper  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-0-425-28844-3
978-0-425-28846-7 paper 
Series: Warren & Dragon, 1 

In this series debut, a boy learns that 
when it comes to friends, quality is more 
important than quantity.

Warren Reginald Nesbitt is moving and will be starting 
second grade at a new school. The 7-year-old is lucky he has 
his pet, Dragon, a plush toy who’s real only to him, to help him 
adjust. Then his outgoing twin sister, Ellie, dares him to make 
100 friends before she does. Shy Warren accepts the challenge: 

“I’m going to make more new friends than you.” But inside, he 
thinks, in his endearingly honest first-person narration, “I do 
not say I might not believe what I just said.” Marshmallow-lov-
ing Dragon offers Warren friend-making advice: Give a compli-
ment. “You do not smell like rotten pumpkins,” Warren says to 
classmate Alison. Making new friends may take a while, but it 
will be worth it. In Book 2, Weekend with Chewy, Warren takes 
the class hamster home for two days. In addition to performing 
general pet care, Warren must write a report and keep Chewy 
safe from mischievous Dragon’s boundless appetite. How will 
he find the time to build a secret snack-smuggling ramp with his 
friend Michael? In both the black-and-white artwork and, nota-
bly, the text, Warren, his family, and Alison are white; Michael’s 
two-mom family is black.

Adorable fun for chapter-book newbies looking for a 
few giggles. (Fiction. 5-9) (Weekend with Chewy 978-0-425-28845-
0, 978-0-425-28849-8 paper)

In this issue’s back-to-school 
roundup, readers will find dinosaurs, 
buses, ETs, squirrels, sheep, mer-
maids, fairies, bugs, farmyard ani-
mals, and seeds as well as little hu-
man scholars. Appropriately reflect-
ing current demographics, many of 
the classrooms depicted are populat-
ed with white kids, black kids, Asian 
kids, and brown kids; some of these 
children are depicted with careful at-

tention to ethnic and religious diversity as well. In several 
books, kids in wheelchairs appear, as well as kids with glass-
es. But readers won’t find very many fat kids, human or oth-
erwise. How can this be? According to the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention, some 20 percent of school-
age children meet its definition of obesity; the American 
Heart Association pegs one-third 
of the school-age population as ei-
ther overweight or obese. 

There are 29 picture books in 
our 2018 roundup. Three—Pris-
cilla Burris’ Hello School!, Bridget 
Heos and Sarah Not’s Fairy’s First 
Day of School, and Ryan T. Hig-
gins’ We Don’t Eat Our Classmates—include a chubby kid 
in their classrooms. (Interestingly, these chubby kids are 
all kids of color as well.) Only one, Keith Calibrese’s Lena’s 
Shoes Are Nervous, illustrated by Juana Medina, features a 
protagonist who is definitively anything other than slen-
der, and when stocky, brown-skinned Lena gets to school, 
among her new classmates is a fat kid energetically swing-
ing away on the swing set.

What is it with the industry’s discomfort with fat kids? 
Every classroom has fat kids, as well as tall kids, short kids, 

skinny kids, and kids smack-dab in the 
middle of the curve. One needn’t take 
sides (and I won’t) in the ongoing de-
bate over fatness. Studies linking being 
overweight with negative health out-
comes are countered with others that 
find society’s valorization of thinness 
equally unhealthy—this can confuse 
anyone. But it’s simply disingenuous 

not to depict classrooms that reflect America’s diversity 
in body type as well as racial, ethnic, and religious diversity.

Fat kids need mirrors too. —V.S.

Vicky Smith is the children’s editor.

where are all 
the fat kids?

Photo courtesy Leah O
verstreet
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POLKA DOT PARADE 
A Book About Bill 
Cunningham
Blumenthal, Deborah
Illus. by D’yans, Masha
Little Bee (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-1-4998-0664-9  

A picture-book tribute to fashion photographer Bill 
Cunningham.

From fashion and beauty journalist and children’s author 
Blumenthal comes a touching tale of one of New York’s most 
beloved and slightly eccentric fashion icons. With his signature 

“blue French worker’s jacket, tan pants, and black sneakers” and 
a camera “slung around his neck,” for decades Cunningham 
cycled the streets of Manhattan, seeking both the figures who 
made fashion and those who consumed and put it proudly on 
display each day. “He who seeks beauty will find it,” said Cun-
ningham, the humble hat maker–turned-photojournalist who 
single-handedly created the genre of street-fashion photog-
raphy, presenting the images of regular people and models 
together in his New York Times photo column “like squares on 
a story quilt.” D’yans’ scintillating watercolors, depicting Bill in 
action on the street or his subjects who “looked like leopards in 
their leopard prints, ...dudes in dots and spots,” perfectly match 
Cunningham’s unassuming edginess with their ragged splashes 
of brilliant color and deft smear technique that creates a three-
dimensional illusion of motion. Seasoning her spare text just so 
with Cunningham’s own voice (sourced in notes), Blumenthal 
effectively communicates her admiration for her subject.

Beautifully rendered and told, the book brings to life 
the work of a gifted 20th-century artist whose creative 
vision will always be in vogue. (author’s note, bibliography) 
(Picture book/biography. 4-12)

ELLA & MONKEY AT SEA
Boon, Emilie
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-7636-9233-9  

Can a girl and her toy monkey adjust to a move across the 
sea?

After a tearful goodbye hug from Oma, Ella and her stuffed 
monkey, Monkey, embark on a journey across the ocean with 
Ella’s mother to their new home in New York. Colorful water-
colors portray the pigtailed, round-cheeked heroine and her 
beloved toy as they begin to navigate the boat, but it soon 
becomes clear that Monkey is less than pleased. He “doesn’t 
want to get on a ship, or sail off to sea, or move away forever.” 
He is unhappy with their unfamiliar bunk beds and the ship’s 
playroom. He misses Oma and hates fish. Meanwhile, a storm 
is brewing at sea. The rocking ship makes everyone seasick, and 
only Ella and Monkey seem to be walking around, so the two 

decide to try to scribble the storm away with crayons. After an 
expressive drawing session, Ella begins to sketch the sun and 
remembers that she has a hello hug from Papa to anticipate 
when the ship docks. Based on the author’s childhood experi-
ences when her own family emigrated from the Netherlands, 
this story of a child working through her frustrations and adjust-
ing to change with help from a toy is warm and comforting. Ella 
and her family are white; there are families of color onboard the 
ship with them.

A warm tale of catharsis and acceptance. (Picture book. 
3-6)

STERLING, BEST DOG EVER
Cassie, Aidan
Illus. by the author
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-0-374-30614-4  

Is Sterling a dog...or a fork? Or a 
whisk? Or a lamp?

Sterling just wants to find a home 
and his forever family. When he sneaks into the Butlery Cutlery 
Company truck and gets delivered along with a bunch of forks 
to the Gilbert family, they decide to keep him. Sterling is deter-
mined to be the best fork ever! But when he notices that this 
middle-class mixed-race family can eat a whole meal “with just 
their fingers,” he worries they don’t need forks. The young, dog-
loving girl of the house tries her best to help him be his doggy 
self, but Sterling cannot lose the idea he must be something 
else. Colorful, vibrant, and amusing illustrations carry the story, 
depicting a happy, loving family, with expressive faces on the 
humans as well as on the small dachshund Sterling. The dark-
haired, brown-skinned mother is shown occasionally wearing 
a salwar kameez, pointing to South Asian heritage. Authentic 
touches, such as the light-haired, light-skinned father’s rumpled 
clothes and multiple pictures of dogs above the young girl’s bed, 
make the family and house feel friendly and comfortable. This 
silly story has an important lesson about just being yourself, but 
it gets hung up in Sterling’s shenanigans—the idea of a dog try-
ing to be a fork is just too absurd to move beyond.

This well-meaning, amusing story is too much premise 
and not enough execution. (Picture book. 3-6)

SO DONE 
Chase, Paula
Greenwillow (304 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-06-269178-1  

Metai Johnson and Jamila Phillips have 
been inseparable since they were toddlers, 
but now the pressures of hard secrets and 
new friends threaten to sever their friend-
ship in the wake of a summer apart.

The author weaves in a keen sense of black youth culture, while 
powerful, flowing use of African-American Vernacular English gives 

the novel warmth, spirit, and familiarity.
so done
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The chapters alternate between the perspectives of Mila 
and Tai, allowing each distinctive character an authentic and 
complex voice as they navigate difficult issues facing many 
American preteens. Mila (also known as Bean, but she’d just 
as soon not be) is just returning from a summer at Aunt Jacq’s 
in The Woods, away from her less-affluent neighborhood, the 
Cove. Tai can’t wait to see her, especially as she’s grown close 
with her crush, Roland, and needs her best friend to share the 
rush. Yet as they reunite, both friends begin to realize that 
something is tangibly different—and the roots of this differ-
ence may be in an uncomfortable incident that took place the 
previous April at Tai’s. The emerging conflict will surely come 
to a head as they both prepare for the high-stakes audition for 
the local talented-and-gifted arts program, where they hope 
to continue to develop themselves as dancers and to stay away 
from the dangerous pull of street life. The author weaves in a 
keen sense of black youth culture, including emoji-filled text 
messages, fly hairstyles, and beloved nicknames that won’t go 
away, while powerful, flowing use of African-American Vernacu-
lar English gives the novel warmth, spirit, and familiarity.

Chase’s middle-grade debut dazzles in its exploration 
of the complicated lives of two very different young black 
girls in language that will meet its primary audience of 
black girl readers in their hearts. (Fiction. 8-12)

HOW MANY KISSES?
Chedru, Delphine 
Illus. by the author
Thames & Hudson (32 pp.) 
$12.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-500-65145-2  

A kissfest of a counting book.
Bold cover art depicts two children 

in silhouette, looking at each other. The first holds a bouquet in 
front of both their faces, and they appear to be kissing behind 
it. Open the book, and the frontmatter text directs readers to 
blow kisses at the characters on interior pages (which makes 
one wonder why the cover art doesn’t have a character blowing 
a kiss, too). The first spread shows a cat sleeping on the recto, 
while on the facing verso there appears a large, yellow numeral 
1 leading off the text: “1 kiss for the cat sleeping on the sofa.” 
Beneath this direction is a yellow dot to reinforce the numeral 
1. The next spread follows this design, but with the numeral 2 
and two blue dots to count the kisses the reader should blow 
at the depicted dog. Ensuing pages count up to 10 kisses, with 
each spread depicting various animals and people (all of whom 
appear white). Then there’s a leap from 10 to 17 kisses for an owl, 
64 for the sun, 823 for the wind, and “millions...for all the chil-
dren playing around the world!” (Here a few children of color 
appear in small scale.) This playful, dramatic increase should 
provoke lots of frantic kiss-blowing on the parts of young read-
ers—and laughter, too.

Mwah! (Picture book. 2-4)

JUST BREATHE
Meditation, Mindfulness, 
Movement, and More
Chopra, Mallika
Illus. by Vaughan, Brenna
Running Press Kids (128 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-0-7624-9158-2  

Chopra—daughter of well-known 
self-help guru Deepak Chopra—delivers 

a stress-management guide for young people.
Following an introduction, the book is divided into six cat-

egories: “Breathe,” “Move,” “Be Silent,” “Notice,” “Ask Ques-
tions,” and “Create.” Six to 12 short practices (typically designed 
to last around five minutes, though some are longer or shorter) 
are offered in each category. Many of the techniques are varia-
tions on those traditional to Buddhism or yoga; others are 
creative exercises targeting specific stressors of the day, such 
as bullying and social media. Readers are encouraged to read 
through a practice in its entirety and then try using it. Adults 
sharing mindfulness with children and preteens will find a trea-
sure trove of scripts for guided practice. Young people of vari-
ous skin tones, genders, and religious expressions are included 
in the illustrations, but there is a noticeable tone of privilege 
within the author’s text. Access to parents available at home, 
safe neighborhoods, and public green spaces are assumed in 
some practices. Young people who face survival-based chal-
lenges in their day-to-day lives may not find that exemplars 
referenced—such as not knowing anyone at summer camp—
speak directly to their life experience. An audiobook download 
is available for separate purchase from the publisher’s website 
for those who would like to listen and follow along with the 
exercises.

Though slightly limited in its utility for the desired 
audience, this resource offers a thorough collection of 
kid-friendly mindfulness practices. (Nonfiction. 9-14) (Audio 
download: 978-1-54911-542-4)

NEON LEON
Clarke, Jane
Illus. by Teckentrup, Britta
Nosy Crow/Candlewick (24 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-7636-9915-4  

The title might lead readers to 
believe—with justification—that this is 
a blindingly colorful picture book, but 

it’s all the more surprising because Leon is a chameleon!
Leon ought to be able to blend into earthy environments—

green leafy jungle; yellow sandy desert; gray rocky moun-
tains—but he can’t. He’s brilliant Day-Glo orange. Children 
will relate: Everyone’s had uncomfortable moments when they 
feel as though they stick out and don’t belong. Playful textual 
prompts invite them to participate in solving Leon’s dilemma. 

Mwah!
how many kisses?
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Whether by whispering encouraging words to Leon, practicing 
patience (by counting to 10) while Leon crawls across the page, 
or celebrating Leon’s newfound friendship, readers will be com-
pletely invested in Leon’s journey. Opportunities to learn colors 
and numbers abound. Best of all, empathetic preschoolers will 
realize through their interactions with Leon that sometimes, 
we just need a little time to find our people and our places in 
the world. This brilliant, heartwarming gem helps tots develop 
intellectually and emotionally, though some discussion might 
be needed to help concrete thinkers past the implication that 
simpatico companionship can be found with only those who 
look just like them.

Interactive reading at its best. (Picture book. 3-5)

ILLEGAL 
Colfer, Eoin & Donkin, Andrew
Illus. by Rigano, Giovanni
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky (144 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4926-6214-3  

Ebo is known across his village for 
his beautiful singing voice, but will his 
voice keep him safe in his journey to the 
shores of Europe?

Readers follow the flight of Ebo, a 
Ghanaian refugee child, to Europe to find the siblings who fled 
before him. Ebo’s journey takes him across the scorching heat 
of the Sahara and through the streets of Tripoli, where he works 
to raise funds for passage across the Mediterranean. All the 
while, Ebo and the companions he meets along the way must 
elude the watchful eyes of the authorities who are constantly 
on alert for refugees. But after Ebo finally saves enough money 
and secures a seat on a boat crossing to Greece, he finds himself 
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on the brink of death. Like all the others, it is too crowded; the 
engine is broken; and the fuel is slowly running out. Authors and 
illustrator take readers back and forth through time, building 
suspense as Ebo’s story of survival unfolds. The format allows 
sensitive and difficult topics such as murder, death, and horrific, 
traumatizing conditions to unfold for children, Ebo’s reactions 
speaking volumes and dramatic perspectives giving a sense of 
scope. A creators’ note provides factual context, and an appen-
dix offers an Eritrean refugee’s minimemoir in graphic form.

Action-filled and engaging but considerate of both 
topic and audience, Ebo’s story effectively paints a picture 
of a child refugee’s struggle in a world crisscrossed by hos-
tile borders. (Graphic fiction. 10-15)

THE SEQUOIA LIVES ON 
Cooke, Joanna
Illus. by Hsieh, Fiona
Yosemite Conservancy (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-930238-85-5  

The giant sequoia tree is a natural 
wonder inspiring awe with its immensity 
and grandeur.

Cooke explores the sequoia’s life cycle from a tiny seed 
through its amazing growth and longevity to its eventual col-
lapse, when it releases seeds for a new beginning. Fires clear 
undergrowth and allow the seeds to scatter. When no fires 
occur, insects perform the same functions. Sequoias can even-
tually fall victim to their own size, collapsing and decompos-
ing. These facts are made accessible via concrete comparisons 
that engage young readers’ imaginations. The sequoia’s height 
is equal to “three blue whales stacked chin to tail,” and it is “as 
heavy as three hundred elephants.” As narrator, Cooke speaks 
with earnestness and clarity while employing language and syn-
tax that are poetic and filled with obvious love of these giants. 
Hsieh’s double-page–spread illustrations, done in gorgeous 
tones of browns, yellows, and greens, add a dreamlike element. 
The sequoia itself is depicted with careful accuracy and, like 
the properties of its colorful bark, always seems to glow in sun-
light, firelight, or moonlight. Wildlife has its place in the forest 
habitat, with deer, birds, squirrels, and more appearing in their 
natural activities. Several humans also appear—a diverse group 
of children, including one who uses a wheelchair, along with 
an older woman figure—all tiny at the base of the tree as they 
admire it in wonder.

Informative and breathtakingly beautiful. (afterword) 
(Informational picture book. 5-9)

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, 
FIGHTER FOR JUSTICE
Her Impact on the Civil 
Rights Movement, the White 
House, and the World
Cooper, Ilene
Illus. by the author
Abrams (192 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4197-2295-0  

This biography of Eleanor Roosevelt 
portrays her as a tireless champion of the underdog and a high-
profile advocate for civil and human rights.

Using her subject’s first name, Cooper focuses on Eleanor’s 
involvement in the civil rights movement but notes that even 
in her 30s she “paid virtually no attention to the difficulties of 
African Americans who faced prejudice every day...despite the 
fact she was aware of the turmoil in the black community.” Not 
until she was first lady did racial injustice gain Eleanor’s full 
attention, partly due to her surrounding herself with such activ-
ists as Mary McLeod Bethune, Walter White, and Pauli Mur-
ray. Cooper writes that an awakening came when she helped 
raise money for Arthurdale, a planned community in West 
Virginia for out-of-work coal miners. Eleanor was shocked to 
learn that whites who had lived together with blacks in poverty 
for decades refused to let them join the community. This led 
Eleanor to understand “how corrosive the systemic segrega-
tion of African Americans was.” Cooper chronicles how she did 
everything possible to keep civil rights a focus of the Roosevelt 
administration, including such piquant details as her insistence 
on attending a public event against the advice of the FBI and 
with her pistol to protect herself against the Klan, which had 
issued a $25,000 bounty. Cooper is silent on Roosevelt’s roman-
tic relations with other women, however.

A muscular and admiring profile in moral courage. 
(photos, timeline, notes, bibliography) (Biography. 10-14)

FINDING ESME
Crowley, Suzanne
Greenwillow (288 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-06-235246-0  

A 12-year-old girl from small-town 
Texas finds dinosaur bones that might 
save the family farm.

Esme’s paternal grandfather, Paps, 
died of a heart attack three months ago 
while digging for something on Solace 

Hill. His tractor sits on the spot where he died. Her grand-
mother, Bee, is too busy trying to keep the family afloat sell-
ing peaches and honey to move it; her mother, June Rain, won’t 
hardly get up off the couch; and her father ran off three years 
ago. Curling up beneath the tractor in search of some remnant 
of Paps, Esme sees a bone sticking up out of the earth. At first 
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she’s terrified but later enlists a friend to help her uncover what 
turns out to be a dinosaur skull. The family is about to lose the 
farm to foreclosure, so her motivation for keeping the dinosaur 
a secret is not quite clear. Neither is the profusion of side plots 
that bog down the primary narrative. Bee is known for her mag-
ical finding powers, a talent Esme seems to have inherited, but 
the magic has no real bearing on the actual plot, and in the end 
Esme’s engaging voice isn’t enough to make sense of the mish-
mash. The 1972 setting is realized only through a number of cul-
tural references that modern readers are not likely to recognize, 
and the persistent whimsy of the townspeople becomes cloying. 
The novel adheres to a white default.

Crowley’s a promising writer, but the story doesn’t land. 
(Historical fiction. 8-12)

STICK
Dickson, Irene
Illus. by the author
Nosy Crow/Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-5362-0016-4  

What can a kid do with a stick?
A little unnamed child takes a country walk (with no adults in 

sight) with a frisky dog and discovers a long stick. The child wears 
a bright red jacket and green gumboots. The mixed-media illus-
trations have a bold, retro look, with an idealized feel that’s remi-
niscent of the Dick and Jane era. There is a particularly glorious 
double-page spread of child and dog traveling through a golden 
wheat field with red poppies and purple thistles. The few words 
in large type in every spread always refer to the stick: “Find a stick, 
a very useful stick”; “Swish it”; “Draw with it.” A bit of drama is 
added when child and dog are on a bridge over a stream and the 
stick falls—to float. This scene opens up to include another child 
in the distance, creating a shelter from several sticks and a piece 

There is a particularly glorious double-page spread 
of child and dog traveling through a golden wheat field 

with red poppies and purple thistles.
stick
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As a journalist, Jennifer Torres wrote stories that 
touched upon important aspects of family life in 
Stockton, California: issues like education and im-
migration. She no longer lives in Stockton, and she 
no longer reports for the Record, but those same 
themes continue to weave themselves into the fic-
tion she now crafts—something especially true in 
her latest middle-grade book, Flor and Miranda Steal 
the Show (June 12). 

While city life tends to dominate literature and 
popular culture, the vast majority of this country’s 
land mass is composed of rural communities. And 
where agriculture reigns, life revolves around its cy-
cles. For Flor and Miranda, that cyclical aspect of 
life is taken even further, as both of their families 

are part of a traveling carnival group which makes 
regular stops at agricultural fairs. 

When living in Stockton, Torres says, she’d go to 
the local asparagus festival every year for deep fried 
asparagus and asparagus ice cream, and she’d go to 
the Linden cherry festival for cherry ice cream. Her 
time in California’s Central Valley taught her just 
how central such fairs were to agricultural commu-
nities. It’s at a fictional cantaloupe festival that we 
meet Flor and Miranda—and for Torres, that rural 
identity is crucial.

“I think we tend to think of diverse families and 
children, families of color, typically in urban set-
tings,” she says. “But rural communities, especially 
in California, have been very diverse for a long time—
and that’s also true across the country. The Central 
Valley is full of immigrant communities, both folks 
who came recently hoping to build a new life and 
also folks who have lived there for generations.”

In fact, Torres writes to expose realities that can 
often be overlooked in literature. Some, like the 
makeup of agricultural communities, are quite spe-
cific to the world she writes about. But others, like 
the worries of 8-year-olds, are universal.

“I don’t want to say they weren’t out there,” Tor-
res says, “but when I was a kid, I don’t recall read-
ing books where kids worry about money or their 
parents’ livelihood.” While she lived a comfortable 
childhood, Torres clearly remembers money prob-
lems arising every now and then. Her parents—like 
most parents—discussed them in private, but she 
still knew about them. She heard their arguing and 
saw their concerns reflected in their eyes. And she 
worried.

“Kids whose families struggle or who watch par-
ents make difficult decisions…they start to feel like 

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Jennifer Torres

RUNNING AWAY WITH THE CIRCUS ISN’T ALL IT’S CRACKED UP TO BE IN 
HER ENGAGING NOVEL
By James McDonald

Photo courtesy David Siders
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they have a stake in it too. They want to do some-
thing about it, but it’s not always clear what you can 
do or what you should do.” 

As Flor and Miranda navigate these weighty is-
sues in their own ways, they also struggle with the all-
too-familiar impulse many have to try to go it alone. 
Torres hopes that readers will take away an apprecia-
tion for the bravery needed to resist that urge and 
reach out to others.

“I love the idea of exploring friendship. Friend-
ships, especially when I was about that age, were 
super important. There’s a pull to make this or 
any book about rivalry,” Torres says. “But I wanted 
to show that girls can be ambitious and can have 
dreams without feeling like they need to cut others 
down. We can mutually support each other and cel-
ebrate each other’s talents and successes. I think we 
can all learn from that.”

Flor and Miranda Steal the Show was reviewed in the 
April 1, 2018, issue. 

of cloth. When the stick reaches the shore, this new child picks 
it up along with some others. The sparse text satisfyingly echoes 
the beginning on the final page, as both children put  those “very 
useful sticks” to use in building a play structure. The first child has 
short brown hair and pale skin; the second child has brown skin 
and black hair in Afro-puffs.

A simple tale of play with a found object combined with 
a story of new friendship, immediately retellable by a sin-
gle child or a group. (Picture book. 3-5)

THRILLING THIEVES
Liars, Cheats, and Cons Who 
Changed History
DuMont, Brianna
Sky Pony Press (192 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-5107-0169-4 
Series: Changed History 

Thieves of the highest magnitude—
think Napoleon—get a good tattling 
from DuMont in a continuation of her 

Changed History series.
These are thieves who really did change history by moving 

the stolen items around the globe, sometimes in a small span, 
around Paris, for example, and sometimes from one continent to 
another. DuMont starts with the Venetians, who not only stole 
St. Mark’s body, but made alarming gains during the Crusades. 
She moves on to Francisco Pizarro and his conveyor belt of gold 
and silver from the Incan Empire to Spain. It took Francis Drake 
six days to empty one of King Philip’s Spanish treasure ships of 
its gold and silver. That is the same Drake to whom Queen Eliza-
beth gave “more ships to cram more Africans aboard to sell in the 
West Indies.” DuMont can come off as glib, but for the most part 
she is just throwing sauce in the face of egregious greed. There 
is also one heroic con man: Robert Smalls, an African-American 
pilot who ran the Confederate blockade of Charleston to take 
freedom for himself and a good number of slaves. DuMont also 
names secondary characters, which is particularly satisfying, as in 
introducing Vivant Denon, Napoleon’s choice to direct his grow-
ing art hoard and inventor of the modern museum.

A sassy, historically sound visit with some of the more 
(mostly) rudely audacious characters who have taken what 
wasn’t theirs. (Nonfiction. 11-16)

POP!
Eaton, Jason Carter
Illus. by Rockefeller, Matt
First Second (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-62672-503-4  

On a beautiful day, Dewey sits under a shady tree, blowing 
bubbles by himself. “The best part of blowing bubbles is pop-
ping them,” he declares.
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One bubble gets away, and Dewey decides to give chase. As 
the bubble floats away, Dewey first jumps, then clambers to the 
top of a jungle gym and then to the rooftop in an effort to catch 
the errant bubble. His quest takes him to the top of a skyscraper, 
then into a hot air balloon, and then onto a helicopter, then a 
biplane, then a zooming F-16; not high enough! He’ll never be 
able to catch it, unless...yes! It’s the day of the moon launch, and 
Dewey hitches a ride on a rocket, landing on the moon. In his 
spacesuit, the lack of gravity allows him to reach high, but the 
bubble remains just out of reach. Defeated, he returns home. 
It’s bedtime, but Dewey can’t resist one last look through his 
telescope—which yields a big surprise. Eaton and Rockefeller 
introduce readers to various forms of transportation with Dew-
ey’s mad dash. Graphic panels speed readers through the story, 
but, rather like a bubble, it’s ultimately insubstantial. Dewey 
has olive skin and black hair, and among the aviators he encoun-
ters are a confident older black man and a young white woman.

A swift and breathless tour. (Picture book. 3-6)

LUCKY LITTLE THINGS
Erlbaum, Janice
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-374-30652-6  

What is luck? Is it something that 
happens to you, or is it perhaps every-
thing that happens to you? Emma 
Macintyre will have to figure that out.

As the story opens, an unsigned let-
ter instructs Emma to write a list of 10 

lucky things she wants to have happen and to check her list at 
month’s end to see what her good luck has brought her. Emma 
is not having a good eighth-grade year. Aunt Jenny—who wasn’t 
really her aunt but her single mom’s best friend—died six weeks 
ago, leaving a big hole in their lives. And her best friend, Savvy, 
got a new phone and is now more interested in texting, Insta-
gramming, Snapchatting, and trying to fit in with the popular 
kids than in hanging out with Emma. As the month progresses, 
good things happen to her: She lands the lead part in the school 
play, falls in love (though not with the boy on her list, who turns 
out to be a creep); but bad things also happen: Savvy unwisely 
sends a topless photo of herself to a boy. In the devastating 
aftermath, Savvy’s moms withdraw her from school. Emma nar-
rates, a convincing young adolescent whose close relationship 
with her mother is forged in part by their mutual suffering at 
the hands of her alcoholic WASP grandmother, who comments 
on the biracial girl’s “dusky coloring,” inherited from her absent 
Colombian dad. The savagery of middle school social dynamics 
will resonate.

Though unrealistically pat in the end, it offers a positive 
message that in life, good and bad come together. (Fiction. 
10-14)

HOWARD AND THE MUMMY
Howard Carter and the 
Search for King Tut’s Tomb
Fern, Tracey
Illus. by Kulikov, Boris
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-374-30305-1  

Fern and Kulikov, collaborators on the picture-book biog-
raphies Barnum’s Bones (2012) and W is for Webster (2015), bring 
the self-taught archaeologist who discovered King Tut’s tomb 
to life.

Howard Carter’s obsession with mummies began when he 
was a boy in England and visited a nearby mansion filled with 
ancient Egyptian artifacts. Carter dreamed of discovering a 
mummy himself. At 17, he took a job copying ancient art for the 
Egypt Exploration Fund. Awed by the art and architecture he 
sketched and copied, Carter was eager to make discoveries of 
his own. He taught himself the methodologies of archaeology, 
Arabic, geology, Egyptian history, and how to read hieroglyph-
ics. As an antiquities inspector for the Egyptian government, 
Carter excavated several tombs only to find they had been 
looted. Undaunted, Carter devised a plan to excavate every 
unsearched inch in the Valley of the Kings. His dogged persis-
tence paid off in 1922 when he discovered the treasure-filled 
tomb of Tutankhamun. Quoting from Carter’s own account, 
Fern infuses her story with excitement. She describes Carter 
as having a “funky personality” with a “stubborn attitude and 
worse table manners”; Kulikov’s exaggerated illustrations ener-
getically capture Carter’s ambition and fascination with his 
subject.

An engaging and informative true story of persever-
ance and discovery. (author’s note, bibliography) (Picture 
book/biography. 7-9)

THE CRYPTID CATCHER
Fisher, Lija
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (336 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-374-30554-3  

Newly orphaned Clivo Wren’s about 
to discover a monstrous family secret.

After 13-year-old Clivo’s archaeolo-
gist father dies on a dig in Colombia (his 
mother passed away previously), eccen-
tric Aunt Pearl, who used to care for 

Clivo during his dad’s frequent expeditions, moves in with her 
cats. Clivo’s ready to settle into his average life when Douglas 
Chancery, a pushy stranger, visits to inform Clivo that his father, 
Russell, was actually a cryptid catcher traveling the world hunt-
ing for legendary creatures. Russell was trying to locate a spe-
cific cryptid whose blood is the key to immortality. Russell and 
Douglas had an agreement that, should something happen to 
Russell, Douglas would hire Clivo to do the job. Suddenly, all 
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the martial arts, language classes (in Japanese, Hindustani, Ara-
bic, and Russian), and survival training Clivo’s parents put him 
through makes sense. Clivo agrees to help grumpy Douglas find 
the one Russell was looking for and keep it out of the hands 
of evildoers...but Clivo’s going to need more help than Douglas’ 
money can buy. Fisher’s debut, the first half of a duology, deliv-
ers adventure and laughs to readers who are willing to check 
their disbelief on Page 1. Clivo’s a white boy, a good-hearted 
Everykid, and the helpers he finds are a multicultural melting 
pot of monster-loving nerds.

Though there’s a bit of closure, readers will be ready for 
the sequel when they turn the final page. (Fantasy. 9-12)

THE SINKING OF THE VASA
A Shipwreck of Titanic 
Proportions
Freedman, Russell
Illus. by Low, William
Godwin Books/Henry Holt (44 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-62779-866-2  

Who’s to blame when everything 
goes wrong?

In the early 1600s, King Gustav II Adolf of Sweden ordered 
the construction of a mighty warship to be the flagship of his 
navy. After two years’ construction, the mighty Vasa was ready 
to sail on the afternoon of Aug. 10, 1628. Less than a mile into 
its maiden voyage, the Vasa, along with her crew and their fami-
lies, sank into Stockholm’s harbor. After the calamity, Sweden 
began an investigation into why the ship so easily capsized. The 
results were inconclusive, although Freedman implies that the 
king’s desire for a superfluity of cannons may have been the 
cause. Centuries later, in the mid-1950s, the Vasa was raised 
and restored. Now housed in the Stockholm Museum, the 
Vasa is a popular tourist attraction. Freedman provides a lot of 
information to his readers, but with its compression into the 
picture-book format, the pacing is rushed. The ending—relat-
ing a reclaimed cannon to Sweden’s history of peace—feels 
tangential at best. Hopefully, curious readers will seek out the 
additional information about the Vasa, shipwrecks, and resto-
ration provided in the bibliography. Low’s digital illustrations 
are sumptuous and stunning, and they could pass for traditional 
paintings. It’s unfortunate that the text does not live up to the 
artwork.

Like the Vasa, this feels not quite seaworthy. (Informa-
tional picture book. 8-10)

IF YOU’RE GOING TO A MARCH
Freeman, Martha
Illus. by Kim, Violet
Sterling (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4549-2993-2  

Children are playing active parts in 
today’s demonstrations, marching and 
holding signs—or sleeping soundly in 

their carriages.
This picture-book manual provides friendly instructions on 

attending marches, many of which (but not all) have become 
peaceful, intergenerational outings. The afterword mentions 
issue-based protests (for women’s suffrage, civil rights, mar-
riage equality, and others) that have sometimes led to violent 
outcomes, but there are no references to the possibility of 
aggression or arrest. Despite this idealization, the book’s mes-
sage will speak to families involved in contemporary demon-
strations concerning today’s issues: women’s rights, equality for 
immigrants and other identity groups, peace, and the environ-
ment. (There is no mention of gun control.) Four families, one 
white, one brown-skinned, one Asian, and one interracial family 
with two dads, are featured in the cheerful, naïve illustrations, 
which follow the kids as they create signs at home, travel to the 
march, listen to the speakers (“it’s possible this part will get bor-
ing”), and march. Practical advice includes “know your address 
and phone number.” There’s a double-page spread with smiling 
police officers of different skin tones and genders “to keep peo-
ple safe”—an assertion that many in minority communities may 
not find particularly credible or reassuring.

Although the signs and chants may speak mostly to 
“blue” families and hard truths are elided, this introduc-
tion tries hard to present a neutral point of view, encourag-
ing everyone to participate in appropriate political action. 
(Informational picture book. 6-9)

THE PHANTOM TOWER
Graff, Keir
Putnam (288 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-1-52473-952-2  

Welcome to Brunhild Tower, a com-
plicated fortress of an apartment build-
ing with a mysterious past.

Colm McShane, his twin brother, 
Mal (short for Malachy), and their wid-
owed mother move to Chicago from 

Dallas for Mom’s new job at the University of Chicago. Brun-
hild Tower is unlike anything the 12-year-olds have seen before. 
Although “weird and old,” their new apartment, with a maid’s 
room, butler’s pantry, and two bathrooms, is bigger than their 
old house. There’s also a view of Lake Michigan. So why is the 
rent so low? What does Mom’s odd new boss mean when he 
says it’s “impossible to leave” Brunhild Tower? Their eccentric 

Colm, his brother, and their friend are believable middle 
graders, and the mystery unfolds into a solid adventure that 

offers just enough chills to keep the pages flipping.
the phantom tower
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This first introduction to the science of seasons 
and animal behavior features painterly, detailed 

illustrations that enchant and instruct.
the squirrels’  busy year

neighbor, Princess Veronica Margareta of Syldavia (a nod to Tin-
Tin, perhaps?) issues an odd warning: Don’t wander the building 
between the hours of 1 and 2 in the afternoon. Does the elderly 
princess’s warning have anything to do with the button for the 
13th floor—excluded from the elevator panel in accordance 
with superstition—which only appears for that one hour each 
day? Colm, who still grieves for his father, is more open to the 
unknown than his just-the-facts brother. Soon, good-natured 
narrator Colm, pedantic Mal, and their new friend and neigh-
bor, bibliophile Tamika, find themselves on the phantom 13th 
floor, exploring what lies beyond the elevator doors. Colm, his 
brother, and their friend are believable middle graders, and the 
mystery unfolds into a solid adventure that offers just enough 
chills to keep the pages flipping. Colm and Mal are white, and 
Tamika is black.

Goose bump–inducing fun. (Fantasy. 8-13)

DEATH BY DINOSAUR
Guest, Jacqueline 
Coteau Books (160 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  Jul. 1, 2018
978-1-55050-943-4 
Series: Sam Stellar Mystery, 1 

Samantha Stellar and her cousin, 
Paige, are off to a summer internship at 
the Royal Tyrrell Museum of Palaeontol-
ogy in Drumheller, Alberta—a dinosaur 
museum.

Sam is nervous about the upcom-
ing internship due to a rash of thefts of fossils, heists that have 
occurred across Canada. On the bus ride to Drumheller, Sam, 
a white girl who figures herself as an amateur sleuth, spots 
a “mysterious passenger” with a “swarthy complexion” who 
looks “very Latin,” which computes to “very suspicious!” Dub-
bing him Agent D, she decides to keep a “covert eye” on the 

“dark stranger,” the bulge in whose jacket is obviously a gun. At 
the museum, Sam is paired with Jackson, a university student 
who works with her to sort through dinosaur fossils. When a 
vertebra disappears from the collection, Jackson is added to 
Sam’s suspect list. After all, he speaks Spanish, just like Agent 
D (although he is cute and white). She decides to get to the 
bottom of this case, especially after she spots Agent D in the 
museum parking lot. A series of nonsensical searches for Agent 
D includes a motel visit in which Sam uses “Marge Simpson” as 
an alias, successfully convincing the clerk to share confidential 
guest information with two 14-year-olds. The plot is clichéd, 
the dialogue cheesy, the protagonist beyond silly—and the easy 
racism never seems to be called into question.

There’s no mystery here: Skip it. (Mystery. 8-12)

THE WINNER IS… 
Harper, Charise Mericle
Illus. by Blard-Quintard, Aurélie
HMH Books (192 pp.) 
$12.99  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-544-99144-6 
Series: Next Best Junior Chef, 3 

Only two contestants remain in the 
third and final installment of the Next Best 
Junior Chef series (Lights, Camera, Cook!, 
2017, etc.). Who will emerge top toque? 

After two tough weeks of competition under scrutiny of 
the cameras, Rae and Caroline are the final contestants on the 
show. Or so they think. In a surprise twist, Oliver and Tate, who 
were eliminated in the previous two rounds, are invited back 
and given a second shot at the grand prize: a food truck and a 
guest spot on an award-winning television show to be filmed in 
Italy! The foursome is happy to be together again, but things are 
definitely different. The show’s format has changed too. Gone 
are the Gadget Wall and stars on the blackboard. Standards are 
higher, and challenges are both more complicated than before 
and unexpected. And as Oliver declares, there will be no more 
pacts. Each contestant is out to win! Switching up the chal-
lenges helps keep the book from feeling like a retread, though 
the novelty of the format has worn off, and bringing back Oliver 
and Tate can’t help but feel like a bit of a cheat. Caroline is the 
only obvious kid of color, but their adult mentors and judges 
show some diversity. Backmatter includes tips for combining 
tastes and textures in cooking and a short vocab list.

While not as nail-biting as the first two books, it’s still 
a satisfactory denouement. (Fiction. 8-12)

THE SQUIRRELS’ BUSY YEAR
A First Science Storybook
Jenkins, Martin
Illus. by Jones, Richard
Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-0-7636-9600-9  

Muted, mixed-media illustrations 
pair nicely with spare, poetic text that 

depicts the seasons in a forest.
An owl sits in a hole in a tree, “keeping an eye on things” as 

each new season begins and ends. Squirrels first seen curled up 
in a tree soon seek food as snowflakes drift down; birds and 
frogs liven up the pond in spring but quiet down in summer 
heat; the squirrels scurry about once again in fall as the frogs 
burrow their way into the mud below the pond. This book 
doesn’t shy away from presenting natural dangers—when 
the owl goes hunting, squirrels must beware. And summer 
lightning hits the owl’s tree—will it escape in time? Winter 
comes again, and so does a new perspective: Readers peek 
out through a hole in the tree from deep inside the squir-
rels’ den to see the owl flying past. This first introduction to 
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the science of seasons and animal behavior features painterly, 
detailed illustrations that enchant and instruct, illuminating 
and extending the lively, approachable, often onomatopoeic 
text. Frontmatter explains why we have seasons and certain 
weather patterns such as thunderstorms; complementary 
backmatter offers both topical discussion questions and a 
subject index, which further lend this book to STEM-related 
storytimes and activities.

A lyrical introduction to STEM for budding scientists, 
animal lovers, and artists everywhere. (Informational picture 
book. 3-6)

I’M GLAD THAT YOU’RE HAPPY
Kazemi, Nahid
Illus. by the author
Groundwood (24 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-77306-122-1  

A smiling plant narrates its life story, 
beginning the day that it is potted.

It is a happy moment when Mr. Flo-
rist holds a big green plant who shares 

its pot with a smaller plant. They live an idyllic existence in 
a flower shop filled to overflowing with many beautifully col-
ored blooms. Customers happily sniff their ways through the 
selections. Then there’s more joy as a man with a garden takes 
them home, one that is filled with other plants and with many 
paintings of even more plants. They, the plants, are not pas-
sive observers but share in the good times and the bad. Then 
comes change—necessary but so traumatic. The smaller plant 
needs more space for its own roots. It is a move for the better, 
and once it’s done the bigger plant is oh so happy. Their future 
is full of birds singing and children playing. Perhaps this is a 
story about how to grow plants, but more likely it’s intended 
as a parable about parenting, nurturing, and letting go while 
maintaining bonds. The Iranian-born author and artist, who 
now lives in Canada, tells her tale of child-rearing with a posi-
tive and fairly glowing feeling of all-around goodness. She uses 
pastels, colored pencils, and collage in an impressionistic pal-
ette that gives her words an almost dreamy setting. Her char-
acters are all white.

Plants are pretty but passive, and it’s doubtful many 
readers will find them meaningful stand-ins for parenting. 
(Picture book. 4-7)

SIR TIM WANTS A DRAGON
Koppens, Judith 
Illus. by van Lindenhuizen, Eline
Clavis (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Jul. 1, 2018
978-1-60537-369-0  

Sir Tim is looking for a dragon and 
won’t take no for an answer.

A little boy with a toy helmet, a shield design on his sweater, 
a red cape, and a dragon book heads to the neighborhood pet 
store to find such an animal, even though his mother tells him: 

“I don’t think they sell dragons at the pet shop, you know.” The 
friendly shopkeeper tries to persuade Tim that he might like a 
turtle, saying: “A turtle is green like a dragon.” Tim rejects the 
turtle as too slow. When offered a rabbit (known for speed), 
Tim avers: “No, a rabbit isn’t dangerous enough.” He is also dis-
dainful of the mouse offered by the man, who says, “A mouse 
has sharp teeth, just like a dragon, and it’s fast, too.” Each time 
Tim uses the refrain: “I want a DRAGON!” Disappointed, Tim 
and his mother start to walk away until the shopkeeper brings 
out a puppy, who just happens to be named Dragon (or so the 
store owner says). After a friendly lick, Tim too quickly gives up 
his objections and embraces this new pet. Although the loosely 
sketched and painted illustrations have a pleasant childlike 
naiveté, the story is both lackluster and hard to believe. All the 
characters in this Dutch import are white.

With plenty of books about imaginary animals and real 
pets to choose from, steer away from this one. (Picture book. 
4-6)

THE GIFT OF DARK HOLLOW
Larwood, Kieran
Illus. by Wyatt, David
Clarion (272 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-328-69601-4 
Series: Longburrow, 2 

In this sequel to Podkin One-Ear 
(2017), warrior rabbit Podkin embarks 
on a dangerous quest: to find and retrieve 

“the sacred hammer of Applecross.”
After fleeing the Gorm, “hulking, clanking monsters of iron 

and flesh,” Podkin, his older sister, and their younger brother 
endure winter with other refugee rabbits in Dark Hollow, an 
abandoned warren. Haunted by previous encounters with 
Gorm and “feeling useless and very sorry for himself,” Podkin 
discovers Moonfyre, Dark Hollow’s missing sacred gift, which 
enables its bearer to magically jump from shadow to shadow 
under moonlight. Overhearing visiting Applecross rabbits dis-
cussing a hammer capable of producing arrowheads that can kill 
Gorm, Podkin suppresses his fears and agrees to lead a search 
for the hammer. At great peril, they uncover the hammer, hid-
den in ruins on an island in a lake, only to be captured by Gorm, 
leaving Podkin to rely on his wits and Moonfyre. Once again, 
Podkin emerges the hero, willing to sacrifice himself, aided by 
helpers and magical objects. The narrative device of a story 
within a story perfectly fits this tale, in which storyteller Pook 
unfolds the saga of his older brother, Podkin, to an eager young 
apprentice as they journey to a gathering of bards. Inclusion of 
ancient rabbit lore and action-filled black-and-white illustra-
tions adds depth and drama.

Great storytelling continues in this latest Longburrow 
adventure. (Animal fantasy. 10-12)
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DEEP UNDERWATER 
Luxbacher, Irene
Illus. by the author
Groundwood (32 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-77306-014-9  

Sophia knows all the sea’s secrets (its 
“dragons,” “floating forests,” “clowns,” “angels,” and “four-eyed 
butterflies”), and she invites readers to follow her deep under-
water to discover what lies full fathom five.

Kaleidoscopic illustrations teem with cerulean colors, shift-
ing shapes, and swirling patterns, evoking oceanic fantasies 
filled with mysterious sea creatures, treasure, magic, and trans-
formations. Sophia’s ebony hair drifts with the current, her 
porcelain skin glows, and her calm voice coaxes readers down, 
down, down, where “tentacles, / antennae and teeth disappear 
into / darknesss...and an abyss becomes / a bottomless pit of 
possibilities....” Readers feel woozily enchanted by this little 
snow-white siren and the myriad underwater miracles as they 
descend. Shafts of white space, often highlighting the narra-
tive verse, administer welcome breaths of air amid a density of 
fish and flotsam. Luxbacher’s graphite, watercolor, and acrylic 
illustrations (composed digitally, printed using archival inks and 
papers, then enhanced with soft-colored pencil and found col-
lage materials) offer opportunity for interpretation and pleasur-
able scrutiny. Why and how is a little bird trailing Sophia all the 
way to the ocean’s floor? Who is Sophia’s reassuring mermaid 
twin? Readers ride waves of wonder all the way back to dry land, 
where they find Sophia snuggled in bed with her mother.

Masterful artwork and nuanced verse invite readers to 
hold their breath and dive deep. (Picture book. 6-10)

THE KIDDIE TABLE
Madden, Colleen
Illus. by the author
Capstone Young Readers (32 pp.) 
$15.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-68446-002-1  

Thanksgiving dinner is fraught with 
potential for humiliation.

Roiling with indignation, an 8-year-old flower- and sequin-
bedecked girl fumes at being made to sit with babies and tod-
dlers at a separate holiday table laden with sippy cups, plastic 
dinnerware, and diners who carouse with their dishes and gloppy 
food. In sometimes-amusing but clunky verse that doesn’t scan 
well, the child argues her case for a seat among the grown-ups, 
itemizing all that she knows how to do. Scansion isn’t the only 
casualty: Ostensibly for the purpose of mining some not-very-
humorous comic moments, the author sends internal logic 
on holiday, too. Would it not have occurred to anyone that an 
8-year-old might balk at sitting with much-younger children? 
Would parents of such small fry not help their little ones eat 
or supervise their table time? All is resolved when the offended 
child’s mother gently explains that her daughter need only have 

expressed her desires beforehand. When finally invited to eat 
with the adults, the girl has a grand time, assists with cleanup 
and farewells afterward, and realizes things weren’t so bad 
after all. The colorful, energetic illustrations, embellished with 
emphatic display types that match the irate white girl’s protests, 
are expressive and feature secondary characters of diverse skin 
tones, ages, and sizes (final art not seen).

While making a point and playing up a scenario that’s 
probably familiar in some households, this doesn’t earn a 
place at the head of the table. (Picture book. 5-8)

GRANDAD MANDELA
Mandela, Zindzi & Mandela, Zazi & Man-
dela, Ziwelene
Illus. by Qualls, Sean
Frances Lincoln (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 28, 2018
978-1-78603-136-5  

Zindzi Mandela tells her curious 
grandchildren Zazi and Ziwelene the 

story of their great-grandfather Nelson Mandela.
When Nelson Mandela’s great-grandchildren Zazi and 

Ziwelene find a photo of their great-grandfather, that sparks an 
honest discussion about apartheid and race relations in South 
Africa. Answering her grandchildren’s questions, Zindzi Man-
dela shares her experience as a child of apartheid, what her 
mother’s and father’s lives were like and how dedicated Man-
dela was to his people; “Grandad was fighting for us all to be 
equal.” In clear and emotional language, the authors discuss the 
history of apartheid and Mandela’s fight to end it, even while 
locked away in prison. One of the story’s central messages is the 
importance of living a life of service, as did Mandela, “a man 
who was able to forgive all the people who made him and his 
family and his people suffer.” Qualls’ pencil, collage, and acrylic 
illustrations are evocative; powerful spreads depict police bru-
tality, incarceration, protest, segregation, and hope. Qualls 
showcases his command of color, emotion, and style on every 
page. Readers might come away from this informational book 
wanting better documentation of historical facts; there is no 
authors’ note or other backmatter. Nevertheless, this is a beau-
tiful and inspiring reflection on Nelson Mandela’s life and his 
impact on the world.

A gorgeous and personal tribute to Mandela’s legacy. 
(Picture book/biography. 6-12)
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RUNAWAY ROSA
Marciano, John Bemelmans
Illus. by Blackall, Sophie
Viking (144 pp.) 
$13.99  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-425-29151-1 
Series: Witches of Benevento 

Gender expectations get a tweak 
with the arrival of a new little sibling for 
twins Emilio and Rosa.

Following a loud refusal to join the 
women who have gathered to help Momma through labor, 
Rosa’s life takes such a turn for the worse—diapers, housework, 
cooking, ugh—that at last she furiously runs off to live in the 
trees (till dinnertime). She creates an even bigger stir by insist-
ing on signing up for the formerly boys-only Great Hunt of the 
Boar, promising her shocked father she’ll return to her despised 
domestic duties if she loses. (She doesn’t lose.) Meanwhile, 
Emilio is thrilled by the new arrival (“Is it a boy or a girl?” “Why 
don’t you look for yourself?”). He just feigns reluctance to take 
over child care duties after his sister threatens to disclose his 
secret reading, and he avoids signing up for the hunt himself but 
coaches Rosa on the best techniques for success. As in earlier 
episodes, on nearly every page Blackall deftly captures the char-
acters of fiery Rosa, gentle Emilio, and the rest of Benevento’s 
olive-skinned country cast in her two-color sketches. Also as 
in most of the earlier volumes, the local supernatural residents 
remain present but just out of sight...though a closing revelation 
hints that that may not always be the case.

Trials, tempests, and triumphs in a still-beguiling Ital-
ian country setting. (historical and cultural afterwords) 
(Fantasy. 8-10)

STEALING THE SWORD
Mass, Wendy
Illus. by Vidal, Oriol
Branches/Scholastic (96 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-1-338-21737-7 
Series: Time Jumpers, 1 

An odd item found in a flea-market 
suitcase sends two children back to days 
of yore in this series opener aimed at 
fledgling chapter-book readers.

The suitcase, plainly a MacGuffin, contains a number of 
seemingly random objects and a remote-control thingy—and as 
soon as bookish Chase picks up what he thinks is a doorknob 
with a dragon’s head, he and his camera-toting little sister, Ava, 
find themselves in a medieval slops closet overhearing a conver-
sation between two knights about a plot against King Arthur. 
The “doorknob,” it turns out, is actually the hilt of Excalibur, 
and only finding some way to magically repair the sword can 
save the king from an assassin’s attack. Writing in present tense, 
Mass moves the plot along smartly to a climax featuring some 

brisk, if bloodless, swordplay (her Arthur is more into disarming 
his opponents than carving them up), then has Ava push a but-
ton on the remote to send the young siblings back home. The 

“time jumpers” billing is deceptive as, though Chase frets about 
changing the future, neither the narrative nor Vidal’s frequent 
grayscale illustrations make much effort to place the episode in 
a true historical setting. The author tucks in a fart joke early on 
but never follows it up and, in a clumsy effort to inject a bit of 
suspense, trots in a mysterious, surly villain with differently col-
ored eyes who is after the suitcase. Characters are default white.

An obvious—and bland—riff on the Magic Treehouse 
series. (review questions) (Fantasy. 7-9)

HEY, HEY, HAY!
Mihaly, Christy
Illus. by Cepeda, Joe
Holiday House (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-8234-3666-8  

A rhyming tale of hay, from field to bale.
In a twist on traditional work roles, this mother-daughter 

team tackles the job of harvesting hay. They start by cutting it 
(“Mower blades slice through the grass. / A new row falls with 
every pass. / Stalks and stems are scattered ’round. / The scents 
of new-mown plants abound”). Then they use the tedder to aer-
ate the pieces. After that, the hay dries under the warm sun. This 
gives the mother and daughter time to gulp a mug of switchel—
a refreshing gingery drink (recipe included)—and nibble a piece 
of cake. Then the narrative reaches the part of the process most 
recognizable to young tots: rolling the hay into huge, circular 
mounds. Debut picture-book author Mihaly shares the true 
secret of hay bales—a tiny bit of summer is trapped inside each 
one, ready to burst out when opened on a winter’s day. Snappy, 
economic rhymes capture the entire process of a far-from-oft-
told farm chore, while Cepeda’s oil-over-acrylic medium height-
ens the muddied, earthy environment. Mother and daughter are 
depicted with olive skin and straight, dark-brown hair.

Even urban readers will cheer; in fact, the title com-
mands it. (glossary) (Informational picture book. 3-6)

PROUD 
Living My American 
Dream: Young Readers 
Edition
Muhammad, Ibtihaj
Little, Brown (240 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-316-47700-0  

Muhammad, Olympic medalist for 
the U.S. fencing team, presents a memoir 
emphasizing the role of sports in her life.

Muhammad, a black, Muslim American who grew up in 
New Jersey, was raised by loving, supportive parents in a stable 

The honesty in her writing makes it easy to connect with her journey, 
so that even readers who are not interested in the details of fencing 

will want to keep going to see how she made it all the way.
proud
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For an animal to qualify for the latest book in Steve 
Jenkins’ superlative series, Extreme Animals, required 
a true eureka moment—emphasis on you reek. 

“Obviously, stinkiness was a requirement to get 
on the list,” says Jenkins, author/illustrator of Stinki-
est!: 20 Smelly Animals (May 22). “Then there’s eval-
uating them by range and type—you don’t want all 
mammals or insects, you don’t want them all to be 
brown or red—so they’re diverse visually and taxo-
nomically and use their odor for different purposes.”

Published in tandem with Speediest!: 19 Very Fast 
Animals, Stinkiest! features creatures that may use 
their odoriferous emanations to defend against 
predators or mark their territory. Some simply 
stink as a result of where they live or what they eat. 

They range from the bombardier beetle, who 

“fires a stream of boiling hot liquid from its rear end 
to defend itself,” to the striped polecat—a sort of 
superskunk, related to a weasel—who “may be the 
worst-smelling animal in the world,” Jenkins writes.

“The spiny-tailed gecko lives in the branches of 
bushes and trees,” he writes in an entry entitled 

“Tangled up in goo.” “If it is in danger, it squirts a 
bad-smelling liquid from its tail. This liquid turns 
into long, gooey threads, like a smelly spider web. 
These threads stick to an attacker and give the 
gecko time to escape.”

This brief biography is accompanied by info-
graphics showing where the gecko lives (“central 
and northern Australia”) what it eats (“ants, crick-
ets, other insects”), and a fun fact (some people 
keep them as pets!). 

Little stinkers, like the gecko, are shown in rela-
tion to the size of a human hand; for larger animals, 
it’s a human body. Each is presented in a gorgeous 
cut-paper collage illustration made by Jenkins with 
an X-acto blade.

“Flipping through, I kind of like the European 
roller [best]—the bird that’s barfing,” says Jenkins, 
who makes some of his own textured, variegated 
papers but sources most from Japan. 

The collage is so well-reproduced, it seems like 
you could run your finger across the page to feel 
the layers of the bird’s beak. Meanwhile, you’re 
glad its vomit isn’t scratch and sniff.

“There’s a whole genre of books with titles like 
‘Yuck’ and ‘Gross,’ ” Jenkins says, “which I’ve al-
ways been kind of resistant to.…A lot of times yuck 
or gross is our interpretation, but it may not be 
the creature’s intent—sometimes they smell bad 
and they find it attractive, or smell bad to us. But 
in this book, you probably could say that most of 
these odors are intended to be offensive.”

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Steve Jenkins

THE WRITER’S NEW BOOK STINKIEST! ISN’T STINKY AT ALL
By Megan Labrise

Photo courtesy Tim
 Tucker
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Ingenious, ingenuous, and icky (in a good way), 
Stinkiest! is “excellent nonfiction that has the poten-
tial to make reluctant readers beginning bookworms. 
Not at all stinky!” according to Kirkus’ critic. 

“I’m hoping it creates an interest in the natural 
world,” Jenkins says, “and inspires kids to look a 
little more closely at things. There’s a general ten-
dency, I find, in books about…animals, that there 
are certain ‘poster creatures’ that get used over and 
over and over again.

“If you don’t give it too much thought,” he adds, 
“you develop this image of the world: There are lions 
and elephants in Africa and zebras, maybe. But there 
really are all these incredible, unfamiliar, and extraor-
dinary animals. I guess that’s another goal—to con-
vey that sense of how incredibly diverse life is.”

Stinkiest! received a starred review in the March 1, 
2018, issue. 

home. Her parents had many expectations of her and her sib-
lings, one of which was that they would always participate in a 
sport. Some readers know the general story of how Muham-
mad finally picked and stayed with fencing—a sport in which 
she could wear the team uniform without compromising the 
modest attire required of her faith—but there are surprises in 
the details. Muhammad’s experiences in schools, in sports, in 
social situations, and in national and international competi-
tions include moments of joy and exhilaration as well as many 
periods of isolation and self-doubt. The honesty in her writing 
makes it easy to connect with her journey, so that even readers 
who are not interested in the details of fencing will want to 
keep going to see how she made it all the way. Her dedication is 
impressive, and the many other people populating the pages of 
her memoir create a portrait of what it takes to make a cham-
pion. Readers who are already fans of Muhammad will love her 
even more, and all readers will gain much inspiration from this 
heartfelt memoir of a true American hero.

Like Muhammad herself, this book is a timely gift to 
us all. (glossary, interview) (Memoir. 10-18)

THE PICKY EATER
Parkinson, Betsy
Illus. by Clester, Shane
Capstone Young Readers (32 pp.) 
$14.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-5158-2943-0  

Can a picky piggy learn to eat right?
Piper is a good piglet: She works hard in school, loves to 

dance, and is great at rolling in the mud. However, she will 
eat only foods that start with P. When presented with waffles, 
eggs, and OJ at breakfast, she declares “Nope! Not gonna eat 
it!” Her parents ask her to eat just five bites, so she eats exactly 
five bites...and complains that the waffles aren’t pancakes, the 
egg was not poached, and there was no pulp in the juice. After 
five bites of lunch she complains that the turkey sandwich is 
not peanut butter and the cookie wasn’t pie. Dinner meets 
with Piper’s disapproval too. Mom gets a special cookbook 
that suggests hiding veggies in a pineapple upside-down cake, 
but Piper’s not fooled. Mom “loses her piggy marbles.” Piper is 
punished. After five nights without dinner, she’s so hungry she 
tries new foods and likes them! The piggy parable Parkinson 
serves up is less than fulfilling. Piper’s parents never explain 
why she should eat sensibly. Their facile solution to a behav-
ior they must have fostered in the past is to starve her for five 
days—hardly groundbreaking. Clester’s bright, perky illustra-
tions of anthropomorphic pigs are attractive, but they’re little 
more than the proverbial lipstick, literally and figuratively.

Unlikely to solve picky problems. (Picture book. 2-6)
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VIVID
Poems & Notes About Color
Paschkis, Julie
Illus. by the author
Godwin Books/Henry Holt (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 31, 2018
978-1-250-12229-2  

Poems and eclectic tidbits about 
colors.

Although it maintains a superficially traditional approach 
of highlighting one hue per spread—sort of! sometimes!—this 
quirky colorfest is anything but standard. Free-spirited poems 
follow no particular structure: “Loudly, rowdy / daffodils yell 
hello. / Hot yellow” is the short, tongue-twisty first. A blue 
bear mourns spilled blueberries in patter that begs participa-
tion: “Oh, what did I do? / Blue-hoo, / Blue-hoo!” A verdant 
expanse exudes warmth and the “Green smell of a summer lawn. 
/ Damp dawn long gone.” A second green poem features a hilari-
ous dragon-and-ogre food chain; equally funny, a paintbrush-
holding cat offers the esoteric terms “alizarin,” “cadmium,” and 

“quinacridone” to a dog in overalls, who responds, pithily, “Red.” 
Paschkis’ gouache-on-paper illustrations are elegant, playful, 
and expressively variable from page to page—each spread dis-
plays a new style and mood, including a wavy, all-encompassing 
ocean, a sad, slightly eerie minimalist forest, and a sated pig 
reclining on a hillside after a mouthwatering picnic. Across 
from the poems sit informational tidbits: etymology of “green” 
from “grene” and “grōwan”; the more yellow plants a chicken 
eats, the deeper yellow their eggs’ yolks are; where dye comes 
from. Hardcore science, including light refraction, will float 
over many readers’ heads, but there is no harm done. The asser-
tion that the “Himba tribe of Namibia still has no word for 
orange” verges on exoticization and, unfortunately, is located 
on a spread with monkeys.

Full to bursting, juicy, never jammed. (author’s note) 
(Picture book/poetry. 3-7)

THE SECRET OF THE WIND
Pascoe, Jim
Illus. by Arnhold, Heidi
First Second (272 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-250-15744-7 
Series: Cottons 

Brutal foxes bid to take over a power 
plant run by meek rabbits in this elabo-
rately envisioned animal fantasy.

In the isolated land of Lavender, magical “cha” refined from 
carrots not only provides energy, but infuses art objects called 

“thokchas” with mystical power; it also, at least for the preda-
tory foxes, acts as a hallucinogenic drug. In an effort to enslave 
the “cottons” that run the cha factory, sly silver fox Sylvan bar-
gains with dark forces to draw the terrifying Broken Feather 
King down from the celestial Empyrean realm. Meanwhile 

Bridgebelle, an orphaned cotton who yearns to be an artist, 
and her increasingly close friend Glee discover that they have 
a key and a clue that may temporarily derail the vulpine villain’s 
plots. Pascoe expends little effort fleshing out his characters or 
their daily lives but positively lavishes attention on catastrophic 
backstories and on the rites and beliefs of the rabbits’ mystical 
religion. In shadowy panels (some gory, others awash in murky 
swirls of evil) punctuated by dazzling bursts of magical lightning, 
Arnhold depicts mostly realistic animals that are unclothed and, 
despite some distinguishing features, hard to tell apart. Mono-
chrome pages of explication at the end fill in some gaps; future 
episodes may fill in more—along with kick-starting a plot that 
barely gets underway amid all the setup.

Labored in spots but a promising kickoff carried by 
atmospheric art and a large, furry cast. (map, guide to 
world and characters) (Graphic animal fantasy. 10-13)

LOBOS
A Wolf Family Returns 
to the Wild
Peterson, Brenda
Photos by Musselman, Annie Marie
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-1-63217-084-2  

A family of Mexican gray wolves, the lobos of the title, born 
in captivity, are successfully returned to the wild.

Adapted from an essay in Wolf Haven: Sanctuary and the 
Future of Wolves in North America (2016), a book of striking pho-
tographs for adults, this stand-alone title shows and tells the 
story of a family, beginning with a pair of parents, “Mother and 
Father Wolf ” and their newborn pups. After a year of growth, 
the family is transported from their supervised sanctuary in the 
Pacific Northwest to a ranch in southern New Mexico. There, 
to everyone’s surprise, the mother gives birth to another litter. 
These wolves learn to hunt for themselves and are ultimately 
transported again, this time across the border to be set free in 
the Mexican wilderness, to augment an endangered population 
near extinction. Appealing photographs will inspire even fledg-
ling readers to attempt this well-designed story of environmen-
tal good news. Each spread includes a full-bleed image or set 
of images and, usually, a vignette. Though set legibly in short 
lines, the poetic text includes some challenging vocabulary. Pic-
tures of human interactions are explained in the text, but the 
wolf pictures have no labels and are not always of the family 
described, hence the backmatter note, “based on the true story.” 
The backmatter also provides further information, a timeline, 
and resources.

An up-close look at species reintroduction for readers 
not quite ready for Jean Craighead George’s The Wolves are 
Back (illustrated by Wendell Minor, 2008). (Picture book. 4-8)
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WALT’S IMAGINATION
The Life of Walt Disney
Rappaport, Doreen
Illus. by Pomeroy, John
Disney-Hyperion (48 pp.)
$18.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-4231-8470-6
Series: Big Words

A hagiographical account of the great animator’s early years 
and later triumphs

Next to the rest of the inspirational and aspirational entries 
in the Big Words series (Martin’s Big Words, 2001, etc.) this car-
ries a muddled message. Rappaport gives the nod to many of 
Disney’s creative innovations, but, particularly toward the 
abrupt end, Disney comes off as more control freak than genius. 
Efforts to sanitize his classic rags-to-riches career include a 
weaselly claim that he “felt betrayed” when his animators went 
on strike for proper pay and film credit (the accompanying 
picture shows him sulking in a chair as picketers march out-
side). Even in her afterword she neglects to mention some of 
his less-stellar achievements, such as his testimony before the 
House Un-American Activities Committee (and, for that mat-
ter, Song of the South). Several of the large-type taglines inter-
spersed throughout are likewise bland (“Music has always had 
a prominent part in all our products”), and a closing reference 
to Disney’s legacy in the modern theme parks’ “many rides and 
many stores” sheds a rather commercial light on Walt’s charac-
terization of Disneyland as an organic tribute to all imagination. 
In the illustrations, Pomeroy, a Disney Studios veteran, supplies 
big, vivacious views of his subject at various ages, often sur-
rounded by versions or sketches of Mickey and other cartoon 
creations as well as a largely white workforce. 

A shiny but veneer-thin profile. (timeline, illustrator’s 
note, bibliography, source notes) (Picture book/biography. 6-8)

ALLIE ALL ALONG
Reul, Sarah Lynne
Illus. by the author
Sterling (40 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4549-2858-4  

A big brother helps his little sister 
calm down.

The cover art depicts the first-person narrator, a little boy of 
color with brown skin and curly black hair, looking at a red-furred 
monster sticking out its tongue. The front endpapers then depict 
a broken blue crayon on top of scribbled lines in warm hues on a 
blue background. Turn to the title page, and the narrator holds 
a pile of furry-looking things in reddish, yellow, and green hues 
while blue hands reach toward him from the right. The first 
spread with text then shows the boy looking wide-eyed at read-
ers while seated at an art table. A red, spiky mass covers the bot-
tom of the spread, which is supposed to represent Allie (or rather, 
the top of Allie’s head), in a rage after her crayon breaks. These 

crucial spreads are difficult to follow, and it will take concrete 
little thinkers some time to come to understand that Allie did 
not look like this prior to the beginning of the book. Instead, the 
book starts with the monstrous image, and Reul uses expressive 
color to indicate Allie’s rage as she pitches a fit in the form of 
the red monster. She literally sheds her red skin and shifts colors 
to yellow, then green, then blue as her big brother tries various 
calming techniques. Finally, she emerges as a little girl of color by 
book’s end, and she requests a hug.

A metaphorical miss. (Picture book. 2-4)

THE TURTLE SHIP
Rhee, Helena Ku
Illus. by Kong-Savage, Colleen
Shen’s Books/Lee & Low (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Jun. 5, 2018
978-1-88500-890-9  

Loosely based on the life of Yi Sun-
Sin, a Korean admiral in the 1500s, the 
story of an inquisitive boy who takes 

inspiration from his pet turtle to design an iconic battle ship.
Sun-Sin and his pet turtle, Gobugi, are introduced with 

somewhat copious use of their names: “Sun-sin and Gobugi 
relaxed in the garden. Gobugi snacked on lettuce while Sun-
sin watched ships sail across the sea. Sun-sin would tell Gobugi 
how he wished to explore the world and visit different lands.” 
Thankfully both the plot and choice of pronouns quickly diver-
sify when the king announces an open contest to design a new 
battleship, with a rich prize and a naval commission for the win-
ner. Rhee economically narrates Sun-sin’s many trials and errors 
until the boy finally realizes the advantages of Gobugi’s natu-
ral adaptations and presents his ideas to court. Despite initial 
resistance and mockery, the royal court witness Gobugi’s natu-
ral defenses in action against a cat and commissions the titu-
lar Turtle Ship. The splendor of Kong-Savage’s paper collages 
adds to the storytelling with rich overlapping compositions and 
patterns. The subsequent successes of Adm. Yi Sun-Sin and his 
Turtle Ships are rendered beautifully in thoughtfully composed 
land- and seascapes.

Despite a repetitive start, this debut packs a double 
punch modeling the experimental process while spotlight-
ing an intriguing historical figure and his warcraft. (after-
word, author’s note, illustrator’s note) (Picture book. 6-9)

THE BUNNY BAND
Richardson, Bill
Illus. by Bikadoroff, Roxanna
Groundwood (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-77306-093-4  

After Lavinia the badger snares and 
releases a veggie-stealing bunny in her garden, the thief prom-
ises to return with a musical band to help her garden grow.

The splendor of Kong-Savage’s paper collages adds to the 
storytelling with rich overlapping compositions and patterns.

the turtle ship
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The bunnies do arrive, “by the dozen, by the score— / cream 
and tan and black and brown, / and more and more and more.” 
They play all sorts of instruments—Bikadoroff depicts every-
thing from banjos to bongos, pan pipes to a xylophone. The 
music is magical indeed. “Their serenade, enchanted, made / 
her onions huge, like moose. / Zucchinis, far from weeny, / were 
the size of a caboose.” Just two nights of music-making seem to 
produce the gigantic yields, as a page turn later, Lavinia’s veg-
gies capture the ribbons at the “autumn harvest fair.” Lavinia 
whips up a splendid feast to thank the bunnies, who promise 
to return again to jam next spring. Richardson’s rhymes scan 
reasonably well, propelling the tale along. Bikadoroff ’s pleasant 
watercolors winsomely depict Lavinia’s woodland garden, cozy 
tree-hollow home, and prizewinning produce, providing plenty 
of small details for children to study.

Singsong-y and sweet. (Picture book. 3-6)

FROM SUNSET TILL SUNRISE
Rosen, Jonathan
Sky Pony Press (256 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-1-5107-3409-8 
Series: Devin Dexter, 2 

Mysterious neighbors appear in 
Gravesend.

Not much time has gone by since 
Devin and his cousin Tommy saved the 
town of Gravesend from the dastardly 

Cuddle Bunnies (Night of the Living Cuddle Bunnies, 2017), and 
not much has changed. The only big development is the pecu-
liar coffin Devin saw moved into the empty house on his street. 
The new family is rumored to be actors that collect movie 
memorabilia, and Devin is more than happy to let things lie 
and admire Lily, the new neighbors’ enchanting daughter. Of 
course, Tommy thinks Lily and her family are vampires, and it 
isn’t long before the evidence stacks up in his favor. The author 
wrings some good gags out of the stale premise, but the novel’s 
big problem is its protagonist. Readers know that Lily is a vam-
pire, and Tommy points out again and again how she is one, but 
Devin digs in his heels and refuses to engage with his own narra-
tive. A reluctant protagonist works for a few pages, but not over 
nearly 100. If the story’s own protagonist can’t bother to engage 
with it, why should readers? The result is a grating experience, 
rubbing readers the wrong way as the story presses on without 
real intrigue and the lead characters (all evidently white) bicker 
repeatedly with no variance or modulation.

A hackneyed tale that gets further scuttled by its own 
main character. (Horror. 10-12)

WHERE THE 
WOODS END 
Salter, Charlotte
Dial (304 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-7352-2923-5  

“The endless forest was as dark as the 
back of a wolf ’s throat.” So begins this 
terrifying tale of bravery, magic, and lies.

Within this infinite forest sits a vil-
lage. Kestrel, 12, is the most hated person 

in this village, but the stalwart young hunter is the community’s 
only hope against the deadly grabbers, grotesque creatures that 
appear as their victims’ worst fears before devouring them. No 
one survives a grabber attack, not even Kestrel’s grandmother, 
the most fearsome hunter in the history of the forest, who 
trained Kestrel to push aside her fear and “deal with it later.” 
Kestrel dreams of escape; there must be a better life beyond 
the woods. However, her mother keeps Kestrel trapped with 
dark magic. She has the baby teeth of every villager, and when 
Kestrel disobeys, she punishes her daughter by magical proxy, 
grievously injuring someone else, but she’ll release Kestrel if she 
kills her grandmother’s grabber. Armed with a sharpened spoon 
(a brilliantly subverted symbol of submissive female domestic-
ity) and accompanied by Pippit, a talking weasel, Kestrel braves 
the carnivorous Marrow Orchard, where body parts grow on 
bloody trees; makes a deal with the omniscient Briny Witch 
(who is male); and struggles with guilt over her role in her grand-
mother’s death. Kestrel’s earthy determination grounds readers 
as they navigate the myriad spooky details, braving even what 
makes her “guts shrivel.” The book adheres to the white default.

Deliciously shivery. (Fantasy. 8-13)

BULLY
Sattler, Jennifer
Illus. by the author
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 15, 2018
978-1-58536-416-9  

A self-centered and egotistical bull-
frog refuses to share the beauty of the pond ecosystem, ulti-
mately leaving him in a muddy mess.

Sitting amid the tasty, beautifully scented lilies, Bully chases 
away the snail, the dragonfly, the bee, and “even the smallest 
fly,” declaring, “Those delicious, marvelous-smelling, tender 
lilies are MINE! Everybody out!” Now alone, he indulges in 
using and abusing the lilies by fashioning them into a crown, 
eating them until his tummy hurts, and making a new bed of 
lilies each night. When there is but one lily remaining, Bully 
guards it by sitting on it. The bee then leads her fellow evict-
ees to take action, forming a large and intimidating squadron of 
bees, dragonflies, snails, and flies and successfully chasing Bully 
off the last lily pad and out of the pond. With the return of all 
the pollinators, the pond’s natural splendor is revived. Unfazed 

Armed with a sharpened spoon (a brilliantly subverted 
symbol of submissive female domesticity), Kestrel braves 

the carnivorous Marrow Orchard.
where the woods end
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by the consequences of his behavior, Bully must now enjoy all 
the pleasures of sitting in a pile of gooey mud. “ ‘Humph,’ Bully 
croaked. ‘All mine.’ ” Sattler’s fable provides a model for how a 
sharing and caring community will win against a selfish bully’s 
ugly influence. Expressive graphite-and-watercolor illustra-
tions reflect both the bullfrog’s emotional and environmental 
impacts on the pond and its inhabitants and the ultimate benev-
olent message of kindness. A final note about ways to practice 
acts of kindness completes the concept.

Truly, a tale for our times. (Picture book. 4-6)

THE LAND OF NEVERENDINGS
Saunders, Kate
Delacorte (256 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $19.99 PLB  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-553-49789-2
978-0-553-49789-2 PLB  

A grieving girl finds herself slipping 
into an imaginary world.

Since the death of her older, severely 
disabled sister, Holly, Emily dwells on 
stories she created for Holly about her 

sister’s teddy bear, Bluey, and the invented land of Smocker-
oon. Stressed at school, where no one knows about Holly, and 
lonely because her best friend has abandoned her, Emily spends 
time with her neighbor Ruth, a comforting ally who shares the 
imaginary world she once created for her son before his death, 
which he called the Land of Neverendings. After Emily experi-
ences escalating visitations from talking toys from Smockeroon 
who know Bluey, she discovers Ruth’s having similar bizarre 
encounters. Apparently, the door linking Smockeroon to the 
real world’s broken, allowing rogue toys to escape. Emily longs 
to go to Smockeroon to find Bluey—and Holly—but knows she 
and Ruth must somehow close the breach. Casting Emily as 
Alice in her class production of Alice in Wonderland, Saunders 
allows Emily to draw parallels between herself and legendary 
Alice. References to Winnie-the-Pooh, The Lion, the Witch, and the 
Wardrobe, and At the Back of the North Wind aptly invoke other 
imaginary worlds. Even though the surreal cast of meddling 
toys adds some levity and blurs the line between fantasy and 
reality, Emily’s grief feels real indeed. Her little English village 
seems to be a largely white one.

An imaginative, magical story ideal for kids experienc-
ing loss. (Fantasy. 10-12)

RAD GIRLS CAN
Stories of Bold, Brave, and 
Brilliant Young Women
Schatz, Kate
Illus. by Stahl, Miriam Klein
Ten Speed Press (112 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-0-399-58110-6  

Schatz and Stahl (Rad American 
Women A-Z, 2015, etc.) partner again to present young women 
and girls who have achieved great things.

The subjects of the powerful profiles in this book are mostly 
teenagers, some as young as 10 at the beginnings of their jour-
neys to greatness. Most readers will know such names as Anne 
Frank and Malala Yousafzai, but they will learn many new names 
as well. Stories like those of Misty Copeland, the American Bal-
let Theatre’s first African-American principal ballerina, and 
Yusra Mardini, the young Syrian swimmer who pulled 18 other 
refugees through the sea to safety, engage readers with emo-
tional depth and demonstrate the value of perseverance. Vari-
ous ethnic, cultural, and religious backgrounds are represented 
in this mix of modern and historical figures, though most are 
from the United States and born within the past 100 years. 
The black-and-white papercut illustrations give a memorable 
impression of each girl profiled. The careful inclusion of Jazz 
Jennings, Janet Mock, and Amandla Stenberg makes room for 
multiple constructions of girlhood. Carefully researched and 
utterly compelling, this volume is hard to put down. At the end, 
a blank profile asks the reader to fill in their own rad reality 
and dreams for making the world a better place. Eight pages 
of “More Rad Girls” offer many more names to look up, and the 
opening “Note on Gender” acknowledges heroes and readers of 
all gender identities while upholding the value of a volume with 
girls at the center.

Engaging and inspiring. (sources, index) (Collective 
biography. 10-16)

THE SHADOW HAND
Shepherd, Kat
Illus. by the author
Imprint (208 pp.) 
$13.99  |  Jun. 5, 2018
978-1-250-15696-9 
Series: Babysitting Nightmares, 1 

Sweet, happy baby Kyle is a babysit-
ter’s dream, until the evening after a mys-
terious storm, when he becomes a little 
terror—literally!

In this first book of the Babysitting Nightmares series 
aimed at preteens who like contemporary stories with a fright, 
sixth-grader Rebecca Chin finds her babysitting job grows con-
siderably harder when her favorite baby behaves increasingly 
strangely. Rebecca, her three best friends, Clio, Tanya, and 
Maggie, and Clio’s aunt follow mysterious clues and research 
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The search for the Sasquatch goes back hundreds 
of years—the Native Americans had their own legends 
about the creature long before grainy videos of it start-
ed popping up on the internet. And yet our image of 
it has remained remarkably static: The Sasquatch is 
something frightening and animalistic and, generally, 
male. But why can’t Bigfoot be a girl?

When J. Torres’ niece asked him this question, he 
realized that of course it could be and set out to cre-
ate a female Sasquatch. That idea became the graphic 
novel How to Spot a Sasquatch, which Torres wrote and 
Aurélie Grand illustrated. The book recounts the ad-
ventures of Sass the Sasquatch and a group of campers 
visiting her forest home. 

Both Torres and Grand have long been fascinated 
with the legend of the Sasquatch. Torres describes the 
appeal as “the mystery of some kind of almost human 

but also animallike creature in the forest that seems 
to be almost daring us to find it.” Or, as Grand puts it, 
Bigfoot is just “real enough to be true.”

Of course, Sass is considerably less monstrous than 
your standard Sasquatch. She has a lot of, well, sass: 
She provides marching orders to her posse of animal 
friends, talks back to her (adoptive) bear parents, and 
makes fun of one of the camper’s terrible handwriting. 

“Characters with attitude are the most fun to write,” 
Torres says. “They always have something to say.”

On the other hand, getting Sass’ look just right was 
quite a challenge. “If you look at the usual Sasquatch or 
Bigfoot image that you find on the web or in literature, 
it’s very scary and a lot of hair, and it’s really hard to 
imagine, to make it look a bit more feminine,” Grand 
explains. She considered designs where Sass was much 
larger, looked more like a monkey, or even had a beard 
before settling on the adorable final version, with its 
expressive human face and furry body.

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
J. Torres & Aurélie Grand

BIGFOOT GETS A LITTLE SASS (AND A NEW GENDER) IN THESE 
CREATORS’ NEW GRAPHIC NOVEL
By Rachel Sugar

J. Torres

Aurélie Grand
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the supernatural to conclude that Kyle has been kidnapped by 
the Night Queen and replaced with a changeling. Kyle’s only 
hope is for the girls to enter the Nightmare Realm themselves 
to rescue him. Deliciously creepy clues, mysterious happenings, 
and downright harrowing monsters make for a fun and frightful 
break in the lives of these average girls, and a final showdown 
of wits and courage sets the stage for future encounters with 
the Night Queen. The ensemble cast of characters with diverse 
backgrounds and interests, including some interpersonal ten-
sion, also sets up future installments. (Rebecca’s Chinese-
American, Cleo’s black, Tanya’s brown-skinned, and Maggie’s 
white.) Unfortunately, some of the scary fun is tempered by the 
sporadic, uninspired illustrations that do not do the details in 
the prose justice. Nevertheless, this is a fizzy option for readers 
interested in dipping a toe into the horror genre.

Frightful (but not too frightful) fun for preteens. (Horror. 
9-12)

PASS GO AND 
COLLECT $200 
The Real Story of How 
Monopoly Was Invented
Stone, Tanya Lee
Illus. by Salerno, Steven
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-62779-168-7  

The surprisingly complex history of one of America’s favor-
ite board games.

In the early 1900s, Lizzie Magie created and patented the 
Landlord’s Game in order to demonstrate the frequent injus-
tices of the landlord-tenant relationship—it even had social-
ist alternative rules. As people began to play the game, it was 
adapted by players, including a business professor who called 
the game Monopoly. During the Great Depression, a down-
on-his-luck businessman named Charles Darrow decided to 
handcraft and sell Monopoly boards, adding many of the design 
features we know today. As the success of Darrow’s version of 
Monopoly grew, Parker Brothers took interest—only to dis-
cover that they couldn’t patent it, as Lizzie Magie already had! 
When Parker Brothers finally gained rights to the game in 
1935, Magie received relatively little compensation while Dar-
row made a small fortune. Stone presents the board game’s 
messy history with ease, providing a clear, linear path to today’s 
Monopoly without ever compromising the nuances of its inven-
tion. Direct-address narration engages children, leaving room 
for them to draw their own conclusions: “So who wins in this 
story? What do you think?” Salerno’s soft, dynamic full-bleed 
illustrations reflect yet move beyond the aesthetics of the game 
and time period, making every page compelling and fresh. All 
illustrated people, including named figures and background 
characters, appear white. Backmatter includes trivia, Monop-
oly-related math problems, an author’s note, and a bibliography.

Stone delivers a winner. (Informational picture book. 5-10)

Grand and Torres both grew up making comics. 
Grand’s father was an illustrator. “Well, he was main-
ly a dentist, but he was also doing illustration on the 
side,” she adds. “People always don’t believe me about 
this!” She grew up playing in his studio, and he encour-
aged her to become an illustrator. (His own parents 
hadn’t supported his desire to become an animator, 
hence the dentistry.)

Torres’ first attempt at a comic was in third grade, 
when he wrote and illustrated a strip for the school 
newspaper. His classmates’ reactions were so positive 
that he decided to make writing comics his job. Al-
though he sometimes writes for adults, kids remain his 
favorite audience. “They don’t ask you about continu-
ity and why this character is able to do that and why is 
this happening in this world,” he says. “It’s just more 
fun to just go and have fun with it and make it magical.”

That prioritization of fun over precise logic runs 
through the story, giving it a sense of buoyant joy. After 
all, if the Sasquatch exists, why shouldn’t she be able 
to read? Instead of worrying about the correct answer 
to these questions, Torres looks for the funniest one. 

“If I offered a rabbit carrot sticks in the wild,” he says, 
“would it even know what carrot sticks are?” Nope!

Alex Heimbach is a writer and editor in California. How to 
Spot a Sasquatch was reviewed in the April 15, 2018, issue. 
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WANT TO PLAY TRUCKS?
Stott, Ann
Illus. by Graham, Bob
Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-7636-8173-9  

Jack likes trucks and Alex likes dolls, 
but they still have fun playing together.

Every morning, the two friends meet in the sandbox at 
Atwood playground while their caregivers chat together. How-
ever, Jack, who is depicted as white, and Alex, who is depicted 
as black, like different toys. When Jack suggests they “play 
trucks,” Alex comes up with a compromise to include both of 
their favorite toys in the game. In the end, a shared love for ice 
cream overcomes the differences in their toy preferences. Sub-
dued watercolors illustrate an autumn morning at a playground 
near the city. Graham’s (Home in the Rain, 2017, etc.) attention 
to detail brings the world around Jack and Alex to life. The two 
caregivers, presumably Jack’s and Alex’s mothers, lean close 
together in active conversation in the background. Their pos-
ture shifts subtly as the story progresses. Passers-by, including 
an elderly person in a wheelchair and a woman wearing hijab, 
stroll beyond the fence. Stott’s (What to Do When You’re Sent to 
Your Room, 2014, etc.) simple prose focuses on the interaction 
between Alex and Jack, which leaves room for readers to inter-
pret who the children are based on the illustrations. Neither 
child ever receives gendered pronouns. Overall, the story con-
veys a positive message about inclusiveness and compromise.

This lighthearted story embraces the freedom of imag-
inative play. (Picture book. 2-5)

HOW TO BECOME A KNIGHT 
(IN TEN EASY LESSONS)
Tarpley, Todd
Illus. by Harney, Jenn
Sterling (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4549-2330-5  

A comical guide to knighthood.
Sam wants to be a knight, so he seeks advice from Sir Sim-

pleton—an apt name indeed. Sir Simpleton says he is a “profes-
sional dragon tamer, sword fighter, world explorer, and—this 
week—knight trainer!” Sir Simpleton proceeds to offer activ-
ity-appropriate advice through dialogue (“Get a bright, shiny 
suit of armor!”), which is then contradicted by his actions in 
the illustrations. This technique of humorous counterpoint 
between art and text is apparent in each spread as Sam is told 
to get the aforementioned armor while Sir Simpleton dons a 
feathery chicken suit of sorts, to get a “big, fast horse” while 
Sir Simpleton sits atop a small donkey, and so on. Sam follows 
the spoken advice and repeatedly challenges his mentor’s silly 
actions, inviting readers to align themselves with him in their 
superior knowledge. While this might provoke laughter, the 
book falls flat without much storytelling to hold it together, as 

Sam and Sir Simpleton both achieve knighthood by the book’s 
end but otherwise remain unchanged throughout the text. Sam 
is depicted as a young child of color and Sir Simpleton as a hulk-
ing, white behemoth.

Not a good knight book—but not a bad one either. (Picture 
book. 2-5)

THE TREASURE OF MAD 
DOC MAGEE
Teele, Elinor
Walden Pond Press/HarperCollins
(352 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-06-234513-4  

There’s gold in them there pages.
Teele takes her readers on a lively 

adventure through the hills of a small 
town called Eden in the waning years of 

the gold rush. In the mostly white small town of Eden, life for 
12-year-old Jenny Burns is about to become a lot more compli-
cated. Jenny’s father, a former prospector, is about to lose his 
job and their home. With the threat of leaving Eden and her 
best friend, Pandora, looming, Jenny embarks on a mission to 
find a rumored golden nugget that’s “bigger than a cowbell.” 
Jenny teams up with Pandora, a pair of friendly Chinese broth-
ers, and a slew of former prospectors to find the gold. But can 
those last truly be trusted? When part of the map falls into the 
hands of one of Jenny’s greatest nemeses, the race is on to see 
who can deduce the clues faster. Teele injects a lot of personality 
into Jenny and her friends. Cryptography lessons are seamlessly 
interwoven into the story, and fans of puzzles and mysteries 
will eat them up. Teele—or at least her intrusive narrator—has 
never met a simile that she didn’t like, but the sprinkling of 
antiquated words and phrases adds a pleasant touch to the story. 
The gentle subplots of heredity, illness, death, and conservation 
are an added bonus.

A rollicking read for individuals and book clubs alike. 
(Historical mystery. 9-12)

THE WRIGHT BROTHERS
Nose-Diving into History
Thompson, Ben & Slader, Erik
Illus. by Foley, Tim
Flash Point/Roaring Brook (128 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-250-15055-4 
Series: Epic Fails, 1 

If at first you don’t succeed, try and 
try and try and try.

In a series launch bent on showing 
how failure may be instructive, Thompson and Slader turn the 
story of the Wright Brothers into an amusing, bite-sized history 
lesson. History’s early flight fiascos and successes are recounted, 
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culminating in Orville and Wilbur Wright’s. Over the years they 
would experiment, fail, learn from their mistakes, tinker, fail, 
and tenaciously pursue their dreams until they succeeded. Alas, 
troubles dog this well-intentioned series opener. An early state-
ment that “It would seem that before man would learn to fly, 
he’d have to learn how to fall” prefaces a book that ignores the 
contributions (and failures) of such early women aeronauts as 
Sophie Blanchard. In a section on ballooning, a statement that 
the novel Around the World in Eighty Days was “about circling 
the globe in a hot air balloon” is incorrect (no ballooning occurs 
in that book). Attempts to appeal to child readers today yield 
awkward sentences that describe the brothers as “steampunk 
hipsters at Comic-Con” wrestling with the controls of the plane 

“like trying to play a multiplayer computer game with a really 
bad Internet connection.” Artist Foley renders the text acces-
sible with his lively pen-and-ink drawings, but they are too little, 
too late.

It may not be epic, but this is certainly one launch that 
fails to get off the ground. (Nonfiction. 8-10)

IF THIS WERE A STORY
Turley, Beth
Illus. by the author
Simon & Schuster (256 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-1-5344-2061-8  

In her debut novel, Turley presents 
introspective fifth-grader Hannah, who 
discovers a note on her classroom floor 

that says, “Nobody likes Hannah.”
No one admits to writing it, but it could have been Kimmy, 

whose mother died the year before and who’s obviously unhappy 
and acts out. She resents Hannah, who always beats her in spell-
ing bees. But there’s more unhappiness in Hannah’s life. Her 
angry father frequently berates and fights with her mother. 
Once he tried to hit her. Meanwhile, one of Hannah’s two 
best friends, Courtney, has turned away from their friendship 
and become something of a bully. Only her other friend, Ryan, 
remains steadfast. Trying to cope with her emotional issues, 
Hannah gets some support from objects that suddenly, surreally, 
develop voices: Her favorite stuffed animal, a penny, even a stop 
sign on the way to school (and others) all offer advice, some-
times taking over the narrative and speaking directly to readers. 
Whether this is her imagination, emerging mental illness, or 
an odd literary device remains unclear. A school counselor, Ms. 
Meghan, whose notes are included, meets with Hannah, but the 
meetings feel more invasive than helpful. The book subscribes 
to the white default; brown-skinned Ryan stands out notably as 
a child of color.

Although this unusual tale offers some insight into bul-
lying and family problems, the useful message is somewhat 
obscured by the perplexing voices. (Fiction. 9-12)

WALRUS IN THE BATHTUB
Underwood, Deborah
Illus. by Hunt, Matt
Dial (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-0-8037-4101-0  

A family of four’s new house is per-
fect save for one feature.

It has everything they need: a big yard, 
a tree with a sea gulls’ nest in it, and an enormous bathtub. But 
there’s one problem: In that huge bathtub, there’s a walrus. And 
he doesn’t want to leave. He makes bathtub tidal waves, he floods 
the house, and he uses all the toothpaste. The family members 
do their best to convince the walrus to leave, and little readers 
will get a few good chuckles out of the increasingly absurd tactics. 
The text is conveyed almost entirely in list form, with occasional 
snippets of dialogue and arrows pointing to various pictorial 
elements when necessary. The “WORST things about having a 
walrus in the bathtub: 1) Dial-a-Clam deliveries 2) Pool parties 
3) Walrus songs” leads naturally to “Things that are louder than 
walrus songs: 1) Nothing”; underscoring this is the walrus’s not-
so-tuneful “AAAAHHHROOOOOOOOOOOOHHHHH!!!” 
The illustrations are suitably kinetic, milking the absurdity of a 
walrus in a bathtub for all it’s worth, and they add a narrative sub-
text, depicting one child’s evident delight in the presence of the 
family’s unintended roommate. Unfortunately, compositions are 
so busy, chock-full of silliness plus additional characters such as 
the family’s dog and the walrus’s visiting friends, that it may be 
hard for little readers to focus on that relationship. The family 
members all have pale skin and straight hair that’s either black 
or brown.

Overdone, even for a tall tale. (Picture book. 3-4) 

EARTH TO DAD
Van Dolzer, Krista
Capstone Young Readers (320 pp.) 
$15.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-68446-012-0  

Two children find friendship against 
a backdrop of apocalypse.

Ever since Jameson O’Malley’s father 
left for a mission to Mars on the Chris-
topher Columbus, their only contact is 

through Jameson’s Interplanetary Communication Console, a 
homemade audio-video transmitter. Earth is now dangerously 
overheated, the atmosphere destroyed due to an asteroid that’s 
knocked the planet’s orbit off-kilter. A successful Mars mission is 
humanity’s last chance. When friendless Jameson meets his new 
next-door neighbor, the prickly Astra Primm, he is determined to 
somehow forge a friendship, and the two find solace together after 
he learns she lost her astronaut mother on a recent Mars mission. 
Jameson’s mother and Astra’s father also begin to form a friendship 
that Jameson suspects is growing too close. When the JICC breaks 
down, Jameson and Astra undertake a secret mission of their own 

Van Dolzer uses her apocalyptic setting to highlight this story 
of grief, creating believable, likable child characters.

earth to dad
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to find a much-needed replacement part. A sudden chill from 
Astra leads him to believe she knows a secret that everyone, includ-
ing the school counselor, is keeping from Jameson. Van Dolzer uses 
her apocalyptic setting to highlight this story of grief, creating 
believable, likable child characters. Unfortunately, she undermines 
Jameson’s intelligence by driving the plot with an open secret only 
he is ignorant of. Jameson is white and Astra black, and though her 
initial hostility plays into the “angry black girl” stereotype (and, 
egregiously, her flared nostrils are compared to lima beans), she 
develops into a well-realized, complex character.

Missteps don’t altogether take away from this thought-
ful novel. (Science fiction. 10-12)

THIS IS MY EYE
Vaswani, Neela
Photos by the author
Candlewick (56 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-7636-7616-2  

A fictional exploration of how a 
young girl of color might move through and capture her world 
with a camera.

“My dad says it’s not what you look at—it’s what you see.” So 
begins a young girl’s documenting of her life and surroundings 
in New York City. The blurred lights and background when she 
spins, the mirrors in puddles, the stories on walls, the shapes and 
patterns of everything, the “little things that grow in little spaces,” 
and even the smile of an upside-down selfie. The city’s sweeping 
landscapes juxtaposed with its small, pulsating minutiae pick up 
an easy momentum as the poetic text moves rhythmically from 
page to page. The energy and pace of the city is channeled to 
the impact of each photograph as they are strung together by 
the observational text. An author’s note clarifies that the photo-
graphs are Vaswani’s (Same Sun Here, with Silas House, 2013, etc.) 
work, taken to mimic the perspective of a fictional 9-year-old girl. 
While readers may be prompted to wonder how a photo series 
taken by an actual child photographer might have differed, Vas-
wani’s debut picture book is an elegant and playful look at per-
spective, photography, and a familiar (to many) cityscape.

A captivating journey. (Picture book. 4-7)

PROJECT TERRA BITES BACK
Walker, Landry Q.
Illus. by Zoo, Keith
Penguin Workshop (240 pp.) 
$13.99  |  Jun. 5, 2018
978-0-515-15794-9 
Series: Project Terra, 2 

Aspiring terraformer Elara Vaughn is 
back after summer break.

But the Seven Systems School of Ter-
raforming Sciences and Arts has been 

closed—news that didn’t make it to her remote planet. Now 

she’s in a new school that’s situated on a spaceship, and it’s got a 
decidedly military cast. Worse, her nemesis from last year, Suue 
Damo’n, is Elara’s new roommate, and neither girl is thrilled. 
Elara knows something is really wrong when she receives a 
chrono-hopper from time-traveling agent Groob, who helped 
her and her friends defeat their evil headmistress in series opener 
Planet Terra: Crash Course (2017). Elara’s friends, Beezle, Sabik, and 
Knot, want her to forget what happened last school year and 
focus on her studies, but that’s not going to stop her from inves-
tigating the Watchman, a new councilman in the Seven Stars 
System who, impossibly, has another chrono-hopper. Slowly 
she comes to believe that everyone around her has been brain-
washed—can she successfully pretend to be brainwashed too as 
she seeks to restore order? The plot’s pacing is unbalanced, with 
a slow, exposition-heavy first half and an action-heavy second half. 
Still, dark-skinned Elara and her extremely diverse friends—the 
student body is made up of a dizzying array of ETs—are appeal-
ing, as is Walker’s far-future, outer-space world. Zoo’s grayscale 
illustrations set up each chapter.

Fans of Book 1 will enjoy hopping around time and 
space with Elara and her friends again. (Science fiction. 8-12)

ELEPHANT SECRET
Walters, Eric
Clarion (352 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-1-328-79617-2  

Sam, nearly 14, has spent her life 
living and working with her father on a 
North American elephant sanctuary. Ele-
phantine changes are brewing.

Sam knows how to drive a truck, toss 
bales of hay, and communicate effectively 

with elephants. Everything has been wonderful except for the 
sanctuary’s financial struggles, but now an anonymous sponsor 
has donated a huge sum of money to artificially inseminate three 
female elephants, and Daisy Mae is carrying a baby. Meanwhile, 
Sam is uncomfortable to the point of rudeness around impecca-
bly dressed Joyce, her father’s lawyer and love interest. Each plot-
line has something in it to challenge readers. Animal lovers may 
wince at the Caesarian section that kills Daisy Mae; for feminists, 
some of the ways in which Sam and Joyce bond may elicit cringes. 
(Isn’t it enough that both of them care deeply about both Jack 
and the elephants?) Motherless Sam’s nurturing of the new ele-
phant orphan adds poignancy. Fascinating elephant information 
is sometimes awkwardly inserted into dialogue but at other times 
is gracefully delivered by Sam’s direct address to readers. After a 
stunning revelation almost 200 pages into the book—which 
nudges the genre toward science fiction—the plot becomes more 
intriguing. Will the rich, eccentric James Mercury help or hinder 
Sam and Jack? What will be the fate of Burma, a newly arrived 
elephant with a history of dangerous behavior? Characters are 
default white except for one dark-skinned vet.

Cliffhangers and elephants will keep readers engaged. 
(Fiction. 10-12)

The city’s sweeping landscapes juxtaposed with its small, 
pulsating minutiae pick up an easy momentum as the poetic 

text moves rhythmically from page to page.
this is my eye
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THE BEAR IN MY BED
Wan, Joyce
Illus. by the author
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jun. 5, 2018
978-0-374-30038-8  

The protagonist of Wan’s The Whale 
in My Swimming Pool (2015) returns to 

find another surprise.
The opening endpapers promise fun, with repeating images 

of a bed-sized bear and a small child rotating through precari-
ous configurations, trying to get comfortable in a bed for one. 
Sure enough, silliness ensues. The child tries to get them both 
ready for bed, but the bear doesn’t seem to get it: “I said potty 
time, not party time!” remonstrates the child. Spread after 
spread of shenanigans culminates in bedtime and a moment 
of quiet...before a boisterous twist conclusion. It’s a promising 
premise, bolstered by the author/illustrator’s beloved graphic 
art. In addition to welcoming back the racially indeterminate, 
brown-haired protagonist, readers of The Whale in My Swim-
ming Pool will enjoy spying a familiar face through a bedroom 
window. Bold lines and clean, colorful shapes bring the exuber-
ant naughtiness of bedtime struggles to life—a full-page illus-
tration of a gleeful, underpants-as-headwear–bedecked bear, 
twirling in ribbons of toilet paper pretty much sums it up. The 
story, though, never quite moves beyond a collection of silly 
moments. In a missed opportunity for suspenseful page turns 
and engaging pacing, the text, primarily composed of the child’s 
comments to the bear, appears in the same spreads as the bear’s 
mischievous misunderstandings, causing it to read flat.

Though gratifying for fans of the illustrator’s art, 
this bear doesn’t otherwise quite earn its space in the 
bed. (Picture book. 2-6)

MY YEAR IN THE MIDDLE
Weaver, Lila Quintero
Candlewick (288 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-0-7636-9231-5  

It is spring 1970 in Alabama, and in 
spite of the racial tensions that come 
along with integration and the upcoming 
race for governor, sixth-grader Lu Oli-
vera can’t stop thinking about running—

or more importantly, the discovery that she can run.
It’s hotter than Hades the day Lu first runs in preparation for 

Field Day. She flies “like the blue blazes” and barely squeaks past 
classmate Belinda at the finish line for the win. As they mill about 
catching their breath and each other’s eyes, Belinda gives a nod of 
respect. Lu nods back, but not without a bit of trepidation upon 
reminding herself that “around here, black and white kids don’t 
mix. No siree bob.” You see, being from Argentina, Lu is one of 
the “middle” kids in the class. White kids sit on one side of the 
room, black kids, including Belinda, on the other, and those that 

are left occupy no man’s land. Readers will follow Lu through 
the spring of her sixth-grade year as she discovers not just the 
extent of her running ability, but how much gumption one tiny 
immigrant girl can have. It’s not always easy standing up for what 
is right, but sometimes, you just can’t stay in the middle. While 
Red Grove, Alabama, is a fictional town, the story is inspired by 
the author’s very real experiences growing up in Alabama. Young 
readers will relate to Lu as she navigates friendships, first love, 
and politics, cheering her on to the finish line.

An important and relevant story that will make kids 
stop and take a look at the world around them. (Historical 
fiction. 9-13)

OFFICER PETE
Wielockx, Ruth
Illus. by the author
Clavis (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Jul. 1, 2018
978-1-60537-378-2  

There is a minor mystery to be solved 
in this imported (uncredited) translation 

from the Dutch.
The chief of police sends Officer Pete to the post office with 

a letter marked “TOP SECRET.” As Pete leaves, a hook myste-
riously lifts his police cap off his head. (Could it be from a fish-
ing rod? The answer will be revealed later.) Pete and his trusty 
dog, Sniffer, spend the rest of the book searching for his hat 
throughout the small European community, using all the police 
vehicles at his disposal: a car, a motorcycle, and even a helicop-
ter. He also dons an undercover disguise, but despite the visual 
clues planted for observant young readers in every double-page 
spread, Pete can’t seem to find his hat. His colleagues, spotted 
everywhere, are planning a special celebration for him, and 
many of the objects in the concluding party scene can be found 
in earlier pictures. In the colorful, animated cartoon-style illus-
trations, the town and the round-eyed, childlike police officers 
and other people resemble a Playmobil set; Pete and the chief of 
police are both white, but other residents of the town and one 
officer are people of color. Young readers may be engaged in the 
possibility of imaginative play with these community helpers, 
but the text is a bit long and wordy for the intended audience.

Appealing to kids entranced with uniforms and vehi-
cles but inconsequential to the rest. (Picture book. 4-6)

IF POLAR BEARS 
DISAPPEARED
Williams, Lily
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (42 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-1-250-14319-8  

Dire consequences attend the unchecked melting of Arctic 
sea ice.
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all fun & games: middle-grade & 
picture books that shine

RUN WILD   
by David Covell 
(June 5)

THE RHINO IN RIGHT FIELD  
by Stacy DeKeyser 
(July 10)

ELECTRIC BOOGERLOO   
by Mark Maciejewski 
(July 17)

THE DOOR TO THE LOST   
by Jaleigh Johnson 
(July 3)

HĪZNOBYŪTĪ 
by Claude Ponti; 
trans. by Alyson Waters 
(May 22)

THE CARDBOARD KINGDOM  
by Chad Sell 
(June 5)

STOP, GO, YES, NO! 
A Story of Opposites   
by Mike Twohy 
(Aug. 14) 

THE BARBER’S DILEMMA 
And Other Stories from 
Manmaru Street  
by Koki Oguma & Gita Wolf; 
ill. by Koki Oguma 
(May 15)

ALL SUMMER LONG   
by Hope Larson 
(May 1)

DO NOT LICK THIS BOOK  
by Idan Ben-Barak; 
illus. by Julian Frost; 
photos by Linnea Rundgren 
(June 5)

LOOK 
by Fiona Woodcock 
(July 10)

MR. MONKEY BAKES A CAKE  
by Jeff Mack 
(July 3)

BE STILL, LIFE  
by Ohara Hale 
(May 22)
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The more the ice melts, the more the Arctic climate 
changes. The more that air and ground temperatures rise, the 
more the frozen ecosystem’s inhabitants, including plants and 
insects, suffer from dwindling habitats; threats to food sources; 
and imbalances in feeding, breeding, and migration patterns. 
Solid information is packed into this brief work that lucidly 
raises the alarm for young readers, with each spread capturing 
the thrilling, chilling north in rich, dramatic blue swathes of 
seawater set off by icy glaciers and snowdrifts. Child-friendly, 
occasionally cluttered paintings, some with labels, highlight 
polar bears and their Arctic neighbors; a spread of vignettes 
illustrates how changes to plant life affect wildlife. One labeled 
spread explains all: As seawater warms, it absorbs sunlight, 
thus heating more water and melting more ice. One poignant 
spread depicts a bewildered polar bear mom, eyeing readers and 
flanked by her twin cubs, drifting on a shrinking ice floe. Two 
human children, one brown-skinned and one pale, occasionally 
appear in the illustrations as well. The book ends on a hopeful 
note, reassuring youngsters that “we still have time to save polar 
bears and slow the loss of Arctic ice.” A note in the backmatter 
offers conservation tips.

A solid addition to the climate-change canon for those 
interested in saving a fragile world. (author’s note, bibliog-
raphy, additional sources) (Informational picture book. 6-9)

THE PRINCESS AND THE-
ABSOLUTELY-NOT-A-
PRINCESS
Wunsch, Emma
Illus. by von Innerebner, Jessika
Abrams (144 pp.)
$12.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4197-3179-2  

A princess and a self-described social 
justice advocate compete against and 
boycott each other until they discover 

they may be able to help each other if they could just get along.
It is the first day of school for Princess Miranda, and she 

does not want to be there. It smells like hard-boiled eggs 
(ugh), the principal is too loud, and everyone is whispering 
about her. Maude, however, loves going to school because she 
wants to “make sure things are equal for all people,” and the 
only way to do that is to be with “the People.” When Princess 
Miranda rejects Maude’s offer of a hard-boiled egg and then 
refuses the stinky handkerchief Maude extends after a sneeze, 
Maude thinks the princess is rude. When Maude draws a mean 
picture of her, Princess Miranda has had enough. She doesn’t 
invite Maude to her royal birthday party, which leads Maude to 
start a birthday boycott. This series opener is a short and sweet 
chapter book, decorated with von Innerebner’s child-friendly 
illustrations as well as the drawings that Maude makes in her 
journal. Wunsch weaves in lessons of empathy and withholding 
judgment in an accessible, nonpreachy way. She ably captures 
and expresses feelings of misunderstanding and loneliness, all 
while creating laugh-out-loud scenes in which the girls ramp up 

the competition. Miranda is depicted on the cover with brown 
skin and straight, dark brown hair; Maude has pale skin and a 
tousled mop of light brown hair.

This unlikely combination of royalty and social justice 
delivers fun, learning, and laughs. (Fiction. 7-10)

THE UNIVERSE ATE MY 
HOMEWORK
Zeltser, David
Illus. by Rubio, Ayesha L.
Carolrhoda (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-5124-1798-2  

A girl who hates homework more 
than anything else in this universe cre-

ates an alternative one, with a few hints from her physicist dad.
Unable to escape her parents’ persistent reminders to get 

to work (they obviously know her well), Abby sneaks into her 
father’s study, follows his directions for creating a mini black 
hole (“Step 1. Choose anything you want to get rid of. Step 2. 
Squeeze it really, really hard”), and “POP!” turns her homework 
paper into a singularity. With the addition of some energy cre-
ated by jumping up and down, the singularity becomes a baby 
universe complete with tiny stars and gas clouds. Abby almost 
leaps in, but when her understandably impressed dad admits 
that he wouldn’t know how to get her back, she decides to stay 
and instead joins both parents (who are now apparently willing 
to cut her some slack) in the yard for cuddles and stargazing. For 
budding astrophysicists, Zeltser tucks in simple descriptions of 
what black holes are and how they form, and Rubio ups the ante 
considerably with relevant equations from Hawking and Ein-
stein on the study chalkboard. Topped by a wild nebula of red 
hair, Abby makes a moderately big bang all on her own (she and 
her parents are white), and chuckles will coalesce around her 
written explanation of what happened to her homework at the 
end, which is capped with her teacher’s inexplicably skeptical 
response.

Even readers who don’t share Abby’s aversion to home-
work will be sucked in. (author’s note) (Picture book. 6-8)

Zeltser tucks in simple descriptions of what black holes are and 
how they form, and Rubio ups the ante considerably with relevant 

equations from Hawking and Einstein on the study chalkboard.
the universe ate my homework
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b a c k - t o - s c h o o l 
p i c t u r e  b o o k s

SHARK DOG AND THE SCHOOL 
TRIP RESCUE!
Adamson, Ged
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 19, 2018
978-0-06-245718-9 
Series: Shark Dog 

Shark Dog enlivens a field trip to the 
great outdoors.

Ms. Ablett invites the child narrator’s father along since he’s 
a famous explorer, and “it made sense for Shark Dog to join the 
fun” as well. The trip to the woods starts off as any might, the 
racially diverse students using magnifying glasses to examine 
creepy-crawlies and record their finds. But Shark Dog’s arrival 
at a pond full of identical-looking “frogs and toads” puts an end 
to the normalcy. And after the kids see tons of flora and fauna 
on the nature trail, lunch brings rain and mud, which is Shark 
Dog’s favorite! Afterward, the students pair up to find “some-
thing interesting,” many of them bringing their finds back to 
the group. (Shark Dog brings a branch still attached to a por-
tion of trunk, in the hollow of which sits a perturbed owl.) But 
the big find (thanks to Shark Dog’s nose) is a bear cub trapped 
under a fallen tree. The group works together to free it (nothing 
is said about mama bear) and follows Shark Dog’s sniffer back 
to the bus. Adamson’s cartoony pencil-and-watercolor illustra-
tions are bright, cheery, and busy, but the outdoor etiquette 
shown in them is not always spot-on (kids feed a squirrel from 
their lunches, for example), and the round white eyes of the 
wildlife give them a rather manic look. The narrator, Dad, and 
Ms. Ablett all present white.

This fantasy field trip is one kids are better off skipping. 
(Picture book. 4-6)

STANLEY’S SCHOOL
Bee, William
Illus. by the author
Peachtree (32 pp.) 
$14.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-68263-070-9 
Series: Stanley 

Stanley the hamster welcomes a cast 
of preschool rodents to his school as they enjoy a day of fun and 
learning together.

Hattie, Stanley’s assistant (also a hamster), rings the bell and 
ushers the children in. Stanley, wearing a green mortar board, 
takes attendance—Sophie and Benjamin (mice) and Little 
Woo (a mole?)—before reading a story, the children donning 
costumes to match the tale: Sophie’s a dragon, Little Woo’s a 

knight, and Benjamin’s a princess (in blue crown and tutu). Dur-
ing playtime, the three act out the story, but Benjamin, now 
equipped with a sword but still tutu-clad, changes the ending. 
In the garden, the children measure their beautiful sunflowers, 
but Little Woo’s forgotten to water his. Both his disappoint-
ment and Stanley’s empathy are plain. Lunch, nap time (for the 
adults, too!), and painting round out the day before Hattie rings 
the bell again and the students board the bus. Stanley heads 
home for the series’ typical ending: supper, a bath, and bed. The 
digital illustrations are done in a graphic style, with clean, sharp 
lines and solid, neon-bright colors. Bee isn’t afraid to break gen-
der stereotypes, though Sophie does still sport a purple bow in 
her tail and Hattie, a flower in her ear.

Fans of the gentle hamster will want to know: What 
occupation will Stanley tackle next? (Picture book. 3-6)

MAE’S FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
Berube, Kate
Illus. by the author
Abrams (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-4197-2325-4  

There’s nothing wishy-washy about 
Mae: She is “not going” to school!

Despite her parents’ best efforts, all 
Mae sees is “the things that could go wrong.” The other kids 
might not like her, they all might know how to write (she does 
not), and she might miss her mother. As soon as she gets to 
school, she climbs a tree. Maybe she could live there. She’s soon 
joined by Rosie, who is equally determined not to go to school: 
Other kids might not play with her, she might be asked to read 
(she doesn’t know how yet), and she might miss her dad. Then 
Ms. Pearl climbs up, explaining that she’s not going to school, 
either: The kids might not like her, she might “forget how to 
spell Tuesday,” and she might miss her cat. Taking comfort from 
one another, the three descend to go to school. Berube’s story 
takes its protagonist’s fears seriously, and even though young 
readers are likely to anticipate the story’s outcome, its respect 
for their emotions is clear. Repetition and patterning will help 
children participate in the telling and anticipate what will hap-
pen next. In the bright and splashy illustrations, Mae is depicted 
with pale skin and a thatch of black hair; Rosie has light brown 
skin and brown pigtails; Ms. Pearl has brown skin and a poof of 
tightly curled brown hair.

A sweet affirmation of jitters and comfort in numbers. 
(Picture book. 4-6)
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MABEL BEECHER, 
FUTURE TEACHER
Best, Cari
Illus. by Hunt, Lisa
Sky Pony Press (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 2, 2018
978-1-5107-2071-8  

When her beloved kindergarten teacher goes on maternity 
leave, Mabel gently guides the substitute to be a better teacher 
and finds a future career.

Her absent teacher’s influence is evident throughout, as 
Mabel continually uses the lessons Mrs. Ampersand has taught 
the class to cheer up her classmates, calm them down, give point-
ers to the new sub (Mrs. Windbag), and help shape behaviors. For 
example, when Albert starts making “mouth noises” to mock the 
new teacher’s name, Mabel points out that he’s disappointing Mrs. 
Ampersand, who taught them “to be kind to every living thing.” And 
after patiently listening to Mrs. Windbag drone on about natural 
gas (!) for over an hour, Mabel asks to change the topic and teaches 
everyone about bats (spurring Albert to check all the bat books 
out of the library). Hunt’s brightly colored illustrations portray a 
diverse classroom of students and teachers (Mrs. Ampersand is 
black, while Mrs. Windbag is white, as Mabel appears to be as well). 
Though all the students exhibit great body language and expres-
sive faces, Mabel is the only one with personality. The riffs on Mrs. 
Windbag’s name—and its insulting nature—may largely go over 
readers’ heads, but adults will chuckle when she pulls out her bag-
pipes and talks about a hot air balloon ride.

Amply demonstrates that kindergarten lays the foun-
dation for life, both in the lessons learned and in the oppor-
tunities presented. (Picture book. 4-6)

HELLO SCHOOL!
Burris, Priscilla
Illus. by the author
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-0-399-17202-1  

Burris follows a class from their first 
day through the fall of the new school year.

Burris highlights the sights, routines, and activities of ele-
mentary school, from cubbies and new school supplies to circle 
time, recess, writing your name, and counting. While the book’s 
arc follows a typical day’s schedule, from the morning’s welcome 
to the afternoon’s “good-byes,” observant readers will notice 
from pictorial cues that it’s not all the same day. Clever design 
and a consistent pattern, with each spread’s topic highlighted 
in yellow, a few short sentences underneath, and a scattering 
of dialogue balloons, make it easy for children to follow along 
and stay engaged. “Snack time. We say thank you. We are good 
helpers.” And their grown-ups will be amused at how well Bur-
ris has captured the exuberance, ways of thinking, and quirks of 
young children: during quiet time, “Mrs. Friend, Kevin is hiber-
nating TOO LOUD!” In the ink pen, pencil, and digital brush 

illustrations, the racially diverse students are round-headed, 
gap-toothed, expressive, and thoroughly adorable. Two sport 
glasses, and body type varies somewhat along with hair and skin 
color; Mrs. Friend is racially ambiguous, with pale beige skin 
and a cloud of kinky brown hair.

A solid addition to the back-to-school shelf. (Picture book. 
3-5)

LENA’S SHOES ARE NERVOUS
A First-Day-of-School 
Dilemma
Calabrese, Keith
Illus. by Medina, Juana
Atheneum (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-5344-0894-4  

Lena projects her nervousness about the first day of school 
onto her shoes, but how does one reach détente with footwear?

Lena is very excited for school. So is her dress, which is 
“very outgoing.” But those shoes are quaking in their, um, shoes. 
Lena’s dad suggests talking to them, but Lena is very matter-
of-fact: They’re shoes. Duh! But her other clothes can talk to 
her footwear. Lena puts her headband next to her shoes and 
listens as the shoes express their fear: School is “big and loud 
and different.” The headband reminds the shoes of similar situ-
ations that they got through by being brave together, vignettes 
showing a doctor visit, a scary movie, and a big dog. The shoes 
are still unsure, so Lena announces she’ll wear her slippers. That 
does it. The final spread shows all the schoolchildren from the 
waist down, their shoes the focus. The seemingly digital illus-
trations use flat, solid colors in bright hues against brilliant 
backgrounds, several pages just black and white outlines with 
a few items picked out in vivid color for effect. Beige-skinned 
Lena’s dad’s skin is several shades darker than her own, and he 
has puffy brown hair. Her classmates are diverse and include a 
girl in hijab and a child in a wheelchair. The reminder of other 
tough situations survived may not be enough to calm readers’ 
own fears, however, despite the appealing whimsy of the device.

A novel though probably not universal look at first-day 
jitters. (Picture book. 3-7)

THE TRUTH ABOUT MY 
UNBELIEVABLE SCHOOL…
Cali, Davide
Illus. by Chaud, Benjamin
Chronicle (44 pp.) 
$12.99  |  Jun. 26, 2018
978-1-4521-5594-4  

Henry, the dapper lad in the black 
suit with the unruly hair, makes another 

appearance in Cali and Chaud’s (A Funny Thing Happened at the 
Museum..., 2017, etc.) latest collaboration, this time showing a 
new student the highlights of their titular school.

In the ink pen, pencil, and digital brush illustrations, 
the racially diverse students are round-headed, gap-toothed, 

expressive, and thoroughly adorable.
hello school!
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While the new girl seems rather unimpressed, readers may 
raise an eyebrow or two at the class pet (a ginormous jellyfish), 
the music teacher—a Las Vegas–era Elvis look-alike with an 
electric guitar—or the tentacles escaping from behind a hall-
way door, two students and a dog caught in their grasp. Surely, 
though, they will thrill at the “shortcut” to recess and its atten-
dant delights, which include swings, a slide, a Ferris wheel, 
treehouses, and a roller coaster, all up high in the branches of 
a single tree. In nods to The Wizard of Oz film and Harry Pot-
ter, the janitor sits behind a curtain watching and controlling 
everything, and the office of the magical principal is reached by 
rowboat that plies a basement river beyond a sleeping dragon. 
The ending scene explains the new girl’s blasé attitude, but once 
read, the surprise is gone. Chaud’s delicate lines and muted col-
ors give the illustrations a bit of a Victorian Gothic feel, and the 
antics of Henry’s dog are amusing. The students and teachers 
are diverse, though both Henry and the new girl are white.

Readers may wish their own schools looked more like 
this one, maybe minus the swimming instructor and the 
mashed-potato machine.... (Picture book. 5-8)

CLICK, CLACK, QUACK 
TO SCHOOL!
Cronin, Doreen
Illus. by Lewin, Betsy 
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-5344-1449-5 
Series: Click Clack Book 

“On Monday, Duck brought a letter 
to Farmer Brown. Some of it was written in crayon.”

The crayoned interpolation to the typewritten invitation 
to visit Dinkelmeyer Elementary School reads: “Bring the ani-
mals, too!” Farmer Brown tells the cows to get ready, setting off 
much stomping and mooing; killjoy Farmer Brown then tells 
them that “school is very quiet,” which lessens their excitement. 
Similarly, after getting the chickens excited, Farmer Brown tells 
them that “school is very serious,” and he tells the pigs that 

“school is very calm.” When he finds Duck, the fowl is meditat-
ing on a yoga pillow; he is told “not to be so Duck-y.” It’s a sol-
emn bunch that pulls up at school—but when the schoolyard 
fills with boisterous youngsters, the animals loosen right up, 
mooing and stomping, clucking and clapping, oinking and hol-
lering. Duck, of course is “just Duck-y,” installing himself at the 
principal’s desk. This latest entry in the venerable series offers 
a few chuckles and opportunities for children to moo, cluck, 
and oink, but the delicious overturning of expectations earlier 
entries have provided here feels just as flat as the animals’ emo-
tions. Readers new to the series won’t know why Duck shouldn’t 
be “Duck-y,” making that extended joke one for insiders only. 
Farmer Brown is white; the children, seen only on one double-
page spread, are diverse, and one of them uses a wheelchair.

Not ducky. (Picture book. 4-8)

EPPIE THE ELEPHANT
(Who Was Allergic to 
Peanuts)
Crouse, Livingstone
Illus. by Brown, Steven
Silver Dolphin (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-68412-377-3  

A young pachyderm worries how 
friends will react to her peanut allergy on 

the first day of school.
There are plenty of things to be anxious about when school 

starts. Eppie the elephant is worried about them all, but mostly 
she is concerned that her classmates will find out that she is 
allergic to peanuts. Just one whiff can trigger a reaction, so she 
must sit in a special “ ‘Nut-Free’ zone” at lunch. None of the 
friends that she makes that morning can sit with her because 
they each have some form of nuts in their lunchboxes. Eppie’s 
fears come true when her friends laugh or stare at her for being 
different. But the next day, her friends apologize for not under-
standing and bring tuna for lunch instead. This effort should be 
lauded for exploring the emotional side of an allergy, but the 
clunky rhymes are at times grimace-inducing: “As Eppie stood 
between them, / they explained how she’d been missed. / They 
swore they’d make it up to her, / and why she shouldn’t resist.” 
Brown’s cheery anthropomorphized animals populate the 
spreads, with tiny visual asides (a mouse sits on a stack of books 
in order to reach the desk; a pig plunges its snout directly into a 
tray of slop for lunch) that brighten the textual missteps.

The topic is worthy of exploration, but the forced 
rhymes muddle the impact. (Picture book. 3-6)

PRINCESS ARABELLA GOES 
TO SCHOOL
Freeman, Mylo
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Watkinson, Laura
Cassava Republic Press (28 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Apr. 26, 2018
978-1-911115-65-6 
Series: Princess Arabella 

Princess Arabella learns that stand-
ing out is not necessarily a bad thing and that she can both stay 
true to herself and succeed as she starts her first day of school.

The young princess is excited to start school. She packs her 
golden pens and pencil sharpener, her books, and her “royal 
lunchbox” and is all set to have a marvelous day at her new 
school. But she doesn’t hear her parents encourage her to be 
good and to listen to her teacher, instead running pell-mell to 
school. When the beautiful princess, who has dark brown skin 
and round, black plaits, gets to her new classroom, she finds 
a diverse group of princesses practicing deportment and eti-
quette. Instead of balancing books on her head to “Walk with 
Grace,” Princess Arabella prefers to read the books. Rather than 

Using bright colors and brilliant prints, Freeman 
encourages young readers to be themselves.

princess arabella goes to school
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cutting ribbons, Princess Arabella prefers to cut paper-animal 
chains. In math class, Princess Arabella finds the problem (add-
ing crowns) “silly” and laments, “I don’t like school anymore!” 
Happily, when the royal teacher (a black woman in a tweed suit) 
asks the princesses to bring their favorite animals to school, 
Princess Arabella is excited to come back and show off hers. 
Princess Arabella’s ebullience in this Belgian import is conta-
gious, and readers will be delighted to learn that Princess Arabella 
and the Giant Cake will be out in the fall.

Using bright colors and brilliant prints, Freeman 
encourages young readers to be themselves. (Picture book. 
3-6) (Princess Arabella and the Giant Cake: 978-1-911115-66-3)

DO NOT BRING YOUR 
DRAGON TO RECESS
Gassman, Julie
Illus. by Elkerton, Andy
Capstone Young Readers (32 pp.) 
$14.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-68436-035-2  

As if starting school weren’t worry 
enough, new students need to fret about 

classmates who bring their oversized reptilian pets along.
“The rules of the playground are hard for a beast. / He’ll 

break the first one as soon as released.” This proves to be the 
case. A yellow one bumps into the principal in his haste to get 
outside. A green one’s forelegs are too short for the monkey bars, 
so she pitches a fit until she realizes she can use her tail instead...
and bends the whole structure. A long, thin, blue dragon pushes 
the merry-go-round. “He’ll start out slow but soon he will run. / 
Then the ride becomes more scary than fun.” (The illustration 
for this is particularly amusing.) A final, purple dragon is very 
well-behaved, but excitement brings out the flames. Still, the 
child who brought the yellow one makes a case that the dragon 
is smart and can learn and listen, and the principal, a woman of 
color, says that he’s welcome, a message that few, if any, books in 
this vein echo. Gassman’s rhythms and rhymes are sometimes 
rough and don’t always scan well. Many of the figures have 
white rather than black outlines, giving them the appearance 
of cutouts laid on top of the background in the brightly colored, 
Saturday morning–cartoonish illustrations. The racially diverse 
students and teachers include a child with glasses, one with an 
arm in a sling, and one in a wheelchair.

Despite the mildly unusual twist, it treads familiar ter-
ritory and not particularly well. (Picture book. 4-8)

READY OR NOT, WOOLBUR 
GOES TO SCHOOL!
Helakoski, Leslie
Illus. by Harper, Lee
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 19, 2018
978-0-06-136657-4 
Series: Woolbur 

An excited Woolbur bursts out of 
bed on the first day of school, confident and ready to take the 
experience by the horns (an intention that perhaps inspires the 
exuberant hairdo he has created with red string).

While Maa isn’t sure Woolbur is ready, Paa doubts the 
school’s readiness for Woolbur, and indeed, Woolbur is one 
character who is fairly bursting with personality, and he’s not 
at all concerned with what others think of him. No matter how 
positively criticism is couched or what his classmates’ com-
plaints might be, Woolbur’s response is the same: “I know....
Isn’t it great?” His creativity comes out in the way he writes 
his name and in his modern art piece, and he takes the school 
lunch and the noisiness and newness of the playground games 
in stride. The end of Woolbur’s day brings things full circle to a 
sweet tuck-in by his parents. The watercolor-and-pencil illustra-
tions feature much the same things many readers will find in 
their own schools, only tweaked slightly to accommodate the 
anthropomorphized, multispecies animal cast (the salad bar is 
labeled “grain,” “hay,” “clover,” and “bones,” and the school bus 
is a hay-filled wagon pulled by a tractor). Careful observers will 
see his classmates begin to relax and enjoy their days, his atti-
tude contagious.

Woolbur is an excellent role model of self-confidence 
and positivity. (Picture book. 5-8)

FAIRY’S FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
Heos, Bridget
Illus. by Not, Sara
Clarion (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 26, 2018
978-1-328-71559-3  

An unseen narrator tells Fairy (and 
readers) what her first day of school will 

be like.
A ladybug wakes Fairy in her flower bed, and the petite, 

pale-skinned fairy with big, scribbly black hair joins her mother 
for breakfast before riding the “schoolbird.” From meeting the 
teacher and new friends to hanging up backpacks on dandelion 
leaves and following the rules, Heos covers the basics, even 
mentioning activity centers, circle time, and classroom jobs, as 
the routine of the day is established. Readers will delight in the 
fairy details in Not’s charming illustrations that give this school 
tale its magic: wands; live ladybugs as math counters; spells, art, 
and tooth centers; flying (both with their own wings and on the 
backs of birds); napping in tree branches; and enjoying story-
time within a bird’s round nest. While the child fairies display 
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diverse body types (and wing shapes!) and realistic proportions, 
the five adult fairies depicted (two moms, two dads, and female 
teacher) have impossibly tiny waists. Three children and two 
adults have dark skin; four kids and three adults have light skin; 
two characters wear glasses.

A fairy twist on the first day of school; add wands to the 
shopping list. (Picture book. 3-6)

WE DON’T EAT OUR 
CLASSMATES 
Higgins, Ryan T.
Illus. by the author
Disney-Hyperion (48 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 19, 2018
978-1-368-00355-1  

When a young T. Rex named Penelope starts school, she 
learns some lessons about her classmates; most importantly, 
they are not for eating.

Higgins’ starts out as most back-to-school books do: A nervous 
youngster equipped with an awesome new backpack and hearty 
lunch worries about her classmates. But then the orange-and-
white dino, who’s clad in pink overalls, is taken aback to find that 
all her classmates are children—the human kind. And “children 
are delicious,” so she eats them. Mrs. Noodleman forces her to 
spit them out and reiterates the titular rule. Penelope’s classmates, 
covered in disgusting spit, express their displeasure with hugely 
expressive faces and postures. Penelope’s efforts to make friends 
are unimpressive to the kids (and will have readers in stitches!). A 
sad and lonely dino trudges home to some advice from her parents, 
but the temptation the next day is just too great. “Mrs. Noodleman, 
Penelope ate William Omoto again!” The whole class is afraid of 
her, except Walter, the goldfish. But when she extends the hand of 
friendship to him, he gives her a taste of her own medicine, leading 
to a change of heart and some new friends. Higgins’ illustrations 
combine scanned textures, graphite, ink, and Photoshop elements, 
and they feature a wonderfully diverse class that includes a girl in 
hijab, a tyke in glasses, and a boy wearing a kippah amid classmates 
of varying skin and hair colors and body types.

Fans of macabre, tongue-in-cheek humor (and twist 
endings!) will enjoy time spent with Penelope. (Picture book. 
3-7)

SEED SCHOOL
Growing Up Amazing
Holub, Joan
Illus. by Mangal, Sakshi
Seagrass/Quarto (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Feb. 6, 2018
978-1-63322-374-5  

A variety of seeds go to school in the fall to learn how to grow.
One seed, falling from a height on the copyright page, 

lands, disoriented, amid the other students at Seed School, 
who all want to know what type of seed he is and what he will 

become. He can’t answer them. Their teacher, Ms. Petal, leads 
the class in their learning: comparing and contrasting seeds, 
the needs of seeds, singing the “Growing Song” (no tune indi-
cated), talking about the seasons, and learning about photo-
synthesis. Principal Bee, seemingly from Brooklyn, visits the 
class to talk about pollination: “Hey, howzz you doin’ seedzz?” 
Throughout, the lost seed, the only one who doesn’t know 
what it will become, takes humorous guesses as to his future: 
He has a “spiffy hat”; perhaps he will grow a hat vine? It likes 
singing; maybe a music plant? Graduation day comes with the 
winter weather, and the seeds disperse by water or wind or 
via animal. When spring arrives, they sprout and grow, except 
for the lost seed, who must wait many years before he finally 
discovers the wondrous thing he has become. Mangal’s illus-
trations, which appear to be colored pencil and watercolor, 
portray the seeds as anthropomorphized individuals with tiny 
arms and legs and dot and line eyes and smiles.

Paired with a nonfiction title to round out the learn-
ing, a fun (and punny) introduction to seeds. (Informational 
picture book. 4-8)

NO FROGS IN SCHOOL
LaFaye, A.
Illus. by Ceulemans, Eglantine
Sterling (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-4549-2698-6  

Bartholomew’s love for his pets extends 
to the classroom, much to the dismay of his 
exasperated teacher, Mr. Patanoose.

Bartholomew can count a great many species of animals as 
pets: a goat, dogs, a snake, birds, fish, a spider—he has them all, 
and a few more in between. Each day of the week Bartholomew 
brings a different pet to school. On Monday, after he brings in 
Ferdinand the frog, Mr. Patanoose says, “No frogs in school.” 
So on Tuesday, Bartholomew brings in Sigfried the salaman-
der—after all, a salamander is not a frog. Amphibians are then 
banned. On Wednesday Bartholomew brings in Horace the 
hamster (not an amphibian), leading to a no-rodents rule. Bar-
tholomew continues skirting Mr. Patanoose’s rules until finally 
he decides to donate Rivka the rabbit to the class so that the 
adorable gray bunny can be everyone’s pet. This charming story 
uses repetition and humor to cleverly share information, as 
Bartholomew, a brown-skinned boy with black curly hair, uses 
his love for and knowledge of animals to find loopholes in Mr. 
Patanoose’s increasing list of rules. The cartoony illustrations 
are a colorful mix of watercolors abundant with vibrant yellows 
and pale greens. In the depiction of Bartholomew’s multicul-
tural classroom is one notable misstep, as it includes a black girl 
with plaits sticking up all over her head, harkening unhappily 
back to the Little Rascals’ Buckwheat and other pickaninny 
stereotypes.

Visual stumble aside, each page lends itself to an ener-
getic seek-and-find storytime that promises new discover-
ies upon multiple reads. (Picture book. 4-8)
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SOMEONE NEW 
O’Brien, Anne Sibley
Illus. by the author
Charlesbridge (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-58089-831-7  

In I’m New Here (2015), O’Brien told 
the story of three new immigrants from 

their perspectives. Here, she tells the same story from the per-
spectives of the peers who welcome them.

Jesse, Jason, and Emma are struggling to connect with their 
new peers—Maria from Guatemala, Jin from South Korea, and 
Fatimah from Somalia—who seem so different from them. Jesse, a 
white boy, sees Maria watching his team play soccer. He wonders if 
she even knows how to play, thinking, “Our team is already great as 
it is. I don’t want to mess it up.” Jason, a black boy, wants to share 
his comics with Jin, but since Jin can’t read or write English, Jason 
wishes he “had a superpower to help him.” Emma, a white girl, 
tries to explain to Fatimah, who wears hijab, what’s happening in 
class, but Fatimah does not understand. Each student uses a talent 
of theirs (soccer, writing, and drawing) to connect with their new 
classmate and make a friend. O’Brien’s watercolor-and-digital illus-
trations again make effective use of white space to positively depict 
the students who are already “home” moving through discomfort 
and confusion to welcoming their new classmates. The author 
includes a note discussing intergroup anxiety, how to overcome it, 
and strategies for dissolving barriers.

Informative and genuine, the book offers much to learn 
about connecting, expanding understanding, and over-
coming differences—a great companion to the previous 
title. (Picture book. 5-10)

KINDERGARRRTEN BUS
Ornstein, Mike
Illus. by Barry, Kevin M.
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 15, 2018
978-1-58536-398-8  

A pirate bus driver tells his new kindergarten charges to 
buck up and not be afraid, but then something happens that 
shows him to be a fraidy fraud.

On their first day of kindergarrrten, a rather unconventional 
bus driver greets six diverse kids whose fear (both of the new 
experience of going to school and of their driver) is more than 
evident. But the blatantly stereotypical (hook hand, peg leg, ear-
ring, hat, beard and mustache) pirate will have no blubbering on 
his bus: “Pirates don’t get scared!... / ’Cause we’re rrrough! And 
we’re tough! / And we ain’t got time for that fluffy stuff!” But 
when bumpy roads send his parrot flying out the window, the 
pirate’s “hornswogglin’ ” is revealed, and in a reversal, the chil-
dren must convince the pirate that he can be brave and drive 
the bus even without Polly. An author’s note tells adults how to 
help anxious children faced with new experiences. Barry’s illus-
trations use fairly dark, somber hues to set the mood, and his 

fine-lined, scribbly style suits the pirate theme. The details will 
keep readers glued to the pages: Instead of stairs, the bus has a 
plank to walk, the windows are round like portholes, the steer-
ing wheel is that from a ship, and a jolly roger (the silhouette of 
a teddy bear head) flies from the roof.

X marks the school: “The treasure of all treasures!” 
(Picture book. 3-7)

TWIG
Parker, Aura
Illus. by the author
Simon & Schuster (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-5344-2468-5  

A stick insect’s camouflage makes it 
hard for her to find friends—or, really, 
for them to find her.

A variety of students arrive at Bug School for classes with 
Miss Orb, but not one notices Heidi, who is brown and thin, 
exactly like a twig or the class hat stand, which Miss Orb mis-
takes her for when she hangs up her weaving. Heidi’s camou-
flage is so good, in fact, that she’s unseen through the class 
counting lesson, lunch, and recess. Readers will empathize 
with her, her crossed arms (all four of them), hunched shoul-
ders, and drooped face expressing her emotion clearly (if they 
can spy her!). It’s not until Miss Orb teaches weaving and Scar-
lett, a ladybug, goes searching for interesting items to add to 
her project that Heidi (mistaken for a twig) is finally discovered. 
Miss Orb has the perfect welcoming activity: weaving a color-
ful scarf for Heidi so she’s not so hidden. It’s just the ticket for 
helping her feel part of the group. Readers may note that games 
with her new friends seem to emphasize what tall and slender 
Heidi can do for them (reach things, be a bridge, etc.) rather 
than what she wants to do...except when it comes to playing 
hide-and-seek. Parker’s watercolor, colored pencil, artline pens, 
and digital compositions are quite delicate and detailed, her bug 
school delightfully analogous to children’s own.

A lesson in camouflage and in welcoming new friends. 
(Picture book. 4-8)

ADVENTURES TO SCHOOL
Real-Life Journeys of 
Students from Around the 
World
Paul, Baptiste & Paul, Miranda
Illus. by Muñoz, Isabel
Little Bee (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  May 1, 2018
978-1-4998-0665-6  

U.S. readers who jump on a bus or walk a few blocks will 
marvel at what kids around the world will do to get an education.

In Canada, the child narrator helps his sisters onto the tobog-
gan and then climbs on the snowmobile behind Grandpa. The four 

O’Brien makes effective use of white space to positively 
depict the students who are already “home” moving through 
discomfort and confusion to welcoming their new classmates.

someone new
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cross the frozen lake to the closest school, in Minnesota. In Bolivia, 
a teleférico connects two of the highest cities in the world, and it’s 
used daily by over 3,000 students. Other methods include a rick-
shaw (depicted here as a vehicle that looks like a cross between a 
jeep and an SUV) in Pakistan, a Japanese bullet train, and a motor-
bike (one adult and four children onboard!) in Cameroon. The 
Ethiopian and Ukrainian children face political and social dangers 
on their walks, and the rural Kenyan students must avoid Africa’s 
Big Five. Each journey’s description is allotted a double-page 
spread with a large illustration and the country’s flag. The sidebars 
at the edges, though, are often a jumble of unrelated facts that, 
though positive and possibly surprising to U.S. readers, add little. 
Many of the tales beg for more detail, and readers will feel the lack 
of a map and glossary. Backmatter includes a select bibliography of 
49 resources and an update of some dangerous journeys previously 
broadcast on the internet. An authors’ note explains that the sto-
ries are composites and that they do not represent an entire coun-
try or even one specific season.

This will pique readers’ curiosity (and hopefully their 
gratitude at their privilege) but does not answer all the 
questions they will surely have. (Informational picture book. 
5-10)

ALL ARE WELCOME 
Penfold, Alexandra
Illus. by Kaufman, Suzanne
Knopf (44 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $20.99 PLB  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-0-525-57964-9
978-0-525-57965-6 PLB  

A lively city school celebrates its diversity.
Front endpapers show adult caregivers walking their charges 

to school, the families a delightful mix that includes interracial, 
same-sex, and heterosexual couples as well as single caregivers; 
the rear endpapers assemble them again at the conclusion of a 
successful schoolwide evening potluck. In between, the rhyming 
verses focus on aspects of a typical school day, always ending with 
the titular phrase: “Time for lunch—what a spread! / A dozen 
different kinds of bread. / Pass it around till everyone’s fed. / All 
are welcome here.” Indeed, this school is diversity exemplified. 
Several kids point to their home countries on a world map, and 
some wear markers of their cultural or religious groups: There’s a 
girl in hijab, a boy wearing a Sikh patka, and a boy in a kippah. A 
rainbow of hair colors and skin tones is in evidence, and children 
with disabilities are also included: a blind boy, a girl in a wheel-
chair, and several kids with glasses. What is most wonderful, 
though, is the way they interact with one another without regard 
to their many differences. Kaufman’s acrylic, ink, crayon, collage, 
and Photoshop illustrations bring the many personalities in this 
school community to life. “You have a place here. / You have a 
space here. / You are welcome here.”

Penfold and Kaufman have outdone themselves in 
delivering a vital message in today’s political climate. Let’s 
hope more people, starting with this picture book’s audi-
ence, embrace it. (Picture book. 3-8)

BEST FRINTS AT SKROOL
Portis, Antoinette
Illus. by the author
Neal Porter/Roaring Brook (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 26, 2018
978-1-62672-871-4  

Omek and Yelfred have weathered 
friendship difficulties before (Best Frints in the Whole Universe, 
2016), but can their relationship survive Yelfred’s picking Q-B 
as his new best frint?

Skrool on Boborp is similar to school on Earth, with rules, learn-
ing, and bloox to read, though Portis’ pictures and text hilariously 
contradict each other. “When the bell BLANGS the stroodents 
sit quietly.” In the picture, they bite and kick, and across the gutter, 
they yell as they “learn to listen when their skreecher spleeks.” At 
recess, “childrinx make new frints,” and this is where the trouble 
starts for poor Omek, whose best frint, Yelfred, has a new best frint, 
Q-B. Omek’s frown deepens and their shoulders and head sag ever 
more as Yelfred and Q-B grow close and leave them out of their fun. 
But some lunch sharing (“Spewd flight!”) gives Omek the opening he 
needs. Portis’ illustrations, done with pencil, charcoal, and a Cintiq 
drawing tablet, once again use a brilliant palette and digital textures 
to great effect, bringing to vivid life this alien world. The characters 
are diverse in color, shape, size, and numbers of eyes, tentacles, and 
appendages. Endpapers add to the fun (and help decipher the Bob-
orpian language) with a glossary of terms, the numbers from one to 
10, and directions for playing eye ball in the peedle pit.

Gurm’s company, but threep doesn’t have to be a crowd 
when it comes to starting school and making new friends. 
(Picture book. 4-8)

ON THE FIRST DAY OF 
FIRST GRADE
Rabe, Tish
Illus. by Jennings, Sarah
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.) 
$9.99  |  Jun. 19, 2018
978-0-06-266851-6  

The traditional song “The Twelve 
Days of Christmas” gets a school makeover as readers follow a 
cheery narrator through the first 12 days of first grade.

“On the first day of first grade / I had fun right away // laugh-
ing and learning all day!” In these first two spreads, Jennings 
shows the child, who has brown skin and a cloud of dark-brown 
hair, entering the schoolyard with a diverse array of classmates 
and settling in. In the backgrounds, caregivers, including a 
woman in hijab, stand at the fence and kids hang things on 
hooks in the back of the room. Each new day sees the child 
and their friends enjoying new things, previous days’ activities 
repeated in the verses each time so that those listening will 
soon be chiming in. The child helps in the classroom, checks 
out books from the library, plants seeds, practices telling time 
and counting money, leads the line, performs in a play, shows off 
a picture of their pet bunny, and does activities in gym, music, 

Penfold and Kaufman have outdone themselves in 
delivering a vital message in today’s political climate.

all are welcome
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and art classes. The Photoshop-and-watercolor illustrations 
portray adorable and engaged kids having fun while learning 
with friends. But while the song and topic are the same, this 
doesn’t come close to touching either the hysterical visuals or 
great rhythm of Deborah Lee Rose and Carey Armstong-Ellis’ 
The Twelve Days of Kindergarten (2003).

For places where the first-grade shelves are particularly 
thin. (Picture book. 5-7)

THE SECRET LIFE 
OF SQUIRRELS
Back to School!
Rose, Nancy
Photos by Rose, Nancy
Little, Brown (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-0-316-50621-2  

The latest in Rose’s series snaps her backyard squirrels (and 
one chipmunk) against school backdrops.

The animals will be the big draw for readers: Who could 
resist two squirrels shopping for school supplies while pushing a 
tiny grocery cart? Or the pair at the picnic table nibbling peanuts 
in front of the swings and slide on the playground? (The author’s 
note will be of particular interest to readers who are curious how 
Rose captured these photos.) The story that goes with the pics 
tells of Rosie, a teacher, and her friend Mr. Peanuts as they spend 
the day before school starts getting ready for the year. They 
unpack the classroom library, set up the art corner, and decorate 
the classroom with a banner and the rules. Mr. Peanuts helps Mr. 
Chipper, the gym teacher, with his equipment and then practices 
driving his bus route. Rosie tidies the garden and visits with a fel-
low teacher. Told from a third-person point of view with dialogue 
from the characters, the story is no great shakes (though it does 
accurately reflect how teachers get ready for school), but the pics 
are really the point, and readers will both pore over them and 
attempt their own scene setting and camerawork.

Adorable squirrels give readers a peek at how teachers 
spend their time getting ready for their students. (Picture 
book. 3-7)

IT’S YOUR FIRST DAY OF 
SCHOOL, BUSY BUS!
Shaffer, Jody Jensen
Illus. by Messer, Claire
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-4814-9467-0  

A new bus is inspected on his first day.
Ben, the bus driver, opens the bus barn’s doors and says 

good morning to all the buses: Bossy, Zippy, Bouncy, Big, and 
the newest and smallest member of the fleet, Busy Bus. Busy 
Bus is very excited, and while Ben inspects his tires, tops up the 
gas, and adjusts the mirrors, “Busy Bus hopes the children will 

know they’re safe.” Ben moves inside to check the lights, stop 
arm, emergency door, fire extinguisher, and first aid kit while 
Busy Bus wonders if the children will “have fun” riding with him. 
Ben turns the motor on and checks the gauges and switches 
and wipers and brakes, but, inspection complete, Busy Bus has 
a sudden case of nerves: “What if I get homesick?...What if I 
don’t make any friends?” But one last touch from Ben steels the 
bus’s courage to go out and do his job. “Busy Bus is going to have 
a great year!” And hopefully readers will, too, though this book 
won’t do too much to calm their own fears or keep their interest 
if they are not into vehicle inspections. Still, the lino print and 
black ink illustrations with digital color are cute and cheerful, 
and readers will learn the parts of a bus. Ben presents white.

For vehicle enthusiasts just starting school. (Picture book. 
2-6)

TRACTOR MAC SCHOOL DAY
Steers, Billy
Illus. by the author
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 12, 2018
978-0-374-30635-9 
Series: Tractor Mac 

Betty is a nervous bus who has a tough first day, but with 
the help of Tractor Mac and friends, she finds the courage to 
try again.

When Betty drops the last students off at the farm stand, she 
relates to Tractor Mac and his friends how terrible the day has 
been: She got lost, forgot some stops, and didn’t use her signals, 
and the other buses were unkind to her. She doesn’t want to go 
back. But her friends (both male and female) help build up her 
confidence by addressing each of her difficulties in turn, giving 
her the knowledge and practice she needs to be successful the 
next day. Steers nicely folds in some learning as well, having Betty, 
who is labeled the “C” bus and is the third to line up (as Sam the 
ram says, it’s the third letter of the alphabet), think of words that 
begin with C that will help her succeed. Tractor Mac throws in a 
final lesson: “If we make mistakes, it’s proof that we’re trying....
That’s how we learn.” That may not be true in every case, but it 
certainly fits this tale. The watercolor-and-pencil illustrations are 
full of details, especially on the anthropomorphized vehicles, and 
the expressive farm animals will delight.

Here’s hoping readers don’t need to learn from Betty’s 
lesson on their own first days, but Tractor Mac and his 
friends have some good advice for kids to store away for a 
rainy day. (Picture book. 4-7)
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DEAR SUBSTITUTE
Vernick, Audrey & Scanlon, Elizabeth 
Garton
Illus. by Raschka, Chris
Disney-Hyperion (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 19, 2018
978-1-4847-5022-3  

A rough day with a sub slowly 
improves as the child narrator gets to 

know her and is introduced to new things.
Each double-page spread is a letter addressed to some aspect 

of the day: “Dear Substitute, / Wow. This is a surprise. / What are 
you doing here? / Where’s Mrs. Giordano, / and why didn’t she 
warn us?” Opposite, Raschka’s watercolor-and-gouache portrait 
is appropriately grim and forbidding. Other addressees include 

“attendance” (the sub can’t pronounce some of the names), the 
homework the narrator labored over (a waste), and the class 
turtle (it’s “Tank Tuesday,” but it won’t get cleaned today). But 
after admonishing the narrator for lunch-trading (an allergy 
risk), the sub gives the class extra storytime, only with “strange 
little poems” instead of their chapter book. It turns out the nar-
rator loves them, even making one (with the sub’s help) about 
the turtle, and just like that, the day is turned around. The nar-
rator, depicted as a pale-skinned child with brown pigtails, has 
a new outlook on subs (and maybe new experiences): “Some-
times you’ve got to / mix things up a little.” Raschka’s character-
istically splashy, modern-ish illustrations, while expressive and 
with colors that match the changing moods, are casually child-
like and sometimes hard to decode.

Substitute teachers are a rite of passage for students; 
this narrator’s change of heart provides a good example of 
handling it with aplomb. (Picture book. 5-7)

IT’S SHOW AND TELL, 
DEXTER!
Ward, Lindsay
Illus. by the author
Two Lions (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-5039-0137-7 
Series: Dexter T. Rexter 

Dexter is as anxious as in his debut, 
Don’t Forget Dexter! (2017), and he’s worked himself into a frenzy 
over the fact that Jack’s show-and-tell day is tomorrow.

The orange T. Rex toy is beside himself with excitement 
and has been preparing for weeks. But then the nerves set in, 
fears that will be familiar to many a child: “What if no one 
likes me?” What cool talent could he possibly show off? What 
if Jack chooses to take someone else instead? Dexter regularly 
breaks the fourth wall to address readers, responding to their 
implied criticisms. Regarding the bunny costume: “I know it’s 
a little tight, but...Really? Not even the cute fluffy tail?” Dis-
carded costumes and possible talents mount up, Dexter’s panic 
increasing exponentially until a double-page spread “TOTAL 

FREAKOUT!” leads to the suggestion (from readers, of course) 
that he just go as himself. The final two spreads portray his 
show-and-tell debut and its aftermath, but after the extensive 
lead-up, the finale seems too brief. Ward’s illustrations, made 
with printmaking ink, colored pencil, and cut paper, wonder-
fully capture Dexter’s every emotion and over-the-top ideas. 
Dexter’s owner, Jack, a black boy, appears only at the beginning 
and end, the dino’s outsized personality taking up all the space 
in between.

In this sequel, Dexter’s still funny, but he is in danger of 
becoming a one-note joke. (Picture book. 4-7)

MERMAID SCHOOL
Wetzel, Joanne Stewart
Illus. by Swaney, Julianna
Knopf (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $20.99 PLB  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-0-399-55716-3
978-0-399-55717-0 PLB  

Mermaids experience their first day 
of school, and it’s much the same as read-

ers’ own first days, with a few ocean twists.
Rhyming verses follow Molly, a mermaid with an upbeat, 

can-do attitude, as she heads off to Mermaid School. Outside, 
she finds a similarly fishtailed boy among the kelp. “ ‘Why are 
you hiding?’ I ask Squirt. / ‘There’s no one here I know.’ / ‘Well, 
we can fix that in a flash. / Let’s go and say hello.’ ” Miss Marina, 
the teacher, leads them in and shows them their cubbies, where 
they’ll put their “tailpacks” (they are worn just like backpacks, 
though). Then there’s counting seashells and making art with 
them, singing the “A-B-Seas,” music class (complete with trum-
petfish and drum fish), recess, lunch (“clamburgers” and sea-
weed pie), circle time, storytime (a fantasy about tailless boys 
and girls), and the singing of the goodbye song. A page from 
the “Mermaid School Handbook” follows, emphasizing a few 
rules and noting some after-school activities. Swaney’s illustra-
tions, seemingly watercolor, are full of small details that suit the 
underwater setting. Both boys and girls are called mermaids 
throughout, and all wear sleeveless tops. Though their faces are 
sweet, they are not overly expressive. Skin and hair color are 
diverse (Molly presents white); all the tails are a light green.

This may have readers wishing their own first days hap-
pened underwater. (Picture book. 3-6)
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GARRISON GIRL
An Attack on Titan Novel
Aaron, Rachel
Quirk Books (240 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-68369-061-0  

Building on the commercially suc-
cessful manga series created by Hajime 
Isayama (later adapted into an anime 
series), this novel offers all-new characters.

Humans have been living behind a 
walled fortress since grotesque giants, called titans, began attack-
ing villages and making meals out of the human inhabitants. As 
a member of the nobility, Rosalie Dumarque has never been out-
side the inner walls that protect those of her status. Because the 
white 16-year-old only has six more months of freedom before 
she must marry an older man to boost her family’s wealth, she 
hopes to make use of her Royal Military Academy training to 
become a soldier and see the world. In this action-packed story, 
the unlikely heroine manages to procure the very worst assign-
ment: protecting the walls against titan attacks at the Trost Gate 
Garrison. From Day 1, Rosalie enters into vividly depicted battles 
against these beasts. The time in between leaves her opportuni-
ties to become closer to squad mates, especially blue-eyed Jax, 
her commanding sergeant, and to begin questioning her identity 
as a young woman and what—if anything—she really owes her 
family. Although the quick, predictable plot builds to a frenetic 
pace, mysteries surrounding the various titans will keep readers 
involved up to the conclusion. An open ending leaves room for a 
series to develop.

For teens who want the female protagonist to kick ass 
more than kiss. (Fantasy. 13-17)

SMOKE IN THE SUN
Ahdieh, Renée
Putnam (432 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Jun. 5, 2018
978-1-5247-3814-3 
Series: Flame in the Mist, 2 

It’s out of the outlaw forest and into the 
imperial court in this conclusion of a fan-
tasy duology set in an alternate feudal Japan.

Newly “rescued” from the Black 
Clan, Hattori Mariko returns to the path 

her noble family prescribes, affianced to the brother of the new 
Emperor of Wa. Mariko resolves to play the meek, dutiful maiden 

BRAVE ENOUGH by Kati Gardner .................................................. 136

WE REGRET TO INFORM YOU by Ariel. Kaplan ............................139

CATWOMAN by Sarah J. Maas ....................................................... 140

I AM STILL ALIVE by Kate Marshall................................................141

THE LOOKING GLASS by Janet McNally........................................143

BEHIND THESE HANDS by Linda Vigen Phillips .......................... 144

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

I AM STILL ALIVE
Marshall, Kate Alice
Viking (352 pp.)
$17.99  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-425-29098-9
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(even if that requires actually marrying brutal Raiden) in order to 
spy for the rebels and possibly rescue her beloved Ōkami. But with 
dark powers threatening everything Mariko cherishes, her clever-
ness may not be enough. With admirable brio, Ahdieh (Flame in the 
Mist, 2017, etc.) serves up intrigues and counterintrigues, battles 
and betrayals, harrowing scenes of graphic torture and interludes of 
heated romance, conveyed through no fewer than seven viewpoints. 
Nuanced female characters drive the action, including a gratifyingly 
matured Mariko: less preternaturally ingenious but more intel-
ligent and aware; less insistent upon honor but unshakable in her 
integrity. Unfortunately, the choppy, overwrought prose again sub-
stitutes a deluge of Japanese vocabulary for thoughtful worldbuild-
ing. The magical system, while clarified, still fails to fully explore 
its implications. Eventually the snarl of complicated schemes 
lurches to a rushed climax—entangling a (clichéd) lunatic villain, an 
(implausible) heel-face turn, and a (no, really!) weaponized zombie 
apocalypse—followed by a discordant epilogue littered with jaunty 
romantic banter and abandoned plotlines.

Absolutely necessary to those who loved the first; other-
wise mostly incoherent. (Fantasy. 12-18)

THE TRAITOR’S RUIN
Beaty, Erin 
Imprint (384 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Jul. 10, 2018
978-1-250-14225-2 
Series: Traitor’s Trilogy, 2 

Politics and peril unfurl slowly in this 
old-fashioned sequel.

Eighteen-year-old former matchmak-
er’s assistant Sage Fowler now serves as 
a royal tutor and unauthorized spy, eager 

to protect Demora against its neighbors: hostile Kimisara and 
enigmatic Casmun. Tasked with training an elite unit and uncov-
ering rogue Kimisar soldiers, 20-something Capt. Alexander 
Quinn takes the army to the borderlands, Sage and 14-year-old 
Prince Nicholas in tow. Haunted by his brother’s death, Alex 
keeps Sage at a distance, fearing that his love for her endangers 
everyone around him. When an attack forces the Demorans 
into an uneasy alliance with the isolated desert-dwelling Cas-
muni, Sage and Alex find their diplomatic skills, military experi-
ence, and even romance tested. While white Sage is dismayed 
by discrimination against darker-complexioned Alex, who had 
an Aristelan mother, her adventures rely heavily on stereotypical 
fantasy racial divisions pitting the pale Northerners (who read 
as European) against the darker Southerners (described as living 
in formerly nomadic, desert-based, slightly exoticized societies). 
Lacking lavish fantasy elements and heavily focused on politics 
and war, Beaty’s (Traitor’s Kiss, 2017) tale resembles a more YA-
friendly Game of Thrones and recalls classic novels such as Tamora 
Pierce’s Alanna series and Robin McKinley’s Blue Sword.

Plentiful action scenes, unflinching but never gratuitous 
violence, and a smoldering yet still-chaste romance should 
keep readers’ appetites whetted for the third installment. 
(Fantasy. 14-18)

Inclusivity in literature seems to fol-
low a predictable pattern, with the 
marginalized group in question first 
being ignored or reviled, then appear-
ing as either pitiable victims or righ-
teous heroes, then finally showing up 
as regular, well-rounded people. 

LGBTQ+ characters were long 
absent in YA except as the gay uncle 
with AIDS who died a tragic death. 
The next stage was the tortured com-
ing-out novel, which did (and still sad-

ly does) reflect reality for far too many youths. These books 
provide important and necessary support. 

Presented negatively in classics (consider Narnia), Islam 
later became the evil from which oppressed girls and women 
needed to break free. Now we have books that deal forth-
rightly with Islamophobia and show sympathetic Muslim 
characters, which is vitally important.

However, there are times when 
teens, regardless of their backgrounds, 
just want to escape with a fun nov-
el featuring someone who resembles 
themselves. The fantasy and science-
fiction worlds, in contrast to contem-
porary realistic and historical fiction, 
have been slower to diversify. Fortu-
nately, four recent and upcoming fan-
tasy and science-fiction releases do a 
particularly good job of inclusive rep-
resentation: 

Ace of Shades by Amanda Foody (Apr. 10) is the first in an ex-
citing new fantasy series featuring genderfluid, bisexual, and 
racially diverse characters.

The second in an own-voices series infused with Latinx culture, 
Bruja Born by Zoraida Córdova (June 5) injects an element of 
ominous magic into our world.

Hullmetal Girls by Emily Skrutskie 
(July 17) is an intricate and broadly di-
verse space adventure that includes 
pansexual and aromantic/asexual char-
acters and an invented Islam-like reli-
gion.

Mirage by Somaiya Daud (Aug. 28), an-
other own-voices title, brings to life an 
outer-space world inspired by Moroc-
can culture and history, including In-
digenous communities. —L.S.

Laura Simeon is the young adult editor. 

in a galaxy far, 
far away…
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GIRL AT THE GRAVE
Black, Teri Bailey
Tor Teen (336 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-7653-9948-9  

In 1849 New England, a girl with 
a scandalous past finds herself at a 
crossroads.

With a mane of wild curls, unconven-
tional beauty Valentine DeLuca lives in a 
dilapidated estate with her aloof father. 

Her mother was hanged for the murder of Nigel Blackshaw, an 
eminent member of her small town of Feavers Crossing. Due to 
a benefactor shrouded in mystery, Valentine attends the presti-
gious Drake Academy, where Nigel’s heir, Rowan Blackshaw, is 
also a student. Despite their troublesome connection, Valentine 
and Rowan predictably fall for each other. However, many dark 
secrets threaten to rip the ill-fated lovers apart. Valentine must 
eventually decide between a simple life with Sam, the boy next 
door; going on the lam with Rowan; and her own independence. 
Bleak, inclement Connecticut features prominently in this 
gothic melodrama which is refreshingly free of any paranormal 
content, despite its otherworldly title. Indecisive heroine Val-
entine’s inability to make a decision may be polarizing; either 
readers will swoon as she agonizes or leave frustrated. While 
complications and conspiracies run rampant, the plot still feels 
a bit wooden, with its boilerplate love triangle, contrived plot 
twists, and endless descriptions of smoldering eyes and pouty 
mouths. Valentine and the other denizens of Feavers Crossing 
are white; one adult character is developmentally disabled and 
is treated kindly by Valentine, in contrast to the behavior of 
other residents.

A soapy romance mired in contrivance. (Gothic romance. 
13-adult)

SOMEONE I USED TO KNOW
Blount, Patty
Sourcebooks Fire (384 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-4926-3281-8  

Blount’s (The Way It Hurts, 2017, etc.) 
latest, a loose sequel to Some Boys (2014), 
again looks at the aftermath of rape, this 
time with a focus on secondary survivors.

Told with flashbacks through the 
alternating perspectives of a brother 

and sister two years after one of his teammates raped her to 
gain points in a scavenger hunt, this sometimes-didactic all-
tell, no-show story has a clear purpose and ultimately hits 
some genuine emotional notes. High school junior Ashley is a 
fierce survivor who turns to blogging and activism to fight her 
anxiety attacks; her older brother, college freshman Derek, 
joins a men’s anti-rape group and finally gets it. Romance plays 
a significant role in character growth, and while the stated 

authorial intent was to show the effect of Ashley’s rape on 
the whole family, the novel mostly plays out as two parallel 
narratives which pull together into a family drama only at the 
end. Characterization and polish take a back seat to message, 
and some of the dialogue is weak. However, the messaging in 
Derek’s story is important: Toxic masculinity creates rape cul-
ture, and nice boys who do nothing to stop it are part of the 
problem. The book follows a white default.

Heavy-handed, but there are readers who want this 
story and some who need it. (resources) (Fiction. 13-18)

BONNIE AND CLYDE
The Making of a Legend
Blumenthal, Karen
Viking (256 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-451-47122-2  

A portrait of two victims of the Great 
Depression whose tastes for guns and 
fast cars led to short careers in crime but 
longer ones as legends.

Blumenthal (Hillary Rodham Clinton, 
2016, etc.) makes a determined effort to untangle a mare’s nest 
of conflicting eyewitness accounts, purple journalism, inaccu-
rate police reports, and self-serving statements from relatives 
and cohorts of Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow. Though the 
results sometimes read as dry recitations of names and indistin-
guishable small towns, she makes perceptive guesses about what 
drove them and why they have become iconic figures, along 
with retracing their early lives, two-year crime spree, and sub-
sequent transformations into doomed pop-culture antiheroes. 
She does not romanticize the duo—giving many of their mur-
der victims faces through individual profiles, for instance, and 
describing wounds in grisly detail—but does convincingly argue 
that their crimes and characters (particularly Bonnie’s) were 
occasionally exaggerated. Blumenthal also wrenchingly por-
trays the desperation that their displaced, impoverished fami-
lies must have felt while pointedly showing how an overtaxed, 
brutal legal system can turn petty offenders into violent ones. A 
full version of Bonnie’s homespun ballad “The Story of Bonnie 
and Clyde” and notes on the subsequent lives of significant rela-
tives, accomplices, and lawmen join meaty lists of sources and 
interviews at the end.

Painstaking, judicious, and by no means exculpatory 
but with hints of sympathy. (photos, timeline, author’s 
note, source notes, bibliography, index) (Biography. 12-14)
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UNCHARTED 
Cashman, Patty
Page Street (416 pp.)
$17.99  |  Jun. 1, 2018
978-1-62414-593-3

When 17-year-old Annabeth’s father’s 
college friends start dying, she is deter-
mined to find out who (or what) is taking 
their lives.

Nearly four years after Annabeth’s 
mother’s death, horror strikes again 

when her parents’ friends, her honorary aunt and uncle Mal-
colm and Sarah Bradford, die in a boating accident. At Bradford 
Manor, Annabeth learns more about a group called the Magel-
lans, a college club focused on myths and legends, and the rea-
son that Malcolm, Sarah, and her parents became friends. In 
the process she stumbles upon a deadly secret that makes her 
wonder whether the Bradfords’ deaths were, in fact, acciden-
tal—not to mention a romance that threatens to break her 
heart. Cashman’s (The Exceptionals, 2012) narratorial voice deftly 
balances Annabeth’s strength and fragility, and her pacing keeps 
the reader entertained. However, the supporting characters are 
less developed, and certain plot points feel contradictory. For 
example, Annabeth uses the reasoning skills her father taught 
her to figure out the mysteries connected to Malcolm’s and 
Sarah’s deaths, even though her father was unable to do so him-
self. Camila, who is Cuban and plays an insubstantial role, is the 
only character of color. Ultimately, the secret at the heart of the 
book feels anticlimactic, lowering the stakes of an otherwise 
gripping conflict.

All in all, a flawed but quick read with a strong narrator 
and a weaker supporting cast. (Fantasy. 14-18)

STAR-TOUCHED STORIES
Chokshi, Roshani
Wednesday Books (336 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-250-18079-7 
Series: Star-Touched Queen, 2.5 

A collection of three companion 
romance narratives featuring the spunky 
heroines of The Star–Touched Queen (2016) 
and A Crown of Wishes (2017).

In “Death and Night,” Dharma 
Raja, the god of death, is cursed by the Shadow Wife to lose 
the woman he loves. He is confident that he will never fall in 
love—until he meets Night incarnate. “Poison and Gold” traces 
the adventures of Aasha, a “vishakanya,” who wants to not just 
live, but also belong in the human world yet is unable to con-
trol her powers. She strives to regain her identity—and conse-
quently, her confidence—under the tutelage of Bharata’s deadly 
Spy Mistress. Refreshingly, this story depicts same-sex desires. 
In “Rose and Sword,” young Hira listens to her paternal grand-
mother, Gauri, narrate the tale of a bride who sets out to rescue 

her fiance from the threshold of death on the eve of her wedding. 
Deftly woven with fantastical elements and Indian mythology, 
the tales reflect and materialize the characters’ internal strug-
gles. Although Night’s narrative is at times clichéd and overrun 
with tedious descriptions, Aasha’s and Gauri’s stories explore 
complex themes of identity, ambition, love, and loss.

Chokshi (Aru Shah and the End of Time, 2018, etc.) marries 
sensuous storytelling with kick-ass protagonists in these 
feminist romances. (Romance. 12-18)

BEAUTIFUL MESS
Christian, Claire
Text (304 pp.) 
$11.95 paper  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-925498-54-7  

Ava and Gideon are two wounded 
young people whose unexpected connec-
tion provokes the best and worst in each 
other in this witty Australian import.

Ava is mourning the loss of her best 
friend, Kelly; Gideon is in the throes of 

anxiety and depression. As Ava’s life unravels following Kelly’s 
suicide, Gideon joins her as a fellow employee at The Magic 
Kebab. The two strike up a bond commiserating over rude 
customers, Gideon’s poetry, old-fashioned letters they write 
and mail to one another, and a boss with an unfortunate tat-
too. Gideon doesn’t know that Ava is very much involved with 
her deceased friend’s brother, Lincoln, and Ava doesn’t know 
how much Gideon is in love with her. Told in alternating voices, 
this page-turning novel displays a great deal of artful charm. 
The only low points are the casual amusement Ava displays in 
response to her Greek immigrant grandmother’s racist remarks. 
This is particularly troubling as Kelly and Lincoln’s family is 
Maori (other main characters are white). It also doesn’t help 
that Lincoln is portrayed negatively, as aggressive and control-
ling. However, Gideon’s tight-knit family with two loving les-
bian moms is a bright spot.

Would have been truly stellar if not for the missed 
opportunities for positive representation. (Fiction. 16-adult)

DELILAH DIRK AND THE 
PILLARS OF HERCULES
Cliff, Tony
First Second (256 pp.) 
$17.99 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-62672-804-2 
Series: Delilah Dirk, 3 

Delilah Dirk, Erdemoglu Selim, and 
journalist Laurens van Hassel set off on a 
cross-continental adventure in search of 

a mythical lost city.
The third volume in the graphic novel series following 

Deli lah Dirk and the King’s Shilling (2016) opens in Turkey with 

Sensuous storytelling with kick-ass protagonists.
star-touched stories
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British adventurer Delilah Dirk and her companion, Erdemo-
glu Selim, battling local magistrate Küçuk. Upon prevailing 
against the tyrant, they are recruited by sensationalist journalist 
van Hassel to raid an ancient tomb, a shrine to the architect of 
a legendary city known as the Third Pillar of Hercules. Unbe-
knownst to Dirk and Selim, van Hassel has been writing about 
their exploits, attracting international interest and the return 
of Delilah’s nemesis, Jason Merrick. Merrick’s vendetta against 
Delilah has him chasing the treasure-seeking trio to Algeria and, 
further enraged by van Hassel’s portrayal of him in the press, 
on to Gibraltar, where the discovery of the lost city has far-
reaching implications. Cliff ’s (Mary Bowser and the Civil War Spy 
Ring, 2017, etc.) art is striking in both action scenes and in the 
choice of color palette, used to convey place, tone, and mood. 
While artistically rich, this volume is limited in its development 
of Dirk and Selim, whose playful banter is minimized. Readers 
may wonder about Merrick’s fate and the outcome of his bro-
ken romantic relationship.

A solid addition to the series but does not live up to pre-
vious installments. (Graphic novel adventure. 12-18)

MIRAGE
Daud, Somaiya
Flatiron Books (320 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-1-250-12642-9 
Series: Mirage, 1 

Abducted from her small village, 
Amani finds that her survival depends on 
being the perfect body double to an arro-
gant and cruel princess.

Amani lives with her family in an 
impoverished village on Cadiz, a moon of the planet Andala 
that has been occupied by the Vathek Empire. At her coming-
of-age ceremony she is violently stolen away to the imperial pal-
ace, Ziyaana, where she is shocked to find that she looks exactly 
like the princess Maram vak Mathis, known to be as cruel and 
ruthless as her Vathek father but with the visage of her Kus-
haila mother. In response to increased rebel attacks, Amani is 
groomed as a body double and must navigate the complexities 
of court, including the charms of Maram’s fiance, Idris. Daud’s 
debut, set in a Moroccan proxy world, addresses colonialism, 
appropriation, suppression, and erasure, along with oriental-
ist tropes. Readers may recognize a possible reference to Wil-
liam Beckford’s gothic orientalist novel Vathek, used to describe 
invading colonizers. In addition to a cast of characters of color, 
Daud also introduces concepts specific to the Indigenous 
Amazigh of Northwest Africa, including the warrior queen 
Dihya, who serves as a symbol of feminism and anti-colonialism.

Though the machinations of politics and identity cre-
ate a slowly burning narrative, readers will appreciate the 
rich world and prose built by a much-needed diverse voice. 
(Science fiction. 13-adult)

ROYAL PAIN
Drake, Raelyn
Darby Creek (104 pp.) 
$26.65 PLB  |  Aug. 1, 2018 
Series: Suddenly Royal 
978-1-5415-2567-2 PLB

Seventeen-year-old Noah’s life is 
turned upside down when his grandfa-
ther dies, forcing his family to move to 
his mother’s home country, where she 

must assume her duties as part of the royal family.
In Evonia, Noah must endure elaborate table manners, a 

never-ending itinerary of royal duties, and his grandmother’s 
matchmaking efforts. He is miserable in his new role until he 
meets Tori, a dynamic and beautiful girl who shares his passion 
for archaeology. When he learns that he is in line to assume the 
throne, he is faced with the most difficult decision of his life. 
The other titles in this reluctant reader series feature other 
teens forced to Evonia to assume their royal duties. In Becoming 
Prince Charming, by Loren Bailey, 17-year-old Mason discovers 
that being a slacker holds little charm for his new hardwork-
ing royal friends. In Royal Treatment, by K.R. Coleman (Truth or 
Dare, 2017, etc.), 16-year-old Grace must trade in her blue hair 
and nose ring for updos and royal jewels, but she maintains her 
individuality when it comes to romance. In Next in Line, by Van-
essa Acton (Vortex, 2017, etc.), Carly, a high school junior, discov-
ers she is a princess and only two places from the throne. In 
these stories linked only by location and familial ties, the focus 
is on individuality, personal responsibility, and moral charac-
ter. Diversity is lacking, but the focus on family dynamics as 
more than angst-y teenager versus clueless parents is refresh-
ing. Romance is present but limited to chaste kisses and some 
hand-holding. Formulaic plots and flat characters detract from 
the otherwise entertaining series, but readers who dream of one 
day being whisked away from their ordinary lives to a world of 
opulence will gobble these stories up.

High-concept, easy-to-read romances with feel-good 
messages. (Fiction. 12-18) (Becoming Prince Charming: 978-1-5415-2570-
2; Next in Line: 978-1-5415-2571-9; Royal Treatment: 978-1-5415-2572-6)

FRESHMEN
Ellen, Tom & Ivison, Lucy
Delacorte (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 12, 2018
978-1-5247-0178-9  

The first term at university is a time 
for making new friends, falling in love, 
attending parties, playing quidditch, 
shedding old relationships, and maybe 
even attending a lecture or two.

Luke and Phoebe were at school 
together before arriving in York; while Phoebe has had a crush 
on Luke for ages, he’s barely been aware of her existence. Luke 
and his longtime girlfriend are now separated, both by the miles 
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Lygia Day Peñaflor successfully shed a sophomore 
slump by poking fun at her own frustration.

“I was struggling so hard to come up with a premise 
for my next novel,” says the author of Unscripted Joss 
Byrd, a 2016 debut based on her experience as an on-
set teacher for young movie, TV, and Broadway stars. 

“I get panicked and anxious when I don’t have a proj-
ect, and I wasn’t sure I’d ever have something new to 
write about.

“So I started to imagine, what’s the worst, most des-
perate thing I would do in order to get a juicy story?” she 
says, laughing. That’s when epiphany struck: “I would 
befriend a bunch of kids, weasel my way into their lives, 
and then write about their deepest, darkest secrets in 
order to get myself out of this [writer’s block].”

That’s exactly what glamorous 22-year-old YA au-
thor Fatima Ro does in Peñaflor’s thrilling, irresistible 

new novel, All of This Is True (May 15). Whether it’s mu-
tualism or malevolence becomes a matter of conten-
tion for Miri, Soleil, Penny, and Jonah, four privileged 
teens who fall under Fatima’s sway when she relocates 
to their tony Long Island town.

“Fatima pretty much gave us a whole new language,” 
Peñaflor writes from Miri’s perspective, “a new way of 
thinking of living. When she took us in, all of a sudden 
I realized...we all realized that we were starving to be 
part of something meaningful. Becoming friends with 
Fatima Ro—I mean, actually being part of her inner 
circle—was it.”

After meeting them at a reading for her debut nov-
el, Undertow, Fatima swiftly (suspiciously) incorporates 
the teens into her inner circle. She encourages them to 
share their “precious truths” with her, to make “genu-
ine human connections.” 

What Fatima learns about a year-old scandal at Jo-
nah’s former school becomes the main fodder for her 
second novel, The Absolution of Brady Stevenson. What 
she writes leads a group of unknown assailants to beat 
him into a coma in real life.

“[Fatima] told me that a person’s greatest success 
or downfall can be traced back to one pivotal human 
connection,” Peñaflor writes from Penny’s perspective, 

“one moment in time that created ripple effects toward 
either achievement or destruction.”

Readers receive Miri’s and Penny’s versions of 
events leading up to the book launch and the beating 
via interviews with a journalist named Nelson Antho-
ny on Naked Truth TV. They get Soleil’s version from 
journal excerpts and emails exchanged with Fatima 
and reprinted in New York magazine. But there’s no di-
rect account—no defense—from the author herself.

“Fatima is a mystery,” Peñaflor says. “She never 
shows up in the book. Even though she is a strong char-

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Lygia Day Peñaflor

THE WRITER’S SECOND NOVEL IS UTTERLY ADDICTIVE, 
WITH A TIMELY PREMISE
By Megan Labrise

Photo courtesy Yolanda Perez
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and his confused feelings. Phoebe, meanwhile, cannot believe 
her luck as circumstances repeatedly throw them together, 
making her adolescent dream of a relationship with dishy Luke 
a real possibility. But the waters are muddied when Luke joins 
the soccer team: He’s uncomfortable with the misogynistic 
group texts that are deeply embedded in the team culture—
but not enough to risk his standing with posh captain Will by 
doing anything about it. As the students and their respective 
social circles get to know one another, they learn that part of 
growing up is embracing even the gloriously messy, uncomfort-
able parts of life. While the Americanization of some vocab-
ulary is jarring in this oh-so-English novel, it is marked by a 
refreshing absence of mean girl drama, well-rounded and car-
ing boy characters, fluid writing, expert pacing, and genuine 
humor. Main characters, other than Phoebe’s Iranian-British 
friend, are assumed white, with ethnic diversity in background 
characters.

Full of heart, this is David Nicholls’ One Day for teens. 
(Fiction. 14-18)

SELF-DRIVING CARS
The New Way Forward
Fallon, Michael
Twenty-First Century/Lerner (104 pp.) 
$37.32 PLB  |  Aug. 1, 2018  
978-1-5415-0055-6 PLB

An abbreviated history of the self-
driving car industry from its past to its 
uncertain future.

Beginning with the late 19th cen-
tury, Fallon (Dodgerland, 2016, etc.) con-

structs a linear account of automobile development, starting 
as early as 1478 with depictions of a self-propelled cart imag-
ined by Leonardo da Vinci and going up through recent self-
driving Google, Tesla, and Mercedes-Benz concept cars. An 
introduction and five short chapters cover the first self-pro-
pelled vehicles, with steam engines from the 1770s, the rise of 
American consumer car culture, and the inner workings of self-
driving technology and the potential benefits of and obstacles 
to implementing it in practice. With many references to 
research studies scattered throughout, the book is generously 
illustrated with black-and-white and color photographs, maps, 
diagrams, etc. Isolated text boxes offer additional information. 
However, the book lacks a strong narrative, and Fallon fails 
to maintain a neutral tone; some chapters read like advertise-
ments for certain car manufacturers. The subject is timely and 
interesting, but the prose unfortunately does not render the 
material noteworthy. The text also fails to address questions 
surrounding the ethical and social implications of self-driving 
vehicles and the potential hazards of the advancement of arti-
ficial intelligence.

Discerning readers may want to wait for a more com-
prehensive and compelling book on this subject. (time-
line, source notes, glossary, selected bibliography, further 
information, index) (Nonfiction. 13-18)

acter, a main character, we only learn about her through 
what these other people say.”

There are illuminating excerpts from Undertow and 
The Absolution of Brady Stevenson, Fatima’s books, with-
in Peñaflor’s book. And there’s great fun to be found in 
abundant pop-culture references and Easter eggs for 
YA lovers. With a ripped-from-the-headlines premise 
couched in an inventively layered narrative, All of This 
Is True is “utterly addictive and psychologically delecta-
ble—Peñaflor’s second novel will shock at every twist 
and turn,” Kirkus writes.

“I wanted to write something realistic,” she says, “that 
you could actually imagine happening to you or some-
one you know. Maybe that’s why it feels like a thriller. 
Maybe that’s why it’s scary.”

All of This Is True received a starred review in the March 
1, 2018, issue. 
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SEE ALL THE STARS
Frick, Kit
McElderry (320 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-5344-0437-3  

Relationship extremes take center 
stage in this debut about a teen navigat-
ing her new reality as an outcast follow-
ing a life-changing event.

As Ellory grimly approaches her 
senior year, readers only know that she’s 

returning to her high school, seeking solitude after being sus-
pended and spending the summer away at an art camp. Chap-
ters flashing back to the previous year alternate with the 
present, slowly revealing the details of a tightknit but often 
jealous friendship among Ellory, Jenni, Bex, and their leader, 
Ret, as well as Ellory’s experience with a first love that was also 
rife with its own problems. Evocative phrasing steeped in the 
novel’s richly melancholy tone vaunts this story above simple 
melodrama. Tightly controlled pacing allows time for the audi-
ence to come to really care about Ellory even as they cringe at 
some of her more painfully desperate moments with her boy-
friend, Matthias. The reveal of what happened junior year is 
horrifying though replete with a common-to-thrillers twist that 
careful readers will see coming. However, the conclusion is still 
satisfying. Ellory, Ret, Jenni, and Matthias seem to be white, 
Bex is Moroccan and French-Canadian, and there are ethnically 
diverse background characters.

A gripping and atmospheric contemporary thriller that 
excels in portraying the complex intensity of its characters. 
(Fiction. 14-18)

BRAVE ENOUGH 
Gardner, Kati
Flux (320 pp.) 
$11.99 paper  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-1-63583-020-0  

Cancer happened while prima balle-
rina Cason was busy making other plans; 
cancer survivor and recovering addict 
Davis hangs onto his hard-won sobriety 
and their deepening friendship.

Cason’s mother, director of an 
Atlanta ballet company, taught her 

driven, perfectionist daughter to power through pain, a strat-
egy that works until she’s diagnosed with Ewing’s sarcoma, an 
aggressive bone cancer. On the cusp of professional success 
and attending school only part-time, Cason’s never dated. She’s 
smitten with Davis, who is volunteering in the hospital oncol-
ogy ward where Cason gets chemotherapy and who helps her 
endure the indignities of treatment. As their mutual attraction 
grows, each bolsters the other’s self-esteem, but setbacks loom. 
Davis’ relentless craving worsens after he’s badly beaten for 
refusing to pay his ex-girlfriend’s drug debt. When Cason’s left 

leg proves unsalvageable, she lashes out at Davis, already reeling 
from bad news. Like most of the teen cancer survivors depicted 
here, Cason and Davis are white, affluent, and blessed with first-
rate medical care, but a top-notch support system can do only 
so much. While their peers stretch their wings and aim for the 
future, these teens learn earlier than most that today is all we 
have—and that there can be a bracing power to this discovery.

The debut author, a cancer survivor and amputee, cov-
ers challenging physical and emotional terrain in com-
pelling detail with compassionate insight and strong 
storytelling skills. (author’s note, resources) (Fiction. 12-16)

FRESH INK
An Anthology
Giles, Lamar—Ed.
Crown (208 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $20.99 PLB  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-5247-6628-3
978-1-5247-6629-0 PLB  

Thirteen leading YA voices from 
diverse backgrounds lend their talents 
to this anthology of 12 fictional short 
stories.

The collection represents the lives of people of color, immi-
grants, poor, and nonheteronormative individuals, drawing the 
reader into narratives that touch on universal themes of love 
and youth in its many iterations. Whether the reader dives into 
Eric Gansworth’s story of a youth from the rez grappling with 
racism and identity in high school, Malinda Lo’s tale of sexism 
and gender-flipping costumes at a science-fiction convention, 
or Melissa de la Cruz’s story of an undocumented Filipina stu-
dent who wants “America to want me because I was already a 
part of the fabric of the country,” each contribution reminds 
us of the diverse individuals that make up the United States. 
Together they form a beautiful quilt of marginalized voices that 
include both bestselling authors, such as Jason Reynolds and 
Gene Luen Yang, as well as up-and-coming writers. The com-
plexities of intersectional identities are also explored, for exam-
ple in Sara Farizan’s story of a bisexual Iranian-American girl 
who introduces her girlfriend to her immigrant grandmother. 
United by vivid descriptions of food, language, and cultural 
norms, the collection will serve as both mirror and window to 
teens from all walks of life.

This beautiful, moving, and insightful collection is 
quintessentially American and a valuable addition to all 
middle and high school classrooms. (Short stories. 12-18)

A beautiful quilt of marginalized voices.
fresh ink
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UNPUNISHED MURDER
Massacre at Colfax and the 
Quest for Justice
Goldstone, Lawrence
Scholastic Nonfiction (288 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-1-338-23945-4  

An account of a little-known Recon-
struction-era massacre, how it came 
about, and its influence on U.S. history.

The prologue tells the story of the 
Colfax massacre itself, when over 100 black men were mur-
dered by white supremacists in Louisiana in 1873. The book 
then backtracks to the early days of the U.S., chronicling indi-
viduals and events that would later affect the situation in Colfax: 
the formation of the Supreme Court, the Dred Scott decision, 
the racist attitudes of presidents Andrew Jackson and Andrew 
Johnson, the passionate abolitionist Radical Republican 
Thaddeus Stevens, the Ku Klux Klan, and more. While some 
moments of historical import help put the Colfax massacre in 
context, others are overly detailed, and readers may wonder if 
they are necessary at all. Colfax comes up again nearly halfway 
through the text, with lawyer J.R. Beckwith’s fight for justice 
for the slaughtered. His efforts were actively thwarted by the 
U.S. government, leading to the creation of the Jim Crow South. 
Despite being overly long, this book shines a light on a shame-
ful sea change moment in U.S. history, although the message of 
injustice is weakened by the positive presentation of the Home-
stead Act which forcibly removed Native Americans from their 
land. Though the book ends abruptly, readers will come away 
with a thorough understanding of the Colfax massacre and its 
place in America’s past and present.

Difficult and necessary. (glossary, bibliography, source 
notes, index) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

MY FAMILY DIVIDED
One Girl’s Journey of Home, 
Loss, and Hope
Guerrero, Diane & Moroz, Erica
Henry Holt (256 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-250-13486-8  

Guerrero tells her own story of grow-
ing up with undocumented immigrant 
parents and the devastating effect on her 
life when they were deported.

Using a conversational tone that makes her story eminently 
accessible, Guerrero (writing with Moroz) tells of being born 
with a privilege her parents did not have: U.S. citizenship. As is 
the case with many undocumented immigrants, from the time 
they arrived from Colombia they took on all kinds of low-paying 
jobs, dreaming of a better life for themselves and, particularly, 
their children. Although they kept a low profile, Guerrero’s 
parents were detained and deported in 2001, when she was 14. 

Left behind to fend for herself, Guerrero moved in with fam-
ily friends until she went to college. The trauma of her experi-
ence finally caught up with her there, when she suffered from 
debilitating depression and started cutting. Eventually, with a 
series of lucky breaks and by sheer gumption and determina-
tion, she landed a part on the hit show Orange Is the New Black. 
Nowadays Guerrero also works to bring to light the plight of 
undocumented families and to fight for their rights. A list of 
resources is included. Although the book is pitched to a middle-
grade audience, Guerrero’s struggles as a teen and young adult 
are likely to go over their heads—and, importantly, will resonate 
keenly with YA readers.

This is a timely reminder that none of us lives in a 
vacuum and that deportation affects more than just the 
deportee. (Memoir. 12-18)

SCREAM SITE
Ireland, Justina
Capstone Young Readers (264 pp.) 
$15.95  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-63079-102-5  

An aspiring journalist investigates a 
local horror website.

Sabrina Sebastian is a smart, ambi-
tious high school freshman, determined 
to get a summer newspaper internship, 
but her cafeteria exposés and charity 

fluff pieces for the school paper are too stodgy. Her best friend, 
the spirited Evelyn, suggests that she write about the gossip 
surrounding Scream Site, a trendy website for amateur horror 
videos. Sabrina hates scary movies but is intrigued by rumors 
that girls have disappeared after sharing videos. Could there be 
a grain of truth to the terrifying footage of girls screaming for 
help while evading nefarious pursuers? “This is real. This is real!” 
whispers one girl into the camera. Sabrina turns up suspicious 
ties between the website and missing local girls, but her detec-
tive uncle dismisses her concerns as unfounded even as Sabrina 
starts to receive creepy threats. Ireland (Dread Nation, 2018, 
etc.) maintains a steady pace of reveals as suspicion is cast on 
Evelyn’s crush, an English teacher, and possibly even Sabrina’s 
own uncle. Horror fans may be disappointed that homage is 
paid to the genre without any real terror, but they will appreci-
ate the jump scares, the untimely blackouts, and the frustration 
when Sabrina’s older sister, Faith, innocently decides that she 
wants to try to post some horror videos, too. Sabrina and her 
sister are dark-skinned, and Evelyn is Chinese-American.

This mystery shines as a foray into modern investiga-
tive journalism. (Mystery. 12-15)
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Karen McManus came up with the idea for her 
debut novel on her commute. She was listening to 
the radio when Simple Minds’ “Don’t You Forget 
About Me” came on the radio, reminding her of The 
Breakfast Club. She wondered if you could put a mod-
ern spin on the movie’s setup of five different high 
school archetypes trapped in detention together. 

“The phrase ‘The Breakfast Club with murder’ popped 
into my head,” she says.

That initial spark eventually became the bestsell-
ing One of Us Is Lying (2017), in which five students 
get stuck in detention only for one of them, the 
creator of an infamous gossip app, to end up dead. 
What initially appears as a tragic accident slowly 
morphs into a murder investigation that unearths 
each of the surviving teen’s darkest secrets. There’s 
Bronwyn, the high achiever who cheated in chem-

istry; Cooper, the baseball player who supposedly 
used performance-enhancing drugs but may be hid-
ing something else; Addy, the homecoming princess 
who cheated on her boyfriend; and Nate, the delin-
quent who’s violating his probation by selling drugs. 

The parallels to The Breakfast Club, with its jock, 
princess, geek, criminal, and basket case characters, 
are undeniable. “I love the idea of different types of 
people being pulled together and forced to interact 
with one another and, through those interactions, 
coming to see what they have in common instead of 
what divides them,” McManus says. As the charac-
ters get to know each other, they also come to grips 
with who they are beneath the expectations other 
people have of them.  

The Breakfast Club isn’t the only influence key to 
the novel. From literature, McManus borrowed the 
intricate plotting of Agatha Christie’s thrillers, par-
ticularly the everyone-has-a-motive setup of Murder 
on the Orient Express. From TV, she took the duplici-
tous teens of Gossip Girl and Pretty Little Liars, “the 
notion that there’s this constantly churning rumor 
mill somewhere.”

Rumors, secrets, and lies are the engine of the 
story. “They’re all lying—the title is misleading—
but not necessarily about what you might think,” 
McManus explains. Many of their secrets are more 
about a mismatch of what’s expected of them and 
what they actually want than any serious error. “It is 
a time of life when what other people think of you is 
really important and so things that might seem like 
not such a terrible secret when you’re an adult feel 
very different when you’re 17,” McManus says.

Her own teen years were considerably less event-
ful. There was still gossip and drama, but without 
social media they lacked the brutal power of the 

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Karen McManus

THE BESTSELLING DEBUT WRITER FASHIONS A THRILLING STORY 
INSPIRED BY A CLASSIC ’80S FLICK
By Alex Heimbach
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students’ secrets in One of Us Is Lying. “You’re only 
actually showing a small portion of your life, but the 
way people react to it and to you can really feel like 
the definition of you, especially when you’re younger,” 
McManus says. As a writer, however, she’s found the 
community on social media welcoming.

The success of the novel—it’s spent the better 
part of a year on the New York Times bestseller list and 
has been optioned for a TV show—took McManus 
by surprise, but she’s not dwelling on it. She’s already 
looking ahead to her next book about two teens try-
ing to unravel the secrets of their families and their 
town. Still, she’s thrilled so many readers have con-
nected to her characters. “I feel like they feel as real 
to other people as they are to me,” she says, “and 
that’s really gratifying.”

One of Us Is Lying was reviewed in the March 1, 2017, 
issue. 

WE REGRET TO 
INFORM YOU 
Kaplan, Ariel
Knopf (352 pp.) 
$20.99 PLB  |  Aug. 21, 2018  
978-1-5247-7371-7 PLB

An entertaining twist on a familiar 
theme: A high-achieving teen figures 
out who she really is at heart despite the 
pressures of the high school rat race.

Mischa Abramavicius, an overachiev-
ing private school student and self-described “college-admissions 
machine,” has the shock of her life when she is rejected from every 
single institution she applies to despite her very strong record. 
She struggles to hide the truth from everyone—especially her 
mother, whose single, working-mom status differentiates Mis-
cha, who is on scholarship, from her wealthier classmates. But 
when she discovers that her application was tampered with, she 
joins forces with her best friend, Nate Miller, and a group of 
hacker misfits—Emily Sreenivasan, Bebe Tandoh, and Shira 
Gastman—to investigate further. Their explosive discovery 
necessitates some hard decisions, but Mischa comes through 
in the end. Along the way she learns things about herself and 
who she really is beyond “College Applicant Mischa.” While 
Mischa’s insights seem pat at times, the fast-paced plot with 
its well-crafted climax is full of enough surprise twists to keep 
the suspense and interest high. Mischa is white and Jewish, and 
with the exception of Bebe, who goes to visit relatives in Ghana 
every summer, surnames are the primary indicator of diversity.

A well-written, intricately plotted, and sympathetic 
portrayal of the pressures that some elite college-bound 
kids experience during senior year. (Fiction. 14-adult)

THE TRUTH LIES HERE
Klingele, Lindsey
HarperTeen (416 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 21, 2018
978-0-06-238039-5  

While trying to find her missing 
father, Penny uncovers a conspiracy in 
the Upper Peninsula.

Penny’s father lost her trust when 
she discovered that he fabricated the 
cryptozoology stories for his tabloid 

magazine column. Years later, she returns to small-town 
Michigan from Chicago, where she has lived with her mother 
since her parents’ divorce, for a summer visit with him, plan-
ning on mining the town for an article about its decline due 
to the recession, which shuttered the local plant that was the 
area’s employer. When her father doesn’t show up to meet her 
at the airport, she thinks he’s chasing a story—but the geeky 
boy next door, her one-time best friend, half-Chippewa Dex, 
who is now her father’s protégé, thinks it’s something sin-
ister. After Penny’s investigations into local economic woes 
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turn up an oddity (the word-for-word identical response that 
it’s “best not to think too much about it” from anyone asked 
about an accident at the plant), mysterious federal agent 
types show up around town, and bodies similar to the mys-
terious one that prompted Penny’s father’s latest story start 
to pile up. Penny becomes determined to get to the bottom 
of everything, and her well-plotted, conspiracy-laden jour-
ney leads her to revelations about perspective and her rela-
tionships with various loved ones. Aside from Dex and his 
mother, all characters are white.

A surprisingly heartfelt coming-of-age story wrapped 
in a zany package. (Science-fiction thriller. 13-adult)

IN ANOTHER TIME
Leech, Caroline
HarperTeen (384 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-0-06-245991-6  

A teen lumbergirl finds wartime 
romance in the Scottish Highlands.

It’s 1942. Seventeen-year-old Mar-
garet “Maisie” McCall sees joining in 
Great Britain’s war effort as an honor-
able excuse to leave her unhappy home, 

but since she’s too young for the armed services, she signs up 
for the Women’s Timber Corps and becomes a lumberjill. Two 
weeks into her training she meets a man named John Lindsay 
at a local dance—he’s physically attractive and initially seems 
kind, but he’s clumsy and storms off before their dance is 
complete. A month later, in her remote first post in the Scot-
tish forest camp of Auchterblair, Speyside, she runs into John 
again—he’s a lumberjack nearby. Weeks into a somewhat awk-
ward romance, Maisie discovers that John has a prosthetic leg, 
which he’s somehow managed to hide from most of his fel-
low corpsman despite sharing a dormitory with them. Their 
romance proceeds despite John’s basic unlikability. The story 
unfolds from Maisie’s point of view but is told more than 
shown; the characters feel emotionally inconsistent, and the 
flat story arc provides little suspense. In alignment with the 
time and location, it follows a white default.

An interesting setting and good use of historical details 
aren’t, in the end, enough to hold reader interest. (Historical 
fiction. 12-18)

THE LAST BEST STORY
Lehrman, Maggie
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-06-232077-3  

Love, journalism, and teenage angst 
collide in this sweet story of missed 
opportunities and second chances.

Rose and Grant are the perfect team, 
in sync about their journalistic aspira-
tions and their future at Northwestern. 

She writes for the Hawks High School newspaper that he edits, 
and as they chase down leads and work long hours together, 
romantic tension simmers just beneath the surface. At the 
end of senior year, however, Rose is ready to move on from 
the newspaper dream she’s not sure was ever 100 percent hers 
and from the boy who is perpetually too afraid to make a move. 
When the school goes into lockdown during prom, Grant real-
izes that this story may be his last chance to work with Rose and 
his only hope of winning her back. The narrative shift between 
the present day and the pair’s earlier years in high school 
allows the tension between Rose and Grant to build organically. 
Lehrman (The Cost of All Things, 2015) writes teens well, and 
Rose’s consternation over her life choices and the revelation 
that the future she envisioned might not suit her feel all too real, 
as does Grant’s indecisiveness about whether to risk friendship 
for something more. Grant is assumed white, Rose is Italian and 
Cuban, and her best friend is Chinese-American (her portrayal 
unfortunately falls into lazy stereotypes).

An earnest high school romp as intrepid as its sleuthing 
protagonists. (Fiction 14-18)

CATWOMAN 
Soulstealer
Maas, Sarah J.
Random House (384 pp.) 
$18.99  |  $21.99 PLB  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-399-54969-4
978-0-399-54970-0 PLB 
Series: DC Icons 

“When the Bat’s Away, the Cat Will 
Play.”

A child of Gotham City’s slums, 
almost 18-year-old Selina Kyle has a rap sheet that includes 
robbery, gambling, and maintaining her title as the undefeated 
champion fighter for the Leopards, a girl gang. But everything 
she does is for her younger half sister Maggie, who suffers from 
cystic fibrosis. Apprehended by Talia al Ghūl, leader of the infa-
mous League of Assassins, Selina agrees to go with her to Italy 
on the condition that Maggie is well cared for. Fast-forward 
two years. Selina returns to Gotham as Holly Vanderhees, a 
blonde-haired billionaire socialite, and moonlights as Cat-
woman, the city’s newly-christened Queen of the Underworld. 
Cue Luke Fox, son to Wayne Industries’ CEO, a semipro boxer 
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and an ex-Marine suffering from PTSD. He protects the city as 
Batwing and is determined to prove himself when Catwoman 
teams up with Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn while Batman is out 
of town. Maas (Tower of Dawn, 2017, etc.) has a gift for crafting 
fierce female protagonists. Selina is physically skilled, wickedly 
smart, and inhabits morally gray areas, making her a complex 
yet admirable antiheroine. Action-packed fight scenes, racial 
and sexual diversity (Harley and Ivy have history, Luke is black), 
and a dollop of romance will engage current and soon-to-be 
Catwoman fans.

An epic shoutout to all the bad girls who know how to 
have fun. (Superhero fantasy. 12-18)

A COURT OF FROST 
AND STARLIGHT
Maas, Sarah J.
Bloomsbury (272 pp.) 
$17.99  |  May 1, 2018
978-1-68119-631-2 
Series: Court of Thorns and Roses, 4 

A glimpse of the characters dealing 
with rebuilding and fallout after A Court 
of Wings and Ruin (2017).

In a change of pace from the usual 
epic struggle against powerful forces, this slimmer-than-usual 
volume follows the cast during the festive Winter Solstice 
holiday. Nods to trouble on the horizon (dissent in the Illyrian 
ranks, Fae courts eyeing for expansion, and a politically fraught 
situation among humans) remain distant, the lack of prog-
ress at times resulting in frustrating repetition. Cassian’s and 
Mor’s backstories are explored, and prickly Amren’s low-key 
relationship storyline is supplemented by her High Fae adjust-
ments (including bodily humor). While Elain is becoming more 
comfortable, she still wants nothing to do with Lucien (who 
feels like an outsider nearly everywhere and has his hands full 
with a self-destructive Tamlin). Severely struggling Nesta self-
medicates through alcohol and meaningless sex, pushing every-
one away and finding every last seedy corner of the otherwise 
utopian Velaris. While Rhys handles politics, Feyre’s storyline 
revolves around Solstice shopping and art’s potential for healing 
trauma—when the lovers aren’t telepathically sexting or crav-
ing each other. Aside from occasional minor characters, most of 
the inhuman cast seem white. Several plotlines are predictably 
resolved.

With introspection replacing battles, this extended 
epilogue gives breathing room between dramatic arcs but 
is best for readers who’d prefer downtime with the charac-
ters over high stakes. (map, preview of next title) (Fantasy. 
16-adult)

I AM STILL ALIVE 
Marshall, Kate Alice
Viking (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-425-29098-9  

Still battered from the car crash that 
took her mother’s life, Jess is sent to live 
in the remote Canadian wilderness with 
Carl, the father she barely remembers— 
and then he’s murdered.

Carl’s lessons in living off the grid 
(no phone, electricity, or running water) and hesitant attempts 
at connecting with Jess end abruptly when associates from his 
unsavory past arrive to collect money he doesn’t have. Hiding 
with Carl’s dog, Bo, Jess watches her dad ask for more time. 
Instead, Raph, the leader, shoots Carl. Burying him with the 
mysterious crate he’s safeguarded for them, they burn the cabin 
and fly off. Only Carl’s friend Griff, who flew her in, knows Jess 
is there, but he won’t return for a year. With brains and ingenu-
ity compensating for her physical weakness, Jess finds shelter, 
makes fire, and feeds and protects herself and Bo. Yet small mis-
takes, moments of inattention, nearly prove lethal. Raph might 
return for the crate, and winter’s approaching. To obtain ammu-
nition for Carl’s rifle, Jess makes a desperate but pivotal decision. 
Presumably white, as are other characters, Jess is believable, her 
setbacks realistic, her successes earned. She is on a solitary jour-
ney—a quest not for treasure but for survival—that demands all 
her strength, each day a test of endurance, patience, and hope.

A taut, gripping page-turner with a strong female hero 
to root for. (Thriller. 12-17)

THE FIELD TRIP
Martin, R.T.
Darby Creek (112 pp.) 
$26.65 PLB  |  Aug. 1, 2018 
Series: Attack on Earth 
978-1-5415-2573-3 PLB

A high school choir field trip comes 
to a halt when alien invaders generate an 
electromagnetic pulse, grounding planes, 
turning off phones, and shutting down 

power plants.
Kayla has hated fellow soprano Steph since third grade. 

Now high school juniors, the two are even more strident in 
their rivalry. Their bickering and constant one-upmanship con-
tinue as resources dwindle and a long hike looks inevitable. An 
alien flyover and a carjacking leave the group stranded and force 
Kayla and Steph to bury the hatchet before their conflict bur-
ies them all. In The Fallout, by Glasko Klein, a mall seems like 
the perfect place to lie low and stock up on supplies following 
an alien attack, but 16-year-old Nina never imagined hiding 
out with the school weirdo, her ex-boyfriend, and a superjock. 
When their saviors start acting more like prison guards, Sanjay 
and his friends decide to break out of their school in Lockdown, 

A taut, gripping page-turner with a strong female hero to root for.
i  am still alive
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Jason Collins, Caitlyn Jenner, Billie Jean King, 
Tom Daley, Abby Wambach, Robbie Rogers, Adam 
Rippon, Darren Young. As LGBT acceptance has 
permeated societies from Europe to the Americas, 
it’s become less of an anomaly to see an openly gay 
athlete attain and maintain professional and com-
mercial success. In some cases—such as with Tom 
Daley at the 2012 Olympics in London and Adam 
Rippon at this year’s Olympics—such individu-
als are more than just accepted by the mainstream; 
they’re embraced as the face of a nation. Julian Win-
ters watched the dawning of this new era in sports 
with excitement, but he was left wanting more. 

“I love hearing about the bigger celebrities com-
ing out,” Winters says, “but following a blog like 
Out Sports allows me to see it on a level that I want 
to see.” Because while progress on the internation-
al stage ought to be celebrated, athletes of a cer-

tain caliber are in many ways inoculated from the 
impacts of lingering homophobia and transphobia. 
For Winters, it was the courage of high schoolers 
and college athletes that he found most inspiring. 

Running With Lions (June 7), Winters’ debut 
young adult novel, focuses on a high school soccer 
team and follows Sebastian and an array of charac-
ters as they participate in a summer intensive train-
ing camp. Except that this isn’t your average high 
school sporting team—this is a team where accep-
tance is the norm and where a sizable chunk of the 
athletes are openly gay or bisexual. It’s an environ-
ment fostered by the coaches, which was an impor-
tant dimension for Winters. 

“These are the people who see the students ev-
ery day,” Winters explains, “who decide who plays 
on the field because of ability, nothing else.” For se-
rious athletes, these are more than just people with 
authority when it comes to sport. “They’re coach-
es, but they’re also important figures who help 
contribute to the growth of people as individuals. I 
wanted that to be a central part, where the coaches 
make it clear to everyone, LGBTQ or straight, that 
this is your safe haven.” 

While such a narrative was largely aspiration-
al when Winters began writing the book, in recent 
years he has seen some of those longed-for changes 
begin to take root. But it was important for Winters 
to show that, even when there’s progress in some ar-
eas, it can still lag woefully behind in others. 

Emir, a newcomer to the team, comes from a 
Pakistani Muslim family that accepts his sexuality, 
as do his new teammates. But he still struggles for 
acceptance. “I think that’s something I deal with—
I think a lot of people have to deal with it, where 
maybe my sexuality is not an issue, but maybe my 

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Julian Winters

HIS HEARTWARMING DEBUT NOVEL FOLLOWS TEENS RECKONING WITH 
SOCCER & SEXUAL IDENTITY
By James McDonald
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by Raelyn Drake (Realm of Mystics, 2017, etc.). In Getting Home 
by Stephanie Perry Moore (Sit on Top, 2015, etc.), Bailey and her 
younger brother, Blake, are caught on a bus between Atlanta 
and Montgomery when an EMP attack shuts everything down. 
While an alien attack is the common thread, these stories are 
less about extraterrestrial problems and more about issues 
common to many teenagers. Characters struggle with pride, 
anger, lost love, rivalries, and first crushes. While the majority 
of characters are assumed white, names indicate ethnic diver-
sity in Lockdown, and the characters are implied African-Amer-
ican in Getting Home.

Aliens may be attacking, but teen angst still holds sway 
in this reluctant reader series. (Fiction. 12-18) (The Fallout: 
978-1-5415-2577-1; Getting Home: 978-1-5415-2575-7; Lockdown: 
978-1-5415-2576-4)

THE LOOKING GLASS 
McNally, Janet
HarperTeen (336 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-0-06-243627-6  

When a mysterious package offers 
aspiring ballerina Sylvie a clue regarding 
her missing older sister’s whereabouts, 
she leaps at the chance to find Julia and 
bring her home.

It’s been one year since 16-year-old 
Sylvie’s sister Julia left New York; one year spent trying to 
fill her shoes at the National Ballet Theatre Academy while 
everyone pretends Julia didn’t overdose on painkillers after a 
career-ending injury. The only sibling still living at home—art-
ist brother Everett lives in Nashville—Sylvie navigates linger-
ing feelings of betrayal, grief, and guilt alone until she discovers 
a cryptic list of names in her childhood book of fairy tales. 
Believing this is Julia’s call for help, she embarks on a road trip 
with her best friend’s inscrutable older brother, Jack, down the 
East Coast to find the people on the list and, hopefully, Julia 
herself. Against a soundtrack of Fleetwood Mac, Sylvie and Jack 
grow closer, exploring class differences, familial anxieties, and 
their own distinct identities in the process, but the real love 
story is between Sylvie and her siblings. McNally’s (Girls in the 
Moon, 2016, etc.) vivid imagery and exquisite, poetic language—
with an ever so slightly sinister undercurrent—weave shimmer-
ing, slow-building tension throughout. Most major characters 
appear straight and white, but some secondary characters are 
people of color and gay men.

This ode to sisterhood and strength leads up to an unex-
pected and thoroughly satisfying conclusion. (resources) 
(Fiction. 13-18)

race is, maybe my religion is, maybe my political be-
liefs are.”

The important and refreshing thing about Emir 
is that when it comes to people who have issues 
with his race or religion, he’s largely unbothered. As 
someone who’s lived his life used to feeling othered, 
he’s learned to drown out the background noise and 
focus on his own happiness and his own goals. It’s 
something that Sebastian, the novel’s protagonist, 
comes to understand as he and Emir become closer.  

“I want that to reach a universal crowd,” Winters 
says, “not just athletes or queer people. I want peo-
ple to find courage in these characters, find hope in 
this story. It’s about finding the truth within your-
self, learning to love it, and then sharing that with 
others.”

Running with Lions was reviewed in the May 15, 2018, 
issue. 
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RUIN OF STARS
Miller, Linsey
Sourcebooks Fire (416 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-4926-4752-2 
Series: Mask of Shadows, 2 

In this conclusion to a fantasy duol-
ogy, genderfluid assassin Sal hunts down 
the five Erlend nobles on their hit list.

Sal is out for revenge on North Star, 
Deadfall, Riparian, Caldera, and Winter, 

the code names for those responsible for the decimation of Sal’s 
home country, Nacea. Designated the new Honorable Opal and 
afforded the resources of the queen of Igna’s elite assassins, Sal 
hunts down the Erlend nobles who now threaten Igna with war. 
While uncovering the dark plot that connects flayed corpses, 
severed ears, and missing children, Sal copes with PTSD and 
deepens their relationship with Elise de Farone. The bloody 
action is diluted by scene after scene of lengthy dialogue and 
repetitious narration. Despite technical issues, readers will 
appreciate the novel’s timely parallels to our world; Erlend’s “us 
first” mentality and adherence to heteronormative gender roles 
are particularly familiar. Miller (Mask of Shadows, 2017) remedies 
the previous book’s misstep of conflating expression and iden-
tity. This time, she more accurately represents genderfluidity 
by asserting that presentation does not equate gender identity 
and by introducing more transgender and nonbinary characters. 
The cast is also racially diverse; Sal is presumably white, with 
other characters’ skin range from pale to dark brown.

Though at times long-winded, this is a fitting conclu-
sion to an inventive fantasy series. (Fantasy. 14-18)

BEHIND THESE HANDS 
Phillips, Linda Vigen
Light Messages (300 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Jul. 17, 2018
978-1-61153-259-3  

When devastating news hits, a 
14-year-old piano prodigy questions her 
place in her family and the world in this 
novel in verse.

Claire Fairchild was born to make 
music and has been preparing for an elite 

competition that could have a tremendous impact on her future. 
When both of her little brothers, Trent, 6, and Davy, 7, are diag-
nosed with Batten disease, a rare, incurable illness that leads 
to physical and mental deterioration and then death, Claire’s 
carefully outlined world collapses: “Batten has rearranged our 
family / like pieces of familiar furniture / placed awkwardly in 
a new setting.” Music is no longer important: “I don’t feel the 
music in me at all. / It feels dead.” She feels “dirty inside” for 
worrying about the impact this news has on her competition 
prep. How can she continue to make music when her brothers 
are dying? With the support of her friends, Juan and Mia, Claire 

finds hope—not that her brothers will live, but that she can use 
her music to celebrate their lives, no matter how brief. Free 
verse evokes the myriad emotions brought up by the story’s 
numerous well-balanced themes. The result is a richly woven, 
unforgettable symphony of feelings and words. Claire and her 
family are white, as is Mia; Juan is Cuban.

Brings awareness with sensitivity and grace to a rare, 
always fatal disease. (author’s note) (Fiction. 12-17)

THE GIRL YOU THOUGHT 
I WAS
Phillips, Rebecca
HarperTeen (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 31, 2018
978-0-06-257094-9  

A 17-year-old girl knows she shouldn’t 
shoplift, but it’s the only way she can 
cope with the rage.

Morgan, a petite redhead, has been 
furious since her mother left. She loves 

her dad, but sometimes the anger gets the better of her. That’s 
when she steals: a lip gloss, a bikini, jewelry. Morgan’s luck 
finally runs out when a security guard sees her slip a pair of $185 
sunglasses into her purse. Morgan, always one of the good kids, 
is now an offender, with required community service. For the 
rest of the summer, Morgan will spend her Saturday mornings 
at Rita’s Reruns, a nonprofit thrift shop. Luckily, Rita is lovely 
and supportive, if eccentric. And maybe it’s a small perk of the 
job that Rita’s nephew, Eli, is smoking hot. Blond, tanned, and 
fit, Eli’s recovering from a disabling hockey injury, and he’s 
super into Morgan. However, Morgan’s not willing to let Eli find 
out about her shoplifting; can she juggle a new relationship, her 
recovery, and a whole slew of lies? When the inevitable catas-
trophe comes, at least she’s prepared for it. The book follows 
a white default; main characters are white, and there is some 
diversity in secondary characters.

Morgan, a likable, troubled protagonist, hits all the 
requisite issue-book beats with a believable and sympa-
thetic journey from self-loathing and crime toward healing. 
(Fiction. 13-15)

OUR STORIES, OUR VOICES
21 YA Authors Get Real About 
Injustice, Empowerment, 
and Growing Up Female in 
America
Reed, Amy—Ed.
Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster (320 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-5344-0899-9  

Twenty-one prominent young adult 
authors from diverse backgrounds share 

personal essays.

A richly woven, unforgettable symphony of feelings and words.
behind these hands
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Jaye Robin Brown, a white woman raised as a Southern belle, 
describes how her traditionally feminine gender presentation 
combined with the power of the male gaze interfered with her 
ability to recognize her sexuality and come out as queer. Brandy 
Colbert untangles the intersection between race and gender: As 
a high-achieving, middle-class black student in a mostly white 
area, she noticed history being taught in a way that allowed 
white girls to celebrate and proudly identify, in contrast to the 
little black history that was included. She saw a similar dynamic 
at work in the reactions white women she knew had to Hillary 
Clinton’s presidential candidacy. While there are no transgender 
or gender-nonconforming contributors, the authors otherwise 
come from a variety of different perspectives, including reli-
gious faith, sexual orientation, ethnicity, and immigration sta-
tus. A number of the essays deal sensitively and vulnerably with 
subjects such as abuse, sexual assault, and racist behavior and 
violence. The anthology is successful in showcasing a wide array 
of topics, although some entries end with abrupt or seemingly 
anecdotal conclusions. Numerous authors focus on political 
topics through the lens of race, gender bias, and Islamophobia, 
and the fundamental message is one of growth and hope.

Advice and perspectives from diverse voices from 
which readers of all genders can benefit. (resources, about 
the authors) (Nonfiction essays. 14-adult)

CAREY PRICE
How a First Nations Kid 
Became a Superstar 
Goaltender
Rondina, Catherine
Lorimer Press (152 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Aug. 1, 2018
978-1-4594-1276-7 
Series: Lorimer Recordbooks 

While playing hockey on backyard 
rinks in Anahim Lake, British Columbia, 
as a boy, Carey Price (Ulkatcho and Nux-

alk) was readying himself to become a champion NHL player.
It was Carey’s father, Jerry, once drafted by the Philadelphia 

Flyers himself, who sacrificed so that his son could play. Drives 
to practice took three hours each way, and as Carey improved, 
Jerry purchased a small plane to cut down on the transportation 
time. Between the ages of 9 and 15, Carey played on a Minor 
Hockey Association team, leading them to a provincial cham-
pionship. By age 15, he had been drafted by the Tri-City Ameri-
cans of Kennewick, Washington. This meant Carey had to leave 
home and stay with a host family. By age 20, he was playing for 
the NHL. Though he went through several years of injuries, 
Carey’s tenacity always seemed to catapult him back into record-
setting play, including a gold medal win for the Canadian team 
at the 2014 Sochi Olympics. Carey Price is the story—enhanced 
by black-and-white photos and text boxes with hockey-related 
anecdotes and information—of a First Nations kid who con-
tinually pushed through obstacles to become the best hockey 
player he could be. Deeply rooted in his Indigenous heritage 

and devoted to First Nations youth, Carey now supports many 
community endeavors.

An inspiring story, especially for hockey fans—and not 
just for reluctant teen readers. (glossary, career highlights, 
index) (Biography. 12-18)

HIDDEN PIECES
Stokes, Paula
HarperTeen (448 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 28, 2018
978-0-06-267362-6  

Embry Woods keeps things close to 
her chest.

On her way to the vacant Sea Cliff 
Inn for a late-night rendezvous with 
her best friend’s ex-boyfriend, Holden, 
her current-but-on-a-break soldier boy-

friend, Luke, calls her from Afghanistan to propose. Unable 
to tell him it’s over, she promises to think about it. Later, in 
the steamy throes of passion, Embry kicks over a candle and 
sets the inn on fire. The blonde high school senior calls 911 to 
report the fire she claims she noticed as she was walking by. She 
becomes a local hero after she rescues a man she spies through 
the window. A few days later, Embry receives a note demanding 
a full confession on Facebook, or else. Someone has proof of 
her night at the inn, and the blackmailer clearly has a personal 
score to settle. But no one Embry knows would do such a thing. 
Or would they? Heavy exposition and unimportant details clut-
ter an otherwise intriguing mystery. Despite the secrets and 
the attention of two boys, Embry is a dry, forgettable character 
with no warmth or sense of humor. Most characters are white, 
but there is some diversity in secondary characters (one person 
comes out, there’s a detective named Reyes, a classmate named 
Misty Whitehawk punches a bully who calls her a squaw, and 
another classmate is hijabi).

Read it over a lazy weekend. (Mystery. 14-18)

AESOP LAKE
Ward, Sarah L.
Green Writers Press (200 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  Jul. 24, 2018
978-0-9994995-2-8  

A hate crime thrusts two high 
school acquaintances in rural Vermont 
into a quandary of loyalty and moral 
responsibility.

To subdue the temper of handsome, 
jealous boyfriend David, Leda suggests a 

skinny dip. When they arrive at the reservoir, gay couple Jona-
than and Ricky are already there. David cites religion and biol-
ogy to support his disgust and summons a cohort to “scare” the 
boys. Leda pleads for David to leave them alone but is seques-
tered in the car, frozen. The attack escalates into gunfire, and 
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high times with the high school set 
(and beyond): spirited summer ya

FRESHMEN  
by Tom Ellen & Lucy Ivison 
(June 12)

UNDEAD GIRL GANG  
by Lily Anderson 
(May 8)

ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE   
by Nicole Williams 
(June 19)

STARRY EYES  
by Jenn Bennett 
(April 3)

THE SUMMER OF JORDI PEREZ 
(AND THE BEST BURGER IN LOS ANGELES)  
by Amy Spalding 
(April 3)

THE WAY YOU MAKE ME FEEL  
by Maurene Goo 
(May 8)

MY PLAIN JANE  
by Cynthia Hand & Brodi Ashton &  
Jodi Meadows 
(June 26)

FROM TWINKLE, WITH LOVE  
by Sandhya Menon 
(May 22)

A THOUSAND BEGINNINGS AND ENDINGS 
ed. by Ellen Oh & Elsie Chapman 
(June 26)

SURFACE TENSION  
by Mike Mullin 
(May 8)

DREAD NATION  
by Justina Ireland 
(April 3)

BRUJA BORN  
by Zoraida Córdova 
(June 5)

DEVILS UNTO DUST  
by Emma Berquist 
(April 10)

NOT THE GIRLS YOU’RE 
LOOKING FOR   
by Aminah Mae Safi 
(June 19)
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while Jonathan escapes, Ricky is beaten into a catatonic state. 
Meanwhile, Leda is blackmailed by David into being his alibi. 
Wishing to escape the highly publicized hate-crime trial, Leda 
and Jonathan unwittingly end up at the same wealthy family’s 
remote lakeside resort (Leda as nanny, Jonathan as family guest). 
Knowing her alibi is false, Jonathan aggressively confronts Leda. 
Emphasizing that there’s no shame in recovering at your own 
pace but no refuge from responsibility either, three illustrated 
Aesop fables punctuate the well-paced novel, reinforcing the 
messages imparted. David and his macho cohorts demonstrate 
that despite progress, retaliation fueled by misguided zealotry 
is still a real threat. The reprehensibility of not being an ally is 
communicated without proselytizing, and a discussion guide 
serves as a conversation starter for this difficult subject. All 
main characters are white.

A mindful dissection of how allied strength can combat 
hate. (discussion guide, resources) (Fiction. 12-18) 

LET ME LIST THE WAYS
White, Sarah
HarperTeen (304 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Aug. 7, 2018
978-0-06-247315-8  

Two best friends try to make the 
most of the time they have left together 
before heading off to different colleges.

Ever since Mackenzie “Zie” Clark 
was diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes, boy-
next-door (and hot baseball pitcher) 

Nolan Walker has been at her side as she’s learned to manage 
her disease. From TP’ing a bully’s home to skipping classes to 
see a movie (with their parents’ permission), they have been 
inseparable. As their high school graduation approaches and 
they begin to date other people, they make a bucket list of all 
the things they want to do together before summer, including 
having a campout, going to Disneyland, and getting tattoos. 
Afraid it could ruin everything, Zie worries over whether or 
not to add confessing her love for Nolan to the list. While their 
friendship is sweet (Zie takes care of Nolan when his throw-
ing shoulder aches, and Nolan always carries around Hershey’s 
Kisses just for her), their romance is bland. White (Our Broken 
Pieces, 2017) evades tense situations and fast-forwards the plot 
at its peak to reach her desired conclusion. Zie’s emerging inde-
pendence is overshadowed by her preoccupation with her seem-
ingly one-sided crush, but her daily experiences as a diabetic are 
insightful. The cast is assumed white and supporting characters 
are two-dimensional.

Another light and summery read for fans of the 
“friends-to-lovers” trope. (Fiction. 12-18)
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Five years ago, Biddeford, Maine, which had no coffee house, 
pub, or bookstore, got all that and more when Elements: Books 
Coffee Beer opened. The primarily used and remaindered 
bookstore is also a music venue, meeting space, study spot, and 
gallery. “When thinking of opening a bookstore, I was cau-
tioned by friends and colleagues that I should avoid selecting 
titles that were too intellectual,” says co-owner Michael Ma-
comber. “Well, I completely ignored that advice, and I’m glad 
that I did.” Here, Macomber talks about inspired book-and-
beer pairings, among other essential combinations. 

How would you describe Elements to 
the uninitiated?
Elements is a hybrid bookstore, coffee shop, and craft beer 
bar, with live music on the weekends. Essentially, Elements 
is four shops in one. The books are as carefully curated as the 
space allows. I personally enjoy dusty, floor-to-ceiling stacked 
bookstores; however, I make a concerted effort to keep Ele-
ments free of clutter and allow a significant amount of books 
to be displayed and integrated seamlessly with the cafe. 

Which was your favorite event and/or most 
memorable disaster?
By far my favorite event was for our second anniversary. We 
collaborated with some of our favorite local breweries to 
make 10 unique beers. Many had literary or science-based 
themes to go along with our shop’s concept. We’ve had sur-
prisingly few disasters here, but we’ve had a number of inter-
esting events, including a panel discussion with a local bur-
lesque troupe; a stop on the tour of the band called the Walk-
ing Guys, who were on their way to Georgia by foot; pop-up 
performances from our local community theater; countless 
incredible local musicians; a philosophical panel discussion 

on the Boston Red Sox; and two wedding receptions for some 
of our close friends. 

Books, coffee, and beer. How did you decide on 
this brilliant combination?  
The decision was primarily based out of need. When we 
opened five years ago this March, the downtown Saco/Bidd-
eford area (where I was born and raised) had no coffee shop, 
no bookstore, and no craft beer bar. These were all things that 
I was craving since returning home from New York City. The 
idea of combining a bookstore 
and coffee shop sprung out of 
my time working as a manager 
at Housing Works Used Book 
Cafe in NYC. The combina-
tion of coffee shop, bar, and 
music venue was a result of my 
frequenting the Tea Lounge in 
Park Slope, Brooklyn. The idea 
was to be able to provide the 
highest quality books, coffee, 
and beer all in one spot. 

What trends are you noticing among 
young readers?
The trends I’m seeing are primarily with local Maine-themed 
board and picture books. Islandport Press in Yarmouth, Maine, 
has an incredible catalog, including Halfway Wild by Laura 
Freudig, illustrated by Kevin M. Barry, and The Old Mainer and 
the Sea by Jean Flahive, illustrated by Mari Dieumegard, as well 
as a number of titles by Maine painter Dahlov Ipcar, especially 
the board book Dahlov Ipcar’s Maine Alphabet.

What is your favorite book and beer pairing?
We’ve got an ongoing series on our Instagram page called 
#bookandbeerseries, where I post a photo of a book and a 
corresponding beer, along with a small write-up. By far my fa-
vorite of that series is the book Tom Waits on Tom Waits: Inter-
views and Encounters paired with a beer from Tributary Brew-
ing in Kittery, Maine, called Wee Heavy. The caption reads: 

“Wee Heavy from @tributarybrewing is a well-balanced, malt-
forward strong ale with a hint of smokiness. Tom Waits is a 
perfect blend of raspy growls and guttural tones with an in-
sane amount of smokiness.” 

Karen Schechner is the vice president of Kirkus Indie.

Shelf Space
By Karen Schechner
Q&A with Michael Macomber, Co-owner of Elements: Books Coffee Beer

Michael Macomber
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GEEKS & GREEKS
Altes, Steve 
Illus. by Fish, Andy 
Relentless Goat Productions (184 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Mar. 16, 2016
978-0-9963504-4-0  

In this graphic novel, an MIT fresh-
man quickly finds himself immersed in 
the university’s long-standing tradition 
of elaborate pranks.

Jim Walden has had aspirations of becoming an astronaut 
since he was a child. His dream becomes a real possibility once 
he earns a full-tuition scholarship to MIT. He manages this 
with a viral video of himself solving a Rubik’s Cube, or at least 
that’s the effect he hoped to achieve. At MIT, senior Luke Bar-
dolf spots Jim’s video trickery and uses it as blackmail. The uni-
versity is notorious for student “hacks” (pranks), and each year 
the best one wins the anonymously bestowed Golden Dome 
trophy. If Jim doesn’t help fraternity Alpha Zeta Omicron gar-
ner its fourth consecutive Golden Dome, Luke will inform 
MIT of the apparent fraud. Jim accepts the terms though he’s 
reluctant, especially because, prior to his university admission, 
he had been kicked out of high school for a prank. He befriends 
fellow freshman Dexter Garfinkel, a socially awkward nerd 
who was recruited by AZO so he could do all the “problem sets” 
(homework) for the pledge class. As the days pass, the pledges 
pull—and occasionally suffer from—various hacks while Jim 
acts on his romantic interest in Natalie, a receptionist at a fer-
tility clinic. But devising a trophy-winning hack takes a back 
seat to Luke’s incessant pranks, some of which blatantly vio-
late MIT’s rules (including the one requiring nondestructive 
results). He and Jim initiate a prank war that could end up with 
someone seriously injured—or with Jim once again expelled 
from school. 

This novel from Altes (The Little Book of Bad Business Advice, 
1997, etc.) and illustrator Fish (The Misadventures of Adam West, 
2015, etc.) is a surprisingly lighthearted tale of college pranks. 
Altes explains in his introduction that, while the story is set in 
the smartphone era, some elements coincide with his time at 
MIT in the 1980s (for example, a lack of women on campus). It 
gives the book an old-school appeal, reinforced by blond Jim 
donning a red jacket and resembling James Dean in Rebel With-
out a Cause. Fish’s sharp, naturalistic images are gleefully offset 
by visual jokes, like the AZO trophy case housing a few Eisner 
Awards (comic-book awards). In the same vein, pranks are gen-
erally amusing, especially considering their complexities, and 
not outright malicious until the hack war begins. That conflict 
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HOPE OF AGES PAST
An Epic Novel of Faith, Love, and the 
Thirty Years War
Gardner, Bruce
Zino Publishing (630 pp.)
$4.99 e-book  |  Jun. 18, 2018
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is also indicative of how pranks can go wrong. Altes’ introduc-
tion details the potential dangers of hacks as well as fraternity 
and sorority hazing. As MIT students populate the story, intel-
lectual comedy is in abundance and, thankfully, never highfa-
lutin. For example, when Luke presents the 12-sided Dice of 
Doom to determine a pledge’s specific punishment, someone 
wisely notes that, as there’s only one, it should be called the 
Die of Doom. Subplots give both the narrative and protagonist 
depth, such as Jim’s attempts to drop off food for the “bridge 
troll,” a burly, eccentric man who hangs out daily under the 
Harvard Bridge. Altes’ concluding notes list a wealth of infor-
mation on Easter eggs and real-life prank inspirations.

An affectionate and entertaining glimpse at a renowned 
college’s offbeat campus life.

THE ONE AND ONLY
Ash, Julia 
Self (377 pp.) 
$11.62 paper  |  Apr. 24, 2018
978-1-73208-161-1  

In this debut horror fantasy, bioter-
rorism lowers a blanket of darkness and 
scarcity on the world, but one woman 
may be capable of returning the light.

Chinese terrorist Huo Zhu Zheng 
released F8 in 2029. The bioweapon 
destroyed human and animal popu-

lations, national infrastructures, and resources worldwide 
—though Zheng did inoculate his own people from the sick-

ness. Microbiologist Ruby Spencer’s unique blood made her 
immune to F8. She and Dr. Emory Bradshaw worked toward 
a cure. Then F8 mutated in animal carcasses to become ZOM-
B, which spread to humans and reanimated them after death. 
Now, in 2032, Ruby is part of President Ava Newton’s Special 
Warfare Council. But the scientist would like nothing more 
than to spend time with her husband, Clay, and their new baby, 
Gabby. Instead, Ruby and Clay must visit Taiwan for a week to 
study captive zombies to please the president. The couple try to 
think of it as a late honeymoon; China and Taiwan don’t suffer 
the privations (food, water, and electricity rationing) that most 
of the world does. Awaiting them at the American Consulate is 
Lt. Col. Quinton “Ox” Oxford. Too bad the embittered lifelong 
Marine has decided to deliver Ruby and the secrets contained 
in her blood to President Vladimir Volkov of Russia. This 
twisted, sprawling tale from Ash wouldn’t be complete without 
a typhoon and a container ship full of zombies bearing down 
on her heroes’ location. The author’s bleak future is captured 
by this passage: “In the U.S., receiving government approval for 
air travel was as common as seeing a flock of birds, a herd of 
cattle, or a nest of rabbits. It just didn’t happen.” And while the 
zombie action is exceptional, readers will likely find themselves 
rooting for the messy demise of Ox, whose lechery boils from 
the page. At one point, he thinks: “The only thing better than 
stripping clothes off a woman was stripping her of everything 
she loved.” In addition, Ash offers an epic, bloodborne twist 

Every dancer in the spotlight 
showcases the breathtaking beauty, 
kinetic steps, and pure magic of the 
art form. Three books recently re-
viewed by Kirkus Indie capture the 
athleticism, precision, and grit re-
quired to succeed in this highly com-
petitive world.

In Terez Mertes Rose’s Outside the 
Limelight, which earned a Kirkus star, 
the demanding director of the West 

Coast Ballet Theatre promotes Dena Lindgren to soloist in-
stead of her attractive sister, Rebecca. 

“You lack your sister’s looks but it’s 
that very omission that makes you 
a more interesting dancer to watch,” 
he asserts. But then Dena, who has 
experienced a slight deafness and fell 
twice during a performance, discov-
ers she has a tumor on her vestibu-
locochlear nerve that must be ad-
dressed. “A lovely and engaging tale 
of sibling rivalry in the high-stakes 
dance world,” our critic writes.

Dancer Finis Jhung recalls in his 
memoir, Ballet for Life, jubilantly landing on Broadway in 
1960 in the musical Flower Drum Song. He later appeared 
with the San Francisco Ballet, the Joffrey Ballet, and the 

Harkness Ballet. After giving up his 
career to study Buddhism, Jhung 
now teaches dance to students of 
all ages. Our reviewer calls the work, 
filled with evocative black-and-
white photographs, “browsable in-
spiration for dancers of any age or 
physical ability.” 

The illustrated book How They 
Became Famous Dancers, by Anne 
Dunkin, presents six female and six 
male stars. The luminous group in-
cludes William Henry “Juba” Lane, 

the African-American pioneer, and Anna Pavlova, the cel-
ebrated Russian ballerina. Each chapter delivers tips to 
young readers on choreographing their own works. Ac-
cording to our critic, they “can experiment with the signa-
ture floating jumps of ballerina Marie Taglioni” in this “fun, 
kid-friendly history of one of humanity’s most enduring 
forms of expression.” —M.F.

Myra Forsberg is an Indie editor.

on their toes 
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in the novel’s final third that should surprise horror fans. Ruby 
becomes someone not to be trifled with; a meaty sequel would 
be welcome.

A smart, gory, and sleazy zombiefest.

CHOOSE FOOD LIKE A GENIUS
Smarter Eating for 
Kids & Parents
Beecham, Jim 
Self (124 pp.) 
$23.95 paper  |  $10.99 e-book
Mar. 10, 2018
978-1-980365-83-9  

Practical dietary advice from a medical 
doctor—with inspiration from Einstein.

Retired Florida physician Beecham’s 
debut, the inaugural volume in his four-part LivingLIFE series, 
employs a unique approach to healthy eating through smarter 
food selections. Beecham notes that he, in retirement, was 65 
pounds overweight from a cycle of “eating protein bars, drink-
ing diet soda,” and suffering from food allergies. Devising an 
unconventional new methodology to a smart diet, Beecham 
explored the universal wisdom of Albert Einstein to address the 
age-old problem of unhealthy eating habits. A crisp, brightly 
hued palette and enticing photographs enhance Beecham’s 
message, which begins with rational, common-sense declara-
tions about how we live and the limitations that often govern 
our ability to change. Breaking free from these limitations, he 
writes, will allow consumers to make better food choices. The 
book utilizes Einstein’s way of “looking into nature” to explain 
misleading claims about cholesterol, the “lectin” toxicity of 
edible grains, and ways sugary items and bread can sabotage the 
appetite. Examining the eating habits of the healthiest popula-
tions, like those on the Pacific Islands, he writes, reveals new 
directions to investigate, such as eliminating inflammation-
inducing wheat products and nightshade berries, like tomatoes, 
okra, peppers, and eggplant. Instead, vegetables such as Asian 
sweet potatoes are more beneficial to incorporate into one’s 
diet, Beecham advises. He also offers more rudimentary infor-
mation on how the body stores energy, fat, proteins, and omega 
fats. The author correlates Einstein’s relativity theory to several 

“thought experiments” about how advertising and popular food 
choices influence consumption patterns. Sections detailing the 
healthy habits of Kitava Island inhabitants in the Pacific and 
probiotics translate as more relatable than promoting a dairy-
free diet with homemade mashed banana and coconut oil ice 
cream. Though nothing particularly revolutionary or new is 
presented here, Beecham provides doable guidelines for living 
more healthfully through improved dietary alternatives.

An exuberant, health-positive guide for readers eager 
to reform their eating habits.

THEY DO THAT FOR THE DEAD
Blank, Alan M.
CreateSpace (218 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book  |  Feb. 18, 2018
978-1-985054-76-9 

Blank (Trouble in Bay Town, 2017) 
returns in this second offering in the 
Sonny Knight mystery series, featuring 
a likable, slightly cocky sleuth with a 
trademark Panama hat.

Trent Simmons, 34, is a worker in 
the municipal building in the small city of Bay Town whose job 
involves reviewing building permits. After he’s badly beaten, 
he’s visited in the hospital by police detective Bobby Simko 
and, of course, private investigator Sonny Knight, who hap-
pens to be in the building visiting his grandfather. In his final 
lucid moment before dying, Simmons points to the television 
to identify his killer. On the screen is the image of Stelton Pike, 
an unelected political bigwig who’s giving an interview to hand-
some news anchor Richard Richards. Pike, a close friend of 
Mayor Wilson Axelrod, has a most unsavory reputation. Bobby 
and his partner, Livingston “Liv” Hunter, ask Sonny to work 
with them on the investigation. Back at Sonny’s office, located 
17 steep steps above a shoe store, the PI finds a new client wait-
ing for him. Dressed from head to toe in black, except for her 
bright-red shoes, Ruby Redstone needs help getting access to 
her deceased brother’s safe-deposit box at the local bank. The 
box turns out to be empty, and Sonny’s two cases soon omi-
nously merge. Blank once again spins a well-paced tale, this 
time focusing on government corruption, embezzlement, and 
secret romantic liaisons. Joining the usual cast—which includes 
Sonny’s receptionist, Cookie, who compensates for her boss’s 
aversion to computers and cellphones, and Sonny’s girlfriend, 
Dr. Brooke Lynne Lane—is a new, quirky supporting charac-
ter, Sammy the Rag Man, whose daily perambulations make 
him privy to some intriguing secrets. Blank is a fine storyteller, 
and he maintains a steady pace throughout this novel, gradu-
ally weaving an assortment of narrative threads into a tale that 
initially seems to be leading to an obvious conclusion. However, 
he effectively turns readers’ assumptions on their heads, ending 
it all with an explosive surprise.

A satisfying sequel featuring an enjoyable crime fighter 
and more banter than bullets.
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THE VALEDICTORIAN
Docter, Tom 
Manuscript (441 pp.) 
  

A young American flies home from 
London to find that he has inherited a 
Canadian cabin in this novel.

Tom is 30 years old, broke, and living 
in London when he receives a call from 

his father’s lawyer. Returning to Pennsylvania, he discovers 
that 11 years after his death, his father has bequeathed to him 
a cabin just outside of Billings, Ontario. His first reaction is: “I 
really could have used some cash.” Tom has lived his life in the 
shadow of his brother, three years his senior and now a suc-
cessful academic conducting medical research. Tom, in con-
trast, has always been an opportunist, attempting to ride the 
coattails of billionaires and hedge fund managers that he has 
met while working as a shucker in Harrods’ Oyster Bar. These 
opportunities all fall flat. When his brother reveals that they 
share different fathers, Tom recalls “a collection of odd memo-
ries” that may have been a clue (“Dad scolded me more often 
than my brother. But then, I stole his beer; my brother did not. 
I crashed the Caravan three times. My brother? Zero times”). 
With keys and map in hand, Tom heads north to find the cabin 
and perhaps a new life. The author cleverly juxtaposes Tom’s 
slow-paced, small-town existence with the fast life he once 
lived in London. Flicking between the mundanity of working 
the midnight shift at a Billings grocery store and glamorous 
reminisces of waiting on “oil-rich Arabs,” Dennis Hopper, and 
Elton John gives this book a varied texture. Docter is a great 
observer of human form and behavior, although his attention 
to detail can be devastatingly cruel: “It was as though she 
used to mock a big girl on the playground and some witch had 
turned her into one. The dark black hair on her forearms was 
left uncovered by her tight black three-quarter length sleeves. 
The skin around her wrists constricted like the joints on a bal-
loon animal.” Reminiscent of Martin Amis’ Money, Docter’s 
novel delivers a sardonic style that will prove darkly amusing 
for some while others may find it too abrasive. And yet, Tom’s 
plight demands emotional investment—will he find a new way 
forward by learning more about his father’s past, or will this be 
simply another missed opportunity? 

A tantalizing tale about a man’s Ontario odyssey; com-
pelling from cover to cover.

HOPE OF AGES PAST 
An Epic Novel of Faith, 
Love, and the Thirty 
Years War
Gardner, Bruce 
Zino Publishing (630 pp.) 
$4.99 e-book  |  Jun. 18, 2018

Gardner’s debut historical novel, 
set during the Thirty Years’ War in the 
1600s, tells the story of a Lutheran pas-
tor and a Catholic major whose lives are 

intertwined from boyhood.
The novel opens in 1618 in Prague, the capital of the King-

dom of Bohemia. Sixteen-year-old Peter Erhart and his father, 
Jakob, the chief accounting officer for the Holy Roman Emper-
or’s Bohemian Embassy, make their way to a meeting at Hrad-
schin Castle. A group of Bohemian Protestant rebels forces its 
way into the castle, intent on provoking an uprising by murder-
ing Catholic representatives; the young Peter comes to the aid 
of Hans Mannheim, a Catholic boy who’s attending the meeting 
with his father, a baron and chief military adviser. The boys wit-
ness the incendiary spark that ignites the Thirty Years’ War—a 
complex post-Reformation conflict, fought largely between 
Catholics and Protestants, which resulted in 8 million deaths. 
After this brief meeting, Peter and Hans are riven apart, but 
neither forgets the encounter. The novel then revisits them in 
1629, when they’re both in their late 20s. Peter is now married 
and has become an influential, charismatic assistant pastor in 
Magdeburg, Germany. He’s also caught the eye of Anna Ritter, 
a feisty peasant girl. Hans, meanwhile, is a cavalry major in the 
Catholic Imperial Army, planning to besiege and conquer the 
city where Peter and Anna live. How will Peter and Hans’ fleet-
ing encounter as kids determine the future of Magdeburg? And 
how will Anna shape their fates?

This is a dazzling historical novel in which fictional and 
real-life historical characters, including Lutheran administra-
tor Christian Wilhelm, intermingle seamlessly. Surprisingly 
few novels are set during the Thirty Years’ War, which will be 
obscure to most Americans. Gardner ably breathes life into 
these characters, though, and part of this talent lies in how he 
creates realistic, thought-provoking interplay between them 
all. A tantalizing example is when Peter delivers a sermon 
and is afterward approved to the cathedral council; Wilhelm 
observes the sermon, scowling, and later approaches Peter to 
offer insincere praise: “My compliments to you, young man. 
Your delivery was thorough and clear, the tone pleasant, and 
the content was for the most part quite edifying.” He then 
turns on his heel to leave but checks back, his demeanor 
changing, and he soon proceeds to critically dismantle Peter’s 
sermon: “you’re going beyond your station as a pastor when 
you hint at your personally preferred solutions to complex 
political issues.” Throughout the novel, Gardner is repeat-
edly able to accurately reflect subtle shifts in his characters’ 
emotions—in this case, Wilhelm’s biting capriciousness—by 
employing elegant, cutting, well-timed dialogue. He combines 
this with a plot that burns with suspense, intrigue, and passion, 

A plot that burns with suspense, intrigue, and passion, 
bolstered by thorough historical research.

hope of ages past
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bolstered by thorough historical research. The end result is a 
compelling page-turner that won’t allow readers to rest before 
they reach the final page. Overall, this is a sharply written 
offering that’s thrilling and shocking in equal measures.

A gripping novel that effectively captures the predica-
ments of those caught up in one of history’s bloodiest wars.

TOP LEAF 
Gold, Jennifer
Illus. by Gadra, Jessica 
Buffalo Arts Publishing (28 pp.) 
$19.00  |  Oct. 31, 2017
978-0-9978741-3-6  

A self-important leaf receives a joy-
ful message of equality as fall arrives in 
Gold’s debut morality tale with illustra-
tions by Gadra (Sneaking Treats, 2012). 

In an oddly shaped tree with humanlike features, a single 
leaf has the highest perch, where he can see more than any of 
his fellows. At first, the others are excited to know what he 
can observe, which includes distant smoke and schoolchildren 
(mostly in black-and-white sketches but with flares of color 
that enhance the images). But the leaf develops an unpleasant 
attitude, demanding that others call him “Top Leaf.” A smaller 
leaf below says, “You’re only at the top by chance. What makes 
you think you’re so special?” When autumn comes, Top Leaf 
refuses to fall, believing that he’ll no longer be important. The 
smaller leaf is excited to go, however; Top Leaf humbles himself 
to ask if they can fall together and finds that having a friend 
feels better than feeling important. Gadra’s spare illustrations, 
with their limited use of color, support the simplicity of the 
narrative, which uses approachable, straightforward language. 
It subtly shows how some people have lucky advantages—but 
that doesn’t make them better; everyone faces the same end.

A beautiful way to introduce the concept of privilege 
to young readers as well as share ideas about treating oth-
ers well.

ALL IS 
ASSUREDLY WELL 
Gore, Professor & Wilson, Maestro
Illus. by Trotter, Angela F.M.
Camille Lancaster Literary Children’s 
Books (28 pp.) 

A monarch and his husband long for 
a baby girl of their own—sparking an 
arduous search—in this picture book.

In their tiny castle, King Phillip the Good and his “elegant hus-
band, The Most Excellent Don Carlos Emiliano Felipe de Compa-
ñero y Campañero,” live happily together. At 8 o’clock every night, 
Don Carlos can toll the bell and report: “All is assuredly well. / Most 
assuredly well.” But one day, Phillip realizes that “we need a little 
princess, a tiny baby girl!” For many nights, the king wishes on the 

Blue Star for a princess to appear, but without result. But one day, 
Phillip sees the star beckoning him to follow it through the woods. 
Understanding he must earn his daughter, the monarch embarks 
on a dangerous journey. At last the star leads him to a fairy circle 
where a perfect baby girl sleeps. He and Don Carlos are overjoyed, 
and again all is well in the kingdom. Gore (Inclusion Strategies for 
Secondary Classrooms, 2010, etc.) and debut author Wilson offer a 
charming fable with an effective fairy-tale cadence; the king’s 
struggles in the forest (he even wrestles a bear) echo the real-life 
difficulties of adoption, surrogacy, and similar steps toward creat-
ing a family. Adoptees should appreciate how desired the baby is, 
and Phillip’s and Don Carlos’ mutual affection remains touching. 
The Arthur Rackham–like images in lavender-blue tones by debut 
illustrator Trotter are a gorgeous, striking plus, beautifully detailed 
with flower, bird, vine, and fruit motifs.

Sweet characters, skillful storytelling, and knockout 
illustrations.

ANYTHING FOR YOU
Hagen, Layla
EverAfter Romance (300 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  May 7, 2018
978-1-63576-506-9  

Romance blooms when a successful 
entrepreneur meets a landscape archi-
tect in this latest novel from Hagen (Your 
Endless Love, 2018, etc.).

On the surface, Landon Connor 
appears to have it all. He’s a dynamic 

tech entrepreneur in San Jose, California, and his company, 
DBC Payment Solutions, is a major player in the transaction-
software industry. However, his single-minded focus on his 
company masks a deep heartbreak. His wife, Rachel, was the 
center of his world, and her death from brain cancer devastated 
him. After negotiating a partnership with another technology 
company, Landon decides to take a vacation to his hometown 
of Los Angeles to spend time with his five siblings and 6-year-
old nephew. When he arrives at the home of his twin sister, Val-
entina, he meets her new landscape architect, Maddie Jennings. 
The mutual attraction between Landon and Maddie is immedi-
ate, but she’s wary of romance due to a painful breakup eight 
months before. However, as work on the landscape project pro-
gresses, Maddie and Landon’s playful flirtation quickly turns 
passionate. Landon extends his vacation to help his family out 
after Valentina is injured in a car accident, and, as a result, his 
relationship with Maddie deepens. When Landon’s company 
faces a crisis, he’s forced to reassess his priorities. This first 
installment in Hagen’s Connor Family series is a sexy, charm-
ing romance with appealing characters and a lively, compulsively 
readable narrative. The fast-paced chapters alternate between 
Landon’s and Maddie’s first-person perspectives; they’re both 
driven and ambitious but cautious about falling in love again. 
Considering the circumstances, their initial attraction sparks 
with surprising swiftness, but their relationship is believable 
thanks to playful dialogue and scenes that crackle with erotic 
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tension. One, in which the couple dances in a bar at closing 
time, is particularly effective at establishing their connection. 
The large cast of supporting characters centers primarily on 
Landon’s siblings, including Will, a detective; and Lori, a single 
mother and event planner. Fans of the author’s previous Ben-
nett Family series may also recognize references to Landon’s 
cousin Sebastian Bennett and his wife, Ava.

A satisfying start to an entertaining new romance series.

MY SON, SAINT FRANCIS
A Story in Poetry
Heidish, Marcy
Dolan & Associates (146 pp.) 
$9.95 paper  |  $9.95 e-book  |  Feb. 23, 2018
978-0-9905262-1-6  

Heidish (A Misplaced Woman, 2016, 
etc.) presents an account of St. Francis of 
Assisi’s life, as told from his father’s per-
spective in poetic form.

St. Francis is known as a saint who 
believed in living the Gospel, gave sermons to birds, and tamed 
a wolf. Over the course of 84 poems, Heidish tells her own 
fictionalized version of the saint’s journey. In his youth, Fran-
cesco is an apprentice of his father, Pietro Bernardone, a fab-
ric importer. The boy is a sensitive dreamer and nature lover 
who sees “natural holiness in every living thing.” As an adult, 
Francesco decides to pursue knighthood, but God warns him 
to “Go back, child / Serve the master.” He joins the Church of 
San Damiano, steals his father’s storeroom stock, and sells it to 
rebuild the church. His furious father chains him in the cellar, 
and the bishop orders Francesco to repay the debt. Afterward, 
father and son stop speaking to each other; Francesco becomes 
a healer of the sick and a proficient preacher. After failing to 
broker a peace agreement during wartime, Francesco falls into 
depression and resigns his church position. He retreats to 
the mountains and eventually dies; it’s only then that Pietro 
becomes a true follower of St. Francis: “You are the father now 
and I the son / learning still what it means to be a saint,” he 
says. Heidish’s decision to tell this story from Pietro’s perspec-
tive is what makes this oft-told legend seem fresh again. She 
uses superb similes and metaphors; for example, at different 
points, she writes that St. Francis had eyes like “lit wicks” and a 
spirit that “shone like a clean copper pot.” In another instance, 
she describes the Church of San Damiano as a place in which 

“walls crumbled / like stale dry bread.” Following the poems, the 
author also offers a thorough and engaging historical summary 
of the real life of St. Francis, which only adds further context 
and depth to the tale.

An emotional, captivating Christian story in verse.

YELED TOV
Jaffe, Daniel M.
Lethe Press (308 pp.) 
$15.00 paper  |  Apr. 18, 2018
978-1-59021-671-2  

Jaffe’s (The Genealogy of Understanding, 
2014, etc.) coming-of-age novel tells the 
story of a Jewish adolescent attempting 
to square his homosexuality with the 
teachings of his religion.

On the cusp of his 16th birthday, Jake 
Stein notices a prohibition in the book of Leviticus that never 
caught his eye before: “ ‘Thou shalt not lie with mankind as with 
womankind; it is abomination.’...Jake read further still: anyone 
who committed such abomination ‘shall be cut off from among 
their people.’ ” As part of a Conservative Jewish family in 1970s 
South Jersey, the dictates of his religion are important to Jake—
and even more important to his father, Sol. At the same time, 
Jake has been fantasizing about some of his male teachers and 
engaging in sexual exploration with his best friend, Dave. Jake 
joins the school play in hopes of finding a distraction from 
this identity crisis, but it only makes things worse: The play is 
The Diary of Anne Frank, a story laden with heavy guilt, and he 
quickly becomes obsessed with the lead actor, Steve. Jake con-
cocts daydreams around his unrequited attraction but ends up 
feeling as lonely as ever. He attends Princeton University after 
high school, still committed to trying to be a yeled tov—a good 
Jewish boy—but the temptations at college prove even greater 
than those in high school. Throughout the novel, Jaffe writes in 
a polished prose style that successfully captures Jake’s anxiety 
from his perspective: “Jake glanced quickly down at his book, 
but couldn’t read what now appeared to be one big blur. His 
stomach clutched and his breathing nearly halted. Streams of 
perspiration jetted out under his arms.” Along the way, he does 
an admirable job of locating Jake’s conflict in the particulars of 
Judaism and Jewish culture while also presenting a story that 
will feel relatable to a wide audience. Jake’s road to self-accep-
tance is a long one, and it will perhaps frustrate some readers. 
But the details of his experience are so particular and human-
izing that most people will stick right with him to the end.

An empathetic story of faith and desire.

KENTUCKY RAIDER
Karvel, George R. 
CreateSpace (290 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $5.49 e-book  |  Jan. 17, 2017
978-1-5233-1911-4  

Karvel outlines a Confederate soldier’s 
service in the Civil War as part of the infa-
mous unit known as Morgan’s Raiders.

Commodore Perry Snell—named 
after a hero who fought in the War of 
1812—was born in 1821 in Kentucky and is 

the author’s great-great-grandfather. A farmer and father of eight, 

Heidish’s decision to tell this story from Pietro’s perspective 
is what makes this oft-told legend seem fresh again.

my son, saint francis
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he enlisted in the Confederate Army in 1862 and was assigned to 
the 2nd Kentucky Cavalry. Kentucky was a divided state. As a 
result, it “suffered more fratricidal warfare than any of the other 
border states,” and its inhabitants were vulnerable to conscription 
by the Union Army. Snell was neither a slave owner nor advocate 
of the institution but was motivated to join out of a protective 
attachment to state sovereignty and an inherited fear of central-
ized government. Snell became a member of John Hunt Morgan’s 
band of cavalrymen known as Morgan’s Raiders, a legendary 
group notorious for its costly attacks on Union supply depots 
and railroads, theft of horses and gold, and the general destruc-
tion left in the wake of its march through Kentucky across the 
Ohio River into Indiana. Having enlisted with Morgan’s Raiders, 
Snell was indicted for conspiracy by the state. He was captured 
twice and escaped imprisonment and eventually surrendered in 
1865. He was paroled, divorced his wife, married a much younger 
woman, and started anew. He was impressively wealthy by 1870, 
his affluence potentially subsidized by gold purloined during the 
war. Debut author Karvel also chronicles Morgan’s eventful life—
up until he was shot in the back while attempting to evade cap-
ture in 1864—as well as the lives of the men who zealously hunted 
him, Edward Henry Hobson and Israel Garrard.

Karvel bases much of his account on an order book taken 
from Hobson after he was captured and held privately within 
his family for 150 years. (An order book is a record of both 
orders and correspondence kept by a commanding officer’s 
adjutant, and as a result, it provides a fascinating peek into the 
internal machinations of a military unit.) Karvel’s commentary 
astutely observes the simmering emotions often embedded 
within professional understatement and restraint: “Irritation 
and frustration is almost imperceptible in the abbreviated, 
direct, and efficient language employed by adjutants and their 
commanding officers.” Furthermore, Karvel’s research is rigor-
ously documented and presented via clear, accessible prose. The 
author’s most important contribution to the existing scholar-
ship on the Civil War is his nuanced depiction of both sides. 
Hobson, for example, had no real interest in the opposition to 
slavery, but he fought to preserve the Union. In the aftermath 
of the war, though, he seemed to change his mind and believed 
he was denied public office because of his support for the 13th 
and 14th amendments. The author explores the myriad reasons 
cited for the support of either side and avoids any sententious 
judgments, allowing readers to draw their own conclusions in 
the face of evidence expertly presented.

An impressively fresh look at an otherwise well-cov-
ered historical event.

THE KIDNAP VICTIM
The Travelers: Book Five
King, Michael P.
Blurred Lines Press (188 pp.)
$9.99 paper  |  $0.99 e-book
May 1, 2018
978-0-9993648-2-6

This fifth installment of a series sees 
married grifters attempt to tweak their 
con artistry with fresh talent.

In the town of Springville, the Trav-
eling Man is going by the name John 

Ferguson. His wife, who usually helps him con criminals out 
of vast sums of money, is still using the alias Nicole Carter 
from their last caper. She hopes to retire in Cricket Bay, Flor-
ida, alongside James Denison, the grieving widower whom 
the Travelers recently helped. Replacing Nicole is 25-year-
old Molly Wright, who has “more confidence than ability” 
in the grifting game. She and John plan to gain the trust of 
sleazy lawyer Neal Robertson and access his safe-deposit box 
at the Milton Bank—which may contain up to $100,000 in 
cash. Naturally, complications arise. Molly hasn’t mentioned 
her husband, Chad, who’d like to rip off John at the earliest 
opportunity. Interfering with Nicole’s retirement is Fred Stein, 
a crooked IT worker who recognizes her as Sally from the time 
the Travelers halted his credit card scheme. When these two 
wild cards intrude on the game, the cons end up pushed into 
some dark, murderous corners. For this latest Travelers outing, 
King (The Freeport Robbery, 2017, etc.) once again offers a lean, 
dialogue-driven blast of shifting alliances and action. Long-
time fans will enjoy the emotional tapestry built around the 
notion that Nicole is “too old” to continue seducing marks and 
John needs to train her replacement. With minimal exposition, 
the author keeps his characters’ temperaments and decisions 
in the forefront of the story. It’s genuinely shocking—and nar-
ratively satisfying—when Nicole is honest with Denison and 
his family about being a con artist. Later, as events are boil-
ing toward a fatal encounter, the Traveling Man’s no-nonsense 
savagery comes through in the line “I want to kill...so bad that 
I can taste his blood in my mouth.” As always, King leaves 
his creations in intriguing new positions by the end, ensuring 
anticipation for the next high-stakes volume.

This Travelers tale delivers another exceptional slice of 
gamesmanship, slippery morals, and emotional fallout.
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Clark Hays and Kathleen McFall
THE MARRIED COUPLE HAVE GRADUATED FROM GRITTY VAMPIRE STORIES 
TO TAKING ON THE PUBLISHING INDUSTRY
By Rhett Morgan

After a fiery breakup, writers Clark Hays and Kathleen 
McFall wanted to put their relationship to the ultimate 
test, so they decided to write a novel together. The end re-
sult is the Cowboy and the Vampire series, which launched 
in 1999 with A Very Unusual Romance, followed by four 
more books that transplant the familiar suave, urban vam-
pires of other stories into the gritty, rural life of the Ameri-
can West that they both love. Today, after 20 years of mar-
riage and much critical acclaim—including making Kirkus’ 
own Best Books of 2014 list with the third Cowboy and 
the Vampire installment—the couple has founded Pump-
jack Press to publish their own, and others’, work. Follow-
ing up on their vampire saga, Pumpjack is currently releas-
ing Hays and McFall’s Bonnie and Clyde series, which rei-
magines the infamous outlaw duo as heroes of the working 
class fighting to earn their redemption. 

Why did you decide to move into publishing, and what 
are your hopes for Pumpjack Press? 
We always wanted to establish a small press, and by 2014, 
when we were finally ready, technology had conveniently 
advanced enough to allow us to take that leap. We used 
the next three books in the Cowboy and the Vampire se-
ries as our inaugural list. We’re now evolving Pumpjack 
Press into a nonprofit authors’ collective while also creat-
ing partnerships to broaden distribution. 

What made Bonnie and Clyde interesting to you 
as characters? 
Bonnie and Clyde were the ultimate rebels without a 
cause. They were young, broke, wildly in love, and, cour-
tesy of a bank-robbing spree, they lashed out against a 
rigged economic system destined to grind them into dust. 
For a short while, until it all went bad, people struggling 
through the Great Depression lived vicariously through 
Bonnie and Clyde. We built on that, creating an alter-
nate reality in which the charismatic outlaw lovers had a 
chance to atone for their crimes by becoming defenders 
of the working class. 

What do you feel makes your alternative timeline 
relevant for today?
The 1930s were characterized by unprecedented income 
and wealth inequality, homelessness, and poverty. Sound fa-
miliar? We see a role today for storytelling to remind readers 
that during the 1930s, the government reined in the more 
destructive aspects of capitalism with innovative policies 
and worker protections. We want to inspire people to de-
mand similar solutions to our current economic challenges. 
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In your previous series, what sets your take on the vam-
pire mythology apart from other vampire stories? 
We combined the undead with a dose of bloody humor 
to explore metaphysical spirituality and the clash of cul-
tures. In our mythology, the vampires’ consciousness 
flows to a shared nonphysical realm until they are reborn 
at sunset. It gives the books a unique spiritual foundation, 
and we also use humor (and sex and campy horror action) 
to explore the gentrification of the American West and 
an opposites-attract relationship. 

How do you two work together as a husband-and-wife 
writing team? 
Writing together is like wrestling an alligator. With your 
hands tied. During a tornado. First, we outline together 
and then take a first pass at assigned chapters. Then we 
edit each other’s chapters with passive-aggressive redlin-
ing and then argue about the edits. We repeat that un-
til a magical alchemy (in other words, skill and tenacity) 
blends two voices into one book and we celebrate with 
champagne and Campari. 

What can readers look forward to from the next Bonnie 
and Clyde release?
In Book 3, Bonnie and Clyde are assigned to the WWII 
Manhattan project to ferret out spies bent on leaking 
top-secret nuclear plans to the Soviets and Nazis. This 
story will have the same thrills, suspense, history, and ro-
mance as the first two books and explore the rise of the 
military-industrial complex. 

Rhett Morgan is a writer and translator living in Paris. 
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QUEST-TERRESTRIALS 
Vol. 1
Krol, Malgosia 
Illus. by the author
FriesenPress (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $11.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Feb. 22, 2018
978-1-5255-2190-4
978-1-5255-2191-1 paper  

Funny and charming, this picture book debut by author/
illustrator Krol stars pint-sized aliens who always know how to 
lend a hand (and a laugh).

Clearly alien, with green skin and antennae or gray skin and 
elongated faces, the Quest-terrestrials do their best to blend 
in on any planet, whether it’s with humans or cacti. But they 
also love to take center stage and be unique. They like to go fast, 
and they like “things that, um, float?” the narrator explains in 
a dubious tone, accompanied by an image of the little aliens 
with pink balloons tied to their middles. The Quest-terrestrials 
also have the qualities of good friends: They catch friends when 
they fall and help them when they’re scared. Krol has a way 
of defying expectations. When the narrator describes simple 
pleasures, the aliens are shown with a leaf blower sending them 
(and a field of daisies) flying; when the aliens love something 
sweet, the page almost overflows with blue cotton candy. The 
Quest-terrestrials are fond of furry creatures, but they love uni-
corns best (enough to figure out how to bring one back to their 
home planet). The story ends on a gross-out note—and another 
expectation swap—that will leave readers giggling. Krol’s art 
has plenty of kid appeal, and the rough, cartoonish style is per-
fect for enhancing the text’s sense of humor.

Though it has supporting themes about friendship and 
imagination, the biggest appeal here is that it’s just plain 
fun. Expect plenty of giggles—from children and parents.

MORI THE PERFECT DOG
Lam, Cindy Y.
Illus. by the author
CYL Studios (32 pp.) 
$9.95 paper  |  Nov. 1, 2017
978-1-7750506-0-5  

This children’s picture book celebrates 
a messy—and dearly loved—family pet.

Mori, an all-white dog with a pink tongue and black nose, 
has wonderfully soft, fluffy fur; as he states, “Everyone says I 
am perfect especially after bath time.” But Mori doesn’t want 
to be perfect; instead, he imagines the enchanting imperfection 
of being “muddy” (like a brown bear), “slimy” (like a green frog), 

“grubby” (like a pink pig), “scruffy” (like a yellow lion), “stinky” 
(like a red raccoon), and so on. But there’s nothing to worry 
about, his family says, as he’s already all these things, “but we 
still love you!” Now reassured that it’s OK to be himself, Mori 
rejoices and enjoys his bath. In her debut children’s book, Lam 
avoids tiresome moralizing about the virtues of cleanliness, 
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recognizing that many children, like Mori, relish making a mess, 
which can be fun and creative. Of course, messy, stinky dogs, as 
well as kids, still need baths, but it’s easier without pressure to 
be perfect. The book has excellent read-aloud potential, mak-
ing effective use of repetition and parallel phrases. Lam’s simple 
but charming and expressive colored-pencil and watercolor 
illustrations convey Mori’s personality while also helping to 
teach color names.

A delightful bathtime (or anytime) book perfect for 
reading aloud.

ANGELS ALWAYS COME 
ON TIME
Linder, Chaim  with Linder, Mark
Lulu (668 pp.) 
$48.99  |  $31.99 paper  |  $8.99 e-book
Nov. 29, 2017
978-1-4834-7661-2
978-1-4834-7662-9 paper  

An American immigrant explores the 
sprawling history of the Jewish people, 
from Poland to Jerusalem and the New 

World, through the struggles of generations of his family.
Chaim Linder starts his debut memoir with the story of 

his grandparents in Poland in the late 19th century, who felt 
the rumblings of trouble for the Jews in Europe and left to 
find the shining city of Jerusalem. What they discovered 
wasn’t exactly what they pictured—there were still political 
problems and financial trials. But they were with other Jews, 
hoping to build the city they envisioned. Both sets of grand-
parents, the Linders and the Reismans, came from Plotsk, 
near Warsaw, traveling by donkey, ship, or even walking. In 
Jerusalem, they lived by Orthodox custom, with matchmak-
ers arranging marriages, the men studying the Talmud, and 
the women’s families providing dowries. Linder’s parents, 
Haskel and Reizel, almost didn’t get married. Haskel’s mother 
was horrified by Reizel’s lack of refinement. Fortunately, the 
match endured, and Linder was born in Jerusalem. His family 
survived World War I and terrible conditions under the rule 
of the Ottoman Empire, then the Kaiser, and finally the Brit-
ish. The movement to make a permanent home for the Jews 
was under way, and tensions with the Arabs in Palestine were 
rising. Meanwhile, Linder strained to find his true calling. He 
didn’t want to study the Talmud all his life and was bored by 
his print-setting job. That led him to join his father and his 
brother Moshe in America. The illuminating book—writ-
ten with Mark Linder, the author’ son, and filled with family 
photographs—is rich in history, taking the time to explain 
the political and religious currents that led a population to 
Jerusalem and caused many to flee to America. In Jerusalem, 

“money was eating away at the Hasidic community....The lack 
of housing was part of this mix, for it meant people had to 
share apartments, and the watchful eyes of the elder genera-
tion kept the younger in line.” The author also tells his family’s 
story with passion, charm, and exquisite detail. He re-creates 

dialogue from conversations held a century ago and describes 
where people lived and worked down to the floor plan, mostly 
drawing from his family’s records and tales. As a memoir, it’s 
beautifully rendered, and as history, it’s masterfully told.

An engrossing and important look at the Jewish experi-
ence of the last century and a half.

LOSER’S ROAD
Lloyd, Kalan Chapman
Rebelle Press (188 pp.) 
Oct. 16, 2018
978-1-365-25941-8  

A disgraced doctor discovers a path to 
redemption and a chance at true love while 
serving a medical mission in this romance.

Thirty-two-year-old Cash Stetson 
feels like a loser. After a scandal involv-
ing the sale of stolen body parts from a 

hospital morgue, he lost his promising career as an emergency 
room doctor as well as the woman he loves, Lilly Atkins. The 
one-time golden boy of Brooks, Oklahoma, flees to Texas, but 
his sojourn has barely begun when he receives the news that 
Spencer Locke, the man who won Lilly’s heart, has agreed to 
represent him in his bid to get his medical license reinstated. 
Reluctantly, Cash returns to Brooks to face his past. At the hear-
ing, the board is convinced that Cash has met the requirements 
for reinstatement; however, they also believe that his “heart 
needs work,” so they require him to spend six weeks volunteer-
ing as a medical missionary in Mexico. He travels to a hospital 
in San Miguel where he meets Texan Maggie Craig, a doctor, 
and his host, Pepper Wylde. As he settles into his assignment, 
he draws strength from his patients and Pepper’s wisdom. He 
also forms a friendship with Maggie, whose personal grief and 
pain mirror his. When he hits rock bottom, he discovers that 
his new circumstances are a perfect foundation for a renewal 
of faith and love. The latest from Lloyd (So Many Boots, So Little 
Time, 2015, etc.) is a winning contemporary romance that gives 
a memorable character from her MisAdventures of Miss Lilly 
series the chance to shine. She shows how Cash deals with the 
fallout from poor choices, and his relationship with Maggie 
develops at a gradual pace as he learns to let go of his past and 
face his future. Cash’s past includes the study of European art 
history, and the narrative is replete with references to real-life 
artists, particularly Angelina Beloff, a Russian-born painter who 
lived and worked in Mexico. Although familiarity with the Miss 
Lilly series may help readers to better understand the relation-
ships between the characters, this installment offers enough 
backstory to appeal to newcomers.

A gently affecting tale of personal redemption, second 
chances, and the power of faith.
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I CAN HANDLE HIM
Lum, Debbie K.
DKLit (362 pp.) 
$11.99 paper  |  $2.99 e-book  |  Apr. 7, 2018
978-1-944463-12-0  

This romantic-suspense novel brings 
together a man who’s a trouble mag-
net with a woman who’s determined to 
prove his innocence.

In his mid-20s, Nick Allen is bad 
news, or at least that’s what people have 

said since his girlfriend, Sienna Brown, blew up in a car explo-
sion. She was driving Nick’s Mustang, but her family blames 
Nick for neglecting to maintain the car, which he bought from 
the Browns’ dealership. Al Thomas, owner of the San Antonio, 
Texas, coffee shop/bookstore where they all used to work, says 

“The best thing for Nick would be to leave town”—though self-
interest plays a role; Nick is opening a rival place just as Al is 
retiring with plans to leave the enterprise to his son, Blaine, 
a cocky 24-year-old. Quinn Corbin and her BFF Tory Taylor, 
both 24, think Nick is innocent—and “delicious.” The summer 
before Quinn starts teaching second grade and Tory returns 
to law school in Austin, Quinn begins exploring a relationship 
with Nick while Tory does some legal work for Al, somewhat 
uncomfortably given his anger over Nick’s coffee shop. After 
a tragedy that Nick is again blamed for, Tory vows to clear 
Nick’s name. Through twists and turns full of danger, surprise, 
and drama, more than one truth emerges. Lum (The Doctor, the 
Chef or the Fireman, 2017, etc.) writes a fast-paced novel full of 
emotional highs and lows. At times, the melodrama is over-
stated; for example, simply catching sight of her reflection 
in Nick’s sunglasses is “crazy strange” to Quinn. In general, 
though, Lum nicely captures the big feelings of young people 
getting started in life, like when Quinn’s excited about buying 
school supplies for her first time teaching solo. Some elements 
are too familiar, like the sassy gay best friend (“Honey, you 
know I moved to San Antonio for the street tacos and brown 
men”) or a contrived reason for jealousy (it’s just a big misun-
derstanding, naturally), but Lum keeps the plot suspenseful 
with alternating present-tense narrators, effective red her-
rings, and unexpected revelations.

An enjoyable romantic drama that keeps readers guessing.

GALANTIÈRE
The Lost Generation’s 
Forgotten Man
Lurie, Mark I.
Overlook Press (412 pp.) 
$34.00  |  $22.00 paper  |  Apr. 19, 2018
978-0-9991002-2-6
978-0-9991002-0-2 paper  

A biography of a lesser-known figure 
of 20th-century literature, written by his 

distant cousin.

In this debut biography, Lurie takes readers on a journey 
through the life of his father’s cousin Lewis Galantière, who 
mingled with Sinclair Lewis and Ernest Hemingway in 1920s 
France, translated Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s works into Eng-
lish, and was part of the trans-Atlantic literary scene. In an 
effort to provide an accurate account, Lurie sorted through a 
variety of contradictory information and outright lies. Galan-
tière had a tendency to embellish his academic credentials (as 
a literary critic who never attended college, he claimed a fanci-
ful intellectual history) and reinvent his personal history (he 
said he was born in France rather than to Latvian immigrants 
in a Chicago tenement). With lengthy quotations from both 
Galantière’s writings and the papers of the historical figures 
he interacted with, Lurie builds a detailed portrait of a chal-
lenging man who aspired to distinction and—though he had 
frequent successes—often fell short of his own goals. The 
book seamlessly blends Galantière’s professional adventures—
with publishers, the Federal Reserve, PEN International, and 
Radio Free Europe—with his personal life, including multiple 
marriages and affairs. A detailed notes section expands on 
many of the topics covered in the book and also provides a 
way for Lurie to incorporate anecdotes that do not fit into the 
primary narrative, adding further color and interest to Galan-
tière’s story. The book’s one noteworthy shortcoming is a 
disinclination to grapple with some of its subject’s less savory 
traits—in particular, the Jewish Galantière’s occasional anti-
Semitism, which Lurie describes but does not explore. On the 
whole, however, Lurie has produced a substantial, thoughtful 
biography of a man previously known only through his appear-
ances in the papers of more famous individuals, acknowledg-
ing his contributions and placing him in historical context 
without attributing undue significance to a relatively minor 
figure in modern intellectual history.

A well-written, comprehensively researched account of 
one man with connections to key players in literature and 
politics throughout the 1900s.

FALLING THROUGH BLANKETS 
OF STARS
Marcotti, Keith   
Stone Fox Press (84 pp.) 
  

A sister and brother find adventure in 
the land of dreams in this debut middle-
grade novel.

Ashlynne and Julian are twins. On 
the evening of their eventful 10th birth-
day party, they sneak into their neigh-

bor’s house in search of their cat. Instead, they find two magical 
blankets: black with blue and white glitter, deep as the night sky. 
On an impulse, Julian takes the blankets. He and Ashlynne fall 
asleep, and when they wake they are no longer in the real world; 
instead they are in Dream, a fantastical realm shaped by all the 
wondrous fancies of sleep. Ashlynne eventually sees the two 
blankets “fluttering away” in a strong wind. But Dream itself is in 
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Like Neverland, this place of pure imagination 
holds a strange and special allure.

falling through blankets of stars
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danger. It has been abandoned by its ruler, King Morpheus, and 
is being encroached upon by creatures from the dread twin realm 
of Nightmare. Without Morpheus, Dream will be overrun. But 
if Ashlynne and Julian can’t find and return the blankets to him, 
Morpheus will be trapped in the real world, just as the siblings 
will stay stuck in Dream. But all is not lost. With the help of a 
merry bunch of pirate leprechauns, the twins set out in search of 
the missing blankets. There is an ethereal quality to Marcotti’s 
writing, a sense that the plot and its protagonists are being car-
ried along at the whim of dream logic. The action unfolds around 
them, yet if Ashlynne and Julian remain for the most part observ-
ers in their own story, there’s no denying that Dream is some-
where very much worth drifting through. Like Neverland, this 
place of pure imagination holds a strange and special allure. Its 
creatures are gloriously fanciful—the leprechauns in particular 
follow their own quirky rules—and the book’s intended effect 
overall must be to spark young minds. Certainly, Marcotti con-
jures a memorable image: Even in the twins’ real world, there is 
considerable magic to behold in the sight of Mr. Fuzzybottom 
(the opportunistic and serially offending cat) creeping stealthily 
up to roost and fall asleep on Uncle Charlie’s head. Fast-moving 
and easy to read, this gentle tale should present middle-grade 
readers with an ever shifting panorama of possibilities.

A wild but safe ride, far away but never too far from home.

SEEING FOREVER
McCarter, Robert J. 
Little Hummingbird Publishing (182 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Apr. 14, 2018
978-1-941153-01-7  

McCarter (Of Things Not Seen, 2017, 
etc.) returns with a tale of a man who 
defeats the limits of mortality only to 
question the worth of indefinite existence.

Paul Cruz once lived as a human being 
on 22nd-century Earth. At the time, the planet was recovering 
from elevated sea levels, displaced populations, and the result-
ing disease and wars that came with them, collectively known 
as the Shift. He was married to a woman named Viola, who took 
increasing comfort, as they grew older, in religion and its prom-
ised afterlife. Paul, however, wanted to become a “Singular” and 
upload his human consciousness to a technological platform 
called the Singularity. He did so at age 90, after learning of 
Viola’s death; they’d divorced some years before. After living in 
virtual worlds of varying quality and design for decades, Paul is 
now ready to settle at a place called “Home.” It’s a quaint virtual-
seaside environment that feels real, even giving him the illusion 
of a sunburn. There, he meets a person named Simon, who has 
eyes that seem familiar. Paul recounts the story of how he and 
other Singulars once wrested their fates from the corrupt Osiris 
Corporation, which had been deleting people after invoking 

“obscure clauses in their contracts.” Paul’s history as a Singular is 
also entwined with the story of Hugh Rice, an architect of the 
Singularity who became his lover. In this quiet but far-reaching 

thriller, author McCarter explores the essence of what it means 
to be human. On worlds where one might become an animal, or 
even the wind, he shows how virtual existence could become 

“tiresome”: “If everything was THE BEST, then nothing was,” 
Paul narrates. McCarter doesn’t bog down the narrative with 
hard-science jargon, instead cleanly and clearly explaining how 
the upload process works: “they stop your biological functions, 
they take your brain apart a cell at a time, mapping each and 
every neuron.” The first half of the story is rather sinister, with 
Paul’s fellow Singulars June Grunwald and Kendall Rothschild 
vanishing, but concerns of the heart quickly take center stage as 
Paul discovers that “Love shouldn’t be contained or constrained 
by the accident of gender.” The ending, which brings the discus-
sion of the afterlife full circle, hints at a sequel.

Sci-fi as it should be: engaging, moving, and grand in scope.

HUSH, MY INNER SLEUTH
Meegs, M.E. 
Lycophos Press  (324 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  May 21, 2018
978-1-938710-32-2  

College grad Willie Tigue, “looking for-
ward to an adventure,” gets one in spades 
when she is seemingly possessed by a freshly 
deceased private eye in 1940s Hollywood.

Meegs’ (First Blush, 2017, etc.) super-
natural mystery takes a bit to get cook-
ing as two nonconformist college grads 

contemplate their futures. Betty Moran is headed west to work 
for her uncle, private eye Skip Ryker. “Lost sheep” Willie Tigue 
is headed east for graduate school, but her heart isn’t in it. Betty 
has a better idea, and a dose of knockout drops later, she is off 
to the Big Apple with Willie’s identity and her treatise, and Wil-
lie is on the train to LA. This trading-places scenario might have 
made for an interesting yarn in its own right. Enter Skip Ryker, 
your classic hard-boiled Hollywood private detective. He drives 
a Packard Clipper “with three bullet holes embellishing the 
coachwork” and expects the worst in people (and “they usually 
come through for me”). Ryker cleans up messes for the Holly-
wood studios. But after an explosion separates him from his fin-
gers, legs, and head, his spirit latches on to Willie. “Either I’m 
going completely dippy or I’ve acquired a narrator!” she writes 
to Betty. But there’s no rest for the newly empowered Willie. 
She sets out to solve Ryker’s murder under the guise of Trixie 
Moran. This apparent series launcher is nothing if not literate, 
often densely so. Early on, Betty and Willie ponder who was the 
first literary figure to urinate. Her stabs at Chandler-esqe prose 
are at times so florid (“I’d just got under the rudder when some 
fired-up sheba sent her feelers up from behind and gave my cer-
ebellum a phrenological once-over”), one suspects the second 
coming of S.J. Perelman’s parodic homage, “Somewhere a Ros-
coe...,” complete with a luger’s ka-chows. But Meegs means busi-
ness. Once Ryker’s disembodied spirit enters, the pages turn at 
a machine gun’s pace.

Possibilities abound in this meta-noir page-turner.
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THE TELL
A Memoir
Meyers, Linda I. 
She Writes Press (234 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $9.95 e-book  |  Jun. 5, 2018
978-1-63152-355-7  

A debut memoir excavates the 
secrets and multigenerational dysfunc-
tions of a family.

Meyers’ life did not begin auspiciously. 
Conceived to keep her father, Gerry, out 

of World War II, she became less consequential when he was 
given 4-F status a few months before her arrival. Gerry and Tes-
sie, children of Eastern European immigrants, were raised in 
the Brownsville section of Brooklyn when the area was essen-
tially a Jewish ghetto. Their marriage was at best tumultuous, 
and Meyers spent her childhood navigating the space between 
her warring parents. Gerry was a womanizer who played on the 
edges of the Jewish mob. As a teenager, he was a leader in the 
Amboy Dukes, a feeder gang for Murder Inc., although there is 
no indication that he joined the “corporation.” Tessie was emo-
tionally fragile and attempted suicide several times (finally suc-
ceeding in 1970). In 1957, the teenage Meyers spent the summer 
at a Catskills bungalow colony, where her grandmother worked 
a small concession. There the author met Ralph Lifshitz and 
fell passionately in love. Unfortunately, the relationship ended 
before it really began, and in 1961, desperate to move away from 
home, she married her buddy Howard. Twelve years and three 
sons later, they divorced. Meyers went on to college and a new 
marriage; she is currently a psychologist and psychoanalyst. 
The complex narrative, a series of long, evocative essays, often 
moves back and forth in time, as one experience or another is 
related to a memory from the past. This produces some rep-
etition. But edgy, masterful prose, sprinkled with the Yiddish 
expressions of Meyers’ youth, gradually peels away the layers 
of hurt, confusion, and guilt—and includes a few surprises (for 
example, Ralph’s current identity). Of her grandparents’ mar-
riage, she writes: “Eva, unlike Harry, was unable to protest. She 
packed her dreams in her suitcase, walked down the aisle and 
took the oath of servitude.” The author’s descriptions of 1940s 
Brooklyn, where she spent time with her grandmother, paint a 
sharp period portrait: “The butcher shop had sawdust on the 
floor, a finger on the scale, and Esther, the chicken plucker, in 
the corner.”

A touching, angry, humorous, and engaging account of 
a turbulent life.

DEAD DROP
An Amy Lynch Investigation
Norton, P.K.
Stillwater River Publications (210 pp.) 
978-1-946300-48-5  

An American volunteer heads to a 
French archaeological dig in this second 
volume of a mystery series.

Amy Lynch—an insurance investi-
gator like Norton (Sweet Dreams, Sweet 

Death, 2017)—has put herself first, taking a month off from 
her Boston company to participate as a volunteer at an 
archaeological dig in Paris. By doing so, Amy leaves behind a 
lot of unhappy co-workers and maybe even her career. She’s 
alone in the French capital, as her lawyer boyfriend, Pete, 
couldn’t come when his big case got moved up. Amy’s vaca-
tion comes to an abrupt end when a body turns up at the 
main dig site. It’s soon determined that the death was a mur-
der, and additional killings occur, revolving around an old, 
coded note found at a secondary site. The note harkens back 
to the French Resistance during World War II and identifies 
a traitor in the cell’s midst. Because her company insured the 
dig sites, Amy takes the initiative and starts an investigation 
of her own, teaming up with Paul Béchard, a hunky French 
detective. Soon she finds herself a target as well, as she is 
stalked by a middle-aged man with a red tattoo who trashes 
her room at a boardinghouse. Amy and Béchard are soon rac-
ing to identify the traitor and his henchmen while copies of 
the note disappear and those connected to the Resistance 
are being eliminated. In her well-constructed novel, Norton 
has created an engaging protagonist in Amy, who is bright, 
brave, and tenacious even if she does get thrown off track 
by Béchard’s dimples. The tale features a small cast of char-
acters, as many players disappear shortly after being intro-
duced, so Amy has to carry the narrative load. Fortunately, 
she’s up to the challenge; readers should quickly get invested 
in what happens to the feisty, heady heroine. With a neat 
twist in her fast-paced narrative, the author illustrates how 
events from 80 years in the past can affect people in the pres-
ent, even Amy herself. Norton seamlessly blends history and 
mystery into a spellbinding thriller.

This sequel accomplishes the unlikely feat of making 
an insurance investigator enthralling.

YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE
Orkin, Haris 
Imajin Books (192 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Mar. 21, 2018
978-1-77223-360-5  

A psychiatric patient who believes 
he’s a British spy escapes from a mental 
institution and finds himself embroiled 
in real intrigue in this debut comedy.
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Orkin’s prose is so buoyant that it borders on gleeful.
you only live once
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James Flynn grew up in California and was orphaned 
when he was 10 years old, shuffled from one foster home to 
another. But as an adult, he’s convinced he works for the Brit-
ish Secret Service and that his home, the City of Roses Psy-
chiatric Institute, is his agency’s headquarters. He speaks in a 
British accent, walks the halls in swanky suits, and habitually 
seduces fawning female nurses. When the institute is taken 
over by a new administration, headed by the insufferable Dr. 
Grossfarber, James escapes, confident that the Secret Ser-
vice has been compromised by adversaries. He finds Sancho, 
a 22-year-old orderly at City of Roses, and drags him into the 
search for Dulcie Delgadillo, a beautiful, young drug addict 
released from the institute, who James believes has been kid-
napped. Once at her apartment, he finds a loaded revolver 
and a duffel bag crammed with cash, which belong to Dul-
cie’s abusive boyfriend, Mike Croker, a motorcycle gang 
member involved in drug dealing. James uses the money to 
outfit himself in an Armani suit, buys an Aston Martin, and 
is pursued both by drug dealers intent on retrieving their sto-
len cash and the police looking to return him to the institute. 
James then stumbles on a major crime boss’s plot to kidnap 
the world’s 10 richest people in an attempt to profit from 
the global stock market collapse that he believes will ensue. 
Orkin pays comedic homage to Cervantes’ Don Quixote, the 
obvious fictional inspiration for James’ flights of deluded 
fantasy. But unlike that work’s treatment of Quixote’s hal-
lucinations, it remains tantalizingly unclear if James is sane 
or not—he’s uncannily talented at being an action hero for 
someone theatrically posing as one. This is really a novella, 
at under 160 pages, and the plot moves at breakneck speed. 
The author’s prose is so buoyant that it borders on gleeful, 
with James dispensing words of wisdom to Sancho (“A man 
is like a teabag....You never know how strong he is until you 
dip him in hot water”). Orkin skillfully manages to create a 
story that is genuinely amusing, tenderly moving, and decid-
edly thoughtful. 

A manically funny farce both delightfully absurd and 
strangely plausible.

HAIR OF THE DOG
O’Neil, Carlene 
Self (300 pp.)
$9.95 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Apr. 24, 2018
978-0-9992703-0-1

An ex-photojournalist and owner of 
the Joyeux Winery on the central Cali-
fornia coast finds herself at the scene 
of another murder—but this time her 
cousin turns out to be the prime suspect.

O’Neil’s (Ripe for Murder, 2016, 
etc.) third Cypress Cove Mystery is a delightful addition to 
the series. Amateur criminal investigator Penny Lively just 
can’t stay out of trouble—and danger. Bodies seem to turn 
up whenever she’s around, much to the consternation of 

the local sheriff, who warns her to stay out of his cases. But 
what is Penny to do when veterinarian Brian Grasser is found 
stabbed in the back on the floor of the clinic he shares with 
Penny’s cousin Annie Moore and Annie is holding the knife? 
Fortunately, there are plenty of other suspects for Penny to 
pursue, although that number drops when one of them is 
also killed. There’s the aging hippie Dot, who was working in 
the back office at the time of the vet’s murder; tech Nicole, 
whom Brian caught stealing pills from the dispensary; Dr. Eric 
Sloan, the about-to-be-millionaire researcher; and Jason, head 
of Amerigen, the pharmaceutical company investing in Eric’s 
new rabies vaccine. Even Brian’s wife, Claire, has something 
to hide. Penny is an engaging narrator—a pushy and pleasantly 
sarcastic observer who zooms in on details. The only time she 
is tongue-tied is when her handsome winery manager, Connor, 
is around. O’Neil’s prose is breezy and fluent. Dialogue is natu-
ral, filled with banter, and not cluttered with constant he said, 
she said fillers. She is also linguistically comfortable with the 
tale’s California backdrop, delivering evocative imagery: “The 
fog was creeping in from the sea, an almost nightly occurrence 
this close to the ocean. It danced along the ground and curled 
around the car. There’s a silence that accompanies this ritual.” 
Plus, there are bonus tidbits about the winery business: “Years 
ago, wineries were for one thing: making wine. Now, hosting 
functions was one of the more reliable ways wineries made 
money.” Appropriate to the story’s veterinary theme, Joyeux 
hosts the “Fabulously Ugly Dog Contest.”

An enjoyable and well-paced mystery with a surprise 
kicker.

THE AMENDMENT
Parrish, Anne Leigh
Unsolicited Press (370 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jun. 26, 2018
978-1-947021-09-9  

In this novel about an emotionally 
stunted widow, Parrish (Women Within, 
2017, etc.) offers a quiet, fractured study 
of mourning.

When Lavinia Starkhurst hears that 
her wealthy husband, Chip, has died in 

a freak accident, she initially thinks it’s a joke: “I’m just stand-
ing here waiting for the punch line,” she tells her husband’s 
best friend, the bearer of bad news. It’s a fitting start to this 
inscrutable novel, which examines the emotional confusion of 
losing a loved one. Lavinia, in denial about her grief, becomes 
prone to tears, off-putting jokes, and having one drink too many 
on an empty stomach. Parrish is an exacting writer who drops 
keen observations (“She felt haunted, not by Chip’s ghost, but 
by her own cruelty”) that make Lavinia’s sudden bouts of weep-
ing especially startling. Chip was Lavinia’s second husband, and 
his death leaves her struggling with feelings for her alcoholic 
ex, Potter. On a whim, she decides to take a cross-country 
trip from her home in upstate New York to California, much 
to the concern of her friends and family. Parrish writes about 
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roadside motels and dime-a-dozen diners with a warmth that 
contrasts sharply with Lavinia’s sterile home life. Readers will 
almost feel the wind in the protagonist’s hair as she sets off for 
adventure. On the road, she meets a somewhat expected array 
of characters down on their luck, and she’s quick to come to 
their monetary aid. The most effective moments come when 
she’s vulnerable with strangers, as when she spends time in 
Montana reconnecting with Potter’s sister, Patty. At one point, 
Lavinia endures a last-minute invitation to a funeral, where 
she’s confused for someone else, revealing just how precarious 
her identity is. Lavinia’s trip is marked by impulsive decisions 
and dropped plotlines, making the whole affair feel like a woozy 
fever dream. However, readers are rewarded with further study 
of Lavinia and her past lives, drawing the emotionally distant 
widow into sharper focus.

A meandering tale made enjoyable by the author’s rich 
renderings of characters and their quirks.

THE BOHEMIAN AND 
THE ABOLITIONIST
A Civil War Novel
Prehn, Ann 
Self (500 pp.) 
$26.18 paper  |  $1.99 e-book
Dec. 31, 2017
978-0-692-89290-9  

Prehn’s debut historical novel drops 
readers into the commingling world of 
artists, abolitionists, and free spirits in 

the Greenwich Village of the late 1850s and early 1860s.
The opening pages of this sprawling work introduce 

24-year-old Wendell Harte Parry, a rising American painter for 
whom “financial success seems more elusive even than fame.” 
Soon after his return to New York City from a grand tour of 
Europe, just before the Civil War, Wendell meets Lillian Flax, 
a pretty young woman who “gave him a smile that made him 
feel, foolishly, that he was falling.” Within a few pages, Walt 
Whitman—in the flesh—serenades them with his poem “To 
a Stranger,” which Prehn—in a gesture that might have hor-
rified the real-life Whitman—center justifies on the page. To 
Wendell’s displeasure, Lillian turns out to be married to cruel 
shipping mogul Henry Ferguson, who happens to be Wendell’s 
patron. Before long, Lillian’s abolitionist activity, and particu-
larly her support for the radical John Brown, puts her in danger. 
Although he promised Lillian that he wouldn’t pick up a gun, 
Wendell joins the Union Army and later struggles for his life 
at Bull Run, where “death and gun-powder hung in the air like 
the devil’s laundry.” Prehn has quite obviously done extensive 
research, and she’s effectively fluent in the cultural currents 
of the era. She convincingly presents a whirlwind of real-life 
famous figures: actress and writer Ada Clare teaches Wendell 
what a bohemian is, and he, in turn, becomes one himself; 
painter Frederick Church and Wendell critique and celebrate 
one another’s work; author Louisa May Alcott welcomes Wen-
dell and Lillian to her home and joins them to visit Henry David 

Thoreau in Massachusetts. The characters’ conversations—
about the latest New York Tribune column by Karl Marx, say, or 
the dangers of harboring fugitives—often seem as if Prehn had 
only just overheard them. As a result, her novel is not just a rous-
ing story of two lovers—it also offers readers a welcome histori-
cal education.

A learned, absorbing tale of bondage, freedom, war, 
and peace.

BUZZKILL
Preston, James R. 
Rendrag Publishing  (171 pp.) 
$9.95 paper  |  $2.99 e-book  |  Oct. 3, 2017
978-0-9911516-6-0

A college student’s work as a confi-
dential informant puts her dangerously 
close to a radical group with sinister 
plans in this novel.

Mary Jane Bailey’s freshman year at 
Cal State Long Beach in 1968 doesn’t 

involve the typical campus activities one might expect. Not 
long after her registration, a federal agency asks her to be 
an informant in order to infiltrate a group known as Burn It 
Down. Shortly thereafter, she witnesses masked individuals 
attack one of her handlers, Terry Griswald, a local detective. 
Jane furthermore encounters enigmatic Thaddeus Blank, who 
indirectly threatens her by brandishing a straight razor in 
plain sight and demands details on any BID reports she gives 
to the cops. Jane has a way into BID with classmate Maggie 
Molyneaux, who soon introduces her to Junior Higgins, the 
apparent leader. Including other female members, the BID 

“family” appears to be a batch of harmless, peace-loving hip-
pies. But it’s evident that Junior is concocting something devi-
ous which involves Jane, whether she’s a willing participant or 
not. With help from Terry and fellow student Rider, Jane tries 
to decipher what exactly Junior’s ultimate objective is while 
dodging—or outright confronting—the occasional assailant. 
Preston’s (Crashpad, 2017, etc.) story is a fairly straightforward 
mystery; villains are generally pronounced, and even Junior’s 
scheme isn’t surprising. But the characters are a lively, extraor-
dinary assortment. Jane, for starters, is a remarkable protago-
nist, unfazed by facing multiple baddies with a two-by-four or 
just her purse. Others stand out via their discernible short-
comings: Blank is shaken by Jane’s lack of intimidation when 
he sports his straight razor, and unassertive Terry wonders 
whether she set him up for the attack. The story thoroughly 
embodies the ’60s era, both its anti-war sentiments and pop 
culture. The decade is also humorously portrayed through 
Blank’s largely failed attempts at using slang; at one point, he 
confuses Jane by referencing already-outmoded “sock hops.”

A historical thriller enriched by characters who sparkle 
and refuse to be forgotten.
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Prehn’s novel is not just a rousing story of two lovers—it also 
offers readers a welcome historical education.

the bohemian and the abolitionist
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LIKE PEACHES AND PICKLES
Pritchett, Muriel Ellis 
Black Rose Writing  (256 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Dec. 14, 2017
978-1-61296-979-4  

A 50-something career woman con-
siders her next move when things don’t 
go as planned in this novel about higher 
education politics.

Georgia Davis is the associate vice 
president of the public relations office at Georgia Central 
University, a large Southern state institution. Georgia has 
focused all of her efforts on her job, at the expense of her per-
sonal life. So when she is passed over for the promotion she 
has worked and studied for, she is furious. Instead, Paul Van 
Horne, the new university president and an Ivy Leaguer from 
the Northern U.S., chooses one of his old buddies from Princ-
eton, Carl Overstreet. Carl had been in charge of public rela-
tions at a small college in New York but doesn’t have Georgia’s 
experience at a big state school or a higher degree. (Georgia 
is finishing her Ph.D. in public relations.) To her dismay, Carl 
is an alcoholic who speaks brusquely to the public relations 
staff, making enemies. In addition, he is extremely preoccu-
pied with the fact that he is still in love with Paul’s wife, Elena. 
Then there’s Georgia’s friend Marina Roberson, a develop-
ment officer, who has been inappropriately propositioned by 
an important donor. Her supervisor pressures her to continue 
meeting with him despite her discomfort. Meanwhile, Geor-
gia must decide how she wants to handle Paul’s slight, consid-
ering whether to get to know Carl better and support him or 
try to find a new position. The discussions of sexual politics 
in the workplace are timely, and it’s always refreshing to read 
a book with an older female protagonist. While there is an 
almost overwhelming number of characters, the tale skillfully 
dramatizes the messiness of university politics. Some things 
that happen aren’t strictly realistic, such as some shenanigans 
with emails, but it’s not out of place within the gossipy ter-
ritory of the story. The resolutions are satisfying despite, or 
even because of, some ludicrous plot turns. Pritchett’s (Making 
Lemonade, 2016) writing is clear and sometimes quite a bit 
detailed—she can give a lot of information on a subject that 
the characters are addressing. The tie-in to her previous work 
(Georgia meets that novel’s star, Missouri Rothman) is a bonus.

An enjoyable university tale for readers who appreciate 
an older heroine, drama, and romance.

PHANTOM PACT
The Bearer’s Burden
Queen, Chad 
Encoded Press (247 pp.) 
$22.95 hardcover  |  $14.95 paper
$2.99 e-book
May 8, 2018
978-0-9998474-1-1
978-0-9998474-2-8 paper

In Queen’s debut sci-fi novel, a man 
whose powers come from the souls of 

the departed must figure out why masses of people are vanish-
ing before there’s no one left to save.

Cade Elegy is a member of the Bearers of Phantoms, a special 
force that make pacts with the dead to gain special abilities—the 
ability to “encode,” or transform their bodies into various sub-
stances, such as diamond, tungsten, and wood. It aids him in 
the fight against the Wraiths, an alien species that’s invaded the 
planet. Cade fought in a war against them a year ago, and although 
humans were victorious, some Wraiths still remain—and now 
entire cities of humans are disappearing. Cade has a mystery to 
solve, in addition to a desire to avenge those he lost in the war, but 
there’s one problem: His power comes at a price. Bearers of Phan-
toms who bear too many souls run the risk of destroying their 
own minds. The stakes are high. Will Cade be able to hold onto 
his sanity long enough to make a difference, or will he succumb 
to the phantoms that reside within him? He’s aided by a princess, 
an archaeologist, and an ancient artificial intelligence built by an 
extinct people who left technology behind that humanity barely 
knows how to use. Queen’s thorough worldbuilding paints vivid 
portraits of Cade’s home, its cities, its technology, and its threats, 
although there’s too light a touch when exploring the motives of 
the Wraiths and, at times, overly complicated detail regarding 
belief systems or abilities. That said, the narrative “encodes” dif-
ferent genres effortlessly, drawing on elements of traditional sci-fi, 
steampunk fantasy, Westerns, and political dramas. Each charac-
ter is a delight to follow, motivated by distinct drives and desires. 
It would be easy for secondary players around Cade, such as rebel 
princess Ashlyn Winshire and bookish archaeologist Jace Exile, 
to be overshadowed by Cade’s lone-ranger heroism, but they’re 
given their own independent agency, and it’s made clear that 
Cade’s desire to save the world alone is unsustainable.

An entertaining adventure with complex characters 
and downright cool concepts for advanced technology and 
metaphysical abilities.
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NEVERTHELESS, 
SHE PERSISTED
True Stories of Women 
Leaders in Tech
Rao Gluckman, Pratima
FriesenPress (303 pp.) 

A collection of interviews with female 
leaders in the high-tech industry discuss-
ing their experiences with gender bias.

After she was introduced to pro-
gramming at 14 years old, debut author Rao Gluckman enthusi-
astically decided she wanted to become an engineer. She didn’t, 
however, anticipate the gender bias she would encounter when 
she pursued a position in management and joined the ranks of 
leadership. She sought out role models and mentorship among 
other women in positions of authority within the high-tech 
field, a strategy she became convinced could be helpful to other 
women as well. Consequently, Rao Gluckman, who currently 
manages a team of software engineers at a computer software 
company, spoke with accomplished female executives about 
their encounters with bias, their influences and inspirations, 
and their strategies for success, and she compiles 19 of those 
interviews here. The topics range widely—institutional bias, 
compensation, and the difficulty balancing the demands of work 
and family. One theme is the “imposter syndrome,” the discom-
fiting feeling of self-doubt even some of the savviest women 
suffer in a male-dominated industry. There are also incisive 
discussions of the illusion of meritocracy, a myth undermined 
by the ubiquity of bias. International perspectives are repre-
sented as well. Yanbing Li, a senior vice president and general 
manager, notes that there is much less bias in STEM fields in 
China. Each interview is prefaced by a “biosketch,” a brief syn-
opsis of the subject’s experience and perspective, and ends with 
bulleted “takeways,” brief summaries of the exchange’s chief 
points. The author is a perspicacious interviewer and skillfully 
extracts illuminating insights and fresh perspectives from her 
subjects. For example, Alaina Percival, CEO and board chair for 
Women Who Code, observes that undercompensating women 
ultimately hurts companies that are unable to retain top tal-
ent as a result. The author’s prose can lazily default to clichés: 
Phrases like “and the world becomes your oyster” undermine 
the genuine insights shared. Also, some of Rao Gluckman’s own 
counsel is vague and overly general; her solution to the impos-
ter syndrome problem: “By tackling it head on, becoming disci-
plined, and learning more about the area we are insecure about.”

Despite occasional shopworn truisms, a generally 
inspiring assemblage of informed perspectives.

ODD IS ART
Ripley Publishing
Ripley Publishing  (144 pp.) 
$19.95  |  May 8, 2018
978-1-60991-206-2  

This hardcover collection of photo-
graphs of unusual, bizarre, and striking 

objects gathered by the Ripley’s Believe It Or Not! global fran-
chise has been given a surprisingly classy art-book treatment.

Unlike Ripley’s publications that are clearly aimed at a juve-
nile audience or that lean garishly on the freakish and/or grue-
some, this sharply designed, 144-page, 9-inch-square picture 
book, which includes historic objects and works by professional 
contemporary artists, takes a serious, adult approach—even 
when the object is a toothpaste version of Vincent van Gogh’s 
self-portrait, an Etch A Sketch of a Gone with the Wind movie 
poster, or Leonardo da Vinci’s The Last Supper rendered in...laun-
dry lint. Other objects featured within the double-page spreads 
of well-framed, crisply captioned photographs include a paint-
ing with delicate, curving lines made, we’re told, by a live hissing 
cockroach, its legs dipped by the artist in nontoxic paint; a life-
size skeleton from the Philippines crafted from found pieces of 
dead coral; Spanish sculptor José Manuel Castro López’s  seem-
ingly malleable stone carvings; California sculptor Benjamin 
Newman’s giant moth made of vintage spark plugs and the hood 
of a car from the 1940s; and elegant scrolls of cold steel, “bent 
by hand using traditional strongman techniques.” Among the 
most striking pieces is Michael Kalish’s image of Muhammad Ali 
emerging from carefully aligned layers of steel. The book’s smat-
tering of brief artist profiles, while informative, seems somewhat 
random; these include a photographer whose telescopic views 
of space are actually scans of various foods, a limbless painter of 
vivid flora and fauna, and Paul Baliker, creator of Ocean’s 11th 
Hour, the cover piece, a towering driftwood sculpture addressing 

“the dangers of extinction caused by ocean pollution.”
Fans of well-designed art-book collections of oddball 

objects will find much to enjoy.

BLINDING FEAR
Roland, Bruce 
Self (428 pp.) 
$11.59 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Aug. 22, 2016
978-0-9978843-1-9  

A sci-fi thriller involving a planet-kill-
ing comet, interstellar joy rides, and two 
heroic citizens fighting to save the planet.

Claire McBeth, a young Manhattan 
journalist covering science and technol-

ogy for the New York Sentinel newspaper, excitedly accepts an 
assignment to report on the revolutionary, swiftly developing 
space-tourism industry. First, she interviews Texas multibillion-
aire Kayode Seok, the Korean–African-American creator of KS 
Space Tourism, who’s dealt with racial prejudice throughout his 
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life. She also gets a scoop on a suborbital excursion project from 
former Air Force Capt. Herc Ramond, a senior pilot for Seok’s 
company. Although Claire is instantly attracted to the handsome 
airman, both are distracted by developments many miles above 
them involving the International Space Station. Soon afterward, 
Ramond must rush off to tend to his incapacitated friend Rich-
ard Halpren, a jet engine mechanic in the space-tourism industry; 
he’s in the hospital after surviving a suspicious gas explosion in 
his home. Meanwhile, FBI agent Quinten Gnash is using lethal 
means to contain reports of apparent comet sightings. McBeth 
and Ramond soon stumble on a conspiracy to cover up the truth 
behind an object hurtling toward Earth. Ohio-based novelist 
and playwright Roland’s rousing debut novel combines futuristic 
space technology with a bevy of engaging characters. Some of the 
subplots are fleeting, but they all directly tie into the main narra-
tive to form a cohesive tapestry of suspense, intrigue, and cosmic 
thrills. Although the action is a bit frenetic in places, the story is 
continuously and firmly anchored by strong characterization and 
an intriguing, visionary premise. McBeth and Ramond are par-
ticularly inspired and compelling protagonists who provide just 
the right amount of spirited toughness to carry things through to 
the rousing (and open-ended) conclusion.

An impressive, enterprising effort by an author with 
verve and imagination to spare.

MY JOB
Real People at Work Around 
the World
Skees, Suzanne—Ed.
Titletown Publishing (300 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $14.95 e-book
Nov. 16, 2016
978-0-9962951-0-9  

A collection of intimate interviews 
with people regarding the personal, 
familial, cultural, and geographic factors 

in their working lives.
Inspired by Studs Terkel’s Working (1974), which profiled 

ordinary American workers, editor Skees (God Among the Shak-
ers, 1998) takes the concept global. Six of her 16 subjects live in 
the United States, including a slack-key guitarist in Honolulu, 
an architect in Cincinnati, and a recruiter/headhunter in Tampa, 
Florida. The rest are on other continents, including a coffee 
farmer in Nicaragua, a Masai warrior in Tanzania, a married cou-
ple running an eco-friendly factory in India, a rickshaw puller in 
Bangladesh, and a private equity manager in Hong Kong. Skees 
organizes the material into five sections (“Entrepreneurship,” 

“Industry and Transportation,” “Farming, Food, and Animals,” 
“Finance and Technology,” and “Music & Arts”), but each first-
person account stands on its own, and they can be read in any 
order. A map, photograph, and editor’s note introduce each, 
and footnotes supplement the text. Skees nimbly maintains a 
consistent narrative flow, with none of the readability problems 
that are common in transcriptions. Whereas Terkel packed a 
great many workers into his book, Skees gives her subjects more 
space to muse, digress, and occasionally contradict themselves. 
The results are highly personal, often poignant, sometimes 
gritty, and routinely granular—perhaps more than some readers 
may expect, or even desire. The editor sets out to demonstrate 
that “our job = our self.” But such detailed portraits also reveal 
that formula’s commutative property—how personal prefer-
ences, chance, circumstances, and location shape each person’s 
job choice and performance. Skees is a nonprofit international 
development specialist, and doing work that contributes to 
the greater good emerges as a strong theme. As a result, this 
is a small, and perhaps skewed, sample of the world’s work-
force (although a second volume is forthcoming), but it will 
inspire readers by showcasing workers across diverse industries, 
income levels, countries, and cultures expressing how they find 
meaning in their work beyond earning money.

A vocational and sociological travelogue that readers 
will find to be time well spent.
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ANN, NOT ANNIE
Steadman, Sage
Mmhmm Books (294 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  $2.99 e-book  |  Sep. 22, 2017
978-0-9970565-6-3  

In Steadman’s (The Waking Dream, 
2016, etc.) third YA novel, a high school 
nobody encounters the harsh reality of 
what it means to become somebody.

Annie Julia Grey (who doesn’t like to 
be called “Annie,” preferring “Ann”) is a 

high school student who spends a lot of time in detention with 
her troublemaking best friend, Lisa. A year ago, Ann’s father died 
in an accident, her mother became an alcoholic, and her brother, 
William, left for college with no intention of ever coming back 
home. Ann often finds herself alone, saddled with responsibili-
ties her mother used to shoulder: cooking, cleaning, and caring 
for her younger brother, Tommy. At school, she pines for Jacob 
Waters, who also happens to be “the hottest senior in school.” 
Meanwhile, her eccentric (and handsome) classmate Danny 
Feller, who readers later learn is the book’s narrator, has feelings 
for her. After a few passed notes, Ann and Danny discover their 
mutual interest in Henry David Thoreau’s Walden—a book that 
William once owned. Ann desperately combs through the book 

“in hopes of discovering why he never came home.” However, as 
soon as Ann starts to fall for Danny, Jacob breaks up with his 
own girlfriend and—much to Ann’s surprise—begins aggres-
sively pursuing her. Almost overnight, she goes from feeling 
invisible to becoming a member of the “Totally Fabulous and 
Popular clique,” otherwise known as the “T.F.P.” The book is 
an immersive experience, and it reads very much like a novel-
length note from a friend in one’s class—complete with hand-
drawn comic strips interspersed throughout. Not unlike a note 
written by a teenager, the prose is prone to hyperbole, and there 
are places in which the teenage voice feels exaggerated: “At this 
particular moment, Ann Julia Grey was in denial about Danny 
Feller’s obvious magnificence. (Tragic sigh.)” Overall, however, 
Steadman captures the mania of teenage friendships and first 
loves as aptly as she captures the confusion of adolescent grief.

A read that honors the devastation of loss and self-dis-
covery from a distinctively adolescent perspective.

ODDITIES
Tramonte, Barbara
Finishing Line Press (34 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  Feb. 20, 2018
978-1-63534-368-7  

A veteran poetry teacher delivers a 
volume of verse.

The title poem of Tramonte’s (Under-
water, 1988, etc.) incisive collection con-
trasts a dog and a tiger: “A dog runs after 
everything you throw / Not so, a tiger / A 

tiger runs for the throat / Of the person / Throwing.” The tiger 

doesn’t mince or haphazardly chase, doodling across the lawn; 
its preferred vector is the straight line, and it launches with 
deadly accuracy, ready to deliver pain. The author, it seems, is 
more a tiger than a dog, and her poems frequently shoot right to 
the heart of the matter, telling the whole truth—with no slant. 
Sometimes, these truths are personal; in “Do I like you?” she 
answers the title question briefly: “I don’t really like you / And 
I never felt at ease / Around your skeevy presence.” Others are 
more universal—if no more palatable. In “Why not?” she writes: 

“The longer / We live / The more pain.” Such revelations provide 
no succor, but it is a delight to read verse that cuts so quickly to 
the quick. The poet writes in short lines; few get past four or 
five words. In the work of lesser writers, such an approach feels 
slapdash, a swift way to fill a page with white space. Not so with 
Tramonte. Her lines are arrows with the fletching removed: thin, 
potent, and deadly effective. Which isn’t to say that there’s no 
fun in this book. Indeed, some of the best works are infused 
with dark humor. The cleverest among these is “Green Is,” 
which reads in part: “Sixty is the new thirty / Sex, the new kiss 
/ Steeples are the new staples / Food, the new enemy.” We get 
the joke, but then Tramonte twists the knife: “Guns remain the 
same.” You can almost hear the poet raising her eyebrow as she 
writes the line, and such subtle surprises fill this accomplished, 
arresting volume. 

A rousing, penetrating poetry collection.

YOU-NICORN
A 30-Day Workbook to Find 
Your Inner Unicorn and Start 
Living the Life You Love
Vincent, Danielle A. 
HEA Publisher (272 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Apr. 30, 2018
978-0-9994392-5-8  

A guide promises to help readers get 
out of ruts and start living more authen-

tic, fulfilling lives.
At age 35, Vincent (You-Nicorn Journal, 2018, etc.) looked like 

she had made it, at least professionally. She had a six-figure job at 
the Oprah Winfrey Network, but her work didn’t excite her, and 
her personal and inner lives were the “equivalent of a stagnant 
pond.” So she embarked on an intense journey of self-discovery 
and self-help and was able to turn her life from ho-hum into 
something far more satisfying. Now, in her manual, she offers a 
crash course for others who are looking to change their lives but 
aren’t sure how or where to begin. Vincent freely (and refresh-
ingly) acknowledges that many, including herself, are skeptical 
about self-help mumbo-jumbo and openly declares that “this 
book is for cynics.” But she nonetheless urges readers to give 
her monthlong program a try, tackling a single chapter and its 
accompanying action steps per day. Each short, easy-to-digest 
section focuses on a different challenge or roadblock, such as 
success, mental health, friendships, forgiveness, and meditation, 
and the daily steps are meaningful but not so ambitious as to be 
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Tramonte’s lines are arrows with the fletching removed: 
thin, potent, and deadly effective.
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overwhelming. Rather than demanding that readers transform 
their lives overnight, the author suggests low-commitment but 
still impactful activities like writing down a situation they’d like 
to alter and brainstorming solutions or putting together a list of 
daily affirmations. The result is a sort of “Whole30” diet for life, 
a plan meant to jump-start readers on the path to wellness. The 
author’s own experiences deeply inform her spirited, offbeat 
work, which gives the advice an idiosyncratic feel—she delves 
into managing road rage, discusses “esoteric magic items” like 
talismans and “bath spells,” and explains how Dreiser’s Sister 
Carrie inspired her attitude about work. It’s a bit of a wild ride 
at times, but her sheer enthusiasm, combined with her quirky, 
conversational style and the volume’s charming, uncredited 
illustrations, makes this an enjoyable and often thought-pro-
voking read. 

A frank, funny self-help book perfect for those who 
view the genre with a healthy bit of skepticism.

LEGEND OF SUMERIA
Life · Blood · DNA
Webb, Jay  & Parekkadan, Biju 
Illus. by LaGaipa, Anthony
Dream Novels (284 pp.) 
$24.99  |  $18.99 paper  |  Mar. 20, 2018
978-0-9998195-1-7
978-0-9998195-0-0 paper  

In Webb and Parekkadan’s debut 
graphic novel, a near-future civilization 

is in danger of collapse due to bioterrorism and a miracle drug 
that may no longer be effective.

Stem cell biologist Bruce Abbott’s Tigris is a drug that’s sup-
posed to end all disease. It’s part of what has made the Nyima 
Corporation, run by CEO Damon Locke, a global powerhouse. 

The company is also behind the SEQ network, which contains 
information on billions of human genomes. The world’s inter-
net and power grid were once brought down for days by a geo-
magnetic event, so to secure a new power source, NASA plans 
a mission to sister planet Kepler Z. Some sick people on Earth, 
however, aren’t in the SEQ system and are being turned away 
by SEQ-approved physicians. Concurrently, bioterrorists have 
released a synthetic disease that Tigris won’t cure, leading to 
an outbreak. Investigators with the Department of Homeland 
Security connect an ancient marking associated with terrorists 
to a symbol on Bruce’s watch, which belonged to his brother, 
Jack, who’s been in hiding for some time. As riots and suicides 
increase, government operative Henry Ford, in defiance of CIA 
orders, hopes to find answers by tracking down the symbol’s 
origin. Or perhaps Earth’s salvation lies with astronaut Tessa 
Jones, who reaches Kepler Z and discovers an alien species. The 
authors’ story succeeds at explaining its scientific terminology 
and seamlessly incorporating it into the narrative. Chapter titles 
provide definitions that double as metaphors; “Apoptosis,” for 
instance, is defined as the process of “programmed cell suicide,” 
while some characters believe that people’s suicides are part of 
natural human development. Most characters are ambiguous at 
first; a flashback of Bruce’s relationship with Jack, for instance, 
sheds light on both men, and more twists involving Bruce come 
later. The colorful panels are courtesy of LaGaipa and a team of 
artists, and although differences in the artwork are discernible, 
the characters and settings remain cohesive. A finale packed 
with plot turns feels like the setup for a new story rather than 
an open ending. It’s unquestionably rousing, but readers may 
anticipate a follow-up.

An intelligent, entertaining take on the possibilities 
of science.

THE DOG AT THE GATE
How a Throwaway Dog 
Becomes Special
Weber, Sunny 
Pups and Purrs Press (246 pp.) 
$15.00 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Oct. 6, 2017
978-0-9966612-4-9  

In this middle-grade novel, an Aus-
tralian shepherd poignantly relates his 
mistreatment as a puppy, the love and 

companionship he finds with a caring owner and other rescued 
animals, and his life’s surprising last chapter.

Dog lovers be warned: You’ll need to keep the tissues handy 
while reading the saga of an Australian shepherd’s life and death 
(and beyond). Told in the heart-tugging voice of Aussie Max, 
Weber’s (Beyond Flight or Fight: A Compassionate Guide for Working 
with Fearful Dogs, 2015) novel begins when Max is taken from his 
mother as a puppy. Relegated to his first human family’s shade-
free, barren backyard, Max is subject to increasing neglect. His 
only moments of affection and companionship come when the 
family’s unhappy young son occasionally plays outside with him. 
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After a painful encounter with a neighbor’s aggressive dog, Max 
is beaten and hauled off to an animal shelter, where, confused 
and depressed, he is marked for death. Life turns around when 
Max is adopted by a caring, dog-savvy new owner. Gradually 
adjusting to his extended new family of rescued dogs and cats, 
he finds his calling as a champion in agility competitions. Weber 
believably shadows Max’s triumphs and sunny times over the 
years with a tragedy that befalls his beloved feline companion 
and with the emotional scars that linger due to the Aussie’s har-
rowing start in life. The author also doesn’t sugarcoat Max’s last 
challenge: his wrenching, graphically depicted last illness. Yet 
Weber never makes Max’s plight feel gratuitous. This touch-
ing narrative, with its colorful characters and humane message, 
conveys Weber’s own love for animals and her experiences with 
animal rescue and the loss of a pet. And, although readers may 
go through an emotional wringer throughout, Weber leaves 
her audience with the comfort of a cathartic last chapter that 
involves a trip over the “Rainbow Bridge,” joyous reunions, and 
Max’s new job, tailor-made just for him.

Movingly conveys a resonant message of empathy for 
mistreated and abandoned animals. y
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By Megan Labrise

“I think there’s a de-mystification 
that’s really important. I remem-
ber a couple of women [coming in 
for class], saying, ‘Oh god, you’re so 
different than I expected. You’re just 
such a real person.’ I’m like…what 
does that mean? It was sweet, but I 
also felt like, am I disappointing? I’m 
just this lady with wet hair sitting on 
her couch.”

—YA legend Francesca Lia Block, on 
teaching Weetzie Bat–fan-filled private 
writing classes in her home, in the late 
2000s, at Lit Hub. The Thorn Necklace: 
Healing Through Writing and the Creative 
Process is Block’s latest book.

“Natural conversational rhythms are 
replaced by a slow, lilting delivery, like 
a very boring ocean. Long pauses—
so long—hang in the air. Try and get 
comfortable. There’s no helping it. 
You’re in for a night of Poet Voice.”

—Atlas Obscura staff writer Cara Giaimo, 
in “An Algorithmic Investigation of the 
Highfalutin ‘Poet Voice’ ”

Fi e l d  No t e s

Submissions for Field Notes? 
Email fieldnotes@kirkus.com.

Photo courtesy N
icholas Sage

“They used to accuse me of over-
writing, and I think that was the fun 
of this book. There are definitely 
overwritten parts, but it’s a joke. 
The sentences go way longer than 
they should with much more ornate 
metaphors; those were great fun to 
write. But the humor is that it’s too 
much. I found a way to use what I 
knew could be a flaw and make it 
structurally necessary. I don’t know 
why I can’t be spare, but I just can’t. I 
decorate my home like a Portuguese 
widow. What can you do?”
—Andrew Sean Greer, on his 2018 Pulit-
zer Prize–winning novel, Less, in Esquire

“Certainly not. I mean, this is a—
you know, the emotional truth is 
very much my own. But you would 
have to know me pretty well to 
understand what in the text is auto-
biographical. I’ll tell you one thing 
since we’re friends now: that I do 
make spaghetti carbonara just like 
Rebecca does in the book, and I 
always guiltily throw a package of 
spinach into it.”
—Rumaan Alam, on whether he drew 
on “personal experiences” to write his 
sophomore novel, That Kind of Mother, 
on NPR

“I was in my childhood home, but it was also a treehouse, but it was also a fire 
hydrant. But then the Rock walked in with a seat belt around his head—that 
kind of storytelling. Also, dreams are fun. If it was a poem-delivery service, I 
don’t think people would be interested.”
—Poet Mathias Svalina, whose “Dream Delivery Service” provided subscribers in Buffalo, 
New York, with personalized dream narratives delivered by bicycle ($45) or mail ($60) as 
part of his monthlong residency at Just Buffalo Literary Center. According to the Buffalo 
News, nightmares cost $3.75 extra.

Photo courtesy David A. Land
Photo courtesy Kaliel Roberts
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Along about 1937, facing a midlife crisis at 40 and sensing that the Great Depres-
sion was finally over, a New York sportswriter named Paul Gallico decided to 
change his life. He had tried his hand at several branches of journalism, fired 
from a spot as a movie reviewer for being too snarky, before landing at the sports 
desk of the Daily News.

Others might have thought it a demotion for someone so talented, and Gal-
lico himself later admitted that he indulged in all the clichés and purple prose the 
business had to offer. But he took the job seriously, and he did something that no 
other sportswriter would do—at least more than once—until George Plimpton 
came along a couple of decades later: Though not the most gifted of athletes 
himself, Gallico went into the boxing ring with the great Jack Dempsey and got 
himself clobbered and then knocked out in the space of less than two minutes. 
He jumped in the pool to race Johnny Weismuller, a champion swimmer before 

becoming the Tarzan of short-feature fame. He faced Dizzy Dean at the plate and nearly got killed by a fastball. 
He played golf, tennis, basketball, football, polo, and faro against the stars of those games, and he wrote about 
what he saw and did out on the beat. For good measure, he founded the Golden Gloves award.

But in 1937, Gallico was ready for something new. The following year, he pulled together a collection of his 
best writing, meaningfully called Farewell to Sport, writing in the introduction that he was reluctantly abandon-
ing a calling that he termed “an old and good friend and companion to me” and allowing that he was “lingering 
as long as one dares before the final, irrevocable shutting of the door.”

He started to write in earnest: fiction, sketches, lots of magazine pieces. He 
moved to England, where World War II was beginning to heat up, publishing a 
novel whose modern knight-errant hero was something of a Gallico alter ego: 
an inky wretch who learns spycraft and martial arts and goes off to fight the 
Nazis pretty well single-handedly. After the war began for real, Gallico turned 
in a sentimental but memorable story called “The Snow Goose,” which the 
Saturday Evening Post published. Its hero, an artist who, like Gallico, was living a 
quiet life on the English coast, rehabilitates a wounded bird. “He was a friend to 
all things wild,” Gallico writes of his hero, “and the wild things repaid him with 
their friendship.” So the snow goose does, witnessing the artist’s death while 
heroically saving British soldiers from the beach at Dunkirk.

For the next 35 years, Gallico enjoyed great success as a commercial novelist, never much liked by the critics 
but eminently capable of turning in satisfying potboilers like The Poseidon Adventure, Thomasina, and Mrs ’Arris 
Goes to Paris. By the time he died in 1976, he had published some 50 novels. He even returned to sportswriting 
long enough to write the story and then the script for the Lou Gehrig biopic Pride of the Yankees, lingering at 
the door for just a little bit longer.

Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.

Appreciations: Paul Gallico Bids 
Farewell to Sports
B Y  G R E G O R Y  M C N A M E E
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